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Fine Ceramics
laser guide shafts hold
their tolerances five
times longer than
other materials.

These anti -

resonant chassis
spacers are made with
Kyocera's proprietary
Fine Ceramics.

These are the CD features

they'll be copying next

3rd -order analog
filters cause less phase
shift than the 7th- and
9th -order designs that
others use.
Since Day One,
' every Kyocera player
has had true 16 -bit

oversampling.
While our supplied
remote controls are
great, this optional full
system remote control
lets you operate a
complete Kyocera
system from anywhere in the
house!

The front fascia of all
our players is brushed
aluminum, not plastic.

Our real wood
side panels help damp
resonance. They also
look good.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

In May of 1983, Kyocera introduced a CD player with true 16 -bit
digital filters. Today, the competition's calling this circuit "the latest thing:'
Years ago we had four -times oversampling. This year every high -end
player worth mentioning has a similar design. In September, 1984 Kyocera
raised some eyebrows with the world's first Fine Ceramics anti -resonant
CD chassis. Now the stores are full of flimsy imitations.
How did all these innovations happen to come from Kyocera, and
not some household name? Perhaps because Kyocera's knowledge of
digital circuitry comes from years of building computers for some of the
best-known names in electronics. Perhaps because Kyocera is a world
leader in Fine Ceramics, the technology used to house circuitry in

aerospace and other advanced applications. Or perhaps because
some top -rated CD players from other brands were actually made
by Kyocera.

Now Kyocera has four world-beating Compact Disc Players, ranging
in suggested retail price from $350 to the $800 model DA-710CX shown
here. Each boasts technology so advanced, it's a preview of what the
competition will be selling in 1989. After all, history does repeat itself.

¡,KHOEERa
Built right from the ground up.

Kyocera Electronics, Inc., 100 Randolph Road, CR 6700, Somerset, New Jersey 08873-1284 (201) 560-0060
Kyocera Canada, Inc., 7470 Bath Road, Mississauga, Ont., L4T 1L2, Canada (416) 671-4300
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THE SHAPE
OF THINGS TO COME

Products recognized for their ability to
reproduce music and to advance our
perception of high fidelity emerge from
unique companies. The community of
individuals dedicated to the production
of Mark Levinson components has established an unequalled tradition of excellence and accomplishment, while
accepting the responsibility for refining
the state of the art in music reproduction
within the boundaries technology and
imagination allow.
The No. 26 Dual Monaural Preamplifier
introduces a new level of performance in
audio system control. Until now, the
most musically accurate preamplifiers
have had limited control flexibility due to
the sonic advantages of direct signal
paths. The new generation of circuitry
developed for the No. 26 provides full
control flexibility, for six audio sources
with two tape loops. and such refinements as absolute phase selection, all
with greater sonic purity than even the
minimalist preamps of the past.
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The No. 26 offers two optional phono input sections for precise matching with
any phonograph cartridge. Either of
these circuits can be factory installed at
the time of purchase, or added later by
your dealer.
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The No. 26 also offers the option of true
differential balanced connection to associated equipment. While this superior
interconnection technique has been
taken advantage of in professional
equipment for many years, only recently
have domestic products offered it as an
option. The No. 26 will allow you to
achieve the maximum performance
from Mark Levinson amplifiers and other
products offering balanced connection
capability.

!!
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All Mark Levinson products are handcrafted in limited quantities to ensure
their high standards. Visit your Mark
Levinson dealer to hear how good music
can sound in your home.

Mark Levinson" products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Bo« 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

SIGNALS & NOISE

u luvvs.r`i
Eugene Pitts III
Editor

Art Director: Cathy Cacchione
Technical Editor: Ivan Berger
Managing Editor: Kay Blumenthal
Copy Chief: Elise J. Marton
Associate Art Director: Linda Zerella
Assistant Editor: Karen Clark

Battle Report

$79.95 to $100,000,
commend the
entire Audio staff for its ability to accuI

Dear Editor:

Bravo to Michael J. Rodney for his
letter ("Signals & Noise," August 1987)
regarding the service side (or lack
thereof) of the audio industry. While

rately cover as wide a diversity of
products as it does!

As a professional involved

in the

empathize with Mr. Rodney's com-

field of music, I appreciate the reviews
of automotive equipment, knowing its

ments, also find some small consolation in his confirming that state -side

ability for true high-fidelity reproduction, which apparently Mr. Paskowitz

I

I

audio enthusiasts experience the isn't aware of. Also, as a subscriber to
same frustrations as we do here.

Stereo Review as well as Audio, I can

It's good to know that Mr. Rodney accurately state that your magazine
found performance and service satis- still very much caters to high -end
faction in the McIntosh company. I've equipment, whether it be car audio,
been fighting an almost year -long bat-

home audio, or home video.

tle with New York Audio Labs, which

fail to understand why someone
such as Mr. Bufka would continue to
read a magazine that he is unable to

offered to modify my Moscode 600 am-

plifier. They accepted my deposit but

I

have not yet performed the work or appreciate. Keep on reviewing the catreplied to my request for a refund.
egories of equipment that you are now
David S. Stott, Jr. doing such a good job on. You can
Paris, France count on me to be renewing my subscription for many years to come.
Editor's Note: Harvey Rosenberg of
William S. Wells
NYAL replies: "The recent disaster on
Nashville, Tenn.

Wall Street was the death blow for
NYAL. I am going to have to put the

Happy Family Member

company into bankruptcy. There were

Dear Editor:

a couple of people who did not get
their amplifiers modified."

would like to second Michael J.
Rodney's "nomination" of McIntosh

Let It Be

Laboratories as a company deserving
praise for their outstanding service to

Dear Editor:

Your October 1987 issue contained
several letters from angry readers who
bought Beatles CDs without knowing
they were in mono. I do not understand
why they didn't know; long before the

I

their customers ("Signals & Noise,"
August 1987). I am pleased to have

discs were released, numerous articles appeared in newspapers about

been a member of the McIntosh family
since the early '60s and to own components still performing up to their original specifications.
G. Gary Kirchner, M.D.
Lancaster, Pa.

the discs being in mono, and still more
appeared after they were released.

Voice of Experience

I

bought the discs knowing they

were in mono. It didn't bother me that

Dear Editor:

You've made an excellent choice in

much, although Capitol could've having Frank Driggs review jazz recrammed both a mono and a stereo

leases for Audio. Having read his writings in many contexts, especially set
Ki Suk Hahn booklets and liner notes, I've come to
West Covina, Cal. appreciate him as an authority who indeed knows what he's writing about.
An Encouraging Word
Since reviews are necessarily pared to
Dear Editor:
the bone, his every sentence rings with
In regard to two letters printed in the truly detailed knowledge and experiOctober 1987 "Signals & Noise" col- enced listening and thought. I think the
umn ("Two Sides of a Coin"), I would reader can count on the accuracy of
make the following comments:
his judgments and summations. AlIn a day and age when your Equip- though his writings are frequently on
ment Directory has over 261 different reissues of "period" jazz, you could
listings for speaker manufacturers, just as well employ his knowledge in
with products ranging in price from the review of anything current. Let him
version on one disc.
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Copyright 1987, AERO, Inc.'

AERO HOLOSONIC"
SPEAKERS do for your ears

what holograms do for your
eyes: give you a complete,
scientifically -based, natural threedimensional experience to
heighten your listening pleasure.
Now the speakers
AERO took five
years and spared no you've been waiting
expense to develop the for are yours in three
affordable models.
patented HOLOSONIC
Ask your local dealer for
an audition and bring
like never before. Then the along your favorite
technology was enhanced recording. Let your mind
explore the feeling of
by adding the speakers'
extraordinary fit and finish. being right where the
Our peers have recognized music is, in open
grandeur.
this new standard in
speakers by giving
AERO HOLOSONIC'M
Treat yourself to a
new HOLOSONIC
SPEAKERS the 1987
listening experience.
Design and Engineering
technology, so today you
can feel sound presence

Award.

Call your local
dealer today.

AERO

Enter No. 3 on Feeder Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Acoustic Engineering & Research Organization, Inc.
8332 Bristol Court
Jessup MD 20794
301-953-3040 Fax 301 4987471 Tlx 4931151

SIGNALS & NOISE

take a crack at that marvelous electronic stuff that takes some of today's

the way, MOVs have a finite life. Each
time they absorb a surge, their characteristics are changed somewhat. A
Transorb, a large zener diode, does a
better job, but it is very expensive.

musical giants six months to a year to
get right.
Speaking of musical giants, loved
those letters about The Beatles CDs
Second, a note about "Spectrum."
and whether the albums were originally Thomson SA, formerly Thomson-Housin mono or stereo. put such discus- ton, is an offspring of an American
sions in the category of UFO sightings company of the same name. In about
and the new cleft in Michael Jackson's 1890, it merged with Edison to form
chin.
General Electric. How about that!
Geoffrey Wheeler
Third, the Brush Soundmirror menI

I

Manassas, Va.

watching them spin is about as excit-

ing as watching a blender. Having
been conditioned to deal with analog
formats for years, it may be a long time
before digital finds a place in my life.

As a collector and student of many
different forms of music, the analog
world has allowed me some colorful
adventures. It is an alien planet filled
with hidden treasures. At junk stores
and yard sales,

I

often find near -mint

LPs in a vast variety of bizarre and

tioned in "Behind the Scenes" came obscure pop mutations for as little as a
out in about 1948. Our local radio sta- dollar-or sometimes even a quarter.

The Megabuck Stops Here

tion had one, and later our high school

Along with closed -out 8 -tracks,

Dear Editor:
I read with interest the letters of Ronald Stone and Bruce Bender ("Signals
& Noise," November 1987) concerning
the Mark Levinson No. 20 mono ampli-

band did also. The tape we had was
not plastic, it was paper. You really

use them to re-create this lush land scape piece by piece on cassettes.

had to be careful on rewind.

fier review by Laurence Greenhill and
David Clark. It appears that Mr. Greenhill and Mr. Clark's high commendations are predetermined because they

expect it to be about as effective as the
car seat -belt interlock. can't imagine
spending good money for a recording
with a hole in the middle of the treble.

The final quality depends on the equipment and skill use.
These types of diverse, odd artifacts
would never translate into CD culture;
they would never make it onto disc. At
premium prices, each CD is a finished
piece of permanent software. I'd have

know they are dealing with a mega-

I'll stick with the discs I've got, going

to like the music quite a lot to make

buck product. I wonder how their opinions would change if they believed the
unit cost $4,000 less, or, conversely, if
they were led to believe an $800 ampli-

back to 1908.

each investment. There are few mod ern releases
like and even fewer
would play all the way through in any

Finally,

I

think all the fuss about

copy -protecting music is ridiculous.

I

I

Gilbert A. Johnson
Woodinville, Wash.

I

can

I

I

I

format. Vinyl -to -tape is a state of
fier had a $4,800 price tag. believe Let's Discuss It
mind-interactive, creative, and flexithey could be far more objective and Dear Editor:
ble. The digital world is a perfectly
more frugal with superlatives if they
John Eargle's review of the CD re- consistent mirror image, but the sur were unaware of the manufacturer, cordings of Holst's "Planets" ("A Pleth- face is flat, hard, and cold.
model, and price of the unit to which ora of Planets," October 1987) is to be
Beam me up, Scotty.
I

they were listening.

commended. Mr. Eargle's understandJerome Swabb
Erie, Pa.

Theodore Curley
Framingham, Mass.

ing of each recording's background
and the effect of the techniques involved is second to none. The combination of technical insight and musical

Righting a Wrong

Examining an Issue
Dear Editor:

sensitivity in one writer is a treasure

have some comments on several
articles in the November 1987 issue of

that should not be kept in a closet!
Please see if Mr. Eargle can be persuaded to do similar comparative re-

We at ECM Records are pleased
that Edward Tatnall Canby enjoyed
Kim Kashkashian's recording, Ro -

I

Audio:

First, in "Digital Domain," the metal
oxide varistors (MOVs) connected to

views. There are too many $16 CDs out

ground in Fig. 2 are a no -no, according

there which are not deserving of the
medium and which need to be "dis-

to electrical codes.

cussed."

I

know;

I

sent a

sample computer to Underwriters Labs

Jim Fullmer
Salt Lake City, Utah

connected just this way, and it was
rejected. The MOVs do a good job:
Last month a neighbor dropped a tree
across a 125,000-V transmission line
so that it fell on the 12,500-V distribution line. Several thousand houses had
TVs, VCRs, microwaves, computers,
etc. destroyed. All lost were some
MOVs and ground -fault interrupters.
Unfortunately, my garage -door opener
I

had its MOV soldered in

a circuit

Dear Editor:

mances and Elegies for Viola and Pi ano (November 1987, "Compact
Discs"). Unfortunately, he misidentified

the musicians in the review. Please
note that it is Kim Kashkashian who
plays the viola and Robert Levin who
plays the piano.
Kathryn King
ECM Records
New York, N.Y.

Adventures in Collecting
Dear Editor:

So much has been written about
CDs since their inception, but little of it
explores their psychological impact on
our music culture. Although have always found the prospect of pure sound
very exciting, there are other considerations which fit into the total picture.
I

board. The runs were vaporized! By CDs sound great, but somehow,

Editor's

Note: Please forgive the error.

We hope our readers were more observant than we were: As anyone can
easily see, it is a viola (and not a pi ano!) that Ms. Kashkashian is holding
up in the photograph that accompanies the review.-E.M.
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Challenging
Desi n.
FOR UNDER $600 YOU CAN OWN AN
AMPLIFIER JUDGED TO NAVE THE EXACT
SOUND CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ESOTERIC

the second day of listening to his final design, we
threw in the towel and conceded Bob the bout.
According to the rules... Bob had won."

$3000 MODEL.
BRAIN CHALLENGES BRAWN. Below is a
Bob Carver recently shocked the staid audiophile
world by winning a challenge that no other amplifier
designer could ever consider.
The new M -1.0t was judged, in extensive listening
tests by one of America's most respected audiophile publications, to be the sonic equivalent of a
PAIR of legendary, esoteric mono amplifiers which
retail for $3000 each!

photo of the 20 -pound, cool -running M -1.0t. Above
it are the outlines of the pair of legendary mono

the start, the Stereophile evaluation team was skeptical ("We wanted Bob to fail. We wanted to hear a
difference'). They drove the product of Bob's roundthe-clock modifications and their nominees for "best
power amplifier" with some of the finest components
in the world. Through reference speakers that are
nothing short of awesome. Ultimately, after exhaustive listening tests with carefully selected music
ranging from chamber to symphonic to high -impact
pop that led them to write, "..each time we'd put the
other amplifier in and listen to the same musical
passage again, and hear exactly the same thing. On

vER
POWERFUL

P.O.c_AR

M -1.0t

Has a continuous FTC sine -wave output
conservatively rated at 200 watts per
channel.
Produces 350-500 watts per channel of RMS
power and, bridged, 800-1100 watts momentary
peak power (depending on impedance).

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER CHALLENGE.
Last year, Bob Carver made an audacious offer to
the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one of America's exacting and critical audio publications. He
would make his forthcoming amplifier design sound
exactly like ANY high-priced, esoteric, perfectionist
amplifier (or amplifiers) the editors could choose.
In just 48 hours. In a hotel room near Stereophile's
offices in New Mexico! As the magazine put it, "If it
were possible, wouldn't it already have been done?
Bob's claim was something we just couldn't pass

up unchallenged"
What transpired is now high fidelity history. From

A DESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGES OF
MODERN MUSIC REPRODUCTION. The M-1.0t's
astonishingly high voltage/high current output and
exclusive operation features make it perfect for the
demands of compact digital discs, video hi-fi and
other wide dynamic range playback media. The

Delivers 1000 watts continuous sine wave output
at 8 ohms in bridging mode without switching or
modification.
Is capable of handling unintended 1 -ohm speaker
loads without shutting down.

Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Offset and Short. Circuit Power Interrupt protection.

amplifiers used in the Stereophile challenge. Even
individually, they can hardly be lifted and demand
stringent ventilation requirements. And yet according to some of the most discriminating audiophiles
in the world, Bob's new design is their sonic equal.
The M-1.0t's secret is its patented Magnetic Field
Coil, Instead of increasing cost, size and heat output
with huge storage circuits, Magnetic Field Amplification delivers its awesome output from this small
but powerful component. The result is a design with
the dynamic power to reproduce the leading edge
attacks of musical notes which form the keen edge
of musical reality.

SHARE THE RESULTS OF VICTORY. We invite
you to compare the new M -1.0t against any and all
competition. Including the very expensive amplifiers that have been deemed the M-1.0t's sonic equivalent You'll discover that the real winner of Bob's
remarkable challenge is you. Because world class,
superlative electronics are now available at reasonable prices simply by visiting your nearest Carver
dealer.

SPECIFICATIONS: Power, 200 watt/channel

into 8 ohms 20Hz to 20KHz, both channels
driven with no more than 0.15% TH D. Long Term
Sustained RMS power, 500 watts into 4 ohms, 350 watts into
8ohms. Bridged Mono power, 1000 watts into 8 ohms. Noise,
-110dB IHF A -weighted. Weight, 20 lbs.

Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
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Tap es. (MCA)
From the Original Master
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Madonna-

(Orig. Soundtrk.)(Sire)
Who's That GirOl(Ori

1010111911111111

357939. "La Bambá

1

359521. The Cars -

mwreu,

359901. Mick Jagger -7
Primitive Cool. (Columbia)

359208.LoverboyWildstde.(COlum ia)
355776. Stravinsky: The

344721. Lionel

337659. U2 -The Unforgettable Fire (Island)
347955. Huey Lewis & The
News -Fore! (Chrysalis)

349985. Johnny Mathis/
Henry Mancini -The Hollywood Musicals (Columbia)

348979. Tina Turner -

Richie-Dancing On the

Firebird (1910 version);

Song Of The Nightingale

Greatest Hits. (Elektra)

Never Let Me Down.

343715. Vivaldi: Four
Seasons-Maazel cond.
Digital -CBS Masterworks)
323261. Lionel RichieCan't Slow Down (Motown)
346809. Dvorak: Symphony No. 9 (New World);
Carnival Overture -Baez,

352948. Wynton Marsalis
-Carnaval. Hunsberger,

Into The Fire. (A&M)

Soundtrack. (Columbia)

234062. West Side Story
-Original Cost (Columbia)

355362. Whitesnake.

321307. Air Supply Greatest Hits. (Arista)
342105. Bangles Different light. (Columbia)
357889. Copland: Billy The
Kid; Appalachian Spring;
etc. -Bernstein, NY Phil.
Digitally Remostered-

(Geffen)

CBS Masterworks)

346536. The Monkees-

352633. Dolly Parton/

353946. Bryan Adams -

345785. Top Gun -

K. Te Kanawa, J. Correras,
etc. (Digital -CBS)

347153. Cyndi LauperTrue Colors. (Portrait)

347039. Billy Idol -Whiplash Smile. (Chrysalis)

346643. Andreas Vollenweider-Down To The
Moon. (CBS)

From The Original Decca
Masters. (Digitally
Remastered-MCA)
323899. The Best Of The
Alan Parson's Project.
(Arista)

352666. REO

Speedwogon-Life As
We Know It. (Epic)
355115-395111. Prince

-Sign 'O' The Times.

346478. Madonna True Blue. (Sire)

354951. Mozart: Flute

356576. John Adams:
The Chairman Dances -

Ou a rtets-Ros tropovic h,
Rampal, Stern, Accordo
)Digital -CBS Masterworks)

(Digital -Nonesuch)

356329. Randy Travis Always & Forever.

Classic Rock from the Sixties
and Seventies
300095. Electric Light
Orchestra -Greatest Hits.
(Jet)

279133. Meat Loaf -Bat
Out Of Hell. (Epic)

358887 Grateful
Dead -Workingman's
Dead. (Warner Bros.)

286914. Fleetwood Mac
-Rumours (Warner Bros.)
244459. Santana 's
Greatest Hits (Columbia)
257279. Bruce Springsteen-Born to Run
(Columbia)

357277 The Who -Who's

231670. Janis Joplin's
Greatest Hits (Columbia)
214650. Blood, Sweat &
Tears Greatest Hits

Next. (MCA)

(Columbia)

287003. Eagles Greatest

358358. Joe Cocker Classics. )A&M(

soundtrack album. (MCA)

355990. Motley Crue-

361980. Roger Hodgson
-Hai Hai. (A&M)
356196. The Cure -Kiss
Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me.

Girls, Girls, Girls. (Elektra)

Kansas. (CBS Assoc.)

Houses Of The Holy.

355529. Philip Glass -

291864-391862.
Original Soundtrack Woodstock. (Atlantic)
290171. The Steve Miller

Rewind. (Rolling Stones

Band -Greatest Hits

269209. Boston -

1974-78. (Capitol)
291526. Emerson, Lake &

Boston. (Epic)

)Elektra)

(Warner Bros.)

Dance Pieces.
(Digital -CBS)

357871. Tchaikovsky:
Waltzes -S. Comissiona

343319. Janet Jackson Control )A&M)

and Houston Symphony

349571. Boston Third

(Digital -Pro Arte)

Stage (MCA)

319996-399998.
Motowns25#1 Hits

356287. Suzanne Vega Solitude Standing. (A&M)

-Verese/Sarabande)

Hits. (Sala)

334391. Whitney
Houston. (Arista)

314443. Neil Diamond's
12 Greatest Hits, Vol. 2.
(Columbia)

343582. Van Helen 3521506.2( (Warner Bros.)

326629. Bruce Springsteen-Born In The
U

(Colb

34209.S.A.7. Barumbraa)

Streisand-The
Broadway Album.
(Columbia)

219477 Simon &

345157 Jethro
Tull -Aqualung. (Chrysalis)
327742. The Best Of

356675. Beverly Hills
Cop II -motion picture

London Philharm. (Digitol

354985. Billie Holiday -

(Paisley Park)

DeWart, San Fran. Sym.

Michael Tilson Thomas,
English Chamber Orch.

355834. David Bowie -

Break Every Rule (Capitol)

Joel's Greatest Hits,
Vol. 1 & 2. (Columbia)
349324. South Pacific.

246868. Jim Croce Photographs And
Memories -His Greatest

Nos. 8 & 9 IChorall-

Vol. I (Columbia/ARC)

Then & Now...The Best
Of The Monkees (Arista)

336396-396390. Billy

So. (Geffen)

339903. The Cars -

(EMI America)

345777 Peter Gabriel -

Beethoven: Symphonies

¡Portrait)

(Digitally RemasteredCBS Masterworks)

355156. Vladimir Horowitz
Plays Favorite Chopin.

(Slash( Warner Bros.)

355958-395954.

Digital -CBS Masterworks)
290916. The Best Of
Earth, Wind & Fire,

340323. Sade -Promise.

Eastman Wind Ensemble
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

Linda Ronstadt/Emmylou
Harris Trio (Worrier Bros.)

319541. Elton John Greatest Hits. (MCA)
318089. Michael Jackson
-Thriller (Epic)

-Boulez, New York Phil.
(Digitally RemosteredCBS Masterworks)

Ceiling. (Motown)

Orig. Soundtrk.

Door To Door. (Elektra)

Hits 1971-1975 (Asylum)

293597. Led Zeppelin -

291278. The Doable
Brothers -Best of the
Doobies. (Warner Bros.)
308049. Creedence
Clearwater Revival
Featuring John Fogerty/
Chronicle. 20 greatest
hits. (Fantasy)

260638. Chicago's
Greatest Hits (Columbia)
341073. Steely Dan A Decade of Steely Dan.

Garfunkel's Greatest
Hits. (Columbia)

348649. Pachelbel Canon
& Other Digital Delights
-Toronto Chamber Orch.
(Digital -Fanfare)

353771. Bolling/Rampal:
Suite #2 for Flute & Jazz
Piano Trio (Digital -CBS)

348318. The Police Every Breath You Take

-The Singles (A&M)
346312. Billy Joel -The
Bridge. (Digital -Columbia)
337519. Heart. (Capitol)

336222. Dire Straits -

(MCA)

Brothers In Arms.

292243. Jackson Browne

(Warner Bros.)

-The Pretender (Asylum)
351957. Yes -Fragile.

314997-394999. Stevie
Wonder's Original

(Atlantic)

(Atlantic)

Musiquarium 1. (Tomla)

350736. Rolling Stones -

286740. Linda Ronstadt's
Greatest Hits. (Asylum)

348987-398982. Linda
Ronstadt-'Round

Records)

Palmer -Brain Salad

291021. SupertrompBreakfast In America.

357616-397612. The Best
Of The Doors. (Digitally
Remostered-Elektra)
353102. Jimi Hendrix Are You Experienced.

Surgery. (Atlantic)

(A&M)

(Reprise)

From 25 Years. (Motown)

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Midnight (Asylum)

353789. Sly & The
Family Stones Greatest
Hits. (Epic)

351122. Europe -The
Final Countdown. (Epic)

346544. Kenny
G-Duotones. (Arista)

Bruce SPrinysteen3nnel Of Love. (Collumbe)

360115.

Houston356154. WhitneY
WhitneYl rista)

.__....Q....^'."_....»

.

u2 -THE JOSHUA TREE

35OBn he arkflÁDslaa-

plus shipping and handling, with

354449.02 -The

membership

Joshua Tree. (Island)

354100. Crowded House.

360974. Squeeze -

(Capitol)

Babylon And On. (A&M)
360149. Echo & The

354035. Dwight Yoakam
-Hillbilly Deluxe. (Reprise)
345751. Paul SimonGraceland. (Warner Bros.)
356279. Gloria Estefan
And Miami Sound Machine
-let It Loose. (Epic)
358077 Hank Williams,
Jr -Born To Boogie.
Animals.(Capitol)

356667.H
Mac
354902. Fleetwood
Bros.)
Tango In The Night. (Warner

359075. Aerosmith
Vacation". (Geffen)

337402. The Manhattan
Transfer-Vocalese.
(Atlantic)

346957 Steve Winwood
-Back In The High Life.

343954. Paul Winter -

353920. Simply Red -

Canyon. (Living Music)

Men and Women. )Elektra)

357657 Beethoven:
Piano Concerto No. 5 -

352229. Carly Simon Coming Around Again.

Murray Perahia.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

(Arista)

Boys. (Atlantic)

361022. Tchaikovsky:
Symphony No. 6 Claudio Abbado, Chicago

357467. Sammy Hagar.

Symph. Orch. (Digital -CBS
Masterworks)

Dream Of The Blue
Turtles. (A&M)

(Columbia)

357186. Hooters -One

Force -Spanish Fly.

Way Home. (Columbia)

(Columbia)

Classic)

357640. Wynton

Marsalis-Marsalis

For Two. (Arista)

Standard Time.

354829. Lisa -Lisa And
Cult Jam With Full

I-

Now it's easy to add the best of
yesterday and today to your CD
collection. As a special introduction to the
CBS Compact Disc Club, you can pick any six
CDs for $1.00. All you do is fill in and mail the

application -we'll send your six CDs and bill
you $1.00, plus shipping and handling. You
simply agree to buy four more CDs (at regular
Club prices) in the next two years -and you

may then cancel your membership anytime
after doing so.

How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month for your musical
interest...plus many exciting alternates. In
addition, up to six times a year, you may
receive offers of Special Selections, usually
at o discount off regular Club prices, for a
total of up to 19 buying opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Selection of the

Month, you need do nothing -it will be
shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response card always provided and mail it
by the dote specified. You will always have at

Plays Brahms Piano
Pieces, Op. 76 & 119/
Fantasies Op. 116.
(Digital -Nonesuch)

357574. Original
Soundtrack -The lost

138586. Bob Dylan's
Greatest Hits )Columbia)

344622. Anita Baker -

357145. Richard Goode

(Warner Bros.)

Rapture. )Elektra)

(Island)

least 10 days in which to make your decision.
If you ever receive any Selection without
having 10 days to decide, you may return it
at our expense.
The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular Club prices,
which currently are $14.98 to $15.98 -plus
shipping and handling. (Multiple -unit sets
may be somewhat higher.) After completing
your enrollment agreement you may cancel
membership at any time; if you decide to
continue as a member, you'll be eligible for
our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy
one CD at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.

10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Clubs operation with your introductory shipment. If you ore not satisfied for any reason
whatsoever, lust return everything within 10
days and you will have no further obligation.

(Digitally RemasteredAngel)

357863. Barbra
Streisand..."One Voice."

356501. Benson/KlughCollaboration.

357350. The Duke
Ellington Orchestra Digital Duke. )Digital-GRP)
356741. Bach: Preludes
And Fugues For Organ,
Vol. I. (Digital -Newport

356444. Dionne
Warwick -Reservation

360016. Spyro Gyra
-Stories Without Words.
)Digital -MCA;
357798. The Art Of
Beverly Sills, Album 2.

(Warner Bros./Curb)

(Columbia)

"Permanent

Bunnymen. (Sire)

357103. Boccherini: Cello
Concerto -Yo Yo Ma;
Zukermon, St. Paul

(Geffen)

Chamber Orch.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

336669. Sting -The

357079. Michael Brecker.
(Digital -MCA/ Impulse)

354993. Judy Garland
-America's Treasure.

357806. Mussorgsky:
Pictures At An Exhibition,
Night On Bald

(Dunhill CD Classics)

Mountain -Leonard
Slatkin, St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra. (The Moss Music
Group)

291385. AmericaHistory/America's
Greatest Hits. (Warner
Bros.)

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge
PO Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. Send me the 6 Compact Discs listed here and bill me
$1.00 plus shipping and handling for all six. !agree to buy lour more
selections at regular Club prices in the next two years -and may
cancel my membership at any time after doing so.
SEND ME THESE 6 CDS FOR $1.00:

My moin musical interest is (check one). (Put ;may always choose from either category.)

CLASSICAL

L7 ROCK/POP

Mr.

Mrs.
Miss
Pont first Nome

lost Nome

Ivied

Apt

Address

City

So why not choose 6 CDs for $1 right now?

State

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $6.95.
It's a chance to get a seventh selection at a
super low price!

Do you have o VCR? (Check one) Yes O No

Zip
771/588

Do you have a credit cord? (Check one) Yes No
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: Also send me
a seventh CD right flow at the super low price
of lust $6.95. which will be billed to ese.
This offer is not available in APO FPO Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico. Please write for

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2 -so write in both numbers. © 1988Columbia

House

CBS COMP.&CT DISC CLUB: ihrre Haute, IN 47811
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

details of alternative offer. Canadian residents will be serviced from Toronto.

SKH/RX SKJ/RY

Note: We reserve the right to retect any applications
or cancel any membership.

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Dust and Humidifiers
cially if the records have been played
Q. l have an ultrasonic humidifier many times. Cassettes will also contain
which deposits a coating of fine, white more noise than the original master
dust onto my stereo and TV set. I un- tapes. True, master tapes from 15 to
derstand that this dust is from miner- 20 years ago will have signal-to-noise
als, primarily calcium carbonate, found ratios poorer than what a CD is capain hard water. Will this' dust damage ble of reproducing. Still, on CD you will
my electronic equipment? How can I be able to hear your music free from
eliminate it?-Jose E. Gonzalez, San much of the noise you have become
Juan, P.R.

A. There is no way that dust settling
onto equipment can do it any good. On
heat -sinks, dust impairs heat transfer.
On contacts, it makes controls erratic
and noisy. If it gets into bearings, wear
can become significant.
The simplest scheme is to cover the
equipment with plastic (or other material) when it is not in use. A somewhat
more elaborate plan would be to filter
the mineral solids from the water before you put it into your humidifier's
tank. Many simple filters are available;

accustomed to hearing.

Add to this the fact that cassettes

though many loudspeakers can cover

a wide range of audio frequencies,
they may not be "flat" over that range.
Thus, the speaker designer makes up
an equalizer circuit whose function is
to boost or cut certain frequencies to
make that loudspeaker produce a flat
response over as wide a range as pos-

LPs can be scratched, and you can

sible. This equalizer is usually packaged as a separate chassis, which is
connected either in the system's tape

see that the CD has another advantage
too: It will last virtually forever if proper-

loop or between the preamplifier's output and the power amplifier's input. For

ly cared for. What's more, CDs are
certainly easier to store than phono-

reasons of electrical efficiency, it is
better to provide the compensation in

graph records.

this way rather than to include it within
the loudspeaker as a part of its cross-

Hi -Fi VCRs and Noise Reduction

over network.

Q. Why don't Hi -Fi VCRs have either
Dolby or dbx noise reduction? What is

The equalizer is more than a booster. As stated, it may lower some fre-

can jam or fail in other ways, and that

the "hi-fi" all about? Is this just a dethey attach to the faucet from which layed channel?-Darrell C. Fong,
you fill the tank. There are also more Franklin Park, Ill.
complex water -treatment systems us-

A. Equalizers are definitely used by

some speaker manufacturers. Al-

A. Actually, the Dolby system is

quencies while boosting others.

It

does, however, try to make all frequen-

cies coming from the speaker equal;
presumably, this is why it is known as

ing chemicals as well as filtration. used with some Hi -Fi VCRs. It is, howThese units must be interposed be- ever, not used on the Hi -Fi tracks; if it is
tween the water line and the faucet, present, it is used on the standard,

an equalizer.
You are doubtless familiar with tone

which involves some plumbing work.
Alternatively, you could use distilled

longitudinal tracks, and probably just

equalizers. In either type of circuit, the

on those few Hi -Fi VCRs whose longitu-

user can adjust the sound to suit his
taste. The equalizers used by loud-

water. Considering that a humidifier dinal tracks are in stereo. This is beuses approximately two gallons of wa- cause noise is more of a factor with
ter per day, this will not be an inexpensive solution. Of course, you can buy

quite a bit of distilled water for the
price of an elaborate water -treatment
system.

Be sure to follow directions as to
how best to clean all of your humidifier's internal surfaces which come into
contact with the water. If those surfaces are free of mineral deposits and

other dirt, they can't add to the dust
being passed into the air. Cleanliness
will also help keep the humidifier producing moisture at peak efficiency.

CDs from Older Recordings
Q. I like music which was originally
recorded in the 1960s and early '70s.

these tracks in stereo than in mono; in
stereo, the available track width must
be shared by two channels rather than
devoted to one monophonic track. (I
don't know why the Dolby NR system
was chosen rather than dbx.) The Hi -Fi
channels do not need additional noise
reduction because their scheme of en-

coding/decoding FM subcarriers results in a very good signal-to-noise ratio, perhaps a figure as great as 80 to
85 dB.
The Hi -Fi system is not just a gimmick, nor does it use delay. Using delay to create reverb can be effective for
some applications, but it is certainly

controls and perhaps with graphic

speaker makers cannot be adjusted. If
the listener needs an adjustable equalizer, it can readily be added to a system, even when the speaker system's
own equalizer is present.

Escaping Bass
Q.

I have a problem of bass location

in my system. Specifically, the low
bass (up to perhaps 55 Hz) does not
"come out" in the room where the
speakers are. Instead, it appears in the

hallway, outside my neighbor's door.
The problem does not appear to be
one of poor bass response; there is
enough response at 30 Hz to rattle the
light fixtures. This phenomenon is quite

not a means of obtaining the faithful

irritating-I did not build my loudspeakers to entertain the roaches in

A great deal of this music is being

reproduction that is implied by the term
"hi-fi."

issued on CDs. Would it be worthwhile
for me to obtain the CDs of these per-

Loudspeaker Equalizers

door, drums and other bass signals

formances? Is the sound going to be

better than on records and cassettes?-Mike Haller, Lincoln, Nebr.
A. Phonograph records will have
more background noise than was present on the original master tape, espe-

the walls!

Standing outside my neighbor's
Q.

I

have read that loudspeaker

makers sometimes use equalizers as a

part of their designs. It is my understanding that equalizers are nothing
more than boosters, so why are they
used?-Andy Johnson, Chicago, III.

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Whatever
"instrument" you
play, you'll be the Boss
with American Acoustics
Generation Ill loudspeakers. You
can really feel the music! But watch
out ...when you crank up American
Acoustics, you'll have the power to
shake the room.

Get caught up in the experience with
Generation ill loudspeakers. You'll get
excellent depth and sound separation, plus extraordinary wide dynamic
range...a must for CDs. American

Acoustics are among the top rated
loudspeakers across the country
according to the Audio Video
International poll.

For more information, contact
your nearest authorized American
Acoustics dealer. Or call us at
(815) 367-3000.

Liisten to tlhe Experts:

GENERATION III
Digital

"Acoustic SPL (Sound Pressure Leve°
impressively high; octave -to -octave

Loudspeakers

frequency balance exceptionally uni-

form and smooth"-Stereo Review
"Low -frequency reproduction quite
smooth and tight and extends well
into the deep bass; imaging very
good wide dynamic range"

-High Fidelity.
"Unusually high sensitivity; orchestral sound big' with a good sense of
space; can play loud without any
audible distress"-Digitall Audio.
All this and an outstanding 10 -year
warranty... and built in the U.S.A.
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

American Acoustics
A Mitek Group Product
One Mitek Plaza
Winslow, IL 61089

815-367-3000
FAX: 815-367-3851
TELEX: 989 790 MTX INC UD

s -E -P -a -R -,4-T.

E -s.

GUARANTEED TO ENHANCE AND IMPROVE YOUR STEREO SYSTEM'S SOUND...
Power Amplifiers

Preamplifiers

COMPACT DISC Player
NEW CD750 COMPACT DISC PLAYER with our

exclusive Made-in-U.S.A. "DIFFERENTIAL/

PRO -CONTROL FOUR Preamplifier, with digital
CMOS switching. Ten total inputs, 5 tape monitors, 2
signal processing loops. Direct mode, Auto -Bridge circuitry, Bass and Treble Controls

19"Wx

x11"D,15lbs

$699

COMPANDER" circuitry. This newly developed circuit
was designed by Soundcraftsmen to provide the utmost
flexibility for the Compact Disc Format...High Dynamic

Range for serious listening pleasure...or Optional
PRO -POWER FOUR, MOSFET stereo power amp
300 Continuous RMS Watts per channel C 4 ohms,
205 Continuous RMS Watts per channel @ 8 ohms,
20-20kHz, 450 Watts RMS @ 2 ohms, 900 Watts

RMS © 4 ohms Bridged. THD <0.05%, Hum and
Noise: -105 dB, Front Panel switching for 2 pair of
speaker systems. 40 -LED 0-1600 Watt Power Meters.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 30 lbs.
$799

PRO -POWER THREE MOSFET stereo power ampli-

DX4200 Preamplifier/Equalizer, with Compact
Disc Player and Video/Audio inputs. Phono preamp has

fier, same as Pro -Power Four, except no 40 -LED power
meters. 30 lbs.
$699

Variable Cartridge Loading (50-800 pF, 100/47,000

reset Computone Charts.
19"W x 51/41-I x 11"D, 20 lbs.

$699
DX4000 Preamplifier. Same as DX4200 without
phono cartridge matching controls and Equalizer, but
with 3 external loops.
19"W x 31/2"H x 11"D, 15 lbs.
$439

DIENT" circuit. This variable control enhances the lis tenability of Discs with hard or harsh high frequency
characteristics. Both of these circuits are completely
bypassable. The CD750 has all the most desired features, plus many additional advanced Hi -Tech features
such as Indexing, Digital Filter, All -Metal Chassis, Audible Scan, Random, Passage -Repeat, 3 -Beam Laser,
Wireless full function infrared Remote Control, Over -

output jacks, RACK -MOUNT FRONT PANEL, and
Ultra -Shock -Mounted Super -Soft Disc -handling
19"W x 31/4"H x 12"D, 16 lbs.
$499

PRO -POWER EIGHT MOSFET stereo power amp
600 watts per channel continuous RMS power into 4
ohms; 375 watts per channel continuous RMS power
into 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz with no more thans 0.05%
THD; 900 watts per channel RMS into 2 ohms; Freq.
resp. 20-20,000 Hz ±0.1dB; S/N -105dB; slew rate

Signal Processors

50V/m.sec; TIM unmeasurable; IM 0.05%.
19"W x 51/4"H x 161/2"D, 67 lbs

$1,499
PM840 Power Amplifier, MOSFET stereo, features
no -current -limiting power supply, 300 w/p/c RMS into 4

DX3000 Preamplifier, Inputs for CD player, Video/
Audio, Tuner, Phono, Two Tape Decks with dubbing,
Bass and Treble controls, and signal processor loop.
THD -0.01%, S/N 95 dB.
19"W x 23/8"H x 10"D, 10 lbs.
$329

recording cassettes for playback on Car Stereos...
Another Innovative Feature is our "SPECTRAL GRA-

Sampling, complete Multi -Function Fluorescent Display,
variable volume control Headphone Jack, Gold -Plated

ohm); phono level controls for adjustable ± 20 dB gain;
MC variable reluctance or MM cartridge inputs; 3 -way
Tape Dubbing; 2 external Signal -Processor Loops; conventional line outputs plus separate Autobridge Line
Outputs for Mono Bridging of Most Amps; Eta S/N 114
dB; Passive -Coil filters with 15 dB boost or cut for each
octave, max 22 dB; Differential Comparator circuitry for

True 0.1 dB Unity -Gain EQ balancing; includes Frequency Spectrum Analyzer test record and instant

Dynamic Compression/Expansion for background listening, for recording cassettes where the recorder is
incapable of recording a 95 dB Dynamic Range, or for

ohms; 450 w/p/c RMS into 2 ohms; 205 w/p/c into 8
ohms
<0.05% THD; Freq. resp. 20 to 20,000 Hz ±
0.1dB; S/N >105dB; slew rate 50 V/microsec; TIM
unmeasurable; damping factor 200
81/2"W x 5"H x 12"D, 22 lbs

$549

AE2000 Real Time Analyzer/Equalizer, World's
most accurate (0.1dB) Real -Time Analyzer/Equalizer.
The first and only analyzer with: Two independent real-time analysis systems, (a Direct 100 -LED display with

2dB readout and a 0.1dB readout Differential/
Comparator). Pink -noise generator, 10 -octave Real -Time

display with Adjustable Decay rate, Mic. preamp. input
for analysis for any Signal Processor. Autoscan mode.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 21 lbs.....
$799

Power Amplifiers
A5002 Power Amplifier, Class -H Van -Proportional
circuitry and Autobuffer for continuous operation into 2
ohms. Features auto crowbar protection circuit for out-

PCR800 Power Amplifier, MOSFET stereo, 205
watts per channel continuous RMS 20-20,000 Hz into

8 ohms <0.05% THD; TIM unmeasurable; S/N
105dB.

81/2"W x 5"H x 12"D, 22 lbs

$499

put protection without current limiting; 40 -LED 0-1,000
Watt power output Meters; Front -Panel switching for 2
pairs of speakers; True Clipping indicators: Input Level
controls. Output power 250 W/ch into 8 ohms, 375 W

Watts per channel into 8 ohms). True Clipping indicators, switching for two pairs of speakers. Power Out-

put: 100 W/ch into 8 ohms, 190 W/ch into 4 ohms
continuous RMS, 20-20kHz at <0.05% THD. S/N
>105dB.

19"W x 51/4"H x 101/2"D, 30 lbs.
$699
PRO -REFERENCE ONE, Same as above except no
meters and no speaker switching, 28 lbs
$599

80,

100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1,000,
1,600, 2,500, 4,000, 6,300, 10,000, 16,000 Hz; Features

EQ defeat; Infrasonic filter; Tape Monitor and Tape
Record; Differential/Comparator' circuitry for Unity
Gain setting to within 0.1dB accuracy for highest
Dynamic Range capability. THD and IMD 0.01% at 2 V;
S/N 114dB at full output; input imp 47,000 ohms.
19"W x 51/4"h x 1"D, 16 lbs.
$688

$949
A5001 Power Amplifier, Same as A5002 except no
Meters and no Input Level controls. 50 lbs
$799

DC2215 Differential/Comparator` Equalizer,
Stereo 10 -band, with Differential/Comparator' True Unity -Gain circuitry for Input -to -Output balancing accu-

racy to within 0,1dB. Equalizer filter circuits use
precision wire -wound Passive -Coil inductors for high
gain, low noise and distortion. Front panel controls
include Tape monitor, LED defeat/EQ defeat and ED
Tape Record. THO and IMD <0.01% at 2 V; S/N ratio

Tuners

MOSFET Stereo Amplifier. LED Meters monitor output

of each channel in dB from -40dB to + 3dB (200

controls/channel. Center frequencies 40, 50, 63,

into 4 ohms continuous RMS, 20-20,000 Hz at
<0.09% THD; S/N >105dB; stew rate > 50 VI
microsec; TIM <0.02%.
19"W x 7"H x 12"D, 50 lbs

PRO -REFERENCE TWO, Studio Monitor quality

DC4415 Third -Octave Equalizer, stereo with 21

144 dB at 10V; boost/cut range ±15 dB, max 22dB.
Includes Frequency Spectrum Analyzer Test Record,

rons
T6200 AM/FM Stereo Digital Tuner Digital quartz
PLL tuner with 16 Station presets, 5 -digit Station Readout, Auto -Scan tuning, active High Blend filter. Broad Band AM switch, 19" rack -mount front panel, IHF sens
1.6 µV; S/N 75 dB; distortion 0,08%.
19"W x 23/e"H x 12"D, 10 lbs.
$299
.

Computone Charts, Cables.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 17 Ibs.

Same as DC 2215 except equalizer filter circuits have
op -amp synthesized inductors. THD and IMD <0.01%
at 2 V; S/N ratio 106 dB at 10 V; boost/cut range ±12
19"W x 31/2"H x 9"D, 13 lbs
$299

2200 So. Ritchey, Sane Ma. California 92705, USA/Telephone (714) 55661911111 Telex/119X 910595-2524 International Tdea: 910-595.2524/Mswer-0arit Code SNDCRFfSIMI SNA
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$449

DC2214 Differential Comparator Equalizer.

NOW CELEBRATING OUR 19th YEAR
OF MANUFACTURING STEREO
COMPONENTS FOR THE
SERIOUS AUDIOPHILE,
RIGHT HERE IN
SANTA ANA
OUR 19 -INCH
RACK -MOUNT

professional quality
separates offer you
many choices of the

finest American quality
separate components,

to add to your present
system, or to start a new
system. From our 410 -watt

amplifiers at $499, to our
$1,499 Pro Power Eight, incredibly powerful at 900 watts RMS
per channel into 2 ohms, and over
3,000 watts of instantaneous peak
reserve power into 2 ohms!
Plus a selection of 4 Preamp Control
Centers, 4 Signal Processors, a 16 station -preset AM -FM Tuner, and
a new Rack -Mount Compact Disc Player

with our unique Differential/Co mpander
and Spectral Gradient control circuits...

STEP UP to a new "HIGH" in Audio Reproduction...
Soundcraftsmen introduces the all new PRO -CONTROL
FOUR, featuring digital CMOS switching. Soundcraftsmen's

new switching technique provides the utmost in versatility
plus the least distortion and noise. This NEW digital electronic switching completely eliminates the signal distortion

and noise that is caused by mechanical switching. The PRO CONTROL FOUR is the most flexible, simple to operate, control center/preamplifier ever designed.
A special "direct" mode bypasses both tone controls, as
well as all signal processing circuitry, to create the ultimate
pure signal path, a "straight wire with gain." Our exclusive
"Auto -Bridging" circuit provides all the necessary processing
for mono -bridging of two stereo amplifiers, tripling the output

Five tape monitor circuits for audio tape decks and/or

VCR's provide the highest degree of recording/dubbing flexibility to be found anywhere. Three additional inputs are provided for compact disc player, tuner and phonograph. Two

more loops are provided for signal processors, (such as

equalizer, noise reduction, range expander, etc.) and may be
individually switched into the signal monitoring path and/or
recording path.

STEP UP to a new "high" in audio reproduction with the
PROCONTROL FOUR, our technologically advanced digital
CMOS control center and discrete phono preamplifier!

power.

FREE!

16 -PAGE, FULL -LINE, FULL -COLOR BROCHURE, AND $19.95 SYSTEM -EVALUATION KIT:

12" LP Spectrum Analysis Test Record, 2 -sets of Computone Charts, 1 -Connector Cable for
comparison test, 1 -instruction folder for use with your present stereo system. JUST WRITE TO
US OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card
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Standing waves generated
by a loudspeaker may
be audible outside the
room in which that speaker
is located.
are very physical. I would really appreciate any information about getting the
bass into my room, where it belongs.
Structural changes are impossible because the walls are concrete. Steve
Geist, DeKalb, Ill.
A. Your bass problem has to do with

Distortion and Overheating
Q. My receiver puts out 40 watts of

power per channel, and my loudspeakers are rated at 40 watts each.
When I originally set up the system, I
could only turn up the volume control
to "4" (on a scale from 0 to 10) before

what are known as standing waves. a harsh, pounding sound could be
Without going into detail, this has to do heard. The receiver also overheated
with the wavelength of the sound being
reproduced. The wavelengths of bass
tones are often larger than the room in
which the loudspeakers are housed. In
addition, there are resonances in corri-

very quickly. Recently I moved the stereo to a different location. In doing so, I

had to rewire everything. When I
turned the system on, none of the previous problems occurred; I could turn

dors much like those of organ pipes. up the volume without distortion or
Should the hallway have a resonant overheating. To make room for addifrequency equal to that of the bass tional gear, I had to move the system

signal into the input of the circuit which

is being tested. One would hope that
this sine wave would be reproduced in
the output of this circuit exactly as it

appeared at the input, except, perhaps, for a change in amplitude. In
practice, however, it won't be an exact

copy; the wave shape will change
slightly. A departure from a true sine
wave indicates the presence of harmonics-even multiples-of the original sine wave's frequency. If the original frequency is 250 Hz, the first harmonic is 250 Hz (because the first harmonic is always the starting frequency). The second harmonic is 500 Hz,

the third harmonic is 750 Hz, etc.
frequency being produced by your once again, which meant rewiring These harmonics will tend to decrease
system, this sound will be very pro- loudspeaker cables and the various in amplitude as the harmonic number
nounced in the hall.
other cables and ground wires. Now increases. In some circuits, the odd
Probably your best bet is to close my system is as first described: Lots of harmonics will be emphasized more
the door of your listening room and distortion and overheating. Figuring than the even ones.
then walk around the room while listen-

We talk about "total harmonic distor-

ing to your system. You will probably

tion" because our usual measure-

that the problem had to do with loudspeaker wiring, I attached, detached,
find that the bass peaks when you and reattached all wires again, but the
stand at a particular point in the room. problems remained. What is going on

Perhaps you can locate your loud- here? Steve Vandenberg, Kentwood,
speakers in such a way that you can
then place your favorite listening chair

Mich.

A. The most likely cause of your

at that point where the bass peaks

problem is a short between speaker
and where you can obtain good stereo terminals, either on the loudspeakers
imaging.
themselves or on the amplifier. Per-

short out the terminals. Examine your

cables to make sure that all strands

circuit are these same two frequen-

are tightly twisted-no stragglers,

cies. But in addition to the original two

please-and then reattach the wires.
You also must be sure to keep phonograph cables well clear of the loudspeaker cables. In fact, avoid running
any signals parallel to the loudspeaker
cables. The reason for avoiding cable
proximity is that, despite the shielding
of the low-level audio signal lines, they
still have a tendency to pick up magnetic fields from the speaker cables.

frequencies, two "beat" frequencies

"bridged" the terminals. Disconnect
the wires once again, checking to see

In response to a reader's inquiry that no fine wire strands remain to
about TV hum (June 1987), you mentioned the requirements for an r.f. isolation transformer. I have experienced a
similar problem myself when interfac-

ing cable TV to professional audio
equipment in recording studios. In
those installations, great care was taken to assure a clean, isolated ground,
which was then rendered useless upon
connection of cable TV.
There is an r.f. transformer available
from Gemini Industries, 215 Entin Rd.,
Clinton, N.J. 07014. (Fortunately, this

harmonic).
Intermodulation (IM)

distortion is
completely different. Here we are talking about what takes place when two
different frequencies are simultaneously fed into the input of a circuit. What
we expect to see in the output of this

haps a single loose strand of wire has

Recommending an
Isolation Transformer

ments don't discriminate as to the nature of these harmonics. Rather, the
measurement simply expresses all of
the harmonics of a given frequency in
terms of a percentage of the fundamental (the starting frequency, or first

transformer is stocked at my local These signals will produce oscillations,

hardware store, but I have never seen which could be the cause of both your
it anywhere else-including cable -TV problems.

suppliers.) This device provides galvanic isolation to break ground loops, Defining Distortions
Q. What is the difference between
and it also provides a degree of fault current protection from lightning and THD and IM?-Thomas Wayne Caldother disasters. Considering the in- well, FPO N.Y.
vestment most of us have in our gear,
A. To gain an understanding of total
ground -fault isolation is certainly worth- harmonic distortion (THD), assume
while.-Wayne Kirkwood, Dallas, Tex. that we are feeding a pure sine -wave

are generated, one equal to the sum of

the original two frequencies and the
other equal to the difference between
them. We now have four frequencies
which can recombine to form all kinds
of beats. These additional frequencies
will be much lower in amplitude than
the first two beat frequencies. In fact,

even the first two will have a much
lower amplitude than the two input frequencies with which we started.
When we measure IM distortion, we
extract all of the added frequencies
and express them as a percentage of

the two frequencies with which we
started.

As with THD, the percentage of IM
distortion will be different for different
levels of signal input to the circuit being tested.

Q
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AN AUDIOPHILE
RECEIVER

THAT'S A VIDEOPHILE
DREAM.
The first A/V receiver with built in MTS tuning, Dolby Surround
Sound, and Universal Programmable Remote Control.
The new ONKYO TX-SV7M
can function as the heart of
both a superb home audio
system and an unparalleled
video theater. It combines the
ONKYO reputation for excellence in receiver performance
with today's most demanded
video capabilities.
The TX-SV7M has built-in stereo
MTS television reception and
tuning. That means any TV can
become a stereo TV merely by
connecting it to the TX-SV7M

via conventional antenna or
cable converter.

Full Dolby Surround Sound with
90 watts per channel for front
speakers and 20 watts per
channel for the rear is

Finally, our new audio/video
receiver comes with the
RC-AV7M Universal Programmable Remote Control, which
assures full system remote
control capability with multiple
brands of equipment.
No other receiver on the
market offers the outstanding
performance and remarknble
feature combinations the
TX-SV7M does. It truly is an
audiophile receiver that's a
videophile dream.

supplied by four high quality
amplifier sections which can
also deliver 100 watts per

arsowGUI=
0
1C_3.5,

channel in stereo mode.

^

For complete information on the new ONKYO TX-SV7M, write to us for a free brochure or
visit your Onkyo dealer.

Artistry in Sound

ONKYO.

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

201-825-7950
'Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Labs, Inc.
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Matthew Polk and his extraordinary dew.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

"Matthew Polk Has a Passion for Perfection!"
Experience the Awesome Sonic Superiority of
His New Signature Edition SDA 1C and SDA 2B.
LJ
he genius of Matthew Polk has now
brought the designer styling, advanced technology and superb sonic
performance of his award winning SDA
Signature Reference Systems into the new
Signature Edition SDA 1C and SDA 2B.

"They truly represent a
breakthrough." Rolling Stone Magazine
Polk's critically acclaimed, 5 time AudioVideo
Grand Prix Award winning SDA technology is the
most important fundamental advance in loudspeaker technology since stereo itself Listeners
are amazed when they hear the huge, lifelike,
three-dimensional sonic image produced by
Polk's SDA speakers. The nation's top audio
experts agree that Polk SDA loudspeakers always sound better than conventional loudspeakers. Stereo Review said, "Spectacular...
the result is always better than would be
achieved by conventional speakers." High
Fidelity said, "Astounding...We have yet to hear
any stereo program that doesn't benefit." The
new SDA 1C and SDA 2B utilize new circuitry
which allows the drivers to more effectively
utilize amplifier power at very low frequencies.
This results in deeper, more powerful bass
response, greater dynamic range and higher
efficiency. In addition, the new circuitry makes
these new speakers an extremely easy load for
amplifiers and receivers to drive. Lastly, the
imaging, soundstage and depth are more precise and dramatically realistic than ever.

Why SDAs Alutays Sound Better
Stereo Review confirmed the unqualified
sonic superiority of Matthew Polk's revolutionary SDA Technology when they wrote, "These

speakers always sounded different from conventional speakers - and in our view better as a result of their SDA design.
Without exaggeration, the design principals
embodied in the SDAs make them the world's
first true stereo speakers. The basic concept of
speaker design was never modified to take into
account the fundamental difference between a
mono and stereo signal. The fundamental and

basic concept of mono is that you have one
signal (and speaker) meant to be heard by both
ears at once. However, the fundamental and
basic concept of stereo is that a much more
lifelike three-dimensional sound is achieved by
having 2 different signals, each played back
through a separate speaker and each meant to
be heard by only one ear apiece (L or R). So
quite simply, a mono loudspeaker is designed to
be heard by two ears at once while true stereo
loudspeakers should each be heard by only one
ear apiece (like headphones). The revolutionary

"Mindboggling, astounding,
flabbergasting" Hlgb Fidelity Magazine
Words alone cannot fully describe how much
more lifelike SDA TRUE STEREO reproduction

is. Reviewers, critical listeners and novices alike
are overwhelmed by the magnitude of the sonic
improvement achieved by Polk's TRUE STEREO
technology. You will hear a huge sound stage

which extends not only beyond the speakers, but
beyond the walls of your listening room itself
The lifelike ambience revealed by the SDAs
makes it sound as though you have been
Polk SDAs are the first TRUE STEREO speakers
transported to the acoustic environment of the
engineered to accomplish this and fully realize
original sonic event. Every instrument, vocalist
the astonishingly lifelike three-dimensional
and sound becomes tangible, distinct, alive and
imaging capabilities of the stereophonic sound
firmly placed in its own natural spatial position.
medium.
You will hear instruments, ambience and subtle
musical nuances (normally masked by conven"A stunning achievement"
Australian HiFi tional speakers), revealed for your enjoyment by
the SDAs. This benefit is accurately described by
Polk SDA Technology solves one of the
Julian
Hirsch in Stereo Review, "...the sense of
greatest problems in stereo reproduction. When
discovery experienced when playing an old
each ear hears both speakers and signals, as
favorite stereo record and hearing, quite literoccurs when you use conventional (Mono)
ally, a new dimension in the sound is a most
speakers to listen in stereo, full stereo separaattractive bonus.." Records, CDs, tapes, video
tion is lost. The undesirable signal reaching
each ear from the "wrong" speaker is a form of and FM all benefit equally as dramatically.
acoustic distortion called interaural crosstalk,
"You owe it to yourself to
which confuses your hearing.

audition them."

"Literally a New

Dimension in the Sound
Stereo Review Magazine

The Polk SDA systems eliminate interaural
crosstalk distortion and maintain full, True
Stereo separation, by incorporating two completely separate sets of drivers (stereo and
dimensional) into each speaker cabinet. The
stereo drivers radiate the normal stereo signal,
while the dimensional drivers radiate a difference signal that acoustically and effectively
cancels the interaural crosstalk distortion and
thereby restores the stereo separation, imaging
and detail lost when you listen to normal
"mono"speakers. The dramatic sonic benefits
are immediately audible and remarkable.

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 22 .

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

1110 Fidelity Magazine

SDAs allow you to experience the spine
tingling excitement, majesty and pleasure of
live music in your home. You must hear the
remarkable sonic benefits of SDA technology
for yourself You too will agree with Stereo
Reviews dramatic conclusion: "the result
is always better than would be achieved by

conventional speakers...it does indeed add
a new dimension to reproduced sound."

polk
The Speaker Specialists
5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Md 21215
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Advice on Tape Spillage
Some of the items in this column
have dealt with the problem of tape
spillage. A reader offers the following
explanation and advice:
Most decks, when not in an auto reverse mode, use a timer circuit that
receives pulses from the take-up hub,
keeping the drive engaged as long as
it gets a pulse once in a while. At the

this with my deck? Neither receivers
nor integrated amplifiers provide microphone inputs, and I believe that
professional mike mixers are far too
expensive for me. Is there a way to

proper use. Inasmuch as my cassette
deck lacks a tone generator, I use FM
interstation noise, recorded at about

incorporate a stereo mike jack in place
of the mono jack in my deck, with minor modification of the circuitry?-Amitabha Sarkar, Pullman, Wash.
A. It is not feasible to modify a mono

tape. Should I use this procedure with
Dolby noise reduction on or off? Usual-

end of the tape, the take-up hub stops,

mike jack for stereo use unless you

-20 dB, to get as close a match as
possible between the deck and the
ly

I

use Dolby C.-Nathan Losman,

Belleville, N.J.

A. Since you are adjusting bias on
the basis of frequency response, you
and eventually the drive disengages. have exceptional knowledge and tech- must include in the bias -adjustment
The pulses come either from a rotating nical ability. Changing the jack from procedure all elements of the tape remagnet operating a reed switch or mono to stereo is simple, but adding a cording and playback system that affrom a paddle wheel operating a pho- second mike channel, involving addi- fect frequency response. Therefore,
toelectric sensor. If the take-up hub tional electronic circuitry, is not.
you should proceed with Dolby NR
does not have its own motor, and
The way to go is to buy a mixer. on-Dolby C, if that is the mode you
sometimes even when it does, the hub True, some of their prices go up into are going to use in recording and playspindle is driven through a metal -to - the many hundreds of dollars, and back.
rubber contact. Over time, the rubber even into the thousands, but others are
Let me add that adjusting bias on
ages and the metal gets polished, so available for much less. For example, the basis of FM noise, using your ear to
the metal may randomly skid on the you might try Radio Shack or Fostex.
judge when response is flattest, is a
rubber every now and then. (Interestrecommended procedure. After all,
ingly, a torque check will still show Using Alignment Tapes
your ear will eventually do the listening
adequate torque.) Meanwhile, the
Q. I have eight cassette decks, into program material. Should you find
drive capstan has been pulling tape cluding one in my car, but they are out that there is a range of bias -control
out of the cassette, though the take-up of azimuth alignment with each other. settings which seem to produce equalhub has stopped; thus, tape is spilled. Hence, if 1 record a tape on one deck, ly flat response, go to the maximum
If the hub drive recovers before the it may not play well on another. I plan bias in this range, thereby minimizing
timing circuit notices it hasn't received to purchase an azimuth alignment tape distortion.
a pulse recently, the loose tape may and fix all of my decks once and for all.
Let me further add that Dolby C NR
get pulled back into the cassette. If I purchase an alignment tape from is generally preferable to Dolby B, not
Sometimes, the drive doesn't recover one deck manufacturer, will 1 be able only because Dolby C results in apsoon enough, and tape spill occurs.
to use it to align the decks of other proximately 8 dB greater signal-toFor a mechanically handy person, manufacturers? Also, is it difficult to noise ratio but also because, at high
there are some temporary cures. align the heads for azimuth on a three - recording levels, it results in less tape
Cleaning the internal rubber pulley in- head deck?-Joe Roberts, Wilbraham, saturation-and, consequently, less
volved, using a rubber cleaner/condi- Mass.
treble loss and distortion.
tioner (such as Teac RC -2), will help. In
A. In theory, all azimuth alignment
some two -motor decks, there are two tapes, no matter who the manufacturer Dolby B and C Compatibility
side -by -side rubber pulleys which can is, should be identical and therefore
Q. I have read in several periodicals
be swapped without disassembly, and usable on all decks, resulting in com- about the incompatibility of Dolby B
this may help as well.-James P. De- patibility among them. In practice, only and C noise reduction. These articles
Clercq, Toledo, Ohio
those alignment tapes made by repu- indicate that I should expect audibly
To this I would like to add a warning: table companies are sufficiently similar undesirable results when using Dolby
If a deck is relatively new and still un- to serve the purpose.
B NR to play Dolby C -encoded tapes,
der warranty, this warranty may be inTo use an azimuth alignment tape on and vice versa.
validated if you open the deck. Also, a three -head deck, first align the playI do not hear weird effects when
particularly for the novice, there is al- back head for maximum output of the playing a Dolby C tape with Dolby B
ways the possibility of doing more tape's test tone. Next, using a signal decoding, but I do hear strange moduharm than good by tampering with the generator and the same frequency as lation effects when I apply Dolby C
deck mechanism.
on the test tape, simultaneously record decoding to a Dolby B tape. Does your
and play this generator tone, and ad- subjective listening experience agree
Mono -to -Stereo Miking
just the record head for maximum out- with my appraisal?
Q. Recently I bought a dual -well put in playback.
I believe that Dolby C NR should be
cassette deck which has one serious
If you have a problem or question on tape
disadvantage: Instead of stereo inputs, Bias Adjustment by Ear
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUit has only a mono mike input which
Q. I own a three -head cassette DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York. N.V. 10036. All
feeds both channels. I plan to do some deck that has a user -adjustable bias letters are answered. Please enclose a
live stereo recordings. How can I do control. I am a bit confused as to its stamped, self-addressed envelope.
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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ssystem
stem sound better
than I ever dreamed possible!"

"BBE made my

-Leonard Feather,

cetebratedJazzCritic

for the L.A. Times Washington Post
News Service and Author of many books including
"The Jazz Years-Earwitness to an Era."

"Listening to music has been my
vocation and avocation for a lifetime. I've spent
countless hours sitting in front of bandstands while some of the
world's greatest musicians mesmerized me with their artistry.
At home, I listen to and review new recordings, searching for tomorrow's major talent or
simply enjoying the magic of great music.
Listening to recorded music, of course, falls short of the delights of listening to a live
performance. I was therefore skeptical when told that BBE could make a dramatic improvement to
virtually all audio systems and I had to hear for myself.
I was amazed at how much better the BBE 2002 made my music system sound! There was a presence, a being there sense of excitement. The rich textures of instrumental sounds, the subtle
nuances and details in the music come through with clarity and authenticity.
BBE is clearly one of the most important advances in the electronic reproduction of music to
come along in my lifetime. Bravo, BBE! Encore!"

The Great Professional Music Magazines Love BBE:
"The difference in processed audio and
non -processed audio is like the difference
between high-fidelity speakers with and
without pillows placed in front of them.'

"There was no doubt the BBE processor
added more spatial quality, more transients and more clean highs. This is the
first black box that actually helped make
my music sound the way that I knew it
should. The effect is shattering!"

-Radio World

"Whether you are playing LPs, CDs or
tapes, the system comes alive. Stereo imaging seems improved and overall clarity is
enhanced. Put it between your source and
your amplifier, and you're in aural
heaven?'

-Music Technology

-Music & Sound Output

A few of the fine audio Dealers who proudly feature the BBE 2002:
Ametron, Hollywood, CA
Digital Sound Inc., Virginia Beach, AA

Mace NY and NJ
Stereo Center-Flint, '11
Audio Alternative, Columbia, SC Import Audio-Las Vegas, NV Stereo Land, Natrona Height, PA

La Salle Electronics, Chicago, IL

Audio Junction, Pittsburgh, PA
Audio Exchange, New York. NY

For information on where to buy the BBE. 2002 call us toll free at: 1-800-233-8346. (In California call 1-800-558-3963) or 1-714-897-6766.
(In Canada Contact Davmen Audio, 3241 Kennedy Road, #22, Scarborough, Ontario MIV2J9 or call 416-298-9644.)
Or write us at:

ODE
5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Huntington Beach, California 92649
Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card
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Grateful Dead: In The Dark Touch Of Grey,
Hell In A Bucket, West L.A. Fadeaway. Black
Muddy River, etc Arista
163214

U2: The Joshua Tree With Or Without You.
Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For,
Red Hill Mining Town, etc. Island
153501

Rachmaninov, Piano Concertos Nos. 2 &
4 Vladimir Ashkenazy, piano. Concertge-

Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 40 & 41 (Jupiter) Chicago Symphony Orchestra led by

bouw Orchestra Haitink.
London DIGITAL

James Levine. RCA DIGITAL

125074

fusion, title song. etc. Atlantic

ple, Typical Male. Back Where You Started,
etc. Capitol DIGITAL
113333

Lose That Number, Reeling In The Years, Do
It Again, 11 more. MCA
154135

Stravinsky, The Rite Of Spring Detroit
SymphonyDorati. Spectacular sows. -Dotal Audio London DIGITAL

115469

Kenny Rogers: I Prefer The Moonlight
Make No Mistake She's Mine (w Ronnie Mil sap). etc. RCA DIGITAL
162743

Rod Stewart: Greatest Hits Do Va Think

153740

Riddle arrangements of title song, Speak

Yes: The Big Generator Love Will Find A

Decade/Best Of Steely Dan Rikki Don't

104810

Kiel to Kanawa: Blue Skies Nelson
Low, How High The Moon, more.
London DIGITAL

Way. Rhythm Of Love. Big Generator, Almost
Like Love, etc. Atco
144601

giubba. Celeste Aida, Cielo e mar. La donna
é mobile, 17 more. RCA
134274

ti

Genesis: Invisible Touch Land Of Con-

Tina TUrner: Break Every Rule Two Peo-

The Legendary Enrico Caruso Vesti la

HOROWffZ IN MOSCOW

I

Whitney Houston: Whitney

152854

Fleetwood Mac: Tango In The Night Big

115035

Jascha Heifetz: Beethoven & Brahms,
Violin Concertos Classic performances,
recommended by The New York Times!
RCA

154208

Love, Seven Wonders, Little Lies, title song,
Mystified, etc. Warner Bros.
154048

Steve Winwood: Back In The High Life

Kenny G: Duotones Songbird, What Does

Randy Travis: Always And Forever

It Take (To Win Your Love). etc.
Arista

144343

Higher Love, more. Island

153271

Forever And Ever Amen, Too Gone Too Long.
more. Warner Bros.
163917

Bruce Hornsby & The Range: The Way It
Is Mandolin Rain, title hit. more.
RCA

163918

Berlin Songs Alexander's Ragtime Band,

115415

Puhin' On The Ritz, Change Partners, more.
Elektra
153947

Bon Jovi: Slippery When Wet You Give
Love A Bad Name. etc. Mercury

125264

Huey Lewis & The News: Forel Hip To Be
Square. Stuck With You. Jacob's Ladder,
more. Chrysalis
154570

Michael Feinstein: Remember/Irving

Rimsky-Korsakov, Scheherazade Vienna
Phil./Previn. Philips DIGITAL

Horowitz In Moscow

143465

I'm Sexy?. Tonight's The Night. Maggie May,
Hot Legs, etc. Warner Bros.
133779

Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture; Romeo &
Juliet; Nutcracker Suite Chicago Sym-

Fleetwood Mac Say You Love Me, Rhiannon. Monday Morning, Sugar Daddy. I'm So
Afraid, etc. Warner Bros.
104897

The Sound Of Music Julie Andrews in the

phony Orchestra Solti.
London DIGITAL

125179

The Judds: HeartLand Don't Be Cruel,

Strike Up The Band-The Canadian Brass
Plays George Gershwin Title song, Porgy

The Bee Gees: ESP You Win Again, This

original soundtrack! Do -Re -Mi, My Favorite
Things, more. RCA
100046

Starship: No Protection It's Not Over ('Tit
It's Over). Nothing's Gonna Stop Us Now, etc.
Grunt
163827

Perry Como: Today Making Love To You,
The Wind Beneath My Wings, The Best Of
Times. You're Nearer. etc. RCA

114787

& Bess Suite. more. RCA DIGITAL

160640

115541

Tile song, Causing A Commotion, Can't Stop.
others. Sire
100761

Dave Grusin: Cinemagic Tootsie. Heaven
Can Wait, On Golden Pond, Goonies, Three
Days Of the Condor, etc.
GRP DIGITAL

133316

La Bamba/Original Soundtrack Los Lobos: Donna, La Bamba; more from Brian
Selzer, Bo Diddley, others.

WarnerSlash

120062

Brahms, Symphony No. 1 Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra Bernstein.
DG DIGITAL

125224

Elvis Presley: The Sun CD That's All Right.
Good Rockin' Tonight, Milkcow Blues Boogie,
Mystery Train, etc. RCA
272289

Kitaro: The Light Of The Spirit Sun dance, Mysterious Encounter, The Field, In
The Beginning. etc. Geffen DIGITAL 164228

Andrew Lloyd Webber, Variations: more
Julian Lloyd Webber. cello. London Philharmonic-Maazel. Philips DIGITAL
115473

Wagner's Ring Vienna Philharmonic'Solti.
Ride Of The Valkyries, others.
London DIGITAL

115426

Mr. Mister: Go On Something Real (Inside
Me/Inside You), The Border, Stand And De-

Singles Don't Stand So Close To Me ('86).
title song. Message In A Bottle. etc.

Pat Metheny & Ornette Coleman: Song X
Fusion guitar master and legendary saxo-

173924

day. A Pirate Looks At Forty, etc.
MCA

Pops In Space John Williams & The Boston
Pops. Music from Close Encounters. Superman, Star Wars, others.
Philips DIGITAL
105392

Wagner, Orchestral Highlights From

liver, etc. RCA

Jimmy Buffet: Songs You Know By Heart/
Greatest Hit(s) Margaritaville, Come Mon-

Nothing, etc. Warner Bros. DIGITAL 114734

John Cougar Mellencamp:
The Lonesome Jubilee
134420

The Police: Every Breath You Take-The
A&M

142157

Dvoták, Symphony No. 9 (New World)

Chicago Symphony Orchestra:Solti. "Superlatively good."-Gramophone
London DIGITAL

115168

Eric Clapton: Time Pieces (The Best Of)
Layla, I Shot The Sheriff, After Midnight,
Knockin' On Heaven's Door, etc.
RSO

123385

Itzhak Perlman: Mozart, Violin Concertos

Nos. 3 & 5 Vienna Philharmonic,
Levine.

"Ravishing."-Gramophone

DG DIGITAL

115146

Whitesnake Here I Go Again, Still Of The
Night. Give Me All Your Love, Crying In The
Rain, Bad Boys, more. Geffen
163629

144127

phonist on jazz tour de force.
Geffen DIGITAL

151992

Led Zeppelin IV (Runes) Stairway To
Heaven, Rock & Roll, Black Dog, Misty
Mountain Hop, others. Atlantic

112014

RCA

154201

David Lee Roth: Eat 'Em And Smile

Goin' Crazy, Yankee Rose. Tobacco Road.
That's Life. Shyboy. etc
Warner Bros.
153814

James Galway & The Chieftains: In Ireland
Danny Boy; When You And I Were Young,
Maggie; Carrickfergus: more.
RCA DIGITAL

124344

Classic Old & Gold 20 hits! A Little Bit Of
Soul. He's So Fine. A Teenager In Love,
Sweet Talkin' Guy, etc. Laurie

134627

Lionel Richie: Dancing On The Ceiling
Love Will Conquer All, Se La, Ballerina Girl,
more. Motown
134541

The Glenn Miller Orchestra: In The Digital
Mood In The Mood, Chattanooga Choo-

Heart: Bad Animals Alone. Who Will You

Choo, more. GRP DIGITAL

Run To, etc. Capitol

153552

The Who: Who's Next Won't Get Fooled

Strauss, Waltzes Chicago Symphony

Again, Baba O'Riley, Behind Blue Eyes, etc.

Reiner. Blue Danube, Artists' Life, Roses

From The South, 7 more. ROA

MCA

143293

170350

104863

Charlie Parker & Dizzy Gillespie: Bird &

nirxi.

Di: Leap Frog, My Melancholy Baby, Mohawk, Relaxin' With Lee. etc.
GRP DIGITAL

173413

PLAN ETS

Bryan Adams: Into The Fire Heat Of The
Night. title song. more. A&M

153919

The Jackson 5: Compact Command Performances I Want You Back, ABC, I'll Be
There, others. Motown

123865

Galway & Yamashita: Italian Serenade

U2: Under A Blood Red Sky "Live" U2!

Flute & guitar works by Paganini. Cimarosa,
Giuliani and others. RCA DIGITAL 173824

Sunday Bloody Sunday. New Years Day, I Will
Follow, Gloria, etc. Island
153598

Boston: Third Stage Amanda, We're

Jazz CD Sampler Over 67 minutes of jazz,
with 15 classic performances by Ella, Armstrong, Basle, Getz. etc. Polygram 173406

Ready, Can'tcha Say (You Believe Me), Still
In Love. Holly Ann, etc. MCA
173392

174247

Toscanini: Beethoven, Symphonies Nos.
1 & 3 (Eroica) NBC Symphony Orchestra.
Digitally remastered, sonically brand new!

Bach, Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 1-3

Madonna: Who's That Girl (Soundtrack)

Dire Straits: Brothers In Arms Money For

A Child), Backtafunk, etc.
Warner Bros.

Hits (So Far) Suite: Judy Blue Eyes, Teach
Your Children, etc. Atlantic
130230

The English Concert'Pinnock. Archie

160363

Is Your Life, Angela, Live Or Die (Hold Me Like

Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young: Greatest

DIGITAL

The Duke Ellington Orchestra:
Digital Duke
163356

Cow Cow Boogie, etc. RCA

Hoist, The Planets/Dutoit 115448

Pops In Love John Williams & The Boston
Pops: Clair de lune, Gymnopédies Nos. 1 &
2. Pachelbel Canon, more.
Philips DIGITAL

125230

START NOW WITH 3 COMPACT DISCS FOR 1c!

Lionel Richie: Can't Slow Down All Night

Yes, pick any 3 compact discs for only a token 1c plus shipping & handling.

Long, Penny Lover, Running With The Night.
Hello, etc. Motown
110767

You need buy just one more selection at regular Club prices (usually
$14.98-$15.98)... and take up to one full year to do it. That's 4 great
compact discs for the price of 1 and there's nothing more to buy... ever!
HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
You select from hundreds of exciting Compact Discs described in the
Club's magazine mailed to you 19 times a year. Each issue highlights a
Featured Selection in your preferred musical division plus alternate

Tomita's Greatest Hits Also sprach Zarathustra. Bolero, Pachelbel Canon, Clair de
lune, 10 more. RCA

253955

Jimi Hendrix: Kiss The Sky Purple Haze,
All Along The Watchtower, Voodoo Child, Are
You Experienced, etc. Reprise
161349

Perton/RonstadtMarris: THo To Know Him

selections. If you'd like the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be sent
to you automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all,
just return the card enclosed with each issue of your magazine by the

Is To Love Him, Those Memories Of You, etc
Warner Bros.
114804

Phil Collins: No Jacket Required Sussudio. One More Night, Don't Lose My Number, Take Home. Inside Out. etc.
Atlantic
120771

The Cars: Door To Door

161593

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

CD607 Compact Disc Club. 6550 E. 30th St.. Indianapolis, IN 46219-1194

ultimate 111 savings...

COMPACT
DISCS
FOR THE
PRICE OF

Start with _ % COMPACT DISCS for only
plus shipping 8 handling with Club members:,p

Buy just
Paul Simon: Graceland You Can Call Me Al,
The Boy In The Bubble. Diamonds On The Soles
Of Her Shoes. etc.
172315
Warner Bros

Enjoy

Alabama: Greatest Hits She And I. Why Lady
Why, Feels So Right, etc. RCA
120247

Elvis: #1 Hits

172190

123481

Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 M. Price,
Buddy Holly: From The Original Master
Tapes That 11 Be The Day, Peggy Sue, Its
120069
So Easy, Rave On, etc. MCA

Horne, Vickers, Salminen. N.Y. Choral Artists;
New York Philharmonic/Mehta.
RCA DIGITAL

C

DiscsN

for the price of one.

115437

Eagles: Gt. Hits, Vol. 1 Take It To The Limit.
One Of These Nights, Take It Easy, others.
Asylum

4

smash hit in one year's time.

Nothing more to buy... EVER!

Previn: Gershwin Rhapsody In Blue, Concerto in F, more. Philips DIGITAL

1

+ 1:
i`

--

V

YOUR SAVINGS START HERE

--

Mail to: Compact Disc Club
P.O. Box 91412 Indianapolis, IN 46291

143720

Elsewhere, Oasis, The Rit Variations, etc. GRP
DIGITAL
134459

YES, please accept my membership in the Compact Disc Club and
send me the three Compact Discs I've indicated below and bill me for
just a token 16, plus shipping and handling, under the terms outlined
in this ad. I need buy just 1 more CD at regular Club prices during the
next year...without obligation to buy anything further! (Shipping &
handling added to each shipment.)

Peter Gabriel: So Sledgehammer, Big

Dwight Yoakam: Hillbilly Deluxe Little Ways,

RUSH ME THESE 3 SELECTIONS (Indicate By Number):

Time, In Your Eyes, Red Rain. etc.
Geffen

Little Sister, Smoke Along The Track. Johnson's
Love, etc. Reprise
164146

Vivaldi, The Four Seasons Pinnock/En-

Don Henley: Building The Perfect Beast

115356

The Boys Of Summer, All She Wants To Do Is
Dance, Sunset Grill, etc. Geffen
150129

Anita Baker: Rapture Sweet Love, Caught

GRP Live In Session Mountain Dance, St.

glish Danced. Archie DIGITAL

Up In The Rapture, Same Ole Love, 'bu Bring
Me Joy, more. Elektra
173404

114764

date specified on the card. You will have at least 10 days to decide, or
you may return your Featured Selection at our expense. Cancel your
membershp at any time after completing your membership agreement,
simply by writing to us.

MR.
MRS
MISS

FPEE 10 -DAY TRIAL!
Listen to your 3 introductory selections for a full 10 days. If not satisfied,

%

Initial

1 i7 CLASSICAL

2 POP/SOFT ROCK
Last Name

(PLEASE PRINT)

Apt.

State

Zip

Telephone (

INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN
Unlike otherwith clubs,every you get a 50 ío -o ff Bonus
rtificate
CD
u buy at regular Club
prices, effective with your first full -price purchase!

First Name

City

complete the coupon and mail it today.

5

D

Address

return them with no further obligation. You send no money now, so

SAVE

D

D

I am most interested in the following type
of music-but am always free to choose from
both categories (check one only)

Area Code

L

Limited to new members; continental U.S.A. only; one membership
per family. We reserve the right to request additional information
XAT46
or reject any application(s). Local taxes, if any, will be added.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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polk
The Speaker Specialists ®

Yes, Type II tapes may
have somewhat higher
distortion figures than
Type I tapes, but not to
a bothersome degree.

Where to buy Polk Speakers

recommended for almost all taping

Dolby C NR when Dolby B is called for
results in some treble loss; the reverse

would be 15 kHz, which is close to or
above the hearing limit of most adults.
Yes, Type II tapes are often measured as having somewhat higher distortion than Type I, partly because of
the greater treble boost applied in recording for Type II. However, in tape
systems, it appears that harmonic distortion doesn't become bothersome on
program material until it exceeds about
3%. The measurements you are talking
about usually involve distortion figures
of roughly 0.5% to 1.5%. think you
should try a listening test, comparing a
Type I tape with a Type II, to ascertain
whether you hear a perceptible difference. If you do, then continue to purchase the type which is most satisfactory to your ears. If you don't, let your
pocketbook be your guide.

produces treble boost. These consequences are not necessarily undesirable. If they are undesirable, judicious
use of the treble control in one's audio
system can often compensate ade-

Recording Warped Records
Q. I have an unusual problem in recording songs from a warped phono
record. My tape deck picks up distor-

AUTRORIZED DEALER UST
CANADA Can Evolution Technology Toronto
tor nearest dealer 1-800263.6395

AN Anchorage: Shoes s Fairbanks: Hoots

AL Blrmleglum: Audition Doman: intern.
tonal Audio Huntsville: Sound Distributors
Mobile: Hi Fi Zone Montgomery: The
Record Shop Tuscaloosa: Nmoard Stereo
S TV

AR line Rock: Leisure Electronics Searcy:
Soltrnart

AZ Flagstaff: Sound Pro Mew: Hi Fi Sates
Asaon: Audio Emporium Yuma: Ware
noose Stereo

MS Columbus: Audio Advantage Gulfport:
Empress Hotisburg: McLellan TV Jackson: Walters Pascagoula: Empress
Atelo: Audio Advantage
MT Bowman: Thirsty Ear Great Falls:
Rocky Mountain Hi Fr Missoula: Boye,.
Sound

NC Asheville: Mr. Toads Stereo Video
Boone: Holtons Chapel Hill: Stereo Sound
Charlotte: Audio Video Systems Greensboro: Stereo Sound Jacksonville: Southeastern Electronics Kinston: Stereo Concepts

Moorehead City: Anderson Audio New

CA Campbell: Sound Goods Canoga Park:
Shells -ye Chico: Sounds Al Dave Corona
D el Mar. Pantie Coast Auden Video Davis:
World Electronics Ewen: Eureka Audio

Video o: Baorniro F Mill Valley:
World ofl Sound Mountain View: Sound

Bern: Anderson Audio Pineville: Stereo
Video Raleigh: Audio Buys. Stereo Sound
Rocky Mount: Microwave Audio Wilming.
ton: Atlantic Audio Winston-Salem: Stereo
Sound

Gabriel:

ND Bismarck: Pardo: Sound
NE Kearney: Midwest Audio Lincoln:
Stereo West Barlett: Mid City Stereo
Omaha: Stereo West Volt: Midwest Audio
NH Conant Audio of New England Exeter.
AutoSound S Soundsations Laconia:
de T eneo New London: North Star
Salem.

Creat.ve

NJ East [Numrkt: Mantic Stereo Frank-

Goods Nap: il..'.

Orange: AbsoStereo
Sacramento:
Santa Cruz
rot Wave
- San Fran.

lute Audio Penngrove
Redonda: F.

World F''
San Diego

-

.

Santa Barbara
Santa Maria
Santa Monica:
Sherman
Oaks: Systems Desig- Stockton:. .
!antra Thousand Oaks: Creator
Ukiah: Music Hut Ventura: Crpalive
Walnut Creek: High Fidelity Shoppe

CO Boulder
nolrack Wavelength Stereo
Colorado Spring.: Sunshine Audio Denver
8 Suburbs: ic..ndlraCk Pueblo: Sunshine

lin Lakes: I satineS Stereo Maple
Shade: Bryn Mawr Stereo

ir. Per!

due Radio Raring: AC Audio
Audio Ridgewood:
Sounding Board Shrewsbury: Monmouth
Stereo toms River. Rands Camera Weal
Caldwell: Perdue Radio
NM

DWI( Electronics Albu-

West
querque:WestrCoast
Sound Santa Fe:

Audio

West Coast

Ann: ro Fi Stereo House Danbury:
Carlton s Fairfield: Audio Design Greenwich: Al Franklin's Herltors: Al Franklin's
New Haven: Audio Etc Newington: Hi Fi
Stereo House New London: Roberts
Nowalk: Audiotronics

NV Las Vegas: Upper Ear Reno: The Audio

DE Wllmingtoe: Bryn Mawr Stereo
DC Myer Emco

FL Daytona Beach: Stereotypes Ft. Myers:
Stereo Garage R. Lauderdale: Sound
Advice Ft. Perdu: Sound Shack R.
Walton Beach: Audio International Jackweellie S Suburbs: Audio Tech Key
West Audio international Lateland: Sound
Factory Merritt Island: Southern Audio
Miami: Electronic EOuipment CO. Sound

Advice Napes: Stereo Garage Orlando S
Suburbs: Audio Spectrum Pensacola:
Fidler Hi Ft St. Petersburg Cooper for
Stereo, Sound Advice Tallahassee: Stereo

Store Amp: Audio Vision Sound Advice
W. Palm Man: Electronic Connection
GA Atlanta S Suburbs: Hr Fi Buys Augusta: Stereo City Macon: Georgia Music
Savannah: Audio Warehouse Valdosta:

d

Authority

Ply Albany: Clark Music Betasrls Unicorn
Audio Buffalo: Speaker Shop Coming:
Chemung Elmira: Chemung Fredonia:
Studio One Glen Falls: Audio Genesis
Huntington: Audio Breakthroughs Ithaca:
Chemung Jamestown: Studio One Mae -

Basset: Audio Breakthroughs Manna: Hi
Fl Shop Newburgh: Audio Expression New
York City: Audio Breakthroughs. Electronic

Workshop Rochester JB Sound
Scarsdale: Listening Room Syracuse:
Clark Music Vestal: Wrl Electronics

OH Akn: Audio Crab Gang: Belden
Audio Cleveland a SabuM: Audio Crab
Clacking: Slew Lab Glembus: Stereo
Lab Dayton: Stereo Showcase Findlay:
Audio Crab Llms Classic Stereo Toledo:
Audio Crab
Leona:
ac : sHi Fi Shoo Oklahoma City:
Audio
OK
te
Showier Rave Sounds

Stillwater. Carturan Mu: Audio Advice

IA Dmnport: Griggs Music Des Moines:
Audio labs Dodge City: Sound World

OR leaverton: Stereo Superstores Bend:
Audio Video Lad Eugene: Bradrorns High
Fidelity Grants Pass: Sheckells Medford:
Sheckelts Portland: Stereo Superstores
PA Allentown: Bryn Mawr Stereo Altoona:
Sound Concepts Blakely: Hart Eleoaomcs

Iowa City: Hgwkeye Audio Masse City:

Bryn Mawr Bryn Man Stereo Camp Hill:

Sound World Waterlog: Team

Ary, Mawr Stereo Erie: Studio One
Johnstown: Garys Entertainment Kingston:
Hal Electronics Lancaster. Gm T Stereo

Stereo Connection

HI Honolulu: Honolulu Audio Video

ID Boise: Stereo Shoppe Sandpoint Electracratt Twin Falls: Audio Warehouse
IL Afton: Reliable Stereo Amore: Stereo
Systems Bloomingdale: Alan's Creative

Longhorns: Bryn Mawr Montgomeryville:
Bryn Mawr Stereo Natrona Heights: Stereo

Stereo Buffalo Grove: Cotumbia Carbondale: Southern Stereo Champaign: Good
Vibes Decalar. J R Lloyds OeKaib: Audio
Plus Hoffman Estates: Simply Stereo
/Signaled Park: Columbia Joliet: Stereo
Systems Kankakee: Batrelts Entertainment
Lansing: Audio Clinic Monts: Barrelrs
Entertainment Naperville: Stereo Systems
Normal: Sundown One Orland Perk: Sim -

Land Philadelphia a Suburbs: Bryn Mawr
Stereo Pittsburgh: Audio Junction
(Watertown: Bryn Maw Stereo Rear/log:
G ro T Slued Seliuproes: Stern Shoppe
Stale College: Paull. Tony Stereo
Williamsport: Robert M Sides
PUERTO RICO Rio Piedras: Recision Audio
RI Kingston: You R Eye S Ear N. Provi-

Se Stereo Peoria: learn Etectronics Rock -

SC Anderson: John Brooksh ies
Charleston: Audio Warehouse Greenville:
Mnchens Stereo Greenwood: Stereo Shop
3 rtansbung: Stereo Seep
SD Aberdeen: Engel Music Rapid City:
learn Electronics Sioux Falls: Audio King

lord: Columbia Sbaumberp: Hi Fi Hutch.
Springfield: Sundown One Spring Valley:
Audio Labs Sterling: Midwest Hi Fn

Merin Hills: Alans Villa Perk: Hi F Hutch
Waukegan: Alan's
IN Evansville: Risleys Ft. Wayne: Classic
Stereo Indianapolis. Oration Larayollo:
Good Vibes Marlow: Classic Stereo Mle]r-

pn City: Audio Connection Mncie: Classic Stereo South Bead: Classic Stereo

Tam Haute: Hoosier
KS Junction City: Audio Junction Overland Park: Audio Electronics Wichita:
ons Topeka: Nelsons
to Bowling Green: Audio Center Camp.
hellrrlle: Coppocas Horne Entertainment
Lexington: Stereo Shopoe. Ovation Audio
Loulooiiie Audi Video Buy Design
Owensboro, Paducah: Risleys
LA Alexandria: S mesons Eleolronics Lafayene
Eix:tomes Lek' Charles:
stems Metairie a New

gneans:.. ----an Audio Opelousas:
Woo Monroe: Audio
Socio F
r.

dence: Eastern Audio

TN Chattanooga: OAR TV Cookeville:
Lindsey Wa'd Jackson: New Wave Elm-

nonia Johnson City: Mr ToadS Stereo
Video Kingsport: Mr Toads Stereo Video
Knoxville: Lmosey Ward McMinnville:
Lindsey Ward Memphis: New Ware Elec-

tronics Nashville: Hi Fi Buys
TX Abilene: Sound Ebecls Arlington:
Sound idea Austin: Audio Video College
Station: Audio Video Corps Christi: Tape

Toni El Paso: Soundquesl R. Werth:
Sound Idea Neaalen: Sheffield Audio
Hurst: Sound Idea Lando: Melee International Longeiow: Audio Techniques Lubbock: Electronics Supercenter San Angelo:
Sound Boo San Antonio: Bill Case Sound
San Marcos: Discovery Audio Video Sherman: Worldwide Stereo Temple: Audio Tech
Texarkana: Sound Towne Wass: Audio

West

Tech

MA Boston: Wannam Camera S Stereo

UT Logan stop only: Stokes Brothers
Salt Lake City: Broadway Music
VA Bristol: Mr Toads Stereo Video Charlottesville: Sound Machine Falls Church:
Myer Fmco Enrollee Audio Showroom
Leesburg: Evergreen Audio Richmond:
Gary s Stereo Roanoke: Hoidens Virginia

Fitchburg: Fitchburg Music N. DertmouM:
Creative Sound Systems Worcester:
O'Coins

ME Bangor: Sound Source Camden:
Harbor Audio Portland: New England Music

MD Annapolis: Spacewuys Baltimore:
Soundsoape Frederick: Evergreen
Rockville: Myer Emco

Beach: Digital Sound
VT Essen Junction: Cealve Sound

MI Ann Arbor. Absolute Sound Birmingham: Almas Hi Fi Dearborn: Almas
iv Fi Farmington Hills: Almas Hi Fi Flint:

WA Bellingham: OC Stereo Chelan: Music
Store Oak Harbor OC Stereo Center
Richland: Tin Ear Stereo Spokane: Elea

Stereo Center Grand Rapids: Classic Stereo

tracralt Mar sl

Inn Mountain: Sound North Kalamazoo:

WI Appleton: Sound World Eau Claim:

Classic Stereo Royal Oak: Absolute Sound.
Court St Listening Room

EME Audio Systems Green Bay: Sound

MN Duluth: Melt TV S Audio Mantalo:
Audio King Minneapolis B Suburbs:
Audio Ring Minneloeta: Audio King
Rochester Audio King St. Paul: Audio
King

Wdnd Lacrosse: Sound World Madison:
Happy Medium Marinette: Sound Seller
Milwaukee: Audio Emporium Wausau:
Sound Worm

WV Barboursville. Beckley. Charleston,
Huntington: Pied Piper Plndmoet Sound

MO Cape Girardeau: Stereo One Columbia: Johnston Audio St. Louis: Sound

Gallery Wheeling: Stereo Lab
WY Cheyenne: Electronics Unlimited

Centro:

Seridn: Star Video

where the choice is between B and C.

The benefits of appreciably greater
noise reduction and of headroom extension provided by Dolby C outweigh
the disadvantage of exaggerated treble when only Dolby B is available to

decode a Dolby C tape.-Sterling

Lawrence, Weaverville, N.C.
A. Essentially agree with you, except that I do not hear a "strange modulation effect" when using Dolby C deI

coding with a Dolby B recording. This
effect may depend upon the particular
tape deck one is using.
The consequences of encoding/decoding mismatches are chiefly in terms

of treble response. Decoding with

quately.

Pad Lifters and Demagnetization
Q.

I own a Nakamichi cassette

deck. Will the pressure -pad lifter on
this or other Nakamichi models prevent

I

tion when the stylus hits the "bump" on
the record. When playing the tape, this
distortion is audible through the speakers, even though there is no noticeable
distortion when listening to the record.

Can you explain?-Stanley Terence

proper demagnetization of heads Cina, Edina, Minn.
when using cassette -type demagnetizA. Record warp produces a fre-

ers?-B. Horne, West Lafayette, Ind.
A. To my knowledge, pressure -pad
lifters will not have such an effect. If
they did, it would be likely that cassette -type demagnetizers would come
with warnings about this.

Type I vs. Type II Distortion
Q. When I look at distortion curves
for cassette decks, I see that they stay

below 1% only to 5 kHz and rise fast
after that. Won't this hurt the quality of
a recording? Also, 1 find that Type 11

quency that is too low to be audible but
is

of substantial magnitude. Most

preamps, power amps, receivers, and
open -reel tape decks can handle the
warp frequency without going into noticeable distortion. However, the record electronics of many or most cassette decks will be overloaded by such
a frequency. The cure is to introduce a
high-pass filter between your tape output and the cassette deck; such filters
are commercially available.

tapes sometimes are measured as
having more distortion than Type I.

Automatic Misadjustment

Therefore, wouldn't Type I be better for
music?-Ken Thorberg, Duluth, Minn.

deck with automatic adjustment of

Q.

I recently bought a new cassette

the treble range; this tends to reduce
distortion, inasmuch as distortion var-

bias, record level, and record equalization and began to retape my LPs
and CDs. Later, I listened to a tape
made on my old deck, and it sounded
brighter than the tapes made with the
new deck. I then recorded pink noise
from an analyzer/equalizer using the

ies with signal amplitude. Second, har-

auto -adjustment system, with and with-

monic distortion on tape is primarily
odd -harmonic; therefore, the first major

out Dolby C NR and at four different
levels. To my dismay, in playback I

distortion component for, say, 5 kHz

found a 10 -dB roll -off from about 10 to

A. The rise in harmonic distortion
beyond 5 kHz or so is not important for
two reasons. First, most program material has a substantial drop in energy in
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YOU'LL NEVER HAVE 11) SIT THROUGH
ANOTHER AMATEUR NIGHTAGAIN.
How can you really enjoy professional entertainment when your equipment isn't professional?
You can't. And dbx can prove it to
you. Here and now. And with a dbx
dealer demo later.
For over 15 years, the greatest
moments in entertainment have come
through us. Today, you'll find dbx professional equipment at work at most
every important recording studio,
broadcast facility and live performance
in the world.
With 75 patents and a recent Emmy

for co -developing stereo TV our list of
firsts and onlies puts us in a class all
our own.
The results are ready for you to take
home now. Professional equipment
with all the clarity, impact, nuance and
range you couldn't get before. Even in
the most expensive amateur systems.
The differences you'll see and hear
are audible, visible and phenomenal.
For example, our Soundfield
psychoacoustic-imaging speaker systems sound spectacular in any room.
Anywhere you sit in that room.

DIIT/IL VICTEO PROCE$SINQ
.meem

.

9oé a

.-,. - ..

VOLAIME

Our audio/video preamplifier incorporates Dolby® Pro Logic surround
sound using dbx proprietary technology. For the most thrilling home theater performance you can get.

Our incomparable configurable
2/3/4 -channel amplifier provides over
800 watts per channel in actual use.
With a flatter response than amateur
amps costing twice as much.
Add to these one -of a -kind components our FM/AM tuner with Schotz®
noise reduction, uncanny clarity and a
noise floor way below what you're probably listening to now.
And a CD player that's
so good, Stereo Reviews
Julian Hirsch wrote: "Even
without its special circuits
[proprietary sonic enhancements], the dbx DX5
would rank as one of the
best available:'
Complete your home
studio/theater with our
superlative digital -proces_2
sing VCR with VHS Hi -Fi
1.11.11~_:

and our own MIS stereo
TV sound. And bring your
video enjoyment up to

where it should be.
A visit to your dbx
dealer will convince you
that your amateur days,
and nights, are over.

dbx
Audio and Video
at its professional best.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Automatic calibration
systems, when working
properly, should give
truly excellent results
with any type of tape.
16 kHz. I repeated the test without the
calibration system and found the play-

cording without the automatic adjustment system. The manufacturer has
back response nearly flat to 16 kHz suggested trying various tape formula(the upper limit of my analyzer). I ex- tions, but this has had no effect. Is
changed the new deck for another of there some defect in the deck?-Tim

get results at least as good with it as
without it. Considering that you get

Stevens, San Antonio, Tex.
A. If your automatic calibration sys-

internal adjustment for the calibration
system. You may have been the victim

the same model and ran the tests

again; the results were identical. I got

my first unit back and have been re- tem is working properly, you should

good results without the system but not
with it, it seems there must be a fault in
the deck, either in its design or in some

of coincidence in being dealt two
decks that work improperly. Perhaps

How do you choose
the one best
speaker cable?

your second deck came from the same
production run as the first, and this run
suffered from a design or manufacturing flaw absent from other runs.
I suggest that you take your deck to

an authorized service shop and be
prepared to show, convincingly and
briefly, that it doesn't work properly

Simple.

when the system is on. If you bought
your deck recently, it should still be
under warranty. If the shop doesn't
provide satisfaction, return to the deal-

Demand only the very best material.

er from whom you bought the deck,
and have him replace it with another

Oxygen-Free Copper (OFC).

model or give you a refund.

Constructed with optimum strand size and density.

Modernizing an Open -Reel Deck
Q. I have had an open -reel deck for
almost 20 years. It is still in good working condition but has an S/N of only 45

Insulated by flexible, durable polyethylene.
Custom -terminated by reliable gold-plated connectors.

dB.

I would like to know how to im-

prove it. l think dbx NR is an obvious

A combination exclusively offered in
new Signet MUSIC4INETM Speaker Cable.

answer, but I would like to keep my
deck compatible with other open -reel
decks not equipped with dbx decod-

Available by the foot at your Signet dealer now.

ing.

Would installing modern tape

Quality you can ;ee and hear.

heads be the answer?-Steven Dunn,

The right choice is Signet...
for the very best of reasons.

Hoover, Ala.
A. Modern open -reel decks operating at 71/2 ips with quarter -track heads

can achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of

about 65 dB without the benefit of
noise -reduction devices. Inasmuch as

slignet

your deck can achieve about 45 dB
S/N, you are aiming at an improvement
of something like 20 dB. doubt that
I

new heads would do much for you.

4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224

Modern tapes will help somewhat, but
you need a good deal more: Improved
electronic circuitry, low -noise resistors
in place of the garden-variety sort, and
improved low -noise transistors (or, if

your deck uses tubes, low -noise
tubes). Unless you are talented in this
sort of work, I doubt that your project is
feasible. The best course is to employ
dbx NR. This will add about 30 dB to
S/N, resulting in a very respectable ra-

tio of about 75 dB. However, these
tapes will not sound their best when
played without dbx NR.
24
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\COMPARAB LE
MUSICAL
EXPERIENCE
instruments. Close your eyes,
and the speakers will seem to
disappear. In their place, you'll
hear instruments in a wide and
deep three-dimensional space,
reproduced with a precision that
has astounded the most experienced audio reviewers. Above all,
the sound is live.

No other speaker manufacturer
has the musical experience of
M&K.

We are the only manufacturer that is also a digital recording label-constantly referencing
the sound of our speakers to live
professional musicians in a digital
recording environment. When
you hear the emotion and excite-

Powered Subwoofers

ment of live music from an M&K
speaker system, it is a direct
result of our ability to engineer

Since 1974, music lovers
worldwide have discovered deep
bass by adding an M&K Subwoofer
to their systems. Even without
M&K Satellites, an M&K Powered
Subwoofer, with its own internal
amplifier, will make your music or
video source come alive, adding
much deeper bass response and
a greater tactile sense of "punch"
and "impact" to the sound.
When our engineers walk
from the recording studio where
musicians are performing, into the
control room where M&K speakers
are reproducing the music, the
sound on both sides of the door is

and perfect our speakers in our
own recording studio.
M&K Sound is at the cutting
edge in both loudspeaker and
recording technology. RealTime
Records (and its associated label
Perpetua Records) has been a
vital part of our company since
1974. We helped pioneer both
direct -to -disc and digital recording, and, in 1983, we were the
first U.S. label to release digital
Compact Discs.

Satellite Speakers
Since 1978, M&K Satellite
and Powered Subwoofer speakers
have excited music lovers with a
lifelike detail and clarity of sound
unmatched by conventional
speakers. And the compact size of
M&K Satellites fits easily into virtually any environment or decor.
Each M&K Satellite has the
unique and uncanny ability to
reproduce the sharp transients
and presence of live musical

alive. That is the treat that awaits
you from M&K speakers.
Systems from $250 to $2500
at select audio specialists nationwide. Call or write for speaker
and CD literature.
M&K President and chief speaker designer
Ken Kreisel, recording the English Chamber Orchestra at London's Abbey Road
Studios, using M&K S -1B Satellites and
V-1 B Subwoofers.

MILLER

a KREISEL SOUND CORPORATION

10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 213/204-2854

Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card
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WHAT'S NEW

Community Speaker
Designed for both home
and insti'utional use, the
CSV52, from Community
Light & Sound, is a threeway system rated for
frequencies from 40 Hz to
20 kHz. The drivers include
a 15 -inch woofer with
overhung voice -coil, a
6V2 -inch cone midrange
coupled to a short
compound horn, and a
piezoelectric tweeter on a
wide-angle Pattern Control
Horn. The speaker is rated
to handle 200 watts rms,
500 watts program, and
has fuseless overload
protection. The units are
made in mirror -image pairs,
and their midrange/tweeter
modules can be rotated 90°
in either direction. Price:
$615 each.

Pioneer Car Stereo
Most car stereo systems
offer either a CD or
cassette player along with
a tuner, but not both. The
KEX-M700, while basically
a cassette/tuner

blank skip. The tuner
features 24 preset station
memories and automatic
memorization of the six
strongest stations in a
given area. Other features
of the head unit are
switchable loudness and a
built-in clock. The Model
CDX-M100 CD changer
uses the same six -disc
magazines (JD -M100) as
Pioneer's home players. It
can play programs of up to
32 tracks per magazine
and can store programs for
up to 16 different
magazines. It is controlled
from the front panel of the
KEX-M700 or by a remote
control supplied with the

For literature, circle No. 100

combination, lets you add a head unit. Prices: KEXremote CD changer at any
M700 car stereo, $650;
time. The cassette section
CDX-M100 CD changer,
includes auto reverse,
$650, JD -M100 magazine,
Dolby B and C NR, music
$15 each.
scan and search, and
For literature, circle No. 102

Audio Accessory
Connection Case
The Disc -Pak is designed
to hold a portable CD
player with battery pack,
a.c. adaptor, earphones,
and up to eight discs. The
nylon case is padded to
protect the player and the
discs and has cutouts for
access to controls and
jacks. The player's display
is visible through a clear
flap. Price: $69.95.
For literature, circle No. 101
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SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

LEVERAGED TRYOUT

Mirror, Mirror
Bang & Olufsen of Denmark, KEF
Electronics of England, and the
Acoustics Laboratory of the Danish
Technical University are working
jointly on a psychoacoustics research
project whose aim is twofold: To
determine the effects of room
reflections on reproduced sound, and
to discover how to minimize those
effects in loudspeakers. The project,
called Archimedes, is part of the
Eureka research program funded by
19 European countries and the
European Economic Community.
How do you study room effects
without limiting yourself to the effects
of a particular room? One way would
be to build a lot of rooms; another
would be to keep altering one room's
dimensions and materials. However,
those approaches would cost far

Tempest in a Time -Pot
Stereo sound requires two
channels, but Compact Discs have
just one data track. Therefore, left and right -channel signals on CDs are
interleaved, with 11.34LS bursts of
left -channel data alternating with
equal right -channel bursts. Some CD
player manufacturers take advantage
of this situation to save costs, using
one D/A converter whose output is
switched between the left and right
channels at that same rate. As a
result, there is a performance tradeoff: The right channel will lag 11.3 µS
behind the left. To prevent this, some
players have separate D/A converters
for each channel; still others have a
single D/A converter but add sample and -hold circuits to delay the left
signal until the right -channel signal
can catch up. Some manufacturers

more than Archimedes' $3 million
budget.
Instead, the project will be doing it
with mirrors-or, rather, taking
advantage of the fact that a room's
surfaces reflect sound very much the
way mirrors reflect light. Speaker
images reflected from a wall are
sonically equivalent to duplicate
speakers just behind that wall. So the
Archimedes approach will be to
render the wall acoustically
transparent and put a real duplicate
speaker just where its sonic image
would be if the wall were solid. The
"room" will have walls, floor, and
ceiling of cloth and be erected in the
Technical University's anechoic
chamber, one of the world's largest

(40 x 33 x 27 feet). The "image"
speakers will be positioned outside
the cloth walls in locations determined

by the angles from which real
reflections would come.
The signals going to each image
speaker will be digitally filtered to
simulate the absorptive effects of
particular room surface materials and
the frequency effects of off -axis
reflections. Where necessary,
attenuation and delay will be used to
simulate greater reflective distances.
Each speaker will be individually
controllable, allowing the study of
individual reflections.
A speaker in a room has many
images: Primary (reflections of the
direct sound from the speaker itself),
secondary (reflections of reflections),
tertiary (reflections of secondary
reflections), and so on. But only the
reflections reaching the listener in the
first 1/30 S-the ones travelling about
38 feet or less-affect tone quality
and imaging.
Thirty-two speakers are needed for
the project. All of them (including the
primary speaker) must be identical,
with wide bandwidth, linear frequency
response, and known directivity. They
must also be small enough to fit
wherever needed and easy to aim at
any angle. To meet these
requirements, KEF has built a set of
small spherical sound sources using
5 -inch coaxial drive units.
The Archimedes project is
expected to take three years.

Live Music in the Lab
Live music and Acoustic Research
go back a long way together. In the

point out that even this small delay is
enough to cause an interchannel
phase difference of 8° at 2 kHz and
81° at 20 kHz.
But does it make a difference in the
home? The speed of sound is about
1,127 feet per second; a time delay of
11.3 µS is therefore equivalent to
having the right speaker 0.15 inch
farther from you than the left one.
In actual listening, the differences in
distance will be greater than this.

'60s, they ran live -versus -recorded
demonstrations to show how hard it
was to distinguish live from properly
prepared recorded sound. The results
were somewhat predictable (most
listeners had trouble telling the live
from the recorded sound even when
Edison used the technique to
demonstrate his cylinder recordings),
but still impressive.
Now, AR is using live music for a
slightly different purpose. Musicians
from Boston's Berklee College of
Music are coming to play at the AR
labs, so the company's engineers can
hear how live music sounds in the
spaces where they normally hear
recorded music, and so they can
measure various aspects of the sound.

AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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THE

ON KYO
INTEGRA DX -530
Because digital and analog shouldn't mix
The primary objection many audiophiles find with the compact disc format is a
harshness and stridency in the sound that tends to obscure the real world
dynamics of the music. Onkyo was the first CD player designer to address this
problem by developing our patented Opto -Coupling modules.
The Integra DX -530 is the newest ONKYO CD player to incorporate our
exclusive Cpto-Coupling technology, which prevents the leakage of Digital
Signal Interference into the analog domain. By using fiber optics instead of
conventional printed circuit wiring, the DX -530 ensures correct D/A
conversion, and provides superb CD sound at an affordable price.

Complete programmability is enhanced by ONKYO's exclusive Random
Music Calendar, a unique display which clearly shows programmed tracks in
correct playoack order. A 40 key wireless remote duplicates every control
function, including motorized analog output level. Audition the Integra
DX -530 at your ONKYO dealer, or write to ONKYO for a detailed brochure.

I

1

3

VI

DX sao

1111111111

Artistry in Sound

ONKYO.
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 (201) 825-7950
Enter No. 56 on Reader Service Card
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An engineer's experiments
are on less of an ad hoc
basis than a cook's, but
both rely on the art of
informed intuition.
Hazard on Hold
If your work involves a lot of
telephoning, you probably spend a lot
of your time on hold. In theory, a little
music in the background would be a
pleasant way to show a caller that he
or she hadn't been disconnected; in
practice, find it a mixed blessing.
It all depends on what is playing.
I

Easy -listening wallpaper music, which
I otherwise dislike, is fine. But radio
announcements are distracting
(especially Sunbelt weather reports
during our Northern winters), and rock
is jarring if you're trying to
concentrate on something else.
Classical music always starts and
ends in mid -phrase. That's frustrating,
but just found a frustration even
I

Cooking with Cables
The other day, while poaching a
bluefish in red wine, it struck me that
adding bay leaves and fennel seeds
would make it tastier. It did.
Like cooking, engineering relies
on the art of informed intuition, but
with more emphasis on information.
An engineer's experiments tend to be
on' less of an ad hoc basis than a
cook's. The more you know, the more
you can predict, and the less time
you have to spend "tasting" each
circuit's operation to see if it needs
spicing up.
When not enough is known about
how things perform or what electrical
parameters affect performance,
engineers gnaw their knuckles in
frustration. "I can design an
amplifier," an engineer told me
recently, "that sounds perfect-until I
change the speakers or cables. Then
I hear a difference. But the amplifier
still measures the same."
We'd expect the sound to change
when the speakers do. But as to the
cables, there are three possibilities.
We can't entirely ignore the possibility
that the engineer is fooling himself
about what he hears. Human
perceptions, while sometimes more
sensitive than those of test
instruments, are too often less
reliable. Those perceptions are
influenced by expectations about
what will be perceived; people who
expect to hear differences between
cables sometimes hear dramatic

worse. The other day, a music -on -

hold system played a few bars of a
tantalizingly familiar symphony which I
just couldn't place. The party I was
calling didn't hear it since he wasn't
on hold, so he couldn't be of help.
Meanwhile, it's been driving me bats:
"Da, da, dee-da-dah; da, da, dee-dadah ..." To quote Charlie Brown.
"Aaaaaargh!"
ones, while people who expect the
opposite usually hear none.
It could also be that the signal the
amplifier delivers into the cable isn't
changing but that the cable somehow
alters it en route to the speakers. The
engineer would then hear a difference
from the speaker, at the cable's far
end. However, he would probably
have measured the amplifier's
performance by hooking his test
leads to the amp's output terminals,
where the signal had not yet gone
through the speaker cable. Therefore,
his measurements would have missed
any alterations that the cable
imposed.
Then, there's the third possibility.
Assuming that the cables did affect
the sound, and that my engineer
friend was measuring at the cables'
output, his problem may have been
not knowing which measurements
would explain the cables' sonic effect.
Without this knowledge and the
information on amplifier/cable/speaker
interactions it would yield, he may still
be able to build the amp he wants by

trial and error-but he cannot
engineer one.
The situation is still at the cooking
stage, somewhere between guessing
what bay leaf would add to the taste
and pondering the effects of ground
rhino horn on the diner's longevity.
Audio designers can cope with the
immeasurable in other ways. But if
they can't measure it, they can't
engineer it.

30

Room for ROM
Played through a sound system,
non -audio digital data sounds weird
at best, and usually downright nasty.
So what would you hear if you
inadvertently tried to play a CD-ROM
disc through your stereo system?
Depending on your player's
vintage, you might hear chirpy (and
potentially speaker -damaging) noises,
but it's more likely that you would
hear nothing at all. The "red book"
CD Standard suggests (but does not
mandate) that CD players mute their
analog outputs when playing non audio discs. According to an article
by Barry Fox in the British magazine
Which Compact Disc?, early players
did not have the muting feature, but
manufacturers are increasingly
incorporating it. Players can't mute
their digital outputs; if they did, the
data on CD-ROM and similar non audio discs would have no way to get
out. Therefore, amplifiers with digital
inputs will need to incorporate the
muting feature too.

Critical Ages
Certain birthdays seem to trigger
critical awareness of one's age. For
most adults, birthdays that end in
zero do it. For others, the shock of
awareness comes at birthdays that
end in five, when the next big -zero
birthday looms on the horizon.
To audiophiles, however, there are
only four critical ages. At 331/3, you
are, at last, long-playing. At 45,
you've reached extended play. And
by 78, you're a collector's item. But
the first of these four ages is less
obvious, because it comes before
many of us know we're audiophiles
yet. It comes at 16V3, when we finally
have some money to buy records and
perhaps even our own stereo. Hand
anyone that age a telephone, and
he or she becomes a talking book.
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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The System...
The components you see were designed for the perfectionist
who desires remote accessibility
and uncompromised performance.
They are not inexpensive.
They are the finest we can make...
which means they are the finest you can own.
Each epitomizes its genre.
Each attains the pinnacle of perfection.
If you are in a position to invest in the finest in
music reproduction,
consider the Nakamichi Series -7 System...
PA -7 STASIS Power Amplifier, ST -7 AM/FM-Stereo Tuner,

CR -7A Discrete Head Cassette Deck, OMS -7A11 CD Player, and
the CA -7A Control Amplifier...arguably,
the most sophisticated preamplifier conceived by man.
You may audition Nakamichi Series -7 Components
at your nearby Nakamichi dealer.

riNakamichi

Nakamichi U S A Corporation

19701 South Vermont Ave Torrance. CA 90502 1-800-421-2313. CA 1-800-223-1521
'STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

DIGIT TALLY
tors are provided. Of course, the PCM2500 offers all the usual DAT facilities

of fast selection -locating via multiple
search functions and appropriate sub -

code and number recording. Maximum recording time is two hours, using a DT -120 metal -particle DAT cassette. The PCM-2500 is available now,
at $4,995.
Sony also introduced the PCM-2000
R-DAT recorder. This has really excit-

ed recording engineers, including
yours truly, because it is a portable unit
that permits up to two hours of recording with its rechargeable ni -cad batteries. This little gem is just 83/% inches

wide x 3 inches high x 10% inches
deep and weighs in at 8 pounds, 13
ounces, including batteries! The PCM-

2000 has many special features.

Transport drive is via four direct -drive
motors with servo control. Recordings
can be made at sampling rates of 32,
44.056, 44.1, and 48 kHz. Double over -

The 83rd. Convention of the Audio
Engineering Society set new at-

corders. Sony's PCM-2500, for studio

use, has two chassis, each part ap-

tendance records during its Oc-

proximately 17 inches wide x 4 inches

tober run at the Hilton and Sheraton

high x 16 inches deep. The top unit

Centre Hotels in New York. More than

houses the tape transport and associ-

8,000 people registered on the first
day, an indication of the explosive
growth of professional audio. There

circuitry; it weighs 261/2 pounds. The

sampling with digital input and output
filters is employed. As with the PCM2500, this unit has AES/EBU digital inputs and outputs for direct interfacing
with the PCM-1610 and other recorders. It also provides SMPTE/EBU time
code. Condenser mikes can be phantom -powered with either 48 or 12 V,

and the mike inputs have balanced
ated record/playback and indicator XLR connectors. Digital audio signals
can be synchronized via a word -sync
input. The PCM-2000 is quite intriguing. Imagine doing location recording

was, in fact, some grumbling that the
convention was getting too big, and
some didn't like the idea of having exhibits in two different hotels. Since the
hotels are virtually next door to each
other, this really wasn't much of an

bottom unit is a combination power
supply and digital input/output interface. The PCM-2500 can record at
sampling rates of 32 and 48 kHz. Unlike consumer DAT recorders, it can
also record at 44.1 kHz and thus can
be used for CD mastering. The inter-

inconvenience. Personally, the one
thing
didn't like was the lack of a

face unit has AES/EBU and SDIF-2 and
S/P-DIF output ports which provide di-

lounge area outside the exhibits, which
precluded the bull sessions with audio
friends that used to be such an enjoyable part of an AES Convention.

rect digital connection to Sony PCM- contact printing duplicator, which I de1610, PCM-1630, and DASH -format scribed in the November 1987 issue.
digital recorders. After transfer to the The system really can duplicate an 80 PCM-1610/1630 format, editing can be minute DAT program in 15 seconds!
performed on the Sony DAE-1100A.
Because of the Copy -code controThe PCM-2500 has quadruple over - versy, the situation concerning consampling on playback, and a digital sumer R-DAT recorders is still unrefilter is employed for each channel. solved, and audio manufacturers are
Switchable emphasis is provided. Er- not importing any such recorders into

I

As always at this show, there were

daunting numbers of new products
from every aspect of audio, and it is
quite impossible to cover all of them.
As has been true for some years now,
digital recording technology predomi-

nated, with analog still strong but
clearly showing signs of erosion.

ror correction is accomplished via double -encoded Reed -Solomon code. On
playback, a green LED blinks when an

Every AES Convention has its star error has been corrected, and an orattraction, and I think it safe to say that ange LED blinks when an error has
Sony grabbed the spotlight by intro- been concealed. Balanced analog line
ducing their professional R-DAT re- inputs and outputs with XLR connec-

with this lightweight digital recorder
and a Blumlein stereo mike, or an M/S,
or even a pair of PZMs. The PCM-2000
will be available in the spring at about
$7,000.

At the Sheraton Centre, Sony also
demonstrated their high-speed DAT

this country. However, it is important to
note that professional R-DAT units are

not subject to the same constraints
and are likely to be more available
here. Also in their favor is the fact that
they can record at the 44.1 -kHz sampling rate; however, direct digital copy AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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OUR NEW
SPEAKERS KEEP
ROCK GROUPS FROM
BREAKING UR
They'll also keep jazz trios,
classical quartets, and the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir together.
Because in our AT Series Loudspeakers we've virtually eliminated
audible levels of distortion (also
known as break-up).
Meaning, you'll hear the music and
nothing but the music.
Unless, of course,
you're listening to
the news.
Either way, you'll
hear the brilliance
of our new dome
Our AT dome tweeters have their tweeters. Which not
highs and lows. High power
only play clean,
handling and high frequency
response with very low distortion. but loud.

What's more, our new woofers are
ribbed for durability and have magnets
that weigh as much
as 7 pounds.
All of which can
change the course of
musical history.
Because with
Cerwin-Vega AT
Series Loudspeakers, _ This is about 25%ofa

even the Beatles
won't break up.

Cerwin-Vega!

In fact, a pair of AT -15s can
reach 127 decibels. As
loud as a live concert.

With smooth frequency response over
a wider listening area,
precise stereo imaging,
and no compression of
dynamic range.
For more information, please write or call:
Cerwin-Vega: 555 E. Easy Street, Simi Valley, CA 93065 805-584-9332
Cerwin-Vega Canada: 2360 Midland Av, Unit 21, Scarborough, Ontario M1 S 4A9
Cerwin-Vega Europe: Gryderupveg 12, PO Box 40, DK-9610 Norager, Denmark
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Corwin -Vega woofer. FUnny,

most woofers are about 25% of
a Cerwin-Vega woofer

Where to feel the
Yamaha Digital Home Theatre.
ALABAI( \ Longs Electronics Inc.-Birmingham to locations) - Sound Distributors, Inc.-1lunisville The Record Shop Inc

Kincaid "I'V &
Stereo-"In>r. iusa ARIZONA Hi Fi Sales-Mesa Emporium Audio Video-Tuscon Jerry's Audio/Video and More-Tuscon -IRK.\.NS.1S Stereo Buff/
Fayetteville-Fayetteville Audio Visions-Ft. Smith
Leisure Electronics-Littlerock CALIFORNIA Honkers Sound Company-Berkeley
Kustom Hi Fi Music
House-Burlingame Sound Goods-Campbell The Federated Group-Canoga Park Rogersound Lab-Canoga Park
Shelley's Stereo Video CT-Canoga F'ark
Dow Stereo/Video-Carlsbad Sounds by Dave-Chico Dow Stereo/Video-Chula Vista Sound Distinction-Concord
Pacific Coast Audio-Corona del Mar
Audio Video Specialists-Downey Dow Stereo/Video-El Cajon The Federated Group-El Cajon
Genesis Audio-El Tiro Rogersound Lab-El Dr( The
Federated Group-Hollywood
Tubes N Tunes-Livermore
Act Electronics TV & HiFi-Long Beach Sound Goods-Mountain View Pr, Audio ElectronicsOakland
Western Audio-Palo Alto Rogersound Lab-Pasadena The Federated Group-Riverside Stereo Showcase, Inc.-Sacramento Dow Stereo/VideoSan Diego (two locations) Harmony Audio Video-San Francisco Maybruns Hi -Fi Video Ctr-San Francisco The Stereo Store-San Francisco Tubes N TunesSan Ramon The Federated Group-Santa Ana Burdick's-Santa Cruz Rogersound Lab-Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo Video CT-Santa Monica
Golden Ear
Hi -Fi Video Ct-Santa Rosa The Federated Group-Torrance Rogersound Lab-Torrance
Stereo Showcase, Inc.-Vallejo
Rogersound Lab-Van Nuys
Thrifty
Electronics-Van Nuys
Visalia Sight & Sound, Inc.-Visalia
Rogersound Lab-Westminster COLORADO SoundTrack-Arvada SoundTrack-Aurora
Listen Up-Boulder SoundTrack-Boulder Sunshine Audio-Colorado Springs
Listen Up-Denver SoundTrack-Denver SoundTrack -HighlandsRanch

SoundTrack-Littleton Sunshine Audio-Pueblo SoundTrack-Thornton CONNECTICUT Tweeter. Etc.-All Locations

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

AudioKrafters-Washington DELAWARE Sound Studio Inc.-Dover Sound Studio Inc-Newark Bryn Mawr Stereo-Wilmington Sound Studio IncWilmington FLORIDA Audio Spectrum. Inc.-Altamonte Springs Sound Advice-Boca Raton Sound Advice-Clearwater Sound Advice-Coral Gables
Stereotypes-Daytona Beach Sound Advice-Ft. Lauderdale
Stereo World-Ft. Myers Sound Advice-Hialeah Sound Advice-Hollywood
Electronics
World-Gainsville Audio Tech-Jacksonville
House of Stereo-Jacksonville Sound Source-Marathon Audio Trend Inc.-Melbourne
Southern AudioMerritt Island Sound Advice-Miami Sound Advice-N. Miami Beach Stereo World-Naples Audio Spectrum, Inc.-Orlando Audio Spectnun. Inc.Orlando Sound Advice-Sarasota Sound Advice-St. Petersburg Sound Advice-Tampa The Audi( (houseBeach Electronic Connection-West Palm
Beach Sound Advice-W. Palm Beach GEORGIA Hi Fi Buys-Atlanta (five locations)
Stereo City of Georgia-Agusta Custom Sound-Albany Custom
Sound-Athens Merit TV & Sound City-Columbus
Hi Fi Buys-Duluth
Hi Fi Buys-Kennesaw
Ken's Stereo Junction-Macon
Hi Fi Buys-Morrow The
Music Room-Rome HiFiBuys-Tucker HAWAII Audio Center-Honolulu Honolulu Audio&Video-Honolulu The Audio Shoppe-Honolulu IOWA
Audio Labs Inc.-Des Moines Sound World-Fort Dodge IDAHO Music West-Nampa ILLINOIS Columbia Audio Video-Arlington Heights
United Audio
Centers-Aurora
Alan's Creative Stereo-Bloomingdale
Glenn Poors Audio Video-Champaign Good Vibes-Champaign
United Audio Centers-Chicago (two
locations)
United Audio Centers-Deerfield
LaSalle Electronics Inc.-Galesburg
Columbia Audio Video-Highland Park
Barretts Entertainment-Kankakee
Unitek Electronics, Inc.-Lansing
I'nited Audio Centers-Niles
Glenn Puor's Audio Video-Normal
Gill Custom House-Palos Hills Colunthia Audio VideoRockford
H.F. Hutch-Schaumburg
United Audio Centers-Schaumburg
United Audio Centers-Vernon Hills
H.F. Hutch-Villa Park
Alan's Creative
Stereo-Waukegan INDIANA Sound Pro-Carmel Sound Pro-Greenwood
Ovation Audio Video Spec.-Indianapolis Good Vibes-Lafayette Sight &
Sounds/Avolo Conn-Michigan City
Classic Stereo-South Bend
Stereo Crafters-Terre Haute KANSAS Kief'sGramophone Shop-Lawrence Brands Mart
Stereo-Overland Park
Audio Plus-Wichita Custom Sound Inc.-Wichita KENTUCKY Ovation Audio Video Spec.-Lexington LOUISIANA ArtColby's
Audio Specal.-Baton Rouge
Lake Charles Music-Lake Charles Sound Trek-Metairie Specialty Sound Co., Inc.-Monroe
Wright's Sound GalleryShreveport
Wright's Sound Gallery-Shreveport MARYLAND Soundscape-Baltimore Soundscape-Baltinore Stansbury Stereo-Baltimore Stansbury
Stereo-Baltimore
Professional Products-Bethesda
Gramophone Ltd.-Ellicott City
Hunt Audio-Frederick
Hunt Audio-Hagerstown
Audio
Associates-Langley Park Audio Associates-Laurel Gramophone Ltd.-Lutherville
Stansbury Stereo-Perry Hall Audio King-Rochester Audio
Associates-Rockville AudioKrafters-Rockville Sound Studio Inc.-Salisbury Stansbury Stereo-Timonium MAINE The Great Nort her Sound-South

Portland MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN The Stereo Shoppe-East Lansing Stereo Center Inc.-Flint
Classic Stereo Ltd.-Grand Rapids
Classic Stereo Ltd.-Kalamazoo The Stereo
Shoppe-Lansing MINNESOTA Audio King-Brooklyn Center Audio King-Burnsville Audio King-Edina
Audio King-Mankato Audio KingMinneapolis
Audio King-Minnetonka Audio King-Roseville Audio King-St. Paul MISSOURI Hips Stereo Place-Ballwin Stereo One. Inc.-Cape
Girardeau The Sound Room-Chesterfield The Sound Room-Creve Coeur Brands Mart Stereo-Kansas City
Best Sound Inc.-St. Louis Stereo BuffSpringfield
Flips Stereo Place-St. Louis MISSISSIPPI Sound Trek-Biloxi
Hooper Sound-Columbus Hooper Sound-Hattiesburg HoxoperSoundHooper Sound-MeridianMONTANA Video Sat & Sound-Billings
Jackson
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi-Great Falls
Electronic Parts-Missoula NORTH

CAROLINA Stereo Sound-Chapel Hill
Tarts TV Furn. & Applian.-Fayetteville
Tart's TV Furn. & Applian.-Goldsboro
Stereo Sound-Greensboro
Stereo
Village/Greenville-Greenville
Stereo Sound-Raleigh Tarts TV Fum. & Applian.-Rocky Mount
Tarts TV Fum. & Applian.-Wilmington Stereo SoundWinston-Salem NEBRASKA Center Stage Audio Video-Kearney Stereo West-Lincoln Custom Elect ronics-Ontaha Stereo West-Omaha (two locations)
NEW HAMPSHIRE Tweeter Etc.-Manchester Tweeter Etc.-Nashua Tweeter Etc.-Nashua TweeterEtc.-Newington NEW JERSEY Stuart's AudioEnglewood
Hal's Stereo and Video-Lawrenceville Bryn Mawr Stereo-Maple Shade
Perdue Radio-Montclair Sight &SoKind-Morristown Rand'sCamera
& Hi Fi-Timms River Stuarts Audio-Westfield NEW MEXICO West Coast Sound-Albuquerque Towne Crier Inc.-Clovis
Trend Tech-Farmington West
Coast Sound-Santa Fe NEW YORK Mom's Music Systems-Albany Musical Designs Ltd.-Albany Speaker Shop-Amherst Audio Genesis Inc.-Glens Falls
Long Player Stereo-Goshen Audio/Video Den, Ltd.-Lake Grove Auto Sound Plus-Latham
Audi() Breakthroughs-Manhasset Audio/Video ExchangeNew \irk City
Electronic Workshop Inc.-New fork
Grand Central Radio-New York
Audio Breakthroughs-New York City Audio/Video Exchange-New York
City
Costnophonic Sound. Inc.-New York City Rabsons57-New lbrk City
Continental Sound-Queens J.B. Sound Systems, Inc.-Rochester Gordon
Electronics-Syracuse Sound Odyssey Inc.-Wappinger Falls Happy Ear Stereo-Watertown
Video Breakthrough-The Media Room-Watermill Audio/Video
Exchange-Westbury
Harvey Electronics-All Locations Perdue Radio-Both Locations
Stereo Warehouse-All Locations OHIO Audio Comer Inc.-Canton
Audio Craft Company Inc.-Cleveland Custom Stereo Electronics-Columbus Palme Stereo Center-Columbus Audio Craft Company Inc.-Fairlawn Audio
Craft Company, Inc.-Findlay
Carlin Audio& Video-Kettering
Audio Craft Company Inc.-Mayfield Hts.
Audio Craft Company. Inc.-Toledo Audio Craft
Company Inc.-Westlake
Far East Audio-Wooster OKLAHOMA The Sound Station-Bartlesville Audio Tech-Lawton
Soundtrak -OklahomaCity (four
locations) Soundtrak-Tulsa (two locations) The Phonograph Ltd.-Tulsa OREGON Stereo Plant-Bend
Bradfor's Hi-Fidelity-Eugene Sheckells StereoMedford
Chelsea Audio Video-Portland PENNSYLVANIA Hi -Fi House-Abington
Bryn \1awrStereo-Bryn Mawr Bryn Mawr Stereo-Camp Hill
Hi Fi
House-Camp Hill Bryn Mawr Stereo-Frazer
Listening Post -Gibsonia
Hi Fi House-Harrisburg JannenSystems-Hazelton Bryn NlawrStereoJenkintown
Gary's Sight & Sound Exp.-Johnstown
D.S. Audio-Lancaster
Listening Post-Monroeville Bryn Mawr Stereo-Montgomeryville
Stereo
Land-Natrona Heights Bryn Mawr Stereo-Philadelphia David Mann Audio-Philadelphia
Listening Post-Pittsburg (two locations)
Bryn Mawr StereoQuakertown The Stereo Connection, Inc.-Scranton
D.S. Audio-West Reading Bryn Mawr Stereo-Whitehall
Robert M. Sides Audio-Williamsport
Audio
Clinic-York Bryn Mawr Stereo-Langhorne RHODE ISLAND Sounds Unlimited-Cumberland Soundings-Newport
Tweeter. Etc.-All Locations
SOUTH CAROLINA Music Machine-Anderson Audio Warehouse, Inc.-Charleston
Music Machine-Columbia
Tart's TV Fum. & Applian.-Florence
Music Machine-Greenville SOUTH DAKOTA Audio King-Sioux Fall TENNESSEE Audition Hi Fi Inc.-Kingsport
Mi den \music Audio-Memphis
Audio Systems-Nashville (two locations) TEXAS Sound Effects-Abilene
High Fidelity.Inc -Austin (two locations) Br( ickAudi) (-Beaumont
Audio
Video-College Station Tape Town Audio Video-Corpus Christi Custom Video-Dallas The Federated Group-Dallas, Preston Royal
Hillcrest High FidelityDallas (two locations) Home Entertain, Dallas Gal-Dallas
Howell Electronics-El Paso Marvin Electronics Co.-Fort Worth Home Entertainment. Inc.Houston (four locations) B & M Electronics, Inc.-Houston Jett Sales-Lardo Audio Techniques-Longview
Harold's Electronics-Midland
Branch Patton
Superstore-Nacogdoches
Harold's Electronics-Odessa Sound Box-San Angelo Audio Concepts-San Antonio
Bjorns Audio Video-San Antonio Audio
Tech-Temple Sound Towne-Texarkana Stereo& Record Center-Tyler Audio Tech-Waco Tom Padgitt, Inc.-Waco Audio Tech-Wichita Falls
UTAH Lynn's Audio& Video-Logan Broadway Music-Salt Lake City Arrow Audio-St. George VIRGINIA Audio Associates-Arlington
HoldrensCharlottesville The Sound Machine-Charlottesville Sounds Unlimited-Danville
Audio Associates-Fairfax AudioKrafters-Fairfax
Audio ShowroomFranklin Sound Approach-Newport News Audiotronics-Richmond (two locations)
Gary's Stereo & Video-Richmond (two locations) Audiotronics-Roanoke
Holdrens-Roanoke (two locations) Audio Associates-Springfield
Audio Connection. Inc.-Virginia Beach WASHINGTON Magnolia Hi Fi & VideoBellevue
Q.C. Stereo-Bellingham Magnolia Hi Fi & Video-Lynnwaxl Magnolia Hi Fi & Video-Tacoma WISCONSIN American TV-Appleton Eme
Audio-Eau Claire Team Electronics # 88-Janesville Sound World-LaCrosse Flanner& Hafsoos Music-Mequon Flanner& Hafsuos Music-Milwaukee
American TV-Oak Creek American TV-Waukesha WEST VIRGINIA The Sound Post-Princeton WYOMING Murphy Sight and Sound-Gillete
The New Music 13(
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YAMAHA DIGITAL HOME THEATRE
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"The most
significant advance
in the control ofauditory
space since stereo.
David Ranada, Technical Editor
High Fidelity Magazine
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"The ultimate
audio and video sound
experience."
"Produces an uncanny sense of being somewhere else listening to live music."
"Sound improvement ranged from substantial
to mind -boggling'
The accolades are forYamaha's DSP-1 Digital
Soundfield Processor. Created byYamaha, the DSP-1
is a truly unique component that digitally recreates the actual live acoustic properties of the world's
great concert halls and performance venues right
in your own living room.
So you can listen to any type of music in the
very environment it is intended to be enjoyed in.
A jazz ensemble in a small club. A choir in a cathedral. Rock in an outdoor stadium.
There are 16 pre-set acoustic environments on

?

CONCERT

SUIWUUII()

JRZZ CLUB
LIVE

u,.11

the DSP-1, including two Yamaha surround -sound
modes and Dolby® Surround for incredible enhancement of movies on videotape or laser disc. In addition, you can modify any setting, and store it on any
of 16 user program memories.
The DSP-1 is the heart of an experience called
Yamaha Digital HomeTheatre. A system of compo-

nents that elevates home entertainment to a new,
unparalleled level. Whether it's audio or video.
Regardless of the format. No matter what the source.
The Yamaha DSP-1 Digital Soundfield
Processor. Come feel a demonstration at aYamaha.
dealer near you.

@YAMAHA

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
Dolby' is a Registered Trademark of Dolby Labs Licensing Corp.
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Take a Musical Stand!
Tune In And Support The

NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC
RADIOTHON
February 5, 6 & 7, 1988
Presented with and broadcast live on

Sony's light, portable
PCM-2000 DAT machine,
which can record for up to
two hours in the field, has
engineers really excited.
ing from a CD machine is still not pos-

sible because of copy -prohibit sub code flags in most CDs. It is also rumored that several other companies
will enter the professional R-DAT recorder market, among them Nakamichi
and Fostex.
While the arrival of professional DAT

recorders is of major import, and no
one can deny their virtues, they may
be a bit too expensive for some recordists. Small studios have found the

Sony PCM-F1, in conjunction with a
VCR, to be a relatively inexpensive way
to get into digital recording. The PCMF1

96.3

is a perfectly respectable system

which I have used successfully for several years. At the convention, Apogee

C:11CRA a1Á3

Electronics (no connection with Apogee Acoustics, makers of ribbon loud-

The Stereo Stations of The New York Times

speakers) showed new anti-aliasing filters which can be fitted into a number
of Sony digital recorders, including the

AM

PCM-F1. As supplied by the factory,

the PCM-F1's filters can produce a
rather severe phase shift of as much
as 175° at 15 kHz. The new Apogee
Electronics filters reduce this phase
shift to less than 5°. I understand Apo-

gee will undertake the modification
themselves.

Rowland Research, which makes
superb high -end amps and preamps,
also has a PCM-F1 modification that
includes the Apogee Electronics filters
along with worthwhile improvements in
the analog circuitry. They modified my
PCM-F1 in this fashion, and I must say

the increased sonic accuracy and
cleanness is quite convincing. De-

60 hours Nonstop/Music
Celebrity Interviews
Surprises/Gifts Galore
To receive a free 1988 Radiothon Gift Catalog-full of one -of -a -kind premiums to
order by mail or by phone-call (212) 580-8700 ext. 360 (M -F 10-5)

CALL (212) 724-2131
February 5, 6, & 7 (Long Distance Call Collect)
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

pending on what changes are made,
the cost can range from about $450 to
$800. Turnaround time is on the order
of three to four weeks.
Digital recording has had a profound
effect in many areas of audio, including microphones. Early on in the digital
it became obvious that mikes
were going to require updating and
redesign for better S/N, lower distor-

age,

tion, and other considerations. Brüel &
Kjaer have enjoyed great success with
their superb condenser microphones,
but users have been restricted to the

omnidirectional pattern. Engineers
have long wanted a mike of this quality
with a cardioid pattern, and at the con-

vention, B & K obliged with the Type
4011 cardioid condenser mike. Its frequency response is rated at an amaz36
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Sensitivity and care, when
applied to audio design, should channel life rather
than merely reproduce sound.
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ROWLANOpDRESEARCH

n
Model 7 Mono Power Amplifier

ROWLAND

RESEARCH

CRAFTED TO RECOGNIZE MUSICAL SUBTLETY
20-C Mountview Lane

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

303-528-8388

Digital recording has had
a profound effect on mikes,
which are being upgraded
in various ways.

ing ±0.5 dB from 40 Hz to 20 kHz. the CMS -7, a lightweight, portable

Teldec showed its DMM CD master-

Peak SPL input is said to exceed 158 mike with an M/S pattern, designed for
dB, with less than 0.5% THD at 110 dB. use in MTS TV stereo recording and
The mike is powered through a 48-V similar applications. With forward -facphantom supply.
ing cardioid and left/right figure -of Sanken microphones, from Japan, eight patterns, the mike gives good
have gained popularity in the past sev- stereo directivity while maintaining
eral years. This year, Sanken showed compatibility for mono TV sets.

ing system, which will soon be ready

for delivery. The special Neumann
lathe and embossing head are not very
large or heavy, and since the process

does not require a "clean room," the
equipment can be installed in any studio or disc -cutting lab. Currently, more
than 50% of Teldec's CD production is
via the DMM process, and they claim
that more than 1,000 CDs are due to
be DMM-processed and marketed.
At the AES Convention, RPG Diffusor

Systems exhibited Dr. Peter D'Antonio's latest models of his Diffusors and
"Abffusors," which are sound -absor-

bent panels with a claimed rating of
80% at 100 Hz. Concurrent to the AES
Convention, Stereophile magazine ran
a high -end audio show at the close -by
Omni Park Central Hotel. In the room in

which CSA Audio, a retailer in Upper
Montclair, N.J., exhibited, the efficacy
of Dr. D'Antonio's Diffusors and Abffu-

sors was demonstrated. This room
measured about 60 x 30 feet and had
a 10 -foot ceiling. Before treatment, it
was typical of such a large space, with

a lot of slap and flutter echo. Judiciously placed Diffusors and Abffusors

corrected these deficiencies, making
Duntech Sovereign speakers, driven
by Mark Levinson's superb Cello electronics, sound magnificent.
Editor's Note: I have a bone to pick
with several exhibitors who took rooms
at the Stereophile Show, and this is a

problem which surfaces occasionally
at the Consumer Electronics Shows as
well. It has to do with a certain attitude
toward the public in general in the first
case and toward the dealer in the second. What I am objecting to is the
"scheduling" of presentations some 20
or 30 minutes apart, in the manner of
seatings at a fine restaurant. The doors
Digital High Fidelity Systems including
Compact Disc, FM Stereo Radio, Amplifiers, Active Loudspeakers,
Full Remote Control and Multi Room distribution systems

are closed to all "foreigners" in between. In my opinion, this practice is
highly arrogant and should be
stopped. At one room, people were
kept waiting in a stuffy, hot hallway for
more than 30 minutes, some 10 minutes beyond the scheduled presentation time. After allowing the throng to
seat themselves, the principal speaker

BOOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

proceeded to make a telephone call
which lasted a further 10 minutes. In
my opinion, it is time to tell these
would-be emperors that they aren't
wearing any clothes.-E.P.
A
38
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ON RE -DEFINING
DYNAMIC RECORDING.
By combining Dolby HX Pro headroom expansion and DYNEQ dynamic
equalization, the new NAD 6300 Monitor Series cassette deck achieves an
astounding 80dB signal-to-noise ratio. But that's only part of the story.

Like all the components in our new Monitor Series, the model
6300 is an ultra high performance cassette deck that will challenge the
best in the market. In fact it's the only recorder in the world which will make a cassette copy of any compact disc with
virtually no dynamic loss. Like all NAD products, it's a no-nonsense component designed to deliver the highest
possible real world performance for a very reasonable price. It's a combination of leading -edge technology and of
trusted ideas we've used for years. It's dozens of subtle features blended with several truly significant breakthroughs.
A very few examples... .
The 6300 is the only cassette deck that combines the Dolby* HX Pro and the DYNEQ** system,
thus delivering unprecedented high frequency headroom.
Stunning 80dB signal-to-noise ratio approaches the standards set by digital recording.
An exclusive NAD circuit which, when activated, allows you to make tapes specially processed
for optimum performance in a car or portable stereo system.
NAD's elegant "Play Trim" circuit allows you to correct high frequency losses that are common
with pre-recorded tapes or cassettes recorded on another machine.
A recording system that uses three heads for wide
frequency response and dual discrete Dolby C circuits for accurate, off -the -tape monitoring.

Ergonomics of the remote control offer logical
placement of the most used functions and a unique
upright design for ease of operation.
The tape transport uses dual capstans of differing
diameters so that they rotate at slightly different speeds, practically
eliminating resonance induced wow.
In short, what makes the NAD 6300 a world class cassette deck ... is a
long story. To learn more about it, write for our Monitor Series brochure.
Better yet visit your authorized NAD dealer-and hear the results of a
thousand design decisions, correctly made.
'Registered trademark al Dolby Laboratories. "Patented and registered trademark of Taedberg Audio.

The Monitor Series From NAD
For more informanon send this coupon to NAD 'USA) INC. 575 UNIVERSITY AVENUE I NORWOOI), MASSACHUSETTS 021)02
Name

Nil LA handles ert

optional equipment.

NAD 5300 Compact Disc Player
NAD 6301t Cassette Deck
NAD 43110 Stereo Inner
NAD 3300 Integrated Amplifier

Address

City

State
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DIGITAL DOIV AIN
KEN POHLMANN

SHIFTY CHARACTERS
notches in which all frequencies are
attenuated. In a CD player's digital filter, the delays are specifically calculated to attenuate image spectra above
the audio band.

The sum of many such multiplied
samples yields low-pass filtered data.
To access many such samples, each
time a new sample is input, the samples in the shift register are shifted one
delay to the right, and the new sum of
products is recalculated. Because of
the movement of the samples across
the shift register, this design is often
called a transversal filter.
To recapitulate (and referring again
to Fig. 1), assuming that data has already shifted through the filter, the Ti
output sample is equal to the T1 input
sample times the C1 impulse response
coefficient, plus the T2 input sample
times the C2 impulse coefficient, plus
the 13 input sample times the C3 impulse coefficient, plus the T4 input

Let's continue last month's discussion of filtering, and focus
specifically on the workings of
digital filters. As we have observed, the
analog output signal of a CD player is
a pulse -amplitude -modulation waveform. The ultrasonic content of the signal is a series of image spectra which
are duplicates of the original spectrum.
It is the anti -imaging filter's job to remove these duplicate images, leaving
only the original spectrum. The summation of a low-pass filter's sin(x)/x responses to those individual impulses
reconstructs the signal's waveform.

the frequency f = 1/(2T). For example,
a 1-mS delay will produce notches at
500 Hz, 1500 Hz, 2500 Hz, etc. This
filtering technique produces no phase
distortion whatsoever.
Briefly, this

is what happens in a

digital audio filter: Each input sample is

sample times the 04 impulse coefficient. When the next new sample is
entered, the previous samples are
shifted one delay to the right to make
room for it, and the calculation is repeated. In this example, each sample
shifted through the filter requires four
multiplications and four additions.
In practice, a number of considerations determine the design of an implemented filter. The analog signal is

multiplied by the sin(x)/x coefficient the sum of the sin(x)/x waveform resultcorresponding to its contribution to the ing from each sample. The sin(x)/x
filter's overall impulse response. The waveform extends to infinity in both the
delayed multiplication products are positive and negative directions, so
summed together to produce the "fil- theoretically all of the values of that
tered" output sample. Thus, the im- infinite waveform would be required in
pulse response of an analog filter is order to reconstruct the analog signal.
digitally simulated. Let's consider a (In our example above, only four coeffi-

Rather than use an analog brick -wall
filter to suppress ultrasonic image
components after the signal has been
converted to analog form, it is possible

digital filter's operation in more detail.
Each sample point of a digitally filtered output signal is the sum of many
filtered samples from just before and
to process the digitized signal before just after the sample point in question.
D/A conversion, using a digital filter. Such time shifts require a delay line.
The underlying mechanism used in a Since the samples are digital, we may
digital filter is time delay. Surprised? use a shift register with output taps
Don't be. Delay can profoundly affect after each delay element, as shown in
both analog and digital signals.
Fig. 1. Input samples enter the shift
For example, a delayed analog sig- register, the output of each tap is multinal added back to itself results in a plied by a coefficient associated with
wholly new frequency response-cre- the impulse response, and the product
ating a comb -filter response. If a signal is summed with other products to yield
is delayed by time T and mixed with the new output sample.
the original undelayed signal, cancelFrom a spectrum standpoint, the

lations will occur at odd multiples of multiple delays yield overlapping
40

cients were used.) Fortunately for designers of digital filters, we can find a
point on the waveform where neglecting any further response results in a

negligible error; a filter which disregards the response values beyond
such a point is called a finite impulse
response (FIR) filter. In some implemented FIR designs, perhaps 24 or 30
samples are summed.
The technique is almost successful;

however, when a time delay is used,
the signal is mixed with delayed copies
of itself, spread over time. To perform

this calculation without audible aliasing, the filter must operate at a rate
faster than the disc's 44.1 -kHz samAUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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FIFTEEN YEARS AGO BRITAIN THOUGHT
is the most important
component in the hi-fi chain.
Apart from revolutionizing the
whole, the LP12 has served

confess. A Vicar here, a Member of Parliament
there, even somebody's mother in Shropshire, all
heard the difference. Because the Linn proposition

As a shining example of the time honoured truth

bad hi-fi. All you have to do is listen.
This fundamental belief is at the root of everything
we do. And it governs our retailing philosophy.
Comparisons, using a single set of speakers, are a
matter of course at all our dealers. And have been

source

THIS MAN WAS CRAZY.
with

Fascination

the way things work led Ivor

Tiefenbrun astray from a very young age. But in the
early seventies, the dark ages of hi-fi, things really
took a turn for the worse.
It was a grim time all round. Cordless phones were
hard to come by. People wore flares. And even the

was in turmoil. Music lovers everywhere, long tired
of worshipping false gods, listened to Ivor's
turntable and were converted.
Up and down the country naive listeners began to

hi - fi industry as

a

history well.

experts still believed that the hi-fi chain started
with the speakers and worked down to the

is so simple to prove.
Anyone can hear the difference between good and

ever since the dawn of Linn. No gimmicks. No

turntable.
This understanding dominated the way the industry
as a whole designed new systems.

obligations. Just a straightforward listen.

And it drove Ivor to distraction.
Because it was diametrically opposed to his own
opinion. He believed that the turntable was the

results are the same: Time and time again, Linn's
superiority rings true.
By the late seventies, the LP12 reigned supreme,
yet Ivor still would not rest. Having proved that
the turntable was the critical component, he then
applied his fanatical attention to detail to the
problem of the hierarchy itself.

And whether you compare Linn to a similarly
priced system, or one at ten times the price, the

most important element.

As crazy as it seemed at the time - his reasoning
was pretty straightforward. Commonsense really.
To pick up the music the needle follows the record
grooves for information stored in the groove walls.
What most people don't realise is how intricate
an operation this is. Movements so minute, they
are measured in microns.
Take a few minutes to watch closely while a record
is playing. The process is hypnotic. Because you
live in a world where things are measured

He tweaked and tested, designed and refined.
And established that the correct order of the hi-fi
chain is, turntable, tonearm, cartridge, amplifier,
and speakers.

The rest is, as they say, history.

in inches.

that sometimes things are too simple for people

It's when you scale the 'groove world' up to inches

to understand.

that things start to get pretty hair-raising.

Because not only was it the undoubted industry
leader in technical terms: it also sounded demon-

Suddenly you are in a deep crevice. The walls are
undulated. Approaching at an alarming speed is a
bobsled. As it hurtles through the passage it has
to pick up tiny pieces of information.
The bobsled is, of course, the needle. And to
pick up a deep organ note it has to swerve 10 feet
6 inches. For a high violin note it's less than an
inch. A difference which may not seem staggering
in itself. Until you stop to consider that the needle
is travelling 6 miles per second. And that the pivot
point of the lever controlling it is four miles away.
In these terms you can see how easy it is to miss

strably better than any other turntable.

Now music lovers can choose between a variety
of Linn components in the hi-fi chain. And with
the recent introduction of the Axis turntable,
starting to build-up a Linn system is more affordable
than ever before.

Today Linn products are sold in thirty countries.
In America Linn are the recognised leaders in

TODAY AMERICA THINKS HE'S CRAZY.
But for some mysterious reason the concept that
one turntable might sound better than another was
too much for some people to cope with.
Such was Ivor Tiefenbrun's dilemma. He was just
a guy who wanted people to calm down and listen

specialist hi-fi. And worldwide Ivor

to the music.

of

And when they were too uptight to try

it, he

Ivor Tiefenbrun's mental
status still looms. What's

behaved in a slightly deranged manner. He called
hi-fi reviewers who refused to listen 'cloth ears:
They called him a heretic. The score remained

your opinion? Just clip the

more delicate notes.
Ironically, that which gives a piece its musicality

fairly even.

You owe it to humanity.

press love vocal

bring back lost
music.

It

TOMORROW THE WORLD

must be dealt with

at its

source. The

turntable.

A painfully obvious
industry ridiculed

it.

idea. Yet

the

entire

Because it pointed out they

were wrong.

Ivor would have had more luck arguing that the
world was round or man would fly.
So he did what Ivor always does when people tell
him he's wrong. He ignored them. And quietly set
about building a turntable.
The fruit of his labor, was the Linn LP12. And with
it

he proved categorically that

the

signal

LINN

coupon and send it to your HIGH FIDELITY
nearest Linn dealer (p. 158) YOU'VE NEVER HEARD IT
SO GOOD.

crazies and Ivor was

No speakers in

the world can

the undis-

hi-fi chain has been happily
resolved, the larger question

out on critical information.
And how even the slightest, imperceptible movement can cause the needle to miss out on the

But the

is

puted protector of the faith.
While the problem of the

forever giving
interviews.
Interviews in

which he issued challenges to the hi-fi aficionados, calling on them to explain what the speakers
can do about restoring music the needle has failed
to pick up.
Their answers spoke volumes about their understanding of hi-fi. The industry leaders told Ivor he

L

1 Yes, this guy is crazy.

He's probably crazy, but I'm
judgement until get more information.

reserving

I

If you promise he won't be there I'll come in
for a listening comparison.

-I He seems perfectly sane to me. (hee hee
ho ho ha ha.)

was certifiable. Out to lunch. Looney tunes.
Living in Gagaland. Not to mention rather rude.

Name

This upset Ivor. He doesn't like to be thought of

Address

as rude.

Alas these Board Room diagnoses came too late.
Ivor's insanity had proved infectious. The industry

Distributors Audiophile Systems Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel (317) 849-710

Aldbor E.lectronfcs,127 Portland St.,Toronto,Ontario,Canada,M5V2N4.Tel (416)863.0915.
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Reserved for purists,
At this level, beyond mere commercial practicalities,
Infinity seeks to find its own: The few for whom
music is an obsession, for whom price is no object in
attaining the absolute perfect re-creation of sound.
The speaker system we've named the Infinity
Reference Standard Beta was really built to prove
to ourselves, after building the legendary $45,000
Infinity Reference Standard V, that lightning could
strike twice in the same place.
We designed the IRS Beta as a true point source,
capable of generating an incredible 15Hz to 45kHz
response with effortless (and seamless) musicality.
Four 12 -inch injection -molded polypropylene/
graphite woofers are servo -controlled for state-of-theart bass reproduction.

A new lower -midrange driver, the Large-EMIM, was
created. This push-pull planar driver reproduces the
critical frequencies from 70 to 700Hz-that vital area
containing most of the musical fundamentals (an area
ill -served by virtually all speaker designs, with attendant loss of the natural warmth of instrumental voices).
Two L-EMIMs optimally cross over to an improved
EMIM with new high -gauss neodymium magnets and
lighter diaphragm, for impeccable midrange transient
response and detail.
And an EMIT and SEMIT (Super EMIT) produce
the upper octaves and overtones to 45kHz with
a transparency and openness that is airy and "live:
In total-a speaker of unprecedented overall musical
accuracy. The IRS Beta. A speaker whose performance

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

extremists, and the obsessed.
can leave you breathless.
Its cost is under $11,000.
We also offer the equally incomparable IRS Gamma
and IRS Delta, at about $7,000 and $5,500 respectively. Both are two -speaker versions of the Beta,
although the Delta does not include a servo -control
unit, which can be added later to upgrade the Delta
into a Gamma.
We encourage you to audition the remarkable IRS
Beta (as well as the Gamma and Delta) at any one
of a select group of Infinity dealers catering exclusively
to the audiophile.

kJ Infinity
We get you back to what it's all about. Music.

To the dedicated-even obsessed-lover of music,
WOit is the stuff dreams are made of.

c.

All of our advances in speaker technology are compiled into a brief
presentation booklet called "The Creative Technology of Infinity
Speakers, Vol. II." Ask your Infinity dealer for your copy.

1'8$ Infinity Sysaxrs, Inc 9409 Owensmooth Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311, (SI R) 709-9400 A Hannan International Company. In Canada. H. Roy Gray Ltd 14 LaidlawBlvd., Markham, Ontano Canada 1.301 W 7. (410) 204-4033

Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card
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With some clever designing,
a 24 -element filter can
be made to do the work
of a 96 -element filter.

Fig. 1-

INPUT
16 BITS,
44.1 kHz

T2

T3

ONE

ONE -

ONE-

SAMPLE

SAMPLE

SAMPL E

DELAY

DELAY

DELAY

ir-

ONE SAMPLE
DELAY

02

A transversal filter
uses a shift
register, coefficient
multipliers, and
adders to
produce a filtered
output.

piing rate. Additional samples must be
created; this technique is often called
oversampling.

An oversampling digital filter uses
samples from the disc as input, then

computes additional samples. Because additional samples have been
generated, the sampling rate of the
signal is greater (perhaps two or four
times greater) than it was originally.

To achieve this oversampling, a

OUTPUT

Z8 BITS,
44+.kHz

Fig. 2A practical

kHz

four -times

oversampling
transversal filter

using 24 delay
elements and four

transversal filter (an inefficient one, as
we shall see) could be constructed so
that each delay is one -quarter the sampling period. This would result in four
times the number of output samples,
with the filter calculating three new values for each input sample. This avoids
aliasing. To provide enough impulse response values to permit a good response after summation, perhaps 96
delay elements would be required.
In each sample period, the shift register would input new data four times,
but only every fourth sample would be

audio data from the disc. The other
three intermediate samples would be

sets of coefficients. zero, to reserve places for the extra

values to be calculated a bit

later.

Thus, only 24 of the 96 filter elements

would contain non -zero data at this
time. The filter would output data at a
rate of 176.4 kHz, each new sample
being the sum of 24 non -zero multiplications. The filter thus would calculate
three new sample values at the locations of the zero input samples. However, this oversampling design is inefficient; the same result can be obtained
with fewer delay elements.

,,

A more cost-effective approach is
22-05 44.t

88.2

.76.4

32.3

223

264.6

310.87

3°26

A

2305

76 4

882

2646

3,223

8
IF

2205

ER

76.4

FREQUENCY - kHz

Fig. 3-The D/A converter's
"staircase" output originally contains
an infinite series of images of the
original signal's audio -band spectrum
(A). Digital filtering, with oversampling

352 8

C

at two times (B) or four times (C)
the original sampling frequency,
suppresses the images immediately
above the audio band. The remaining
images are easily filtered out.
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seen in Fig. 2. It shows the architecture
of a practical four-times-oversampling
digital filter, generating three interme-

diate samples between each input
sample. The filter consists of a shift
register of 24 delay elements, each
delaying a 16 -bit sample for one sam-

pling period. Thus, each sample remains in each element for an entire
sample period. During this time, each
16 -bit sample is multiplied four times
by 12 -bit impulse -response coefficients stored in ROM, with a different

coefficient used for each multiplication. In total, the four sets of coefficients are applied to the samples in
turn, producing four output values per
sample. The 24 multiplication products

are summed four times during each
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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LIGHTS
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking

Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
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Oversampling filters
image spectra from
the audio band's vicinity,
making analog output
filtration easy.
period, and the summed products be-

come the output from the filter. The
data is shifted one place, and the process is repeated. Four times as many

samples are present after oversampling, with new intermediate values
calculated by the transversal filter.
Therefore, the sampling frequency has
effectively been increased four times,
to 176.4 kHz.
THE NEW TECHNICS AV RECEIVER
COMBINES SOPHISTICATED REMOTE
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY WITH
ADVANCED AMPLIFIER CIRCUITRY.

In summary, as the 16 -bit audio
samples pass through the filter, the
samples are delayed by each of the 24

maining band around 176.4 kHz (in the
case of four -times oversampling) must
be completely suppressed by an analog filter. This filter follows the converter,

just as in players without digital

filtering, but it is tame compared to
brick -wall filters. Since the remaining
band is so high in frequency, we can
use a filter with a gentle, 12 dB/octave
response and a -3 dB point between
30 and 40 kHz. It is a noncritical design, and its low order guarantees
good phase linearity; phase distortion

NEW CLASS A AMPLIFIER CIRCUITRY

Technics New Class A Amplifier circuitry

varies the bias across the output transistors in accordance with the signal
level. This is designed to allow an ampli-

fier to combine the low distortion of
Class A operation with the high efficiency of Class B. Additionally, Technics
Synchro-Bias system is designed to help

reduce amplifier distortion by keeping
the power transistors in a ready state at
all times, so they don't switch on and off.
COMPUTER DRIVE AMPLIFIER
TECHNOLOGY

This design uses sensors to monitor the
amplifier's output stage. Using the input
data from the sensors, a microprocessor
constantly adjusts the operating characteristics of the output transistors. When

combined with New Class A circuitry,
this amplifier technology helps provide
accurate reproduction of music.
ELECTRONIC GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

With an electronic graphic equalizer,
such as the one in the SA-RS10, you have

powerful control. The listener can preprogram and store various equalization
curves into memory and then recall any
one of them at the touch of one button.
One equalizer setting might be used for
listening to rock, another for jazz, etc.

elements. As a result, after multiplication by the 12 -bit coefficients and sum-

mation, the weighted average of a

audio band.
In this example, we have focused on

large number of samples is generated.

a four -times oversampling circuit.

The values of the intermediate samples, obtained by the calculation process, determine the filter characteristic; the bands centered at 44.1, 88.2,

Many CD players use two-times digital
filters, in which the 44.1 -kHz sampling

and 132.3 kHz have been suppressed,

around 88.2 kHz is prominent and

as shown in Fig. 3. These broad regions of suppression are the overlapping filter notches referred to earlier.

must be filtered out. Because this frequency is closer to the audio band, a
sharper analog low-pass filter is required. For example, in some twotimes oversampling players, a sixth order analog filter is used.
A digital filter design is thus an effi-

Our filtering goal, removing the image
spectra from the vicinity of the audio
band, is accomplished.
After the multiplications involved in
oversampling, the word length is much
longer than the original 16 bits. However, the output word cannot simply be

truncated to 16 bits; this could

in-

crease distortion. A special rounding off process, known as noise shaping,

is sometimes employed. With noise
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR SA -R510

AMPLIFIER SECTION: Rated minimum sine wave RMS.

power output. 20Hz-20kHz. both channels driven.
100W per channel (0.007% THD. 8 ohms)

DYNAMIC HEADROOM: 1.2 dB (8 ohms).
GRAPHIC EOUAUZER SECTION: Band level controls.
+ 12 dB - 12 dB (2 dB step), center frequencies. 63Hz.
160Hz. 400HZ, !kHz. 2.5kHz, 6.3kHz. 12.5kHz.

Technics
The science of sound

can be reduced to ±0.5° across the

shaping, a 16 -bit digital filter can yield
a dynamic range equivalent to that of
an 18 -bit system. Alternatively, some
manufacturers employ those extra bits
for bit -shifting, selecting the input to a
16 -bit D/A converter from these 18 bits.
Following the digital filter, the data is

rate is oversampled to 88.1 kHz. In
such systems, the spectrum centered

cient method of accomplishing the
task of anti -imaging without resorting
to analog brick -wall filters. It alleviates
the problem of phase distortion introduced by analog filters. A digital filter,
as found in Compact Disc players, can
have almost perfect linear phase response.

But what about digital audio recorders? What good is perfect phase linearity at playback, when every disc
contains phase nonlinearity introduced
by the brick -wall anti -alias input filters
of the digital recorder? Well, oversam-

converted back to analog with a digi-

pling can be used for input filters as

tal -to -analog converter. Finally, the re-

well. But that's another story.
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NOW TECHNICS LETS YOU CREATE

AN AUDIO/VIDEO EMPIRE AND
CONTROL IT FROM FAR, FAR AWAY.
Start with the new 100W A/V remote control
receiver that puts you in complete control.

-

Imagine. Commanding an audio/video empire with just
one remote control device.
Imagine. Controlling a compact disc player. And a cassette
leck. And a turntable. All from across the room.
Then imagine expanding this remote control empire to include

compatible Panasonic TV's, VCR's and even other brands.
Now it is all a reality. With the new Technics 100W AM/FM
stereo remote control receiver (100 watts per channel at 8 ohms,
2OHz-2OkHz with 0.007% THD) and compatible components.
The new SA -R510 has also been engineered with a built-in
electronic graphic equalizer/spectrum analyzer. So you can

make precise adjustments to bass, treble and mid -range
sound. There are even 24 AM/FM station random access
Dresets for instant recall.
The new Technics remote control receiver. The beginning of
an audio and video empire you can control from far, far away.

Technics
The science of sound
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After four years at
Hewlett- Packard, we w
In 1983, Dr. Godehard Guenther,
President of a/d/s/, issued an
injunction to our engineers and
designers. "Guys;' he said,
"somebody's got to come up
with a new loudspeaker standard.
Let's make sure it's us"

Understand: he wasn't suggesting our existing loudspeakers
weren't good. Rather, he was
challenging us to address the
shortcomings present even in the
very best speakers, ours included.
Shortcomings made all the more
apparent by the sonic demands
of the compact disc.

What we sought to build were
speakers that didn't sound like
a set of
Our goal was to create speakers
characterized by a stable sound

stage, pinpoint imaging and
sound that seemed to emanate
from free space.
It was a tall order. But the technology that has resulted-UnisÓnTM

... of one voice-is the kind other
speaker makers will be emulating
for years to come.

At aid/s/, we make our
own drivers. Our high
definition woofers feature
new cones, magnets,
baskets and voice coil assem-

blies-painstakingly crafted to
eliminate coloration.

We finally had the tools
to be as critical as we were
inclined to be.

In this veritable mountain of information, acoustic truths resided.

Our first task was to take a long,
hard look at the limitations inherent in loudspeaker drivers. That
required a powerful "microscope"

And, fortunately, we had onea high -resolution, super -fast

computer from Hewlett-Packard,
supported by a sophisticated
mathematical program of our
own devise.
Housed in a specially designed
a/d/s/ acoustics laboratory, the
computer gave us the ability to
generate and analyze driver performance data with an accuracy,
thoroughness and detail never
attainable before.
High technology
enclosure materials
enable us to make the
new CM7 (left) and CM5
extremely compact

without sacrificing
interior volume. How

compact? Consider that
the CM5 measures a
mere 95/e" x 53/a" x 6v/e".

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

The CM7's 4th -order, 24áB/octave crossover
network. Complex, sophisticated and expensive to manufacture, it's a major reason
why the speaker produces such a stable image.

If the drivers aren't flawless,
no amount of camouflaging
will hide the flaws.
One fact was obvious: the traditional materials used to construct
woofers, tweeters and midranges
-polypropylene, metal, cellulose

compounds-were simply
inadequate. So we set about to
discover new ones ideally suited
at the molecular level to the jobs
they're required to do.
For the domes of our tweeters,
we selected a proprietary copolymer that's exceedingly rigid,
yet has superb internal damping
and freedom from ringing. For
the voice coil formers in our
midranges, we adopted stainless

the keyboard of a
ere ready for a Steinway.
steel. Strong and non-magnetic,
it enabled us to produce a motor
quick enough to resolve the finest
detail, even at the highest volume
level. And so our research went,
until our drivers were as perfect
as the laws of physics allow.

The crossover network.
You don't see it. You shouldn't
hear it, either.
When most speaker makers
design crossover networks, their
primary concern is the interaction
of the drivers. We were more
ambitious. We sought crossovers
that optimize the relationship
between the drivers and their

enclosure, even with the room in
which the system is played.

And we had an advantage: the
excellence of our drivers allowed
us to use ideal crossover points.
Using these points, all the funda-

mental tones of the human voice
can be reproduced by a single
driver. With the computer, we
evaluated countless prototypes of
crossovers. A 4th -order network
of the Linkwitz-Riley type proved
the most appropriate. This type
alone yields the response that satisfied our requirements for neutrality and realistic imaging. On a
frequency response plot, the crossover points aren't even detectable.

How good it ultimately
sounds depends on the box
you put it in.
That's why we employed a
polymer material filled with an

With its stainless steel coil former and
copolymer cone, the Unison midrange
does something a cone midrange has never
done before: span the fundamental range
of the human voice-from 200 to 2,000 Hz.

Our tweeters' domes are made of yet
another proprietary copolymer, giving
them the unique ability to provide smooth,
detailed, high frequency response at even
the highest levels.

extremely high mass compound to
produce the rigid, aurally "invisible"
enclosures of our Compact Monitor
Series. You'll be amazed by the

weight of these little beautiesthey're heavy. You'll be floored by
the sound.

To our ears, our new speakersthe M Series and compact CM
Series-offer convincing proof that
Unison technology does indeed
define a new era in speaker performance. All that remains is for
you to take ears of your own to
one of the dealers listed on the
back page of this ad.
The M12 is the instrument on the right.

a/d/s/
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Test them for yourself.
Shimek & Co.
Great Alaska Sound

Anchorage
Anchorage

Alaska AudioNideo

Juneau

New Lawrence Stereo
Sound Distributors
Sound Advice
Leisure Electronics Inc.
Casa Moore Stereo
Contact Stereo
Sound Center
Kustom Hi Fi
Paris Audio
Serra Stereo
Pacific Coast Audio -Video

Birmingham
Huntsville
Mobile

Audio Video City
Genesis Audio, Inc.
North County Stereo
Sound Factor
The Record Roost
Radio Lab

House of Audio
Mad Jack's

Audio Concepts
Bel -Air Camera & Hi Fi
Henry Radio

World of Sound
Newport Audio
Stereo By Design
Fidelity Sound
Desert Stereo

Western Audio Imports
Paradyme Consumer
Electronics
Stereo Showcase
Burdick Sales Co.
Hermary's
Breier Sound Center
Stereo Plus
Century Stereo
Gluskin's Camera Corner

U.S. Tech

Ft. Collins

Yampa Valley Sound Co., Inc.
Carston Stereo
Audio Design
The Stereo Shop Inc.
Take 5 Audio
The Stereo Lab Inc.

Steamboat Springs
Danbury
Fairfield
Hartford

Audio Insight, Inc.
Audio Tech Inc.
Audio Trend, Inc.
Stereo By Design, Inc.
World Electronics Dist., Inc.
House of High Fidelity
Fox Audio, Inc.
The Sound Center
Sensuous Sound Systems
Consumer Center
TV & Audio Center

MD
MD
MD
MD
MD

S. Portland
All Stores

ME

Pecar Electronics

Birmingham
Detroit

Audio Concepts, Inc.
Kurtz Music & Sound, Inc.
Audio King

Grand Rapids
All Stores
All Stores

MI
MI
MI
MI

Hi Fi Sound Electronics

Minneapolis
Minneapolis

Audio Group

Frisco

Sound Plus Wood, Inc.
Kuban's
Rising Sounds, Inc.

MA

All Stores
All Stores
All Stores
Lutherville
Rockville

North Hollywood
Orange

Players Guitars & Stereos

Tweeter Etc.

Springfield

Hi Fi Buys

Gramophone Co., Inc.

In Concert!
The Sound Room
Best Sound Company
Sound Advice
Ideal Acoustics
Avitel-Bozeman
Sound Systems, Inc.
Soundhaus

San Carlos
San Diego
San Francisco
All Stores

Dacia AudioNideo
Electronics Marketing, Inc.
Tweeter Etc.
Soundworks
Atlantic Stereo
Hi Tech Stereo & Video
Ultratech By House of Audio
Sound Incorporated
Leonard Radio, Inc.
Rand's Camera & HiFi, Inc.
Hal's Stereo Sound Center

Samm Sound Distributors
Hudson's Audio Center, Inc.
Trend Tech

Music World
The Sound Room

New Haven

New London
Norwalk
Old Greenwich
Waterford
Altamonte Springs

Import Audio
Sound Experience

Audio Authority
Vinyl Jungle, Inc.
Adirondack Music, Inc.
Video International, Inc.
Sound Approach
Sound Stage Audio
Rabson's
Long player Stereo
Auto Sound Systems, Inc.
Rosner Custom Sound
Performance Audio Video,

Boca Raton

Bradenton
Clearwater
Fort Lauderdale
Jacksonville

Melbourne
Miami
Miami

The Audiohouse
Electronic Connection

Naples
Stuart
Tallahasse
Tampa
Tampa
Tequesta
Vero Beach
W. Palm Beach

Stereo Designs, Inc.
Macy's

Atlanta
Atlanta

Square Deal Radio & TV, Inc.
J.B. Sound Systems, Inc.

Audio Warehouse
Southland Sound
Hilo Audio, Inc.
Chroma Electronics
Comfort ACR Inc.
Electronic Station
Honolulu Audio Video

Savannah
Savannah
Hilo

Audio Command Systems,

Co., Inc.
Sound Specialties of Kona
Spencer Sound Systems

Honolulu

Golden Ears Audio Video
Electronics Cave
Jamison's Music West
Team Electronics

Borger's AudioNideo
Cosmophonic Sound Inc.
Grand Central Radio
Leonard Radio, Inc.
Park Avenue Audio, Inc.
Stereo Exchange

Inc.

Kailua-Kona
Coralville
Fairfield
Iowa City
Nampa

Algonquin

Columbia AudioNideo

All Stores

Good Vibes Sound
Audio Enterprises, Inc.
JR Lloyd

Champaign
Chicago Hts.
Decatur

Audio Consultants, Inc.

All Stores

The King's Stereo
Alan Audio, Inc.

Springfield
Bloomington

Soundpro
Good Vibes Sound
Audio Specialists

Carmel
All Stores
South Bend
Terre Haute
Lawrence

Stereo Crafters
Kief's Gramophone Shop

Ltd.

The Sound Mill, Inc.

Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu

N
N
N
N
N

KS

Glick's Audio, Inc.
David Mann Audio
Soundworks
Hi Fi House of State College
DS Audio, Inc.
Soundings
Audio Warehouse
Upstairs Audio
Southland Sound

Northampton

Gramophone, Ltd.
Audio Associates
The Great Northern
Sound Co.

Sacramento
All Stores
All Stores

The Music Box

KY
LA
LA

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

Encinitas
All Stores
Ft. Bragg
Glendale
Goleta
All Stores
All Stores
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
All Stores
Newport Beach
Palm Desert
Palo Alto

KS
KS

All Stores
Brockton
Framingham
Greenfield

Stereo
Spaceways Sound
Hunt Audio & Associates
Audio Associates

El Toro

Overland Park
Lexington
Baton Rouge
New Orleans

MA

Sound Trak Audio
Natural Sound, Inc.
The Music Store, Inc.
Tripod Audio Inc.
New England Car & Home

All Stores
Corona Del Mar
Culver City

Manhattan

Belmont

Trolley Stereo
Tweeter Etc.

Burlingame
All Stores

Soundtrack
Main Street Music
The Sound Shop
Soundings
Gramaphone Audio

Audio Spectrum, Inc.

Wilson Audio

Little Rock
Bakersfield
Beverly Hills
All Stores

Stockton
All Stores
Aspen
Colorado Springs
Denver
Durango

Audiotronics
Audiocom

The Sound Shop
SOHO Electric Co.
The Stereo Shoppe
Art Colley's Audio Specialties

St. Paul

Chesterfield
St. Louis

Gulfport
Starkville
Bozeman
All Stores
All Stores
Hickory
Grand Forks
All Stores
Cherry Hill
E. Brunswick
Eatontown
Little Falls

Northfield
Paramus
Toms River

Trenton
West Caldwell

Albuquerque
Farmington
Hobbs
Las Cruces
Las Vegas
Las Vegas
Reno
Batavia

MN
MN
MN
MN
MO
MO

Saratoga Springs
All Stores
Tonawanda
Wappinger Falls
White Plains

Whitesboro
Woodside
All Stores
All Stores
Kettering
Lawton

Norman
Oklahoma City
All Stores
Bend

NY

NY
NY
NY
NY

Bjorn's Stereo Designs
Road Sounds#1, Inc.
Audio Tech
Lynn's Audio & Video
Audioworks Inc.

Audio Associates

City Stereo

Paulson's Inc.
EME Audio Systems
Hi Fi Heaven, Inc.

Sound World
Happy Medium, Inc.
Audio Elite
Flanner& Hafsoos Music
Ltd.

Murphy Sight & Sound
The New Music Box
Bay Bloor Radio

San Antonio
San Antonio

PA
PA

PA
PA

TX
TX
TX
TX

Temple
Wichita Falls
Logan
Salt Lake City
St. George
All Stores

UT
UT

UT
VA
VA
VA
VA
VA
VA
VT
VT

Charlottesville
Fredericksburg
Newport News
Richmond
Winchester
Burlington
Rutland
All Stores
All Stores
Spokane

WA
WA
WA
WA
W
W
W

Tacoma
Eau Claire
Green Bay
LaCrosse

Madison
Menasha

w

Milwaukee
Gillette

W

Laramie

Toronto

W

WY
WY
Canada

For more information about the
audio components described on
the preceding pages, we invite
you to phone us, toll -free,
at 1-800-345-8112. (In PA, the
number is 1-800-662-2'11M .)
We'll be happy to send you a
White Paper on the new a/d/s/
speakers, Atelier literature or both.

Analog and Digital Systems, Inc.
One Progress Way

Wilmington, MA 01887

OK
OK
OR
OR

Erie
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San Antonio Audio
Concepts

NY
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OR

© 1987, Analog and Digital Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Modern Music Inc.
New Wave Electronics
Audio Systems, Inc.
Don's Hi -Fidelity, Inc.
High Fidelity Inc.
Brock Audio, Inc.
Marvin Electronics Co.
Home Entertainment, Inc.
Audio Systems, Inc.
Hi -Fidelity of Lubbock

NY
NY
NY
NY
OH
OH
OH
OK

Eugene
The Dalles
Bethlehem
All Stores
All Stores

SD
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

Sound Directions
Magnolia Hi Fi
Stereocraft
Huppins Hi Fi and Photo

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

Roslyn

Knoxville
Knoxville
Memphis
Memphis
Nashville
Amarillo
Austin
Beaumont
Fort Worth
Houston
Laredo
Lubbock

NJ

Merrick
Mt. Kisco
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Patchogue
Rochester

Sioux Falls

Hi Fi House, Inc.
Lindsey Ward, Inc.

Contemporary Sounds
Sound Approach, Inc.
Audiotronics, Inc.
Ear Food Find Audio

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

PA

Audio King

NC
NC
NC
ND
NH

NV
NV
NV

PA

SC
SC
SC

Stereo Types

NM
NM
NM

PA
PA

Springfield
State College
West Reading

RI

MT

NM

PA
PA
PA

Lancaster
Philadelphia

Charleston
All Stores
Hilton Head

Arrow Audio

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ

Harrisburg
Kingston

Middletown

MS
MS

Boonville
Brooklyn
Commack
All Stores
All Stores
Goshen
All Stores
Long Island City

Rockville Center

Sound Concepts, Inc.
Le Sounde
Gordon Electronics
Stereo Plus
Sound Odyssey Inc.
Front Row Sound
Adirondack Music, Inc.
Leonard Radio, Inc.
Audio Craft Co., Inc.
Stereo Lab
Carlin Audio
Audio Tech
Gramophone Audio & Car
Systems
Contemporary Sounds
Chelsea Audio Video
The Stereo Plant
Oregon Typewriter &
Recorder
Lutz Enterprises
Canlen Audio, Inc.
Sassafrass Records & Audio
The Audio Den
Listening Post, Inc.

MI

Summit Audio
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

SPOOLS OF THOUGHT
An audiobiography, find, is entirely too much like paying bills.
I

After considerable effort in
many past issues of this magazine,
still find myself some 40 years behind.
Just as well! Like antiques, old news is
good news, and the older the better, if
only for the novelty of it.
It was shortly before I began writing
for this magazine in mid -1947 that
I

I

took a momentous step forward toward

Audio with a capital A-I sallied forth,
cash in hand, and bought a magnetic
recorder. kept it all of two weeks before junked it. This wasn't a disc reI

I

corder with a magnetic cutting head
weighing 4 ounces or so, which was in
general use at the time. I was already
far beyond that with my ultra -modern
wide -range (up to 6 kHz) crystal cutting head, dating from 1940. That crystal head was much lighter too, weigh-

ing maybe as little as an ounce (we
had not yet stepped down to the gram
weight scale). What bought in mid 1947 was a machine that would record
in a magnetic medium, the hope of the
I

future and the basis for so much of
were rationed-you had to turn in an after -the -duration magnetic recorder?

what we call audio today.

During the years of World War

II

when I worked in FM in New York City,

there were frequent advertisements
boasting of a sensational new kind of
home sound via wire which would be
introduced "after the duration"-in other words, after the end of the war.
I

insist, positively (by memory), that the

product was to be the fabulous Lear
wire recorder. You ask Lear now, they'll

probably deny it. But that is what
remember, because-after too many

I

dismal experiences with faulty 33 -rpm

lacquers-I was fascinated by the
thought of a recording medium that
would just go on and on, maybe even
longer than the approximately 15 minutes then possible on a 16 -inch professional disc at 33 rpm.
Lear, if it was Lear, kept at it. The
"duration" was bound to end sooner or

later, and then all these much -advertised products would spring upon the
market, full-fledged, and we would all
rush out in a perfect frenzy of buying.
Nice to think ahead that way! But the
war ground more deeply, and rationing
got more strict. Only 5 gallons of gas
were allowed per week for ordinary car
owners' gas guzzlers, left over from
prewar days. Even phonograph discs

Nary a word! Don't ask me what happened, unless maybe the Lear people
discovered jet transportation about
don't remember ever hearing
then.
first V -E and then, in mid -summer about a Lear magnetic recorder again.
Meanwhile, another manufacturer
1945, V -J and the end. Buying spree?
had taken over the idea for a "consumWe were much too busy celebrating.
was stuck in Times Square on that later er" recorder of the same sensational
date along with about a million other type, and presently it appeared, from
people; recall beginning to tip over, an outfit already (as remember) very
so to speak, under the mass human well known-Webcor. For many of our
pressure, but never made it to the earlier years, the turntables made by
ground. Instead, remained suspend- that company were standard fare in
ed at a 45° angle, held up by acres of thousands of American homes.
Wire recorder? Wow! Sensational!
bodies for at least an hour, absolutely
Superlatives are what any gutsy
helpless. It was exhilarating.
As some remember, nothing really youngster would have employed to exhappened for the general public for a press his enthusiasm.
I can see the Webcor wire recorder
year and more after V -J Day. It took
that long to unwind and untangle the in my mind's eye, and the sight does
war economy and get the old prewar not please me. A bilious speckled mamanufactures back into production vir- roon (well, my eye is prejudiced, after
tually as was, years before. New prod- all), just a big, unwieldy suitcase thing,
ucts mostly had to wait. And that in- outwardly not unlike the earlier socluded just about everything that might called portable phonographs of the Lihave been called "audio," if that word bertyphone persuasion, also Magnahad been in common use. So it vox. (Those phonographs, a.c./d.c. for
shouldn't be surprising that 1947 was the big cities that still had mainly d.c.
the beginning of practically everything current, were all the rage for college
students and the like who kept moving
new, advertised and unadvertised.
old shellac disc for every new one you
bought, as there was no shellac coming from the Far East.
Came the two successive V -days,

I

I

I

I

I

I

Where was the Lear? Where was my

around and wanted a "little" phono-
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I instantly discovered
that the wire recorder was
totally useless for music.
Voice was scarcely better.

graph-ugh-to take with them. rent- and flutters in recording-and creating
I

ed one in college-d.c.-and

can

I

hear its muffled, boomy sound to this
moment. I could just about lift it.)
I do hate to tell you what happened
with that wire recorder. Before get
into it, though,
must hastily remind
you that on the professional side, before tape, there was a workable wire
I

I

a second set of the same on playback.
instantly discovered that this machine
was totally useless for any kind of music. What disillusion! My very first magI

netic recording of a piano, played by
my own fingers, came out like a distant
flock of bleating sheep. Voice recordings were scarcely better, a confident

recorder from the Armour people, spoken statement coming out like an
announcer experiencing a nervous

complete with capstan drive, which did
satisfactory things of a useful nature for

a while before such early tape ma-

breakdown.
And then there was the vast frequen-

cy. This was the first edit in my history,
and one of the first in audio history too,
I'm willing to bet.
Woe betide you, though, if your fin-

gers slipped on that fine wire and the
ends sprang free. Instant chaos. Both
spools, full of steel springiness, would
immediately unroll and loosen up. The
pitch relationship would be utterly destroyed in seconds, from one end to
the other. Can you envision the trauma
when that happened?

At that age, I was more persistent

chines as the Ampex arrived. Wire recording was wonderfully ingenious. As
a matter of fact, it was already an old
principle, going back to the famed Valdemar Poulsen, the first person to try to
record sound using variable magnetism on a continuously passing magnetic medium. That was at the turn of

cy range, which must have extended

than I am today. You could call it obsti-

from about 200 Hz far upwards to may-

nacy, and you would be right.

be 2,000 cycles, as we called it. No
bass, no treble. Just a fine, distant

paid my money; the machine was sup-

middle range. And lots of hiss.
Now, the original Webcor was a respectable and reputable firm, though

back for more.

the century. With some horrendous
problems well solved, a professional

newer Webcor hi-fi equipment merely
took over the old name; it's no relation.)

wire recorder could be, and was, produced. But the consumer product was
another matter.

it departed a good while back. (The

I

should say that these faults were

some $600. That's not hay, and

it

wasn't then, even if the actual sum was
around $50. For me, in my most impecunious period, it was a real gamble,

spending such a sum on something
brand-new and untried-but had to
have it. Thank Lear for that. Diverted
I

advertising, you might say.
The home -type wire recorder, immediately found, was fatally flawed in
one ghastly respect: It was strictly "reel
to reel," with no capstan! That is, spool
to spool. It seems to me that the principle was borrowed from the sewing maI

I

had

kept on coming

tried splice after

I

splice, with bow knots, bosun's knots,
and what -not; I recorded off the air and
off my shellac records;
brought in
friends to babble sweet nothings at the
mike. And then found another dire
I

I

fault.

The magnetic head recorded

common enough in other audio areas
of the time, and expect that the too hasty urge to get on the market, at a

mainly on one side of the wire. When,
during rewind and replay, the wire in-

time when designers and parts and
supplies were still war -limited, might
have had a lot to do with the perfor-

volume went up and down disconcert-

mance I am describing. Remember the
Kaiser and Frazer cars? Same era.

The final straw came, as I said, after
about two weeks of intermittent torture.

I

In today's money, the Webcor wire
recorder might have cost, at a guess,

posed to work. So

I

There was worse-a lot worse. As
you might guess, the wire speed past
the record/playback head varied enormously, depending on the size of the
two rolls, like the ribbon spools in an
elderly typewriter. Still, about a day after my first dismal try, I began to think
further. How about this wonderful new

evitably twisted on its own axis, the
ingly. All in all, not a very practical
recorder.

I

figured maybe

I

could join two

"takes" from different spools of wire if
the amount of wire on each was about

the same, and thus recorded at the
same speed. just wanted to see if
could do something useful and new
with the machine. (I was edging toI

I

take out bits of sound you didn't want?
Well, yes, you could. After a fashion.

wards magnetic tape editing, though I
did not know it.) And so came the end.
One day, near nervous exhaustion after hours of frustrating effort, one loose

The wire was remarkably fine-that

spool went flying out of my hands,

was its major problem. Also very hard
that moved it from side to side and and springy. In fact, it was almost imthereby, supposedly, kept the winding possible to handle, off the taut spool.
even and flat inside the spool. It did Nevertheless, you could, if you carefulindeed, for several minutes at a time, ly held the ends, snip out the offending
when nothing else went wrong. The portion with a pair of scissors-and tie
wire simply slid through a grooved the wire back together in a knot! Outmagnetic "head" from the playing -out landish sort of editing, made worse by
the springiness, which meant you had
spool to the take-up spool.
As for the speed, it was constantly to make a very tight knot if it were to
changing, never the same from begin- hold, instead of springing apart after
ning to end of the miles of wire on one the first play.
tried it. It worked, more or less,
spool. Sloppy, to say the least. In spite
of the oscillating guide, humps and though the little bumps of the edit
bumps and overlaps built up inside the knots would hump up the wire on the
spool, making for horrendous wavers spool, thus making for pitch inaccura-

spewing behind it hundreds of almost
invisible coils of springy wire. In grabbing for that one, dislodged another
from a nearby shelf, and it dropped,
shedding more shiny coils. In an instant the room was filled with the stuff.
tried, obstinately, to wind that wire
back on the spools, all those hundreds

chine; the very fine steel wire was
wound on a fairly wide, deeply flanged
take-up spool via an oscillating guide

idea of editing? Could you actually

I

I

I

of feet, if not miles. I worked for an hour

had had
least. Then suddenly
enough. With a burst of profanity,
at

I

I

flailed my arms around until I had gathered a huge armful of tangled wire and

made straight for the nearest wastebasket. Next day, that machine was
gone. I forget what I did with it.
A
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The Eldorado and the 'Vette. The
T -Bird and the Woodies. Unforgettable
dream machines, to take us on a trip
back through time.
They're all here! The Classic Cars
of the Fifties. Twelve authentically
detailed replicas, in the prized 1:43
scale. Each loaded with special features
usually reserved for one -of -a -kind
models costing hundreds of dollars
or more.
Hinged doors and hoods that
open. Bucket seats. Sculptured
engines and undercarriages. Painted,
hand -polished metal exteriors. All
in the cars' original colors. As many
as fifty separate components hand assembled to form a single car.
There's never been anything
like it in the hundred -year history
of model car collecting. Imagine!
Classics of this size and detail at just
$55 each. And the wall display
crafted of hardwood and veneer- is
yours at no additional charge.
It's the definitive collection. With
every car chosen by the connoisseur's
magazine Automobile Quarterly. And

The most exciting cars
of our lifetime.
In the most dazzling collection
of die-cast models ever!

each one precisely crafted, to exacting
new standards of excellence.
Outstanding value. From Franklin
Mint Precision Models, of course.
Cars shown approximately actual size.
Corvette 31/2"L Thunderbird 41/4"L Cadillac 51/4"L.
Cf` 1888 FMPM

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

Please mail by January 31, 1988.
Franklin Mint Precision Models
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091
Please enter my subscription for The Classic Cars
of the Fifties, consisting of 12 imported die-cast
models in the prized 1:43 scale.
I need send no money now. k will receive a new

replica every other month and will be billed for
each one in two equal monthly installments of
$27.50* each, beginning prior to shipment. The
'50s -styled imported display, and a customized
reference binder, will be sent to me at no additional charge.

'Plus my state sales tax.

Signature
ALL APPLICATIONS APE SUBJECT 40 ACCEPTANCE

r.

rs.
iss
PLEASE PRINT CLEANLY

Address
City

Display shelf measures 203/4" tall, 183/4" wide.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

State, Zip

11527- 27

Author Michael Nash
(center) enjoying
himself with friends
at a concert last
summer. A typical
pair of microphones
(opposite page)
wears flowers and
a Dead sticker.

GRATEFUL
TAPERS
An Informal History Of
Recording The Dead
MICHAEL NASHi
Photography by Philip Gould
Hey, you down
there with the

we come from a place

mike," Grateful

where the music belongs to everybody.

Dead guitarist Bob Weir

Only the machinations

calls from the stage. A
reprimand in the making? "If you want to get

of financial

a decent recording, you
gotta move back about
40 feet."
"It sounds a lot better

wasn't what got me

motivation

work against that. And
it's just not enough. It
here, it hasn't been

what's sustained me,
and it won't be what will
dissuade me."

back there," chimes in

As for the industry

bassist Phil Lesh.

is August 1971,

claim that allowing re-

about the time that live
taping of The Grateful

cording results in fewer
record sales, The Dead

It

Dead began to take
root. The Dead are

would simply chuckle.

playing the second of

one shred of proof-

two nights at the Hollywood Palladium. And yes, these are
words of encouragement-musicians
advising their audience where best to
record their concert. How do we know
it happened? Why, it's all on tape, of

"There's never been

none whatsoever-that
recording hurts anything," says

tapers' section-is a hi -tech sea of

live

sundry microphones; of foam, Plexi-

Healy. "If anything, it makes it better,"

glas, and other sound -baffling materials, and of analog and digital recording equipment. All for the purpose of
capturing The Dead, and all for free.

he adds, noting that concert tapes
have brought the band's music to a

"Once we're done with it, they can
date, tapers have evolved into an offi- have it" is Jerry Garcia's oft -quoted

2,000 concerts on their collective fret boards, probably more than any other
touring band in history. And their appeal just continues to increase, especially in the wake of 1987's platinum selling In the Dark, the group's biggest
commercial success ever.

course.
In the 16 years since that Hollywood

cially recognized and sanctioned remark on the subject.
group among the fans of The Grateful
Grateful Dead sound mixer and auDead; they've even got their own des- dio wizard Dan Healy, with the band
ignated area from which to make re- since their Fillmore Auditorium days in
cordings. Their concert habitat-the 1965, puts it this way: "Philosophically,

wider audience.

The Dead have notched nearly
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There may be nothing like a Grateful

Haight Street show (recorded, for the

Dead concert, but a dedicated taper

record, at 33/4 ips on a 5 -inch reel, and

sounding remarkably good after two
decades). So, for anyone who has a

would say that a good recording
comes close. And from one good tape,

literally thousands may be bred, disseminated through a social network

that has spread The Dead's music
near and far. Whether one's interest
lies in studying the music and its evolution, archiving it for posterity, or reliving

those moments when "the music
played the band," the tapes are there
to fill the role.
Just as the music of The Dead has
continually moved forward, so too
has the state of tapers' tech. But even
before the multitude of high -end micro-

phones appeared, before the days of
dbx noise reduction and PCM digital

tunes-"Viola Lee Blues," "Smoke-

processors, before there even was

stack Lightning," "(Turn on Your) Love -

such a thing as the tapers' section, a
lot of field work was being done.
One of the first to record The Dead
on tape was Steve Brown, who first

light," and "It Hurts Me Too"-before

saw the group (then known as The
Warlocks) in their old Palo Alto stomping grounds back in 1965, an experi-

the battery gave its last gasp.

Within a week, a large number of
unassuming sailors throughout the Pa-

cific were listening to a wild and psychedelic version of "Viola Lee Blues"
blaring from channel 4 of the Navy's

ence he describes as "love at first entertainment system. "It's why we lost
sound." Working in both local radio the war," Brown laughingly surmises.
It turns out that Brown was probably
and record promotion at the time,
Brown continued to see the band over
the next couple of years.
Later, Brown found himself in the
Navy, where his job was to make tapes

the only person to make a tape of the
A homemade yet effective attempt
at improved directionality.

for the on -board entertainment systems of Navy ships stationed in the

Pacific. On his free weekends, he

dub of those four songs, this is probably where they came from.
That concert, on March 3, 1968, was
the first and last Grateful Dead show
that Brown taped, although he did go
on to help form Round Records, The
Grateful Dead's own recording label,
back in the early '70s. During his tenure there, he says, never did the idea
of people having live tapes become a
negative concern.
A year after Brown made his Dead
recording, Bob Menke went to a Blind
Faith concert with his older brother. His
brother brought along a Craig 5 -inch
reel-to-reel deck to record the show.
They did the same thing at a Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young concert the following summer.
"I kind of liked the idea," Menke remembers. Within a year, he bought a

Sony TC-40 portable cassette deck
and taped his first show. A few months
later, in July of 1971, a radio broadcast
of The Grateful Dead closing Bill Gra-

ham's fabled Fillmore West brought
him his first exposure to the band. He
taped the show off the radio and decided the next logical step was to go to
a Dead concert, Sony in hand.
In August, Menke taped the first of
nearly 200 Grateful Dead concerts he
would record over the next 16 years.

would regularly head north from San

The result was certainly listenable,

Diego to catch the shows at San Francisco's Fillmore Auditorium and Avalon

though hardly state-of-the-art. But just

Ballroom, including performances by
The Grateful Dead. One weekend in
early 1968, Brown trotted his Navy
reel-to-reel-a Uher 440-up the coast
and sneaked it into Winterland, where
Cream was playing. He discreetly recorded the show dead center from the
first row of the balcony, over which his
Uher condenser mike hung in all its

small feat: The practice was essentially
prohibited, as it worried Warner Bros.,
with whom The Dead had a recording
contract. Still, if one was able to sneak

making a tape in those days was no

his gear in and keep a low profile,
there was a good chance of success.
Having graduated to a stereo portable Sony 124 by August 1972, Menke

tried out his new unit up front at the
Berkeley Community Theater, only to
get busted during the first song. Disheartening, but not enough to end his
new hobby.
At the time, Menke says, the handful
of tapers on the East and West Coasts
were using essentially the same equip-

monophonic glory.
The next morning, Brown heard that
The Grateful Dead was going to play a
free concert on Haight Street that day.
His deck conveniently at hand, though

pretty well depleted of battery power
from the Cream show, Brown hit the

ment, generally Sony portables. As

street; sure enough, the band ap-

taping bans became more closely enforced over the next couple of years,
tapers turned to ingenious means of

peared and began playing. Holding
the microphone with alternating hands,
Brown was able to record the first four
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sneaking in their recording gear. Tales

Getting the axis of
each mike pointed
at just the right
angle is important
in live concert
recording because
sources are usually
fairly far away.

abound of tape decks strapped to
womens' legs or hidden beneath
sleeping babies in their carriages, microphones stuffed through bathroom

fan vents from the street (to be retrieved inside), and a host of other diversionary tricks to fool security
guards. Menke himself would wrap his
deck in towels, stuff it into a Boy Scout
backpack, and cover it with packaged

food. "You always had to keep one
step ahead," he recalls.
In 1974, Menke began using a Sony
152 recorder; suddenly, he says, "taping became more serious." The 152,
equipped with a one -point stereo mike,
adjustable input levels, Dolby noise reduction, and equalization that could be
switched to match the tape type in use,
was a major boon to tapers. Though it
was hardly a small deck and definitely
more difficult to conceal, soon everyone was buying it, simply because it
meant better sound.
And by 1974, better sound was cer-

tainly what the Dead audience was
hearing, as Dan Healy and sound designer/engineer Ron Wickersham had

A small forest of
expensive high-tech
microphones sprouts
from the tapers'
section at virtually
all Dead concerts.

completed their massive Wall of
Sound, an awesome sound -reproduction system involving 641 speakers.
Very likely the most ambitious project

of its kind (and ultimately too large to
continue using), the Wall of Sound represented an exponential leap forward

in the quality of concert sound, much
to the delight of Deadheads and tapers
alike. Practicality and expense aside,
the system sounded magnificent.
From late 1974 to early 1976, while

The Dead took a break from live
touring and pursued various recording
and solo projects, Menke and his pals

honed their skills by taping the club
shows of Jerry Garcia's band and of
Kingfish, a group featuring Bob Weir.
Victories, such as laying their mikes
next to Garcia's stage monitors, were
balanced by upsets, such as having

Foam and gaffer
tape are regularly
used to extend the
reach of even
directional mikes.

their mike cables snipped by a diligent
roadie. Menke remembers one particu-

larly good experience during a surprise free show in Golden Gate Park in
September 1975. Someone had turned
a vocal monitor out from one corner of
the stage. Using a mismatched pair of
Sony condenser mikes, Menke pointed
one at the monitor and the other at the

instruments. The result, he says
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"sounds like a board tape, no ambiThree Sony TC-D5M

ence whatsoever."

When The Dead returned in 1976,

portable cassette
recorders atop a
Nakamichi 450,
which has its pot
taped to avoid
changes in level.
Despite the rigors
of outdoor use,

the taping population slowly

in-

creased. The procession of Sonys
moved on from the 152 to the 153 and
then the 158, which Menke bought in
1977. He had also acquired improved
mikes, Sony ECM -270s and 280s. In
addition, he was using high -bias chro-

mium cassettes, which had first appeared in 1971. By degrees, the re-

fairly large sums
have been invested
in this equipment.

corded sound was improving.
In March 1977, while taping a show
at Winterland, Menke and his friends
happily discovered an a.c. power outlet conveniently located on the first -row
balcony floor. Wasting no time, at The
Dead's next Winterland appearance in
June, they carted in two 10 -inch reel-

Heavy-duty cabling
connects three
Sony TC-D5Ms and

to-reel decks-a Tandberg 10X and a
Revox A77-and plugged in. Adding a
new pair of AKG D -224E dynamic mi-

their mixer, a

crophones, which they fastened to a
stick and hung over the balcony, re-

Yamaha MM -10.
Crowd noise takes

sulted in yet another small step forward

on a new meaning
when you're taping
a Dead concert.

in good sound. They continued using
the reel -to -reels on and off for the next

year, with the best results, according
to Menke, coming from a friend's December 1978 combination of a Nagra
deck and Neumann mikes with external power supplies.
In 1979, Sony introduced the TC-D5,
the first cassette unit truly designed for
serious field -recording enthusiasts. Far

more portable than its predecessor,
the 158, the new deck proved to be a
boon to the entire Grateful Dead taping
scene, and the number of tapers grew
even larger. Initially listing at $700, the
TC-D5 was no small investment, but it
soon became the norm. Menke bought

one immediately, replacing it about a
year later (as did many others) with a
TC-D5M, a newer version with metal particle tape capability.
Also in 1979, Menke began using a
pair of Nakamichi 700 microphones.
Condenser mikes outfitted with both
cardioid and omni capsules, the 700s,

according to Menke, had improved
presence in the high end and a better
sound from farther back than the AKGs
he'd been using. The Nakamichis have
remained his choice ever since. Menke
also built a passive preamp to add a 6 dB bass boost to the mix, later dropping the unit when The Dead's sound
system began to deliver more bass.
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number of tapers continued
A stothegrow,
so did the difficulty of

side. Adding more patch bays down
the line allowed up to 15 additional

getting equipment into The Dead's
concerts. Of greater import was the

tapers to plug in.
The microphone modifications, new
preamp, and addition of dbx resulted
in tapes that sounded appreciably better than previous efforts. Though cart-

growing number of problems regarding

certain tapers infringing on the

rights of nontaping concertgoers. Early
tapers were always careful to maintain

ing around a dbx unit designed for

a low profile, to get their spots legiti-

home use was certainly no fun, it was

mately, and to respect those who

worth the hassle to get an improved
sound. At the same time, Olness and
Poris continued to experiment with

didn't care about taping. Unfortunately, as more tapers joined the ranks, not
everyone was so courteous. Menke
says that the appearance of tripods on
the East Coast started to spell trouble.
Things were slowly beginning to get
out of hand. Meanwhile, he settled in
with his Sony/Nakamichi combination.
Jaime Poris, a taping acquaintance
of Menke's, was using a similar system
but felt there was room for improvement. Poris, an electrical engineer at
National Semiconductor, first saw The
Dead on the East Coast in 1971 and
taped a few shows in '73 on what he
calls "lousy portables." In 1979, he
moved to California and began taping
seriously. Ever since then, he has been

experimenting with a broad range of
means and methods.
Early on, Poris realized that the best
way to decide what equipment to use

and how to use it was to just go out
and experiment. He began playing
with phase and amplitude differences,

alternating pickup patterns, and angling his microphones, all in various
combinations.
One experiment that caught on for a

while was blending three mikes into
two channels with a homemade passive mixer while varying the capsules,
e.g., two cardioids and one omni. The
results, Poris says, compromised the
signal-to-noise ratio but still sounded
better than the results from two mikes.
In 1981, Poris decided that he and

his new taping partner, Jim Olness,
were getting too much indirect sound,
particularly at indoor shows, where reflection presented a problem. A more
directional mike, such as a cardioid,
seemed to be a solution, but Poris preferred the sound of an omni. The prob-

lem with cardioids, he felt, was that
they weren't the same at every frequency; their response pattern
changed as they were angled away

shaping ordinary foam, and later
Sonex, trying to reproduce the music
as best they could.
While the serious tapers were devel-

alternate omnis and cardioids and
compare results.
Hoping to increase the ratio of direct
to reflected sound, they started shap-

oping their craft, the rude behavior of
some of the newer tapers became increasingly felt. More poles began to
appear, interfering with people's sight
lines and their ability to enjoy the show.

ing foam in various forms around the Some tapers showed up late and
mikes. Anything more than 90° off the moved in on spaces that others had
mike's axis became attenuated signifi- stood in line for hours to get. People
cantly; thus, the crowd noise was muf- were asked not to talk or sing along, so

fled and the music was made more as not to "ruin" the tapes. Although
prominent. While not sounding com- those causing problems were a minorpletely natural, the results were better ity, they were numerous enough to
than they had been. "Good," Poris make a difference. More and more
says, "but not the solution."

By the following year, Poris and
Olness had made further changes

complaints were voiced.
By

1984, Healy and the generally

tolerant Grateful Dead organizain their system. Attempting to improve tion had had enough. The choice they
their Nakamichi 700 mikes, Poris re- faced was to enforce a total prohibition
placed capacitors with better ones, on taping or find a way to prevent ongot rid of the transformers altogether, going trouble. The Dead opted for a
and made separate power supplies, creative solution and established the
which he hooked up to the capsules tapers' section-a designated area at
via BNC connectors. In the process, each show where those so inclined
the mikes were reduced in size from could record the music without having
9 inches to about 4 inches. The re- to be surreptitious about it. Suddenly,
sulting "mini-Naks," Poris and tapers had rights.

Olness attest, are quieter and defiIn October 1984, The Dead, via their
nitely better sounding than their pre- telephone ticket hotline, began incursors.

In addition, Poris also built a new
mike preamp, using some high -quality
op -amp chips, to replace what he felt
was a relatively low -quality preamp in
the Sony TC-D5M.

structing those who wanted to tape to
specify that on their mail-order ticket
requests. In return, they were sent tick-

ets marked appropriately. This process has been used ever since for
facilities with reserved seating; at gen-

Another step was to improve the eral -admission shows, a designated
tape's signal-to-noise ratio by turning
to dbx noise reduction. Poris and 01ness purchased a dbx 224, a home
unit; then they replaced several capacitors and op -amps and inserted a portable power supply of eight 9-V batteries in the transformer's place. Adding a

section is filled on a first -come basis.
Almost invariably, there's been enough
space in that section for everyone who
wants to tape.
Some old -school tapers were upset

at losing their sweet spots in front of

the sound board, but overall the

from the sound source, leading to patch bay, they were able to split the tapers' section made things much eassome coloration. The partners opted to signal into a dbx side and a Dolby ier for everyone. Suddenly free from
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the need to act covertly, tapers were
able to pursue their audio experiments
with a new-found sense of legitimacy.

Starting with a plate of reasonable
size, the partners changed the size of
the capacitors in the mike power sup-

Jaime Poris had been reading arti- plies for both the cardioids and the

cles about Pressure Zone Micro- omnis to acquire more control over the
phones (PZMs) and decided to give bass. Ultimately, they preferred the
the technique a shot. Though it ap- bass response of the omni capsules
peared, Poris says, more apropos to and opted for those. The Plexiglas
string quartets, he and Jim Olness figured they had nothing to lose.
Their idea involved using a Plexiglas
plate to create a hemispherical pickup
pattern for the microphones. The mikes
were mounted on the plate, facing the
flat surface, and sound was reflected
back into them. The main advantage

plate, meanwhile, was built with a
hinge and operated like a book. In this
way, Poris and Olness could adjust the
relative. angles of the mikes. The result-

ing tapes, Poris says, "had no coloration, relatively flat frequency response, good bass, and good directionality."

was that almost nothing behind the
Experimenting further, the two split
plate got into the mix. The disadvan- the mikes 20 feet apart, using two septage was that the bass rolled off de- arate Plexiglas plates. The effect, they
pending on the size of the plate.
decided, was significant; the split

mikes seemed better suited to the
panned signal and resulted in appreciably better imaging. Later, they built
larger plates and began alternating the

Nakamichi 700s with some capsules
made by Knowles-tiny electret condenser mikes often used in telemetry,

A thin blanket
provides precious
little padding
beneath recording
gear that has been
tweaked in every
possible fashion.

hearing aids, and surveillance. For
their price (all of $25), the Knowles
sounded quite good but had some
slight coloration in the upper midrange.

At around the same time, Poris also
built a peak meter and linked it to the
system, allowing Olness to easily read
the peaks on his Sony recorder in 3 -dB

steps instead of settling for the average offered by the deck's VU meters.
Poris

is currently working on a new

microphone preamplifier, with built-in
mike power supplies, which will allow
him to tailor the bass response in four
steps.

While always striving for better results, the two make sure they enjoy
themselves in the process. "It's still a

Three Sony PCM-F1

lot of fun," a friend observes, "but they
take their fun seriously."

digital processors
and several video
recorders, including
two Sony SL -2)00s.

If tapers like Poris and Olness are
serious about their pursuits, certainly
the same must be said of those who
have converted to the digital faith, incurring serious costs as they use PCM
processors to put digital signals onto
portable videotape decks. "The stan-

dard joke," says one digital taper,
Ross Lipton, "is that when you go digi-

tal, you sell your TC-D5 to buy the
batteries." Indeed, the four 12-V rechargeable cells that Lipton and his
taping partner Chris Hecht use in their

phantom power supply go for about
$100 a pop.
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Digital's first appearance on the

One doesr't have to o to every

aware that the Dead score isn't just

Grateful Dead taping scene came in
the spring of 1983. Dave Cramer had
been taping since 1979, using the

lara-eful Deac concert tc keep up on
-he group and their mus+ . =or those

the music.
_ike Dead concerts themselves, no

win': prefer tc -ape the aroip in the
contort of their own Ivini1 rooms,

two Deadhead Hour programs a -e
ever alike. shows in the past year
rangec from an evening witn
1 -assist Phil Lesh commenbrg on
Gf ales Ives' Fcurtn Symphony, a

standard cassette format and collaborating with Jaime Pons on three -mike
blends. Convinced that no other band
offered the same incredibly high fidelity in concert as did The Dead, he figured it was worth giving digital a whirl.
He rented a Sony PCM-F1 digital processor and a portable Betamax video

_he-e's a radio show to su t :he occasio-, and fca' :hose who wart to keep

r touch wi-a each other .ia comput:here's a hackers' buletin board
set up for that pu-pcse. 53-h are the
tar David
handiwork of wrier and
Gans, author cf ?laying 'e Ms Band:
a

,

recorder, powered them with heavyweight ni -cad batteries, and put them

An Oral anc' Visua' Pcrrart of the

to work at a show in Tempe, Ariz.
The difference was huge, Cramer
recalls, with a complete absence
of tape noise which was most notice-

-he Dea ineaa `tour rad o show.
hosted by ears, s an audio kaleidosccpe of sorts fea-r.rinc a 'fixture of
hie n qualit, concert tapes, nterviews
with band rembers and associated
fig -res. an ec:ectic sampling of The

able in the pauses between musical
numbers. With great dynamic range,
no wow or flutter, and no harmonic
distortion from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, it became unquestionably clear to Cramer
that digital was it.
He soon bought his own equipment

even though PCM processors were
rather hard to come by at the time.
Eventually he sold his Sony processor
and bought a Nakamichi DMP 1000,
which offered what he felt was a warmer sound. He also exchanged his Beta
machine for a top -of -the -line VHS, as

that tape format was more readily
available out on the road.

With a background in studio engineering, Cramer had tried out virtually

every microphone in the book. Ultimately he decided on three Sennheiser 421s-cardioid dynamic
mikes-two of which he places in an X -

Y configuration with the third slightly
behind them and out of phase. Aside

Grateful Deed.

Tre Dead's versions cf Bob Dylan
scnls. Ultimately, Gans hopes to ce I vur the proc ram digitally via satelli-e.
Ir additior to his rode as radio producer, Gans is the cofounder and en I re editor o- the Gratef_il Dead Son-

DE ad's sauce music, up-to-date

ference on a computer network

concert information and otoer nevus.
and Gans' o`faeat sound montages.

sated The V/ELL. Essentially a hack-

Driginalad by San Francisco's

a social forum where Deadheads. via
computer modems, can wa>. lyrical

KRDG in 138L, :he weel y grogram
nc surprisi hgi /. found a waiting audierce on The Dead's home'urf. Gars
rnusic editor at 14ir maga2ine and a

er' bulletin ward, toe Confe-enoe is

-year veteran of Dead concerts
tock the reirs a year aler. Today, in

stotstical, or othe-wise about the
bard. In so doing, they conduct ongunning corversaticns on a hest of
-eladed topics and form friendsh ps
wit people they ve never sean.

ac dition tc its horns sta- on- the show
can be founc on \VMtvJR in Philadelpr a and WHEW in Nev. Yo -k.

grateful Dead Corference serve a
J iiquely interactive community one

-hough ne has a vast and varied
cc lection of concert tares as well as
pet-missior to use mater a -rom The
Dead's own vaults, Gane is not inter es ed in t y ng to 'fake ' a Grateful
Dead concert cn the air_ gather, he
us as the no it to cfler akind of corrr
-rrunity re -source to Deadheads,

from a slight rise in response at 30 Hz,
he says the result sounds great.
With a $12,000 investment and 120
pounds of equipment, Cramer's efforts

V:'ice of i' FOG's
Deadhead Maur.
David Gans has

have not been minimal, but he feels
they have been worth the results. His
sentiments are shared by Hecht and

Dead con :(rls
fur more -tlran
15 years.

Lipton, who estimate that, between the

piece he des~ribes as naving a major
influence on The Dead's early musical philosophy, to Prairie Hones GcrnFarnon's Ga rison Keillor pe--crm'ng
acoustic versions of Deac to -es wth
his band, The Wigglers, to a nignt of

Roth The Deadhead Hour and ' he
net likely to fade away.

M.N.

(editor's dote: Radio stations and
r d viduals -Interested in The Deaohsc d Hour can contact David Gana
a 484 Lake Park Ave.. Suite 102,
i a eland, Cal. 94610. Those inreresiin the Crateful Dead Coafemence
n call The WELL at 415-322-L335.)

b.en going t)

two of them, they could be driving a
BMW for all they've poured into their
system. The two began taping together

on and off in 1982 after often seeing
one another in airport baggage areas
in transit to and from Dead shows. In
1985, Lipton bought a digital system.
Today they use a PCM-F1, a Sony SL -

2000 portable Betamax video recorder, and a variety of high -end micro AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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phones which are traded among the
members of a taping co-op to which
they belong.
Hecht and Lipton feel the tapes they
make offer a vastly improved dynamic
range, better signal-to-noise ratio, and

they set up three separate pairs of topquality mikes: Neumann TLM170s,
Schoeps CMC 341s, and newly re -engineered AKG 414s. On each of three

successive days, they matched the
pickup patterns in the respective

far more presence in the bass. They

mikes, using the switchable pattern ca-

also like the fact that video decks have
a much faster writing speed than audio
decks. Their tape of choice is the Sony
Pro -X 500, thicker than the standard
Beta tape, and they record at the fastest speed available. Further, unlike au-

pability of the Neumanns and AKGs
and manually replacing the capsules

of the Schoeps. Each pair was placed
within a 7 -foot range and run into similar units to allow A/B/C comparison.
After listening to the tapes on a referdio cassettes, the process of digital ence system, all members of the taptransfer ensures that successive ing co-op concurred that the Schoeps
copies suffer no generational loss of mikes with the omni capsules sounded
best. Hecht felt that the Neumanns still
sound quality or increase in noise.
Last summer at Berkeley's Greek had lots of potential, noting that they
Theater, an outdoor amphitheater con- had been underpowered. (It turns out
sidered by many to be the best place that they're not truly compatible with
to hear The Dead, Hecht and Lipton's the power supply which had been
group conducted a microphone com- used for the test.) As a result, Chris
parison test. Controlling all variables, built a separate power supply for the

170s. As well, he's working on a new,
all-purpose preamp with an active circuit using the SSM chip recommended
by Jaime Poris. Eventually he plans to
build a series of dedicated preamps,
each specifically optimized for a particular set of microphones. He is also

planning to field-test a pair of B & K
microphones to see how they perform
in Grateful Dead concert conditions.
Poris, meanwhile, talks about getting
into Ambisonics. Theoretically, Poris
says, the idea should result in better
imaging. "We've gone as far as we can
go with two mikes," he says, but adds
that in any thought of a new endeavor,
he always considers "the pain -in -the ass factor. If it's too complicated, forget it."
One next step that everyone in these
circles seems to look forward to is the
arrival of DAT recorders, if and when
they become available and affordable,
let alone portable.
"I think a digital cassette is where it's

The soundman for
The Grateful Dead,
Dan Healy, plays
on his instrument,
the mixing board,
during a concert.

at," Dan Healy says unequivocally.
Tapers seem to agree, and eventually
DAT may make as deep an impression
on the Grateful Dead taping scene as

Veteran Dead taper
Bob Menke, in his
Bay Area home,
has been recording
concerts since

did Sony TC-D5 recorders almost a
decade ago. Whatever they use, how-

ever, all tapers are quick to attribute
their high -quality tapes to one primary
source.
"All this would be meaningless without the incredibly high -quality sound
we have to work with, the raw sound,"
Hecht says. "An audio purist, an engi-

1971.

neer, would start laughing if you told
him that we actually record the sound
at a rock 'n' roll concert. It's like, 'Why
would you bother?' And most of the

time, they'd be right. But at a Dead
concert, it's different. This is the best
sound system in music today."
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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As many recordists know,
we've had a long history of
hearty recommendations
to use bulk erasing, whenever possible, to ensure

the lowest possible tape noise. Because it's been the thing to do for the
past 30 years, it may be perfectly reasonable to believe that bulk erasing
makes sense today. However, after
seeing a number of very strong advertising claims and hearing several tales
of woe from consumers, thought the
time was right to examine the performance of bulk erasers.
I

A bulk eraser, or degausses, is basically an accessory device that radiates
a strong magnetic field onto a tape in

order to erase it. How much erasure
occurs depends on the strength of the
magnetic field and on the tape's level
of coercivity. The higher the coercivity,

the stronger the demagnetizing field
required for full erasure-whether that
field comes from a recorder's erase
head or from a separate bulk eraser.
Much of the higher performance of
today's tapes comes from their higher
coercivities. High-coercivity tapes require more bias but are also more retapes
sistant to self -erasure. Type
have coercivities from around 300 Oe
to over 500 Oe for some premium formulations. The Type II coercivities
overlap those of the normal -bias tapes,
I

ranging from less than 450 to at least
700 Oe for the recent Type II metal -

particle tapes. Type IV formulations
have coercivities of 1,000 Oe or more.
This results in much greater resistance
to erasure, accidental or intended.
I

should point out that the stated

coercivity for a given tape formulation
is the average of all its particles. The

tape actually includes particles with
higher and lower coercivities, the occurrence of both types roughly follow-

ing a normal distribution curve. This
means that a tape with a 500-0e rating

would probably have some particles
with 700-0e coercivity, and those particles would establish the erasing -field
strength needed for complete erasure.
(I refer readers wanting further explanation to "The Mechanism of Magnetic
Tape Erasure" by Peter Vogelgesang
in the April 1981 issue of Audio.)
It is apparent that the erasing field

required for metal -particle tapes is
much stronger than the field required
for many older tape formulations. In
fact, with the continuing increase in the
coercivity of tapes in general, I had to
be skeptical, as I began these tests, at
least of the older bulk erasers that had

not been designed for such chalnoticed on one figure from
Nortronics (now The Geneva Group)
lenges.

I

that the drop in field strength for several bulk erasers is 40% or more for each
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\hen a -ape is rotated
through an eraser's field

doubling of distance. (The exact drop
will depend on the shape of each eras-

rather than run straight

er's field.) This fact of magnetic life
requires that the eraser and the tape

through, demagnetization

be in as intimate contact as possible,
and perhaps that the tape be turned
over to ensure magnetic saturation on
each side.

is made easier.

Measurements
I

have an old Lafayette ML -120

bench -type bulk eraser, and
really
expected that it would suffer in comparison to newly designed units. ran
I

I

tests on it and on the following bulk
erasers: The Radio Shack No. 44-233,
a hand-held unit which the catalog

says can be used for both audio and
videotapes; the hand-held Geneva PF 211 video/audio eraser; the bench type PF -250 Professional eraser from
Geneva, and the bench -type Tascam

Fig. 3-Amplitude vs. time for
playback of 400 -Hz, 250-nWb/m tone
on Nakamichi EXII (Type I) cassette
after erasure by Lafayette ML -120
(top trace) and by Nakamichi CR -7A
deck (bottom trace). Scales: Vertical,
10 dB/div.; horizontal, 1 S/div.

E -2A. Both the Geneva PF -250 and
Tascam E -2A have spindles for reel
center -holes and adaptors for 101/2 inch reels; the PF -250 also has a guide
rail for audio and videocassettes.

don't remember if ever had any
information on the magnetic field generated by my old Lafayette unit. There
was no such information supplied with
the Radio Shack or Tascam bulk erasI

Fig. 1-Comparison of bulk and deck
erasure on Maxell XLII -S (Type II)
tape. Top: Spectrum analysis of 1 -kHz
tone recorded at 250 nWb/m. Middle:
Same tone atter degaussing
by Tascam E -2A bulk eraser.
Bottom: Same tone after erasure
by Nakamich!! 582 deck (see text).
Scales: Vertical, 10 dB/div.;
horizontal, 20 Hz/div.

I

ers. On the other hand, the Geneva
literature lists the surface flux intensity

as 2,300 gauss for the PF -211 and
3,000 gauss for the PF -250. The manual with the PF -250 has figures of field

versus distance and erasure depth
versus signal wavelength. One table in
this manual lists the flux intensities required to erase particular tape formulations. Another shows the maximum distances the field would need to reach,

Fig. 4-Same as Fig. 3 but using
Nakamichi SX (Type II) cassette.

either in a single pass or in separate
passes on each side, in order to erase

common formats ranging from cassette up to 1 -inch reels and half -inch

videocassettes. The manual also
points out that the erasing field in
gauss should be 1.5 times the tape's
coercivity, all the way out to the maximum distance required for erasure (at
least halfway through the tape); this
information is reflected in the field -dis-

tance table. Obviously, wide tapes
Fig. 2-Spectrum analysis of 1 -kHz
tone recorded at 250 nWb/m (top)
and same tone after degaussing
by Lafayette ML -120 bulk eraser
(bottom). Scales: Same as Fig. 1.

may have to be turned over to achieve
acceptable erasure. In general, the
eraser must be brought as close to the
tape as possible; other techniques will
be discussed later.

5-Same as Fig. 3 but using
Nakamichi ZX (Type IV) cassette.
Fig.
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For my first erasure test, I used Max -

ell XLII -S, a Type II cassette tape, on
which I had recorded a 1 -kHz tone at a
level of 250 nWb/m using a Nakamichi
582 deck. A spectrum analyzer scan
(the top trace in Fig. 1) was made of

brief periods of full erasure alternating
with periods in which erasure fell to a

mere 5 dB. Erasure by the deck, in
contrast, was about 77 dB. Figure 5
shows that a metal -particle tape, Naka-

michi ZX, almost completely resisted
the tone in playback. Then the tape the erasing field of the Lafayette, while
was erased on the Tascam E -2A by the deck managed an erasure of close
passing it through the field, flipping it to 77 dB.
over, and passing it through again. The

Figure 6 shows the results obtained

middle trace of Fig. 1 shows the de-

with the hand-held Geneva PF -211

straight through a bulk eraser's field,
there is a 90° variation in the orientation

of the tape particles to the field. Some
particles are oriented in the same direction as the field, and others are at
angles to it. Figure 8 shows what happened when rotated the SX and ZX
tape packs in the center of the Geneva
PF -250's top plate, rather than sliding
them along the unit's cassette guide
rail. The SX erasure was down into the
I

gree of erasure, which was rather
poor-just 20 dB at one point. After
erasure by the 582 deck (bottom
trace), the analyzer showed no definite
signal, just noise spikes 80 dB down.
Figure 2 shows another scan of the 1 -

kHz tone as recorded (top) and after
erasure by the Lafayette ML -120 unit
(bottom). The Radio Shack 44-233 did
not do as well as either the Lafayette or

the Tascam bulk erasers, so it was
dropped from the test program. Addi-

tional checks with cassette tapes
showed that the much older Lafayette
was at least as good as the new Tascam E -2A, which was then put aside
for the time being.
realized that the analyzer frequency -scan method was not the best for
I

checking the level of erasure, so

I

switched to a zero -scan sweep, measuring amplitude over time at the test signal frequency rather than measuring amplitude versus frequency. also
shifted to a 400 -Hz test tone to make
degaussing a little more difficult. Figure 3 shows the erasure achieved with
a Type I tape (Nakamichi EXII) at 400
I

bulk eraser on Nakamichi EXII, SX, and Among the bulk erasers examined
ZX tapes. A worthwhile improvement in were Geneva's PF -250, Teac's Tascam
erasure over the old Lafayette is imme- E -2A, and Geneva's PF -211.
diately obvious. The residual signal on
EXII (Type I) is buried in the noise floor,

Hz for the Lafayette and for another
Nakamichi deck, the CR -7A, which

from which a few residual peaks

proved to be more convenient for

The metal tape, ZX, remained un-

these tests. The reference level is at
the top of the 'scope's graticle, and the
Lafayette trace was raised two divisions for clarity. (The vertical scale is
10 dB/division.) The actual erasure by
the Lafayette, therefore, was about 82
dB (close to the noise limit of the analyzer), with the exception of the momentary peaks (more on these later).
The erasure by the deck was at least
83 dB; that's about the noise limit of the
analyzer.

Figure 4 shows what happened
when I tried erasing another tape, the
Type II Nakamichi SX, on the Lafayette
unit and the CR -7A deck. In playback,
there was a strong cyclical variation in
the erasure by the Lafayette, with very

emerge from the erased SX (Type II).
tamed, with 50 -dB erasure at best.
The basic test was repeated (Fig. 7)
using the Geneva PF -250 bench -type
eraser, this time comparing just the SX
and ZX formulations. Surprisingly, the

PF -250 erased the metal tape more
completely than the hand-held PF -211
did, but its erasure of the Type II tape
was poorer.

At this time, considered the fact
that bench -type bulk erasers come
with spindles on which reels of tape
I

can be easily rotated. When the tape is
rotated through the eraser's field, particles from all points around the reel are

oriented, at least part of the time, for
easy demagnetization. By contrast,
when a cassette tape pack is passed

AUDIO/JANUARY 1988

Fig. 6-Erasure of 400 -Hz,
250-nWb/m tone on three tape types,
rotating Geneva PF -211 hand-held
bulk eraser. Top trace: Tone before
erasure. Middle trace: Nakamichi ZX
after erasure. Bottom: Nakamichi SX
and EXII, overlapped (see text).
Scales: Same as Fig. 3.
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-_ --_No bulk eraser

I

tried

did a good job of erasing

10B), most of the tape pack is not

in

good alignment for erasure. At two
points, the orientation is very poor for

metal particle tapes;

effective degaussing. These poorly
erased points are opposite each other
in the tape pack, and in playback, the
residual spikes might be heard every
half -revolution of the pack. Many of the
previous figures had the cyclic pattern
discussed here, and Fig. 8 showed the
great improvement in erasure that is
possible with rotation of the cassette
pack in the degaussing field. Experiments by R. E. Fayling, of 3M, have

cassette decks are much

more effective at this.

revealed that degaussing a tape the
hard way, with the tape at right angles
to the lines of flux, requires a degaussing field of 2.5 times the tape's coerciv-

noise, and the ZX erasure improved to
60 dB or better.
ity, a field 67% stronger than that
With the hand-held PF -211, it had needed for degaussing it along the
been natural to rotate the cassette or to easy axis.
do a circular scan of the tape pack; the
Figure 11 shows the erasure of a 1 benefits of this can be seen by compar- kHz tone from a Maxell XL I open -reel
ing the lower traces of Fig. 6 (the PF - tape by the Lafayette and Tascam
211, rotated) with those of Fig. 7 (the PF - units. Note that the erasure of this rela250, straight pass). Without some form tively high -frequency tone is a marginof scanning, the degree of degaussing al 60 dB and that, with this fairly new
varies around the circumference of the tape, the Tascam unit shows no advantape pack, and the residual noise varies tage over the old Lafayette. Figure 12
cyclically in playback.
presents the different story resulting
Erasure varies with frequency too. when the Geneva PF -211 and PF -250
Frequencies lower than 1 kHz or 400 units were used: Erasure of at least 77
Hz are harder to erase, and so re- dB was achieved. With the PF -211,
I

Fig. 7-Erasure of 400 -Hz,
250-nWb/m tone on Nakamichi SX
and ZX tapes. using Geneva PF -250
bench -type bulk eraser and with
tapes moved along its guide rail.
Top trace: Tone before erasure.
Middle: ZX after erasure. Bottom:
SX after erasure (see text).
Scales: Same as Fig. 3.

I

corded pink noise on the ZX metal had made a careful, slow spiral scan

tape to permit seeing erasure across from the outer edge in to the hub.
the band and its variation with time.
TDK SA open -reel tape, an EE type,
The hand-held PF -211 was scanned was used for the final challenge. The
around the cassette in a circle. Figure Revox A77 recorder I used could erase
9 shows that good erasure of this Type the 1 -kHz tone only 50 dB, although it
IV tape was not possible with the PF - had achieved at least 77 dB with Max 211. The storage 'scope used here al- ell XL I.
tried to do a speedy but
lowed me to record the entire range of careful scan with the hand-held PF erasure over time for all frequencies in 211. Figure 13 demonstrates that my

Fig. 8-Same as Fig. 7 but with tapes
rotated in magnetic field (see text).

I

the audio band. The best minimum spiral was not very smooth or all -covererasure was 43 dB at 10 kHz, and the
best maximum erasure was 54 dB at 5
kHz really unacceptable performance at any frequency.
Figure 10A is a simplified representation of a bulk eraser with a spindle for
use with open -reel tapes. The poles
which supply the erasing flux are oriented so that the lines of flux lie in the
plane of (are tangent to) the magnetic
particles in the tape's layers. Because

of the original alignment of the particles during manufacture, this relationship makes erasure easier. When a
cassette is passed straight through
these same pole pieces, however (Fig.

ing. The bench -type PF -250 was supe-

rior in this test, with complete erasure
of over 75 dB (noise limited).

Degaussing Videocassettes
Considering the growing use of Hi -Fi

VCRs for audio and the claims of the
eraser manufacturers for excellence in
degaussing, also tried the Lafayette
and the two Geneva bulk erasers on
videocassettes.
made a simple asI

I

sessment of the erasure of picture and
sound in normal (Beta Ill) mode, using

high-grade formulations from BASF,
PDMagnetics, Scotch, and TDK. Generally speaking, there was little differ -

68

9-Erasure of pink noise
recorded on ZX tape with Dolby C
NR, using Geneva PF -211 bulk
eraser. Range of erasure over time
in each third -octave band is shown
by vertical spread of trace, with
maximum erasure at bottom of trace.
Fig.

Vertical scale: 5 dB/div., with -15 dB
at top of screen.
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ence in erasure from one brand to another. In all cases, the degaussing field
was applied to both sides of the videocassette.
The Lafayette was just fair at video

Fig. 10A-Bulk

erasure and was poor at erasing the
sound. When the hand-held Geneva

rotated on spindle
as it is erased.

erasure of open reel tape. For
best results. tape
reel should be

OPEN -REEL TAPE

PF -211 was used for a spiral scan over

both sides of each tape pack, the erasure was excellent for both video and
audio on all formulations.
With the PF -250,
slid the tapes
I

ERASING
FLUX

along the guide rail and got good to
excellent results on the video and fair
to excellent on the audio. When I slid
the tapes more through the center of
the degaussing area (slightly away
from the rail), erasure of both picture

and sound slightly improved. The
poorly erased portions were cyclic and

were time -related to position in the
tape pack. tried rotating the videoI

cassettes on top of the PF -250 but had

Fig. 10B-Cause

trouble doing it smoothly. The results
were erratic; sometimes the erasure
was poor for both video and audio.

of uneven erasure
when cassettes
are passed straight
through degaussing field.

The hand-held Geneva PF -211, with

a good spiral scan, was able to get a
higher effective degaussing field to all

ERASING
FLUX

sections of the videocassette tape
pack than the bench -type PF -250,

TAPE PACK

BEST ERASURE -

whether I slid the tape straight through
the PF -250's field or rotated the tape
pack. In other words, it was less difficult to get easy -axis erasure with the

GOOD MAGNETIC
ALIGNMENT

PF -211.

POOREST ERASUREBAD MAGNETIC
ALIGNMENT

Conclusions and
Recommendations
The conclusions reached after all
these experiments emphasize the limitations of bulk erasing (and the limitations of some older tape decks).
Most old and many new bulk erasers
cannot adequately erase Type II cassettes, open -reel tapes of the EE type
I

or in

the same coercivity range as

Maxell XL I, or high-grade videocas-

settes. No bulk eraser

I

tried did a

good job in degaussing metal -particle
cassette tape. Claims by any manufac-

turer that an inexpensive hand-held
unit will erase "all audio tapes" should

be rejected-especially as regards
metal tapes.
Older open -reel decks, even if they

can record on EE tape, might not be
able to erase what they have recorded.

Cassette decks are much more successful in degaussing Type IV tapes

than even expensive bulk erasers. In va's bench -type PF -250 was the best
general, but particularly for Type II and of the group with EE -type open -reel
IV cassettes, erasure is best left to the tapes. Its $400 + price would be a very
recordist's deck.
stiff one for most recordists, but it
Bulk erasing a tape before recording could be a good investment for someon it does not seem to improve the S/N one who does a great deal of taping,
of the recording. No matter whether the particularly on open -reel tapes. Most of
deck's erase head or the bulk eraser the other bulk erasers I tried would be
does a better job of degaussing the completely acceptable for degaussing
tape, the residual noise level on a rere- lower coercivity open -reel and cascorded tape will stay about the same. sette tapes, but none of the others earn

Of the erasers tested, the hand- a general recommendation for deheld Geneva PF -211 was the best gaussing of magnetic media.
overall, for both audio and videotape.
If you already have a bulk eraser,
Its price of $54.95 was judged very you should review the technique you
reasonable for what it can do. Gene- use for erasing tapes. For open -reel
I
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tapes, bench -type units with spindles
will produce the most even demagnetizing fields, as long as rotation is
smooth and slow.
It is also essential that the tape be 2

by Tascam E -2A and Lafayette ML -120

to 3 feet away from the eraser before
you turn the eraser off! Otherwise, if
the magnetic field collapse at switch off occurs at the peak of the line -voltage waveform, you risk leaving a saturated signal on the tape.
When using a bulk eraser for cassette tapes, the best procedure is to
wind all of the tape to one end, place
the cassette so that its tape pack is in
the center of the erasing area, rotate
the tape pack at least one complete
revolution, and remove the tape from

erasers (traces partly overlap;
see text). Scales: Vertical, 10 dB/div.;
horizontal, 20 Hz/div.

the degausser before switching it off. If
the tape is a Type II, repeat the process for the second side.

Fig. 11-Erasure of Maxell XL I open reel tape. Top: Spectrum analysis of
1 -kHz tone recorded at 200 nWb/m.
Bottom: Same tone after degaussing

When operating a hand-held bulk
eraser, scan the tape pack, following a
slow spiral from one edge of the pack
to the other, while maintaining intimate

contact with the reel or the cassette
shell. Repeat on the second side for
higher coercivity tapes. If the handheld unit is grasped with its erasing
poles up, the cassette tape pack can
be rested on the flat surface and the
tape pack can be rotated. It might
even be possible to make a simple
fixture to help rotate reels in similar
fashion.

Fig. 12-Same as Fig. 11 but using
Geneva PF -211 and PF -250 for

bottom (overlapping) traces.

With any procedure, of course, it is
essential that the maximum field reach

all parts of the tape. Keep the eraser
as close to the tape as possible. (I've
found people tremendously reducing
the effectiveness of their erasers by
trying to degauss cassettes which
were still in their boxes!) To check your

erasing technique, record a low -frequency tone (100 to 400 Hz) at a high

lar, or vice versa. To be on the safe
side, scan the tape pack twice, holding
the eraser the same way each time but

rotating the cassette or reel 90° between scans.
If you get marginal degaussing with
your present eraser, it is quite possible
that the problems will disappear if you

use one of the models recommended
above.

If you don't have a bulk eraser, you
may see little reason to get one now. A
number of them, hand-held or bench type, will not completely degauss

many of the tape formulations in current use. It is definitely not true that by
some magical process bulk erasing
will "reduce wear on your recorder," as
one exuberant vendor claimed, unless
you regularly run tape through the recorder just to erase it.

While it might seem, from all of the
above, that there are no reasons to
bulk -erase, it offers advantages on
some occasions. If you wish to record
several individual selections on a used
tape, bulk erasure will ensure that old

bits of music will not pop through
where you paused or stopped recording between the new selections. It is
also possible, especially with 4 -track/
2 -channel open -reel decks and also
with the semi -pro 4-track/4-channel
decks, that recordings made on one
machine cannot be erased on another

because of head -height discrepancies. Good bulk erasing will allow use
of the tape without requiring that the
erase head of the second deck match
the recorded tracks of the first deck.
And users of some professional tape -

duplication decks which lack erase
heads will find bulk erasing a necessity
if tapes are to be recycled.

If you decide to get a bulk eraser,

level (+3 on your deck's meter). Listen

make certain that you can return it

tion showed that most advertising

Fig. 13-Amplitude vs. time for

greatly with high and low levels during
playback, the magnetic scanning was
not smooth around the tape pack. It is

erasure of 1 -kHz, 200-nWb/m tone on
EE open -reel tape (TDK SA), using
Geneva PF -211. Note unerased
sections, caused by failure to scan
the tape properly (see text). Scales:
Vertical, 10 dB/div.; horizontal, 2 S/div.

also likely that the erasing field of a
hand-held unit will have a particular

claims are not met and that few manufacturers provide technical data upon
which to judge performance. Product
information that gives field strength

orientation relative to the handle position: Erasure might be good when the
handle is tangent to the tape pack and
poor when the handle is perpendicu-

erased, such as is available from Geneva, will help to provide a basis for
judging all degaussers.

if it

to the playback after erasure. If the fails to meet your needs. Follow the
tone is low in level but steady, your recommended procedure given earlier
technique is good, but the degausser for evaluating degausser performance,
does not have a strong enough field for trying the higher performance tapes
that formulation. If the tone varies you expect to use. My own investiga-

and lists specific media that can be
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HJowa77year-old became
the first name in digital audio.
Denon has been involved in
every phase of music reproduction since the days of wind-up
record players. So after seven
decades of breakthroughs in
studio recording, disc pressing,
home audio and professional
recording equipment, we were
uniquely prepared to take the
next step. A tape recorder so fundamentally different, it would ob-

"One of'themost finely

en 'niered pieces
onudiogearon the
planet:'
Ken Pohlmann,

Digital Audio, on the DCD-3300

For example, the digital -to analog converter found in every

Bu,D

a

orc

,

they've variously hailed our CD
players as "a winner on every
count; "the player I recommend
most highly," "superlatives have
to be used;' and "in several respects, the best I've ever heard:
Reactions which simply demonstrate one point. It's a lot easier
to make audio sound like music

DENON STUDIO A ALL OUR COMPONENTS
REFLECT LESSONS LEARNED IN THE

RECORDING STUDIO.

solete every previously accepted
notion of how good recorded
sound could be.
In 1972, Denon researchers
achieved their goal. The world's
first digital recorder worthy of
commercial record production,
the legendary Denon DN-023R.
We quickly put our digital innovation to use, producing digital processors, digital editors, digital
THE NEW DCD-150011 ITS SUPER LINEAR CONVERTER COMES STRAIGHT OUT OF DENON STUDIO RECORDERS.

Denon CD player comes directly
from Denon studio recorders. Unlike conventional designs, Denon's
Super Linear Converter detects
and corrects D/A transfer
distortion.
Perhaps that's why each suc-

WHAT OTHER AUDIO COMPANY HAS THESE CREDENTIALS?

ceeding generation of Denon CD
players is eagerly anticipated by
the world's audio critics. And why

'A look into the interioro f '

this player reveals that
Devon engineers were
not takinganv shorten, s
what soe yen

Germany's Hi -Fi Vision,
on the DCD-1500

when you really know what music
sounds like.

mixers, and the world's first digitally -recorded LPs.
Today, Compact Disc play-

ers, regardless of brand, reflect
the influence of the original
Denon DN-023R. But this heritage
runs strongest in CD players from
Clipping excerpted from the August, 1987 issue of Digital Audio.
Reprinted with permission.
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Devon Americo, Inc , 222 New Rood, Parsippany. NJ 07054 1201 t 575-7810
Devon Canada, Inc., 17 Denison Street, Markham, Or't L3R 1B5 Canada

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Price: $3,250 in platinum -gold anodized finish; $3,290 in black with meBandwidth: MM phono in to line out,
tallic gray knobs.
0.5 Hz to 250 kHz; MC phono in to
line out, 1 Hz to 150 kHz; line in to Company Address: 828 7th Ave.

I Manufacturer's Specifications

line out, 0.1 Hz to 250 kHz.

RIAA Accuracy: ±0.1 dB.

S.E., Olympia, Wash. 98501.
For literature, circle No. 90

Gain: MC pre-preamp section, selec-

table, 22, 25, 28, or 34 dB; RIAA
amps, 39.4 dB at 1 kHz; dual -phase
line amps, selectable, 14, 17, or 20
dB.

Input Characteristics: MM phono,
selectable, 0 to 650 pF plus 47 kil-

ohms; MC phono, selectable, 15

KLYNE

SK -5A

PREAMP

ohms to 47 kilohms; tuner, tape, and
AUX, 100 kilohms.

Output Characteristics: 300
ohms, direct -coupled; tape output
buffered.

Dimensions: 2.5 in. H x 19 in. W x
12.6 in. D (6.4 cm x 48.3 cm x 32
cm).

Weight: 12 lbs. (5.5 kg).
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Klyne Audio Arts' SK -5 preamplifier has been in production since about 1984. The latest version, the SK -5A, is of
the minimal -frills school, having no tone controls and a
minimum of inputs and tape recorder connections.
The SK-5A's outputs are unusual. Each channel has two
output jacks of opposite polarity which can be used together, as a balanced -line output, or individually. With this system, one can directly bridge -drive a stereo power amp for
higher output power even if the amp lacks internal bridging
circuits. This would involve feeding one of the amplifier's
inputs from the preamp's normal output and the other amp
input from the corresponding inverted output, and connecting the speaker between the two "hot" output terminals of
the amplifier. (One such bridged amp would be needed to
drive each speaker.) The SK -5A can also be used to drive
the two channels of a regular stereo power amp in opposite
phase (with one speaker wired out of phase) to reduce peak
demands on the amp's power supply. This would involve
using the normal output for one channel and the inverted

Live p.c. boards I've seen. The parts layout is beautiful, and I
especially liked the Klyne dragonfly logo on the board. First
class!

Front -panel controls, from left to right, include a three position source selector switch, a combination tape -monitor/

mono switch (with mono mode available only in "Source"
position), the balance and volume controls, and the aforementioned "Phase" switch (which mutes the output when
set to its center position). The muting circuitry also operates
for 30 S when the unit is first turned on. (The power switch is
on the rear panel, as Klyne feels the unit should be left on all

the time.) A two-color LED to the right of the phase switch
lights up in red when the unit is first turned on or when it is
placed in mute mode, and turns green when the turn -on
delay ends or muting is disabled.
On the rear panel are Tiffany phono jacks for signal input
and output connections, a gold-plated ground post, a small
power-on/off rocker switch, and an a.c. input assembly. This
assembly includes a line filter, a power fuse, a voltage
output for the other channel. Using both the normal and selector switch, and a three -pin male socket for the a.c.
inverted outputs for each channel, the SK -5A can also power cord.
directly drive a stereo power amp that has differential (balConstruction and parts quality of this unit are first-rate.
anced) inputs. In many cases, balanced operation is such
an amplifier's best -sounding mode. With any of these con- Circuit Description
nections, the polarity of both the normal and inverted outThe main amplifying blocks (the moving -coil preputs can be easily
by means of a front -panel
phono preamps, and
amps)
potted
"Phase" switch, to get the best sonic results from various proprietary, and Klyne offers no information on their specific
program materials.
nature. However, I was able to examine block diagrams of
In all, this is an interesting and useful system that may well the system interconnections and the buffer and power show up in future designs.
supply circuitry.
Physically, the unit is quite attractive, with a platinum -gold
The phono circuitry is quite flexible. Its input gain, input
anodized front panel and knobs and black -stained oak side loading, and MC high -frequency roll -off are all selectable
panels. A black/gray front panel is also available at a slightly via two banks of DIP switches per channel. These switches,
higher price.
which also select MM or MC mode, are mounted on the p.c.
The chassis construction is straightforward and simple. It board.
consists of a piece of metal bent to form the sides and front
Loading is set via the rear switch banks. Input resistance
subpanel, a separate bolted -on back panel, and top and can be set from 15 ohms to 1 kilohm in 11 steps; a 47-kilohm
bottom covers. A large, double -sided p.c. board takes up setting, the normal setting for MM cartridges, can also be
the whole interior of the unit. This is one of the most attrac- achieved by opening all switches in these banks. Other
resistances between 1 and 47 kilohms can be attained by
plugging resistors of the correct value into sockets on the
p.c. board. Input capacitance can be set from 110 to 650 pF
in five steps or can be switched out altogether.
Selection of MM or MC mode is handled by the first two
switches of each bank in each channel. The various MC
gain settings are selected via the forward switch banks.
There are settings for 22, 25, 28, or 34 dB above the MM
f;
gain level. In MC mode, these switch banks also select first order high -frequency roll -off to compensate for the rising
high -frequency responses of many moving -coil cartridges.
s= ici
_
;_7 al 1..
rtP
The -3 dB point of this roll -off can. be set from 12 to 50 kHz
peinwq
in 10 steps.
The moving -coil stages are powered by + 18 V regula. .
ir.
tors, one for each channel. The RIAA phono preamp modules have about 40 dB of gain at 1 kHz and are powered by
two 18-V regulators, one positive and one negative, per
channel. All inputs and outputs are protected by back-tof
back zener diode shunts. There is RC coupling between the
moving -coil stage and the input of the RIAA stage, and
between the RIAA stage's output and the selector switch.
I
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The same features you'll find on our most
modest receiver, the 25 watt/channel R-25.
The same features, in fact, you'll find on all
our receivers. From our 38 watt/channel NR -650
to our 48 watt/channel NR -750 to our 65
watt/channel remote -controlled NR -850R.
What's more, every receiver is engineered
and manufactured in Japan. Where quality audio
isn't an industry.
It's an obsession.
So along with all the features listed above,
you get the very important one listed below:
Craftsmanship.
And at a very competitive price.
Which means, for whatever you're planning
to spend, you can own a receiver from the top of
our line.
Instead of the bottom of someone else's.

Just because you don't need top -end power
in a receiver doesn't mean you have to settle for
stripped -down technclogy.
Take the 100 watt/channel NR -1050R, our
most sophisticated unit. It comes with enhancements 'ike separate record and monitor circuits,
moving coil /moving magnet selectcr, and direct
access, 10 -key remote control.
Bat it's also equipped with top -of -the -line
features like a digitally -synthesized, quartz -lock
tener. Dual tape monitor circuits. CD input.
Full-size chassis. Metal front panels. Extended
three-year warranty. And electronic protection
against overheating, shorts, and stray DC..

NIKKO

,. . It ~ A

The Power of Technology

Asti Niklo Technology Corporation of America
5130 Sot. th Triangle Drive, Commerce, CA
(113) 721-1168

N kko Au lio systems and ccn>ponents are availah e exclu.ively through Authorized Nikko Audio Dealers.
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The p.c. board, with its
Klyne dragonfly logo and
beautiful parts layout, is
one of the most attractive
I have seen. First class!

TA
O

OUT

Jti

BUFFETS

BUFFER
MODE

MU1

MUST. V

e

4,.)m

',HERET3W:,;

Fig. 1-Block diagram
of signal path.

As shown in Fig. 1, signals from the AUX, tuner, or phono
inputs pass through the selector and monitor/mode switches to an FET buffer. This buffer circuit consists of a dual
N -channel junction FET; one device is a source follower for
the signal, while the other acts as a constant current source
for the source follower. The source terminal of the follower
goes through a resistor to the drain of the current source,
with signal output being taken at this point. Since the signal

input to the gate of the source follower is at 0 V d.c., the
source will be at some positive voltage. The current source

has a pot to set the bias or current level through both
devices and, consequently, to adjust the voltage drop

polarity switch. The two output phases of the line amp are
capacitor -coupled to the inputs of the FET buffer circuits
previously described. The outputs of these buffers are applied through a series resistor to a four -pole, double -throw
relay (two poles per channel) and then to the normal and
inverted signal output jacks. The front -panel phase switch
controls power to this relay, which inverts the signal polarity
at the output jacks. Provision is made on the p.c. board for
capacitor coupling to the outputs, if desired. Two more
junction FETs (one per signal phase) are connected on the

across the resistor between the source of the follower and
the drain of the current source. This pot can be adjusted so
that the signal output of the stage is 0 V d.c., eliminating the

output side of the series resistors to ground; they function as
additional muting elements. Gain of the line amps is adjustable to several values lower than normal by installing supplied resistors in sockets on the p.c. board.
The power -supply circuitry for the SK -5A is quite elabo-

need for output coupling capacitors to the circuitry that

rate. A potted toroidal power transformer feeds a bridge

follows. Similar buffer circuits are used for the tape outputs
and for both the normal and inverted main outputs. All of the
buffer circuits are powered by ±22 V d.c. provided by the

rectifier, developing ± 36 V d.c. A pair of zeners across this
unregulated d.c. line clamps the voltage. Presumably, this
arrangement will blow the line fuse if the SK -5A is plugged
into 240 V a.c. while its primary voltage switch is set to 120

separate positive and negative regulators which power
each channel's output amplifiers.
The output of the main signal -path buffer goes through a
series resistor to the volume and balance controls. Balance

V; another purpose would be to clamp transient voltage
spikes coming through on dirty a.c. lines. A pair of three -

terminal IC regulators reduces this unregulated d.c. to ±28
V. From this point, positive and negative regulators for each
ments as variable resistors to ground in series with resistors channel feed ±22 V d.c. to the line amps and FET buffers.
from the top of the volume control's elements. The advan- (These and all subsequent regulators are built from op -amp
tage of this arrangement is that the signal does not pass error amplifiers feeding Darlington pass transistors.) The 22through the nonlinear potentiometer contacts of the balance V line feeds positive and negative regulators for each chancontrol elements; this results in potentially better sound and nel to develop ± 18 V for the RIAA phono preamps. Each
lower crosstalk. A possible disadvantage of this setup is channel's +22 V supply also feeds the additional positive
that, as balance is shifted significantly off center, the buffer regulator that sends + 18 V to the MC pre-preamp stage.
The FET muting elements that precede the line amp and
preceding the attenuated channel's balance control sees a
lower load impedance, reducing ultimate input -signal over- the output -polarity relay are powered by +36 V unregulated
and -28 V regulated d.c.
load capability.
Output of the volume control, which is a very nice laser trimmed Alps unit, goes through a series resistor into the Measurements
In a first quick look at the line section, found a strange
noninverting input of the line -amp module. A junction FET,
connected from this input of the line amp to ground, func- phenomenon. For output voltages above 2 to 3 V, the high tions as one of the muting elements controlled by the turn - frequency responses above 2 or 3 kHz would drop slightly
on time delay and by the "Mute" position of the front -panel when the signal had been present for several seconds. This

is accomplished by connecting the balance control ele-

I
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UR IDEAS

MATRIX
SERIES

s ModeI801 - the recording industry's Reference

Standard Monitor -was the inspiration for innovation.
BMA's Matrix 801 Series 2

Dramatic developments in technology and enclosure

design have lit the fuse

personifies the state-of-the-art ten years on.
nits magnificent scccessor sets the new standard for
professions) and home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich i t Matrix technology, 801 Series

re.isters accurately even beyond audibility.
Plenomenal sound. Clean and utterly uncoloured.
Outstanding imagery with tight unhooming bass.
Ar instrument destined to occupy a special place n
world esteem.

-tea!
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The phono circuitry is very
flexible, with input gain
and input loading, as well
as MC treble roll -off, all
switch -selectable.
effect was more severe at higher output voltages. I contacted Klyne and found out that this behavior is normal for the
unit and is caused by a biasing network that is signal -level

dependent. The manufacturer assured me that this bias
network is unbalanced only by sustained high-level signals
such as those used in sine -wave testing, when the preamp
INVERTED OUTPUT, IHF LOAD

is made to deliver more than about 3.5 V out, and that
virtually no amplifier requires more than 3.0 V to drive it to

NORMAL OUTPUT, IHF LOAD
INVERTED OUTPUT, INSTRUMENT LOAD
NORMAL OUTPUT, INSTRUMENT LOAD

Fig. 2-THD + N for line
section at 1 V rms output.

full

power. The bias imbalance, Klyne says, should not

occur with music signals when output levels of 1 to 2 V are
delivered to the amplifier. I then proceeded with my tests.
First, the line section gain was measured as a function of
output loading and of the gain -reducing resistors supplied.
With no resistors installed, the gain was 16.56 dB with an
instrument load (91 kilohms in parallel with 250 pF) and 16.0
dB with the IHF load (10 kilohms in parallel with 1,000 pF).
With 51-kilohm resistors installed, gain with instrument and
IHF loads was 14.2 and 13.6 dB, respectively. With 16.4kilohm resistors installed, gain was 11.0 dB with an instrument load and 10.4 dB with an IHF load. Klyne, in the SK5A's spec sheet, says the line amp gain is 20, 17, or 14 dB.
It turns out that the line amp modules themselves do have a
maximum gain of 20 dB, but the gain from line input to line

output is reduced to the measured figures by the losses
occurring between the selector switch output and the line amp module input.
Attempts to measure harmonic distortion above 2 to 3 V
output were frustrated by THD that crept upward over time
at frequencies above 2 or 3 kHz due to the aforementioned
signal -dependent bias networks. THD + N was then measured at 1 V rms output; the results are plotted in Fig. 2. The
dominant distortion components were low -order second
and third harmonics. Of note here is the fact that the normal
and inverted channel outputs don't have identical distortion
and that the even harmonics don't balance out in the differential connection of the two outputs. To test for interaction

between the normal and inverted output jacks when unequally loaded, one output was monitored while an IHF load
was applied to and removed from the other jack. The measured output was not affected by the loading of the opposite -polarity output. This simply means that the output amplifiers for the two output phases within a line -amp module

Table I-SMPTE-IM distortion vs. output voltage and
loading for SK-5A's normal and inverted outputs.
LEFT CHANNEL

Fig. 3-Square-wave
response through line
section, with 20 kHz fed
into instrument load (top
trace), 20 kHz fed into IHF
load (middle), and 20 Hz
fed into instrument load
(bottom). Scales: Vertical,
0.5 V/cm; horizontal,
10 µS/cm for 20 -kHz
signals, 10 mS/cm for
20 -Hz signal.

Output
2 V rms
1 V rms
0.5 V rms

Instrument Load

IHF Load

Normal

Inverted

Normal

0.028
0.015
0.009

0.06
0.03
0.016

0 54
0.27
0.14

Inverted

0.2
0.1

0.052

RIGHT CHANNEL

Output
2 V rms
1 V rms
0.5 V rms

Instrument Load

IHF Load

Normal

Inverted

Normal

Inverted

0.006
0.005
0.006

0.021
0.01

0.18
0.09
0.045

0.51

0.008

0.26
0.13
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B&W art.

C

ONCEP t 90

radiation. The perfect exposition of the state of

a superlative cmnidirecticnal pattern al sound

giving supreme power and bass extension. Altogether

belies its.diminutivesize. CM2. A further dimension

perfectly attuned to design-consabus it ving.
CMI's presurp:uously massive voice completely

home in limited roomscapes Whose appearance is

CM2. Loudspeakers whose mighty oerfamamce is at

Matrix technology miniaturised. The result CMI and

sound of [me monitor qua'ity: Concept 0 is B&W

that only a si±ea ole, intrusive endcsare cculd produce

art for the res. of this cen_ury Challenges the view

B&W's Concept 90 demonstrates the shape of audio

WE'LL CHANGE YOUR IDEAS

`qN

Reproduction of records
was musically satisfying,
with very good definition,
detail, space, and harmonic
structure provided.

Table Ill-Phono overload vs. frequency at tape out

Table IV-Phono-section noise, referred to input.

(left channel).

Source
Impedance,
Ohms

MM MODE

Instrument Load
Frequency, Hz
20
50
100

300
700
1k

3k
7k
10k
20k

Input, mV
7.4
14.5
22.7

9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.0
8.9

51.8
84.6
97.2
169.1

250.5
470.4
924.9

Bandwidth

IHF Load
Input, mV
5.8
10.9
16.7
39.0
62.5
72.9
120.8
215.5
273.8
353.9

Output, V
8.67
9.0

Output, V
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.1

MM MODE
Wide -band
Wide -band
Wide -band

400 Hz to 80 kHz
MC MODE
Wide -band

5.4
4.9

400 Hz to 80 kHz

3.1

400 Hz to 80 kHz

Wide -band

Referred Input
Noise, µV
LEFT

RIGHT

100

3

1k
0
0

3
3

3
3
3

1.28

1.28

o
o
100
100

0.5
0.13
0.5
0.14

0.5
0.13
0.5
0.14

.

MC MODE

Instrument Load
Frequency, Hz
20
50
100
300
700
1k

3k
7k
10k
20k

Input, mV
0.2
0.27
0.42
1.0
1.65
1.88
3.5

IHF Load
Input, mV
0.15
0.2
0.315
0.76
1.22
1.43
2.4
4.2
5.2
6.7

Output, V
9.0

9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.0
8.6

6.6
9.2
17.5

Output, V
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.2
5.4
4.7
3.0

amplifier of my own design that has 845 triode tubes and
develops 100 watts per channel.
A word about my current listening setup: Signal sources
and preamps are placed along one wall of my living room.
This equipment is connected to the power amplifiers by 30 foot lengths of Monster Cable Interlink Special cable, which
has a capacitance of 1,500 pF per channel. The amplifiers
are located near the speakers, which flank a corner fireplace, and are connected to them by short cables.
I frequently connect tape recorders, CD players, or phono
preamps directly to the 30 -foot cables with no intervening
preamps. When doing this, adjust volume at the amplifier
end using a dual 50-kilohm external control with 1 -meter
interconnect cables going to the power amps. The sonic
effect of this particular external volume control is detectable
but generally quite tolerable.
When
first received the SK -5A,
hooked it up and
listened casually for a number of days. reacted quite
favorably to the way it sounded in my system, as did other
listeners. Operation of all the controls was flawless, with no
clicks, pops, or surprises.
A month or two after running test measurements on the
unit, set it up again in my listening room to find out more
about its sonic performance. Record reproduction was musically very satisfying. Definition, detail, space, and harmonic structure were very good, with low irritation levels. first
I

I

I

I

I

I
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Table V -S/N, phono section.

Mode
MM
MM
MM
MM
MC

Source
Impedance,
Ohms

IHF S/N, -dB
LEFT
74.8
76.2
76.2
76.0
70.0

IHF
0

100
1k
100

RIGHT
74.6
76.2
76.2
76.0
70.0

had the phono section set to moving -magnet mode. (If a
phono stage is reasonably quiet, its MM input mode will
work with MC cartridges, like the Koetsu, which can deliver
0.5 mV at 5 cm/S.) Gain was just adequate and noise was
noticeable (too much), but the sound was as described
above. To my amazement, when set the SK -5A to MC
I

mode with 22 dB of added gain, the sound was substantially
the same, though with lower noise, of course. This is the first
time I have found the sound as good when going through a
unit's MC pre-preamp as when going straight into the MM
phono stage. The noise levels in the moving -coil mode were
low enough for me -I could hear the noise near the speakers when the gain was set to normal playing levels and the
arm was off the record, but it did not intrude when records
were playing.
The sound of my tape players was good through the SK5A's line section. However, when playing CDs through the
line section, I found the sound a little less open, darker, and
harder than when using the line section of the SP11 or going

direct from the CD player (via the 30 -foot interconnect
cables) into the volume control at the power amps. can't
account for this, as none of the other sources sounded that
way when going through the line section.
really like this preamp, especially the way it enhances
my enjoyment of the music on phonograph records. It's well
Bascom H. King
worth a serious audition.
I

I
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THE END OF THE RECEIVER.
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The GTP-500 is the most
innovative and logical audio
component in years. A superb tuner
and preamplifier together on one chassis,
completely separate from the power amplifier,.
This eliminates all the technical limitations of the
receiver, assuring uncompromised sonic performance as
well as an unrestricted choice of power. And a wireless remote
controls the entire system-from your favorite chair or from several
rooms in your home. The GTP-500 tuner/preamplifier is shown here
with our 60 watt -per -channel* power amplifier. Up to 600 watts per channel
are also available. In short, you're witnessing the dawn of a new era. Ti
get the full story, write for our literature and reviews.

ADCOM®

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816

201-390-1130
Distnbuted in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS, INC., Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

*Continuous (not instantaneous or peak) power, both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz,
<0.09% THD. Adcom specifications meet all FTC measurement requirements.

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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AKAI'S QUICK
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT AD ANCEMENT IN TAPE HANDLING
SINCE THE VHS CASSETTE.

Today's VHS cassettes may give you eight hours of programs. But today's VHS decks
make locating those programs a real bore. That's because conventional decks must slowly
thread the tape around the head drum every time you go from Fast Forward or Rewind into
Play And slowly pull the tape back into the cassette whenever you return to Fast Forward
or Rewind.
Of course, most VCRs have visible scan. But can you
imagine scanning through a two-hour movie? Pass the aspirin.
Akai .s exclusive Quick Start system gives you fast, fast, fast
relief. For the first time, the VHS tape remains fully threadedeven during Fast Forward and Rewind. So switching between
functions is more than five times faster than conventional VHS decks.
There's more. To make locating programs even easier, Akai searches
and scans recorded segments automatically. Best of all, this
Unloading for conventional VCR

Full -leading for Quick Start

revolution in tape handling is found not just on our top model but on every new Akai VCR.

Sound great? Seem simple? Wonder why no one ever did
it before?
WHY IT TOOK AKAI TO
PERFECT VHS TAPE HANDLING.

Simply stated, Akai has been building tape recorders for over 35
years. And what is a VCR if not a tape recorder? People may forget that it
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Akai has over
35 years of experience building
tape recorders of all kinds.

'tape
was Akai that built the first home vi
er in 1965 and the first lightweight
helical -scan portable video tape recorder in 1969. Compared to Akai, even the biggest

names in video recording seem like `Johnnies-come-later'
To invent Quick Start, Akai invented a completely new tape transport with better tape
tension control, more precise guide poles and specially conductive fine ceramic tape guides.
The entire transport is under the intelligent control of a micro -processor that only years of
tape deck experience could develop. The Akai Quick Start Transport.
Sure it's simple ...when you know how.
ATAKAI, SOPHISTICATION MEANS SIMPLICITY

Akai, a leader in on -screen programming, now takes ease -ofoperation one step further. On our new decks, most programming
functions require no more than one touch. Nothing could be simpler.
Or more sophisticated. Take Akai's new top -of -the -line
VS-M930U-B. It offers digital special effects with memory; VHS
Hi -Fi stereo; four heads; HQ circuitry with CCD noise reduction;
editing; universal wireless remote control with LCD readout; on -screen Universal Wireless Remote is programmable
"download" programmed information.
programming and naturally, Akai's Quick Start system with Index and
Address Search, as well as Intro Scan. Not just bells and whistles, but features any serious
independently of the VCR. you can

recordist would deem essential.
Akai. Original thinking from a true original.
Akai Division, Mitsubishi Electric Saks America, Inc., 225 Old New Brunswick Road, Piscataway, NJ. 08854
For the location of your nearest Akai dealer, call Toll -Free 1-800-421-1140.

AHAI

Where audio and video are one.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: D.c. to 20
kHz, ±0.3 dB.

Harmonic Distortion + Noise:
0.002% at

1

kHz.

Dynamic Range: 100 dB.
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 115 dB.

Channel Separation: 95 dB at

1

kHz.

Output Voltage: 2.0 V rms.

Number of Programmable Selections: 24.

YAMAHA
CDX-5000
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

Dimensions: 171/8 in. W x 51/2 in. H
x 161/4 in. D (43.5 cm x 14 cm x
41.3 cm).

Weight: 46 lbs., 3 oz. (19.6 kg).
Price: $2,500.
Company Address: P.O. Box 6600,
Buena Park, Cal. 90620.
For literature, circle No. 91
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Manufacturers of CD players seem intent upon squeezing
the very last bit of performance they can out of the 16 -bit,
44.1 -kHz sampling format that is the world standard for
Compact Disc. And indeed, every time the pessimists conclude that nothing more can be done to improve CD player
performance, someone comes along with a major innovation to prove that there is still room for improvement, however modest it may be in audible terms. Yamaha is the latest
company to come up with an important technological innovation, which they call "Hi -Bit Technology." This actually
comprises not one but two major refinements, both of which
have been incorporated into Yamaha's flagship player, the
CDX-5000. This is a "heavyweight" product in more ways
than one: It tips the scale at more than 46 pounds, making it
heavier than many high-powered amplifiers.
The first technical refinement is the use of a Hi -Bit digital
filter. This filter performs quadruple oversampling, raising
the standard 44.1 -kHz sampling frequency to 176.4 kHz so
that a wider buffer zone exists between the top of the audio
spectrum and the sampling frequencies. Two benefits immediately accrue. First, a gentler analog filter can be used
at the final audio stage without affecting phase response
within the audio band. Yamaha is not alone in employing
four -times oversampling and digital filtering, but their approach to it is unique here. The digital filter, which oversam-

The full -function

remote has two features
useful for speaker testing,
A -B repeat and level controls.

ples by "filling in" between the actual data samples with
three additional data values generated by computation, is
an 18 -bit, rather than the usual 16 -bit, ROM. This is the lent of 15). If we try to define this value, then we have to call
source of the second benefit: Those two extra bits can it either 14 or 15, when it should be 14.5 (for which we have
reduce quantization -error noise and distortion in the audio
band by a factor of four.
The Hi -Bit filter, operating with 32 -bit coefficients and a
26 -bit accumulator, performs with 40 -bit accuracy. Therefore, the filter can calculate 192 additions and 192 multiplications for each of the 44,100 CD sample inputs per sec-

no available binary equivalent). Now the maximum distortion

is quite substantial -0.5/15, or a whopping 3.3%. No wonder manufacturers don't quote THD for CD players at low
levels. All other things being equal, distortion varies inverse-

ly with output level in CD players. If we had more bits per
sample, proponents figure, all music, loud and soft, would
ond, at a clock rate of 16.93 MHz. A total of four 18 -bit be shoved farther away from the least significant bit. Add
digital output values is generated for each CD sample. one more bit, and you cut the errors in half; add a second
Yamaha tells me that this entire filter circuit is contained on a bit, and you cut them down by three-quarters.
The Hi -Bit D/A converters used in Yamaha's CDX-5000
single LSI of some 49,000 transistor elements!
The second technical refinement, taking full advantage of and some of their other new models are "quasi -18 -bit"
the first, is the Hi -Bit D/A converter. Since the introduction of converters. They cannot decode all 18 bits of the digital
CDs, many audio purists have argued that a 16 -bit system is filter's output at once, but they can match the dynamic
inadequate. They reason (correctly,
believe) that when range, S/N, arid distortion of true 18 -bit decoders most of
I

you're dealing with a very loud passage of music-one

the time.

The Hi -Bit chip actually decodes just 16 bits at a time.
whose samples are near the top of the available dynamic
range -16 bits is enough, but that when the music is at a During soft passages, when the two highest (most significant) bits are zero, this D/A converter decodes the lowest
very low level, 16 bits is not adequate.
Look at it this way: If an actual instantaneous sample is 16 bits of the 18 -bit filter output. The decoder's action is
supposed to have a binary number smack between equivalent to shifting the input digits upward into higher 1111111111111110 (a number whose decimal value is numbered bit positions, in what is called "floating bit" oper65,534) and 1111111111111111 (65,535), the error would ation. If the most significant bit is zero, the input bits are
be 0.5/65,535 at the most! In terms of distortion, this works shifted up by one position; if the two most significant bits are
out to a very low 0.00076% or so. Hardly worth getting zero, the input is shifted up two notches.
The instantaneous values of the input samples are thereexcited about. But suppose the music is at a very low
level-one that requires only the first couple of binary bits fore made two or four times larger, depending on whether
near the bottom of the binary number scale to be changed the input was shifted up by one or two bits. If the decoded
from zeros to ones. For example, suppose the true value of analog output of the sample has been amplified by a factor
the musical sample is supposed to be midway between a of two or four, then that output must be attenuated by the
level of 0000000000001110 (equal to our more familiar deci- same factor to restore its original amplitude. When this is
mal value of 14) and 0000000000001111 (decimal equiva- done, any error in the amplitude (distortion and noise) will
89
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ATHENA. The preamplifier is in many ways the most

telling component in the audio chain. All too often
technical absolutism results in sound quality that is sterile,
unappealing, or aggressive. Yet bad lab performance
almost always indicates poor sonic integrity. With Athena,
Sumo demonstrates a new balance. A preamplifier that is
both a stunning performer in the areas of quickness,
linearity, and freedom from overload. Yet a warm, faithful,
and exciting reproducer of music.
Athena represents the culmination of a major effort
at Sumo. As such, it sets new standards for dynamic
headroom and freedom from overload. Utilizing high
voltage power supply rails, passively linearized circuitry,
and a high current toroidal transformer, Athena can
faithfully reproduce music at levels far in excess of the
peak output of signal sources. As a result, compact discs
display dynamic range without high end pain. And
complex passages come through intact and unstrained.
Sonic purity in Athena is enhanced both by careful
component selection and the exclusive use of pure
Class A circuitry. Low noise 1% metal film resistors and

metalized polypropylene capacitors are used throughout.
Components are mounted on a military grade glass
epoxy printed circuit board. And all external connections
are made via gold plated input and output jacks. Further,
a bypass function allows the user to totally remove the
high level section of the preamp from the signal path.
When selected, this provides both direct line -drive for
high level sources (such as a CD player), as well as direct
phono out.
At various times and for various products, we hear
the words powerful, impactful, detailed, delicate,
accurate, transparent, smooth, natural and a variety of
other flattering adjectives. But one word is repeated more
frequently than all the rest, and it is that for which we
have strived above all. Musical. Athena is above all
gloriously musical.
As with all Sumo products, Athena is designed and

manufactured in the United States. Among those select
dealers stocking our products are:
GOODWIN'S MUSIC SYSTEMS
16 Eliot Street

Cambridge, MA 02138
617/492-1140
BEVERLY STEREO

8413 Beverly Boulevard

Los Angeles, CA 90048
213/651-3523

THE NEW BALANCE.

su m

SUMO PRODUCTS GROUP 21300 Superior St., Chatsworth, CA 91311 818/407-2427
SUMO CORP CANADA. 1305 Odium Dr., Vancouver, B.C. V5L 3M1

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

604/254-5148
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The "quasi -18 -bit" D/A

converters used here are
designed to cut distortion
and noise, especially
in low-level passages.

02dB R+0.0d

21.0kHz

be decreased by the same factor. Theoretically, after the
entire process has been completed, the reduction in noise
will be 6 or 12 dB, and distortion will be reduced to one-half
or one-fourth its previous value. These two results are equivalent to those that would be obtained if an actual 18 -bit D/A

converter had been used; hence the designation of the
Yamaha 18 -bit converter as "quasi."
Naturally, when either or both of the most significant bits
are occupied (as during a very loud passage), all the digits
must be shifted back where they belong. At the same time,
the attenuation that was used in playback to decrease the
amplitude of the recovered analog signal to its proper level
has to be switched out of the circuit.

FREQUENCY-Hz

Fig. 1-Frequency
response, left (top) and
right channels.

Aside from circuitry innovation, the CDX-5000 offers a
host of features designed to make use of the player easy,
convenient, and reliable. A 44 -key remote control permits
operation of all functions except drawer open/close, including 20 -bit digital volume control. A double -floating suspension system isolates both the disc tray and the laser pickup

assembly. The pickup assembly offers extremely highspeed access to a given track: Well under 1 S from one
track to the next and, by my stopwatch, not much more than
that from an outer track to an inner track.
In addition, the CDX-5000 employs a triple -beam laser
pickup, dual -transformer shunt -regulated power supplies,

discrete circuit configuration, and photo -optical coupling
between the digital and analog sections. It features direct access programming of up to 24 tracks (or index points),
four-way repeat play, random play, and a "calendar" display that shows the numbers of the tracks available on a
disc (or in a program) and those that remain to be played.
The unit can be turned on, and play can be started, by
means of an external timer.

Fig. 2-THD + N vs.
frequency.

Control Layout
As you can tell by its weight and dimensions, the CDX5000 is large and rather bulky. The disc tray, at the left,
occupies only a relatively small portion of the front panel.
Beneath the drawer are a "Power" switch and buttons for
"Space Insert," "Index," and "Random Play." The display
area, to the right of the disc tray, shows track and index
numbers, three time modes (elapsed track time, elapsed
disc time, or remaining disc time), location of the laser
pickup (shown on a ruler -like scale numbered from
through 24), operating status of the machine, and, by
means of a vertical bar -graph, the setting of the digital
1

volume control.

Under the display area are the buttons needed for program commands, for repeat play, and for altering the display modes. Below these are numbered buttons used in
programming and for direct access of tracks and index
points. Along the bottom edge of the panel are the "Open/
Close" button and various operating buttons such as "Play,"
"Pause/Stop," and the fast -forward and fast -reverse keys for

Fig. 3-Spectrum analysis
of reproduced 20 -kHz

test signal from 0 Hz to
50 kHz.
92

moving ahead or backwards to another track or within a
given track. The stereo phone jack and a rocker switch for
controlling volume level are at the extreme right of the panel.
The rear panel, in addition to its gold-plated output jacks,
has a digital output terminal that can be used with external
D/A converters.
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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"It is a far greater engineering challenge for speaker
designers to build a great -sounding speaker for
$200 than $2000. When cost is no object, they can
include whatever they need to get the quality they're
looking for.
"However, that kind of quality doesn't always filter
down through their product line. At Boston Acoustics,

"It's no trick
to make a great speaker
when price is no object:'
Andy Petite, chief designer, Boston Acoustics

The 3 -way T830 Tower System.
It ;weds only 10 x 9-1/4" of

floor space, only 32" in height.
Suggested retail: $480 a pair.

we take pride in designing every system to measure
up to the highest standards. To show you what I
mean, let's look at our newest model, the T830 tower
system.
"We designed the T830 to deliver exceptional
performance at a very reasonable price, and did it
by making knowledgeable and intelligent choices.
We custom -designed all three of its drivers: an
8" high -compliance woofer, 31/2" midrange and
1" dome tweeter. No compromises here.
"The midrange and tweeter are ferrofluid cooled
for greater power handling capacity. The diaphragms
of all three drivers are made of copolymer. Although
it is more costly than conventional materials, we used
copolymer because of its structural uniformity and
immunity to atmospheric changes.
"We make all these drivers under our own roof,
using specialized machinery and jigs that we've
designed or adapted ourselves. This helps us
maintain consistent high quality, and save through
efficiency.
"For the enclosure, we used the same dense,
non -resonant structural material as in our highest priced system. To keep the cost down we used
wood -grain vinyl instead of costly wood veneer.
It looks rich, and makes absolutely no difference
in sound quality.
"More important than what we put into our
systems is the quality of sound that comes outand how that matches your expectations.
"From our very first product to our latest, audio
critics have appreciated what we've accomplisheddelivering demonstrably high performance at truly
affordable prices. Here's what Julian Hirsch said
about the T830 in Stereo Review:
'In all measurable respects, the Boston Acoustics
T830 delivered outstanding performance. Few
speakers we have tested have had such a flat
frequency response or such low distortion, for
example, and most of those were considerably
more expensive... we were enormously
impressed.'
"When you compare the T830 against similarly priced systems, you'll also find it sounds better
in a number of ways. More musical, smoother, its
imaging more precise. And it can play louder without
distortion.
"What we've accomplished is no trick. It's knowing
what to do, then doing it.
"If you'd like to know more about the T830 and
other Boston Acoustics speakers, please write or
call. We promise to reply promptly"

Boston Acoustics
247 Lynnfield St., Dept. A, Peabody, MA 01960
(617) 532-2111
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Weighted S/N measured
an even 100 dB, and
separation was a very high
98 dB at mid -frequencies.

Measurements
The incremental performance improvements which Yamaha claims for this machine were immediately apparent as
I began my lab measurements. As Fig. 1 shows, response

FT L-95. SdB

NS

-60
-70

20

IÍ

was flat right out to 20 kHz, within only -0.2 dB for one
Lti

-80
40

J
.

-90

channel and with absolutely no roll -off for the other. Harmonic distortion at maximum recorded level at 1 kHz measured

0.0035%. This in itself is not that unusual; what is remark-

able is the fact that even at 20 kHz, THD + N was only

60
100
_J

80

measurement path. These results are plotted in Fig. 2. Their
significance is further shown in Fig. 3, a spectrum analyzer

plot of a 20 -kHz signal as reproduced by the CDX-5000.
The sweep is linear and extends from 0 Hz to 50 kHz. The

- 120

20

50 100 200 5001k 2k

0.007%, with no low-pass filter of any kind inserted in the

5k 10k 20k

FREQUENCY-Hz

only signal visible is the desired 20 -kHz output. Gone is the
usual "beat" frequency at 24.1 kHz that has been typical of

A
B

most CD players-even those that employ oversampling

S

WD

L-100

and digital filtering. If there are any spurious products above
or within the audio band, it is fair to say that they are at least

dB

- 60
OD

-70

20

>
40 J

80 dB below maximum signal output, since that is the
dynamic range of the spectrum analyzer's display. In fact, a
reading of 0.007% THD (for the 20 -kHz test signal) actually

works out to a dB value of -83.1!

Figures 4A and 4B show, respectively, unweighted and A weighted signal-to-noise ratio. Overall weighted S/N mea60 z sured an even 100 dB, and unweighted S/N measured 95.5
dB. Stereo separation was very high too, as shown in Fig. 5.
80 oc At mid -frequencies, separation was 98 dB, decreasing only
o very slightly (to 96 dB from left to right and to 95 dB from
w
V?

-I 10

u.1

-120

20 50 100 200 500 I k 2k 5k 10k 20k
,ENCY-Hr

Fig. 4-S N analysis, both
unweighted (A) and
A -weighted (B).

100

right to left) at 16 kHz, the highest frequency in the CD -1 test

disc that use for making these measurements. Dynamic
range, measured as THD + N (expressed in dB) for a -60
dB signal, plus 60 dB, added up to exactly 100 dB. Wow
and flutter was below the limits of my test equipment.
Further evidence of the benefits derived from Yamaha's
Hi -Bit technology came when I measured ouput linearity. At
I

90 dB below maximum recorded level, linearity was still
accurate to within 0.3 dB. This is the best linearity figure
have ever obtained for a CD player. Even the very finest
machines usually begin to show departures from linearity at
- 70 to - 80 dB. I also measured pre-emphasis/de-empha-

sis accuracy and found it to be within ±0.3 dB over the
frequency range from 125 Hz to 16 kHz. CCIF-IM (twin -tone)
distortion was only 0.001% at maximum recorded level and

remained almost as low-0.0012%-at -10 dB. Output
voltage for maximum recorded level was 2.18 V at the left
channel and 2.18 V at the right.
Figure 6 is a 'scope photo of a 1 -kHz square wave as
reproduced by the CDX-5000. The result is as good as
I

have observed from any CD player tested to date, and
SEPARATION, L lo

R

SEPARATION, R to L

Fig. 5-Separation vs.
frequency.

much the same applies to the unit -pulse signal shown in Fig.
7. Both 'scope photos are typical of those obtained from CD
players that employ oversampling and digital filtering. In this
respect, at least, I could not detect any difference between

Yamaha's Hi -Bit digital filter circuitry and the more usual
digital filtering employed in other players.
Figure 8 is the Lissajous pattern produced when I fed the
20 -kHz output from the left channel to the vertical input
terminal of my oscilloscope while the 20 -kHz output from the

right channel was fed to the horizontal input. No ellipse is

ga
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After 9 years of advancing
the science of radar warning,
we have quite a following
If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery,
then Escort and Passport are easily the world's
most admired radar detectors.
And if imitation were the same as duplication, then there would be other equally capable
detectors. Occasionally you hear of imitations
"just as good as" Escort and Passport, usually

from someone trying to sell you something
cheaper.

The experts are unanimous

No matter what anybody says, there is, in
fact, no detector on the market that's "just as
good as" Escort and Passport. And you needn't
take our word for it. In 1987, three respected
magazines have published comparison tests of
radar detectors.

What Car and Driver says
In April, Car and Driver rated Passport high-

est of nine miniature models, saying, "At $295
direct from the factory, it's the most expensive
piece of electronic protection in the group, but it's
worth every nickel in roadgoing peace of mind:'

What Roundel says
In June, Roundel ranked Passport and
Escort first and second respectively in a comparison of 14 detectors. About Passport the
author said, "It remains the State of the Art,
a true quality product, American ingenuity at
its best:' Regarding Escort, "It is an excellent
detector in its own right and continues as a
pacesetter in the detector market:'

What Popular Mechanics says
In July, Popular Mechanics rated Escort
first and Passport second in a group of 11 brands.
The magazine concluded, "Clearly, the Escort is
the best radar detector around. The best of the
minis was the Passport..:'
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99 THINGS THAT AMERICANS MAKE BEST
SS VII of these widely available U.S.-made
goods.. arc clearly superior to their overseas competitors, overwhelmingly dominate their markets

or are so outstanding or novel that they have

What we say
Escort and Passport stay at the top of the

experts' ratings year after year because, by
definition, the imitators are always behind. Our
engineers work constantly to lengthen detection
range, and when they make a breakthrough, we
rush that improvement into production.

Still, early warning means nothing if the
warning is false. That's why-a year ago-we

days, return your purchase. We'll refund all of
your money and your shipping costs.
For the only radar detectors "just as good
as" Escort and Passport, please call toll free.
Order Today

800-543-1608

(Mon -Fri 8am-11pm, Sat -Sun 9:30-6 EST)

VISA

DINERS CLUB

LERNAIIONAt

By mail send to address below. All orders

processed immediately. Prices slightly
higher for Canadian shipments.

added Alternating Frequency Rejection (AFR°)

circuitry, designed specifically to ignore the
Rashid VRSS collision warning system.
Said Car and Driver, "While other makers

have spent their energy on funny features or
zoomy styling, CM has found a way to improve
function in a quiet and systematic way. Such
innovation is the mark of a leader, and we applaud Cincinnati Microwave for its eagerness to
head off problems before they become problems:'
Our anti -Rashid circuitry demonstrates our

PASSPORT
Pocket -Size Radar Protection $295
(Ohio res. add $16.23 taxi

ESCORT

commitment to the highest radar warning tech-

Our attitude is unique in another way. We
keep all of our engineering, assembly, sales,

copies of the tests (not excerpts or selected quotes). showing
ranking of all brands, Just cal us toll free.

Satisfaction guaranteed
If you're not entirely satisfied within 30

TOLL FREE

Right here in Cincinnati

Passport have been rated highest. See for yourself. For complete

only $10 extra.

detectors to make the list.

don't have it demonstrates their commitment too.

In every 1987 magazine test of radar detectors, Escort and

by UPS, and we pay for shipping. Overnight
delivery is guaranteed by Federal Express for

no well-known international counterpart,
Escort and Passport are the only radar

nology. We think the fact that the imitators

Expert Testimony, It's FREE:

We sell direct to our customers only. Orders
in by 3:00 pm eastern time go out the same day

and service in one location so that we can
respond quickly to our customers. If you have
questions, need service, or want to order, just
call toll free.
Enter No. 82 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

The Classic of Radar Warning $245
(Ohio Res. add $13.48 tax)

Cincinnati Microwave

Department 67118
One Microwave Plaza

Cincinnati, Ohio 45249-9502
cc 1987 Cincinnati Microwave, Inc.

The Meitner turntable and tone arm.
Revolutionary. Precise. Timeless.

A Total System Approach: Meitner Preamplifiers, Amplifiers,
Power Sources, CD Players; Museatex Accessories.
Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-6661
Enter No. 49 on Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

M USEA TEX

Admittedly, $2,500 is a lot
to spend on any player
these days, but at least
the CDX-5000 offers really
new technology in return.
visible, indicating that the two output signals are perfectly in
phase, with no time delay between them. This is the result

I

generally get when a CD player employs separate D/A
converters for each channel, with timing compensation.
There was no evidence of mistracking and certainly no
instances of muting when I played through the three types
of defects on my Philips "defects" test disc. The CDX-5000
also did very well with all but the most severely scratched
and damaged discs that I keep around for checking tracking ability and for assessing error detection, correction, and
interpolation. The sophisticated double -floating suspension

10~0.7

+

4.0040.0-7
I

Yv+.^^N

system was very effective, making the player extremely
resistant to external shock and vibration.

Fig. 6-Reproductior of

Use and Listening Tests
The CDX-5000 is very easy to program and use. The
sample in my possession, one of the first available in this
country, was supplied without an owner's manual, but that
did not in any way slow me down. Nomenclature on the
panel is very clear, and it takes only a few minutes to

a 1 -kHz square wave.

become familiar with all the features and control functions.

As for this player's sound quality, it was, very simply,
superb on a wide assortment of discs. If there is anyone out

there who still has doubts about CDs and CD players,

I

earnestly suggest that you listen to the CDX-5000.

If $2,500 is a bit steep for your pocketbook, you might
want to listen to Yamaha's CDX-1100, which has a suggest-

ed price of just under $1,100. According to Yamaha, this
unit is very similar in design to the flagship CDX-5000, using

the same Hi -Bit quadruple-oversampling digital filter and
the same twin quasi -18 -bit D/A converters. Yamaha states
that the major differences are a slightly longer access time
from innermost to outermost tracks and a single -floating
suspension system instead of the double system used in the Fig. 7-Single-pulse teste
CDX-5000. (This may account, at least in part, for the fact
that the lower priced unit is nearly 15 pounds lighter.)
Could perceive a difference in sound quality between
I

this unit and some of the other well -designed high -end
players I have tested? Most of the time, no. Once in a while,

a given disc seemed to offer slightly more transparent
sound, especially during low-level passages. particularly
looked for such passages so that might see if the Hi -Bit
floating-point D/A converter really cleans up these sounds
to the degree that Yamaha claims. In a very few instances,
thought I could hear a difference, a lessening of the "edginess" that could sometimes detect during quiet musical
intervals when I turned up the volume control on my amplifiI

I

I

I

er. The Glenn Gould recording of the Bach "Goldberg
Variations" (CBS Masterworks MYK 38479) was one disc in
which could hear an improvement. If you've heard this
I

recording, you know that Gould's low-level murmuring or
singing can be heard along with his playing; when I listened
to the recording on the CDX-5000, that vocal accompani-

ment seemed more lifelike than ever, as if Gould were
adding his vocal presence right in my listening room.

Admittedly, $2,500 is a lot to spend on any CD player
these days, but for some, the extra cost may well be worth it.
At least one will be getting some really new technology and
not just upgraded electronics in an old package.
Leonard Feldman

Fig. 8-Interchannel
phase comparison at
20 kHz. Straight line
indicates absence of
interchannel phase error.
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If you want to discover what
looking sharp is all about, it's time you
took a look at the LD-S1. Because the LD-S1
not only delivers the world's sharpest pictures, it gives you the world's best sound,
stunning digital sound simply unavailable
from any VCR.

You'll see cleaner, truer pictures-over
420 lines of resolution-due to Pioneer's
exclusive Accu-Focus laser pickup and Video

Noise Reduction circuit. Together, they
yield an unprecedented 48dB video signalto-noise ratio.
You'll hear the best sounding video
ever. Because the LD-S1 uses twin, glitch -

free D/A converters and a digital filter with
four -times oversampling to produce an S/N
ratio of 105dB.
What's more, our exclusive Full -Floating Disc Drive and Magnetic Disc Clamp
isolate and stabilize the disc for remarkably

pleasure.
You'll get

N

perfect pictures on
freeze frame, and new
effects like still pictures with sound and
strobe motion with sound. And now for the
first time, you can enjoy all these special
effects while watching movies, opera and
concerts on extended-play (CLV) discs.
See the ultimate sight and sound machine
at your Elite dealer today. Because in the
world of sight and sound, image is everything.
For more information, call 1-800-421-1404.

reduced picture :itter-an inherent problem videotape players can't begin to solve.
The LD-S1's 8 -bit digital field memory

also gives you a new dimension of viewing

01987 Pioneer Electronics (LISA) Inc.. long Beach, CA
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THE ELITE REGISTER
ALABAMA

Newhall

FLORIDA

Huntington

Florence
Ingram Audio

Chatam Becker

Altamonte Springs

Lehman Electronics

(805) 254-1210

(219) 356-6900

(205) 764-6423

Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports

Boss Audio & Video, Inc.
1305) 332-9043

(415) 494-2552

Melbourne
Audio Mart

Todd's
(219) 722-4400

Sacramento

(305) 725-1258

Warsaw

(916) 481-3900

Merritt Island
Audio Mart

Butterfly, Inc.

MISSOURI
Kirksville
Wright Tire & Appliance

(219) 269-3675

(816) 665-3779

Turntables Unlimited

(305) 452-2182

(916) 488-2920

Miami

San Bernardino
Video Mart

Audio Coll

KANSAS
Overland Park

Kirkwood
Warner Communications

(714) 885-3191

Dharamdas Sons, Inc.
(305) 593-2026

ALASKA
Anchorage
Magnum Electronics
(907) 278-4662

Kodiak
Island TV
(907) 486-4297

ARIZONA
Phoenix
Integrated Systems
(602) 220-9520

Jerry's Audio
(602) 264-7203

Tucson
Jerry's Audio
(602)747-7267

ARKANSAS
Fayetteville
Amp Audio Video

Paradyme

San Francisco
Audio Excellence
(415) 433-1335

Wong's Hi Fi
(415) 474-9664

San Jose
Quement Electronics
(408) 998-5900
Santa Maria
Lombards Discount Stereo
(805) 928-4536
Jonas Miller Sound
(213) 828-5613

Stuttgart
Christy's TV and Appliance

Santa Rosa
Hollywood North

(501)673-2991

(707) 575-1225

Simi Valley

Laser Faire
(415) 831-1122

Alhambra
Audio Video Center
(818) 282-1600

Berkeley
Honkers Sound Co.
(415) 548-3325

Burbank
The Lasers Edge
(818)845-2219
Canoga Park
The Lasers Edge
(818)705-2737
Encino
Audio Video Electronics

Overseas Electronics
(305) 592-5667
Ritz Shop, Inc.
(305) 358-4216

Pinellas Park
Cooper For Stereo
(813)527-6863

House of Audio Video
(805) 581-0055

Tustin
Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903

Vacaville
Central TV
(707)448-5744

COLORADO
Boulder
Wave Length Stereo

Hartsville

The Happy Ear
(315) 788-7692

Haynes Electronics
(803) 332-4878

White Plains

Hilton Head Island

Lyric Hi Fi
(914) 949-7500

Audio Visual Resources

Audio Design

Georgetown

(914) 328-1878

Stereo Video Center

(913) 381-8535

Salina
Del's TV & Tape
(913) 827-7203

KENTUCKY
London

TENNESSEE
Knoxville

(704) 982-3627

Hi Fi House

MONTANA

Durham

(6151 693-4331

Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi

Kerr's Audio Visions, Inc.
(919) 493-8888

Nashville
Audio Systems

1406) 761-8691

Hickory

(615) 320-1600

Dacia Electronics
(704) 324-5054

Audio Systems

NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
Soundworks

Sounds Around Town
(606) 864-6487

(803) 546-6511

NORTH CAROLINA
Albemarle
Music Mart

(314) 821-7474

Audio Video Electronics

(502) 425-3333

Pikeville

1201) 941-5329

Hamilton Square

Beaumont

Mayo, Inc.
(606) 432-8132

Rock Dreams
(609) 890-0808

NORTH DAKOTA

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge

Livingston

Einstein's Audio/Video
(701) 852-8593

(201) 992-9088

(912) 238-0661

Art Colley's Audio
Specialties
(504)926-0244

Tif ton
Berger's Audio & TV

Metairie
Alterman Audio

(201) 467-1950

(912) 382-1743

(504) 834-7772

Hi Fi Haven
(201) 249-5130

South Miami
Audio Plus
(305) 662-4971

GEORGIA
Savannah
Audio Visual Resources
(912) 355-2020

Video Biz of Chathan

HAWAII
Honolulu
Anderson's Camera & Hi Fi
Store
(808) 949-1087

Louisville
Audio Video by Design

Electromedia Design

Millburn
Professional Audio

New Brunswick

New Orleans
Alterman Audio

West Caldwell

(504) 866-3579

Samm Sound
(201)575-8910

MARYLAND
Annapolis

Woodbridge

H.A. Hi Tech
(301) 266-0818

(201) 636-7777

Woodbridge Stereo

Wyckoff

(919) 342-1111

Minot

OHIO
Akron

Cincinnati

Columbus
Magic Castle Video

UTAH

Pocatello
Phase Four Stereo
(208) 233-0440

Leiser Sound, Inc.

Audio Breakthrough

(6171 832-4499

1516) 423-7755

Cambridge
Audio Video Environments

Manhasset

(617) 864-8001

(516) 627-7333

Framingham
Natural Sound

Merrick
Performance Audio

(617) 879-3556

& Video

Littleton

(516) 378-4389

Contemporary Sounds
of Oklahoma
(405)755-0795

Music Shack
1617) 486-8182

New York
Audio Breakthrough

OREGON

Nantucket

(212) 595-7157

Astoria

Berts Electronics

Bryce Audio

Greenburg's Furniture

(617) 228-1397

(212) 575-8600

1503) 325-5111

Seekonk

Custom Media Design

Salem

Leiser Sound, Inc.
(617) 336-3399

(212) 689-5916

Salem Sound Center
(503) 364-7235

Sounds Alive

Digital TV/Audio

Fresno
Home Express

(203) 743-3193

(312) 423-9300

East Hartford

(209) 222-4663

Glendale

Hi Fi Image
(203) 282-9422

Chicago
Mills Recording Company

Marconi Radio

Greenwich

Belmont Electronics

(8181 240-1090

(312) 975-0280

Goleta

Aud Vid
(203) 869-0666

House of Audio Video

Groton

(805) 967-2341

Greenbrae

Leiser Sound, Inc.
(203) 445-7600

KB TV
(312) 852-6700

Videola

Newington

Precision Video

(415) 461-9790

Sound Playground

(312) 884-1614

Irvine

(203) 667-4401

Sound Quest, Inc.
(714) 854-2900
La Crescenta
Chatam Becker

Norwich

Lansing
Unitek Electronics

(312) 332-4116

Darien

Hoffman Estates

Leiser Sound, Inc.

Grand Central Radio
(212) 682-3869

(617) 791-5111

Leiser Sound, Inc.
(203) 886-0330

(312) 895-4390

Orange

Video Dynamics

(818) 248-8345

Sounds Alive

(312) 593-2304

Los Angeles

(203) 795-4771

Quincy

Beverly Stereo

Stamford

First in Video MusicWorld

MICHIGAN
Flint

(213) 651-3523

Sounds Alive
(203) 325-8500

(217) 224-8500

The Stereo Center

Waterbury

INDIANA
Anderson

Mount Prospect

East Side Stereo
1212)673-5222

Shrewsbury
Waltham

Lyric Hi Fi
(212) 535-5710

The Instant Replay
(617) 890-9262

Lyric Hi Fi
(212) 769-4600

(313) 239-9474

High Tech Video

Midvale

(4191 756-8889

Inkley's
(801( 255-7910

Maple Heights
Eric Martins, Inc.
(216) 663-2032

Mayfield

VIRGINIA
Alexandria

Eric Martins, Inc.
(2161449-7400

(703) 751-6993

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City

Tigard
High Technology Sight
& Sound
(5031620-9825

PENNSYLVANIA
Natrona Heights
Butch's Sound Shack

Sound by Singer

(412) 224-7000

(212) 683-0925

RHODE ISLAND
N. Providence

Rochester

Plymouth
Digital Entertainment

Gala Sound
(716) 248-8430

Bjorn's Stereo Designs
(512) 646-6991

(614) 488-1181

Denver

(415) 795-7111

Laredo
Metex International
(512) 722-3941

(303) 593-0751

Home Express

(817) 927-5311

San Antonio

NEW YORK

Audio Breakthrough

El Paso
Casa Sonido

(513) 891-7444

MASSACHUSETTS
Auburn

ILLINOIS
Burbank

1214) 991-9901

Audio Vision Plus

(3011840-9180

CONNECTICUT
Danbury

Dallas
Custom Video

Marvin Electronics Co.

Nutec
(216) 464-4995

(208) 523-1234

Fremont

(409) 832-0276

Fort Worth

Springs

(818) 986-2301

Brock Audio

Beachwood

U.S. Tech of Colorado

Listen Up

(806) 353-9171

(915) 532-3631

1201) 891-4000

Huntington Station

Sound Systems Limited

(216) 773-6077

Phase Four Stereo

Conklin's Audio Video

Audio Buys

Amarillo

DiFeo's Audio & Video

Gaithersburg

Colorado Springs

1615)297-2400

Lenoir

IDAHO
Idaho Falls

(303) 499-0200

(803) 681-2971

TEXAS

(30 31 744-1179

Royal Sound
(213) 933-3094

Watertown

Sights & Sounds
(601) 236-5774

Crowells
(609) 751-1900
(704) 754-5353
Cliffside Park
Reidsville
Entertainment Environment Trent's Stereoland

Santa Monica

(501) 521-1737

CALIFORNIA
Alamo

(305) 371-3875

Logansport

MISSISSIPPI
Oxford

Eastern Discount

Video Station of Virginia,

Franklin
Audio Showroom
(703) 562-2339

Hampton
Videorama
(804) 827-1980

Virginia Beach
Videorama
(804) 497-3802

Winchester
Sound City
(703) 662-1560

WASHINGTON
Redmond
Home Entertainment
by Design
(206) 881-1265

Seattle
Videophile
(206) 329-0262
Spokane
Millmans Stereo -Video
(509)467-5192

WISCONSIN
Glendale

Videola

Zinno Music, Inc.
(203) 755-3696

(415) 383-6767

Westport

(317) 644-3472

MINNESOTA

Sounds Alive

(716) 442-8230

Crown Point

Leiser Sound, Inc.

(414) 961-1155

Mission Viejo

Crown Electronics

Scarsdale
The Listening Room

1401) 596-2100

Videolaser

1203) 255-5975

Green Bay
Sound World

(714) 582-3403

DELAWARE

(219) 663-7210

(914) 472-4558

Wilmington

Fort Wayne

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia

1414) 499-4519

Napa
Futurvision

Laser Sight & Sound
(302) 479-9739

Lehman Electronics

St. Paul
Robert Paul TV
(612) 489-8025
Edina
Scholes Enterprises

12191 482-8506

(6121 831-5488

(315) 724 -8717

Mill Valley

(707) 257-2004

Disc -O -Tech

(313) 455-0960

Rowe Photo

Utica
Worden's Music

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

(401) 728-1480

Westerly

Laser Experience
(803) 736-6392

Sound Stage

LaCrosse
Team Electronics
(608) 781-8500

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Section

115 dB.

Usable Sensitivity, Mono: Normal, 10.8 dBf; Hi Q, 14.7 dBf.

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Normal mono, 15.2 dBf; Hi Q mono, 19.1

dBf; normal stereo, 36.5 dBf; Hi Q
stereo, 40.4 dBf.
S/N: Mono, 84 dB; stereo, 75 dB.
THD at 1 kHz: Normal mono, 0.06%;

SCA Rejection: 70 dB.
Output Level: 1.0 V

AM Section
Sensitivity: 12 µV/m

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
60 dB

Hi O mono, 0.2%; normal stereo,

Image Rejection: 45 dB
l.f. Rejection: 65 dB.

0.08%; Hi O stereo, 0.2%.

S/N: 55 dB.

Stereo Separation at 1 kHz: Normal, 55 dB; Hi Q, 35 dB.

Capture Ratio: Normal, 0.75 dB; Hi

HARMAN/KARDON
CITATION
TWENTY-THREE
TUNER

Spurious -Response Rejection:

0, 1.75 dB.

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:

Dimensions: 173/s in. W x 23/4 in. H

x 14% in. D (44.1 cm x 7 cm x
37.2 cm).

Weight: 15 lbs. (6.8 kg).

Normal, 65 dB; Hi 0, 75 dB

Adjacent -Channel

General Specifications

Selectivity: Price: $595.

Company Address: 240 Crossways

Normal, 5 dB; Hi 0, 30 dB.

I.f. Rejection: 90 dB.
AM Rejection: 70 dB.

Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797.
For literature, circle No. 92

Image Rejection: Normal, 75 dB; Hi
Q, 85 dB.

Harman/Kardon does not designate a new audio component as part of their prestigious Citation series unless there
is really something special about it. Their recently introduced Citation Twenty -Three AM/FM tuner merits the designation on many counts. Physically, the tuner is extremely
attractive, with its softly rounded buttons, understated indicator lights, and low silhouette. But it's what lies behind the
tastefully designed front panel that really impressed me.

States. Two innovative design features make this so: A novel
type of narrow i.f. mode and an unusual fine-tuning circuit.

Many tuners offer two i.f. modes-a wide one that can be
selected when there is no interference and a narrow one
that uses sharp band-pass filters in an attempt to improve
rejection of adjacent -channel interference. Unfortunately,

such sharp filters also introduce phase and amplitude errors
that often decrease separation and increase distortion. The
To the best of my knowledge, the engineers at H/K Citation Twenty -Three provides two i.f. modes too: A conworked on the Twenty -Three for the better part of two years. ventional wide mode and another that H/K calls "Hi Q." The
The result is a tuner that is ideally suited for those areas circuit details remain secret (H/K is waiting for patents to be
where the FM dial is populated by a great many signals- granted), but can reveal this much about it: Instead of
and that means just about every major city in the United filtering the "edges" of a desired bandwidth, the Hi O circuit
I
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To reduce interference,

an unusual feature lets
you fine-tune off a station's
center frequency by 25 kHz
in either direction.
employs a phase -locked loop (PLL) that locks onto the FM
carrier itself, isolating the center frequency of the desired
listening band and then limiting the allowed bandwidth to
the maximum deviation caused by the incoming modulated
signal. By limiting the PLL's tracking range to just slightly
more than the modulation range (approximately 80 kHz on
either side of the carrier's center frequency), only the signal
needed for good separation and relatively low distortion is
passed through to the rest of the i.f. system and on to the
quadrature detector. Because the PLL circuit does not em-

ploy resonant (tuned) elements, no phase shift is introduced; thus, stereo music signals and the 19 -kHz pilot
signal associated with stereo transmission retain correct
relative phase.
The second innovative feature incorporated in the Twen-

ty -Three addresses one of the disadvantages of quartz locked, frequency -synthesized tuning-the lack of latitude
in tuning to the actual center frequency of the received
signal. Harman/Kardon's engineers have solved this problem with an analog fine-tuning circuit that allows you, when
in

Hi O mode, to tune away from the assigned center

frequency by as much as 25 kHz in either direction. This can

mands from the supplied remote control, which duplicates
most of the front -panel functions.
At approximately the center of the panel is a display area

that shows signal strength of a received station (graded
from
to 5), the selected AM or FM frequency, stereo
1

reception, and the status of the fine-tuning feature. The "Hi
O" button is just below the display area; pushing it activates
the narrow -mode circuitry described above as well as the
fine-tuning circuitry, controllable by means of a small rotary
knob next to the "Hi O" button. When you use the fine-tune
knob, an arrow in the display shows if you have tuned above
or below the frequency indicated by the numeric display. If
you tune to another station, the Twenty -Three automatically
cancels the fine-tune setting, since the new station might not
require fine tuning. (Even if it did, the fine-tuning direction
required for one station would not necessarily be optimal for
another.)
Farther to the right are an interstation "Mute" button, AM
and FM band selector pushbuttons, a mono/stereo button, a

"Seek" button, and a large tuning knob. When "Seek" is
pressed, rotating the knob in either direction causes the
tuning circuits to scan across the band and stop at the next

further improve adjacent -channel rejection and eliminate
interference. Such tuning flexibility is also important if you

strong signal. When "Seek" is released, the knob tunes
linearly, with displayed frequencies changing gradually as

subscribe to cable FM, since cable operators are not always
as careful as broadcast stations when it comes to frequency
allocations and accuracy.

you turn it.
The rear panel of the Citation Twenty -Three is equipped
with 300- and 75 -ohm FM antenna terminals, AM antenna

Control Layout
At the left end of the front panel are the "Power" button
(with built-in indicator LED), a "Memory" button for setting
station presets, and a button that's used, like the shift key on
a typewriter, to enable you to store 16 AM and FM stations

(in any combination) with only eight actual preset buttons.
The preset buttons, in a horizontal row, are labelled with two
sets of numbers (1 through 8 above the buttons, 9 through
16 below). When one of these preset buttons is pressed, an
LED glows at its top or at its bottom, depending upon
whether the "shift" key has been pressed or not. An infrared
sensor above the seventh preset button responds to corn-

terminals (to which the supplied pivoting AM loop can be
attached), variable and fixed output jacks, and an un switched a.c. convenience outlet. A control near the variable output jacks is used when adjusting output level, and a
second small control adjusts muting threshold (the level of

signal that will overcome the interstation muting circuit
muting has been activated at the front panel).

if

Measurements
Usable mono sensitivity in the normal (wide) mode measured slightly more than 11.0 dBf, while maximum signal-tonoise ratio for strong mono signals reached 84 dB, exactly
as claimed by Harman/Kardon. Stereo threshold was set at
about 32 dBf; below this level, reception automatically
switched to mono. At 65 dBf, S/N in stereo was 75 dB, as
claimed, but if increased generator output beyond that
point, S/N improved still further, reaching a maximum of 79
dB at 80 dBf. Figure 1 shows how mono and stereo noise
varied with increasing input signal strength. Notice, too, the
excellent limiting characteristics of this tuner, as indicated
I

by the top curve, labelled "Audio Output." Virtually full
limiting is reached by the time input signal level approaches
10.8 dBf, the rated level for mono usable sensitivity. Few
FM tuners deliver fully limited audio signals at such low r.f.
input levels.
In the Hi O (narrow) mode, mono usable sensitivity was
around 18 dBf, a bit higher than in normal mode. However,
with strong signal inputs, mono S/N readings were the same
in Hi O as they were in normal mode, so I am not presenting
a separate graph for those results.
Total harmonic distortion plus noise for a 1 -kHz modulating signal in the normal mode reached 0.05% in mono at 65
dBf, decreasing further to 0.043% at 80 dBf. Stereo THD in
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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Continues to define the state -of -the art...

The Bryston Magic
BRYSTON believes the

purpose of an audio
system is to create the
three dimensional illusion of a live
musical event in your own home.
This sound stage involves the
placement of instruments, in
space, around, behind and in
front of the speaker system.
The audio system should
present the instruments in their
proper size, and the instruments'
harmonic structure, image, tonal

balance, depth, clarity and dynamic range should all sound believable.

In order to accomplish this
three dimensional sound stage a
significant amount of effort is
required in both theory and
practice when designing an
audio product.
TO this end, Bryston has

originated and optimized
the circuitry used in all its
products to a degree of linearity
which approaches theoretical
perfection. From steady-state
signals, to high, low and mid frequency transients we understand the mechanisms and

In Canada:
'ffilrs1<1131111

criteria necessary for musical accuracy over the full spectrum.
We have devoted years of
research to the elimination
of audible problems due to
phase shill, differential temperature effects, transient compression, envelope modulation,
and the subtle effects group
delay can have on depth information.
WE invite you to expe -

rience the Bryston
magic - a sound stage
in your own home!

In the United States:

Marketing Ltd.

lIsrs><EM1

Vermont

RFD #4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602
(805) 223-6159

57 Westmore Drive, Rexdale, Ontario M9V 3Y6
(416) 746-0300
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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The test result of 32 dB for
adjacent -channel selectivity
really made me take notice;
it's the highest I have ever
encountered.

MOO OUTPUT

t- __.-

-io -

this mode was almost as good, with readings of 0.065%.
When I switched to the Hi Q mode, distortion increased, as
might be expected. That's one of the penalties of greater
selectivity, no matter how it is achieved. In Hi Q mode, THD
in both mono and stereo hovered around the 0.25% mark

-
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with strong signals applied. Figure 2 shows how THD varied
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w -40

as a function of input signal level for mono and stereo

-1.-
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signals and for both the normal and Hi Q operating modes.

STEREO NOISE

Figure 3 shows how THD + N varied as a function of

60

modulating frequency for mono and stereo in both operating

70

modes. Because the unit tested exhibited a fairly high
amount of unsuppressed subcarrier output, I was unable to
obtain an accurate reading for THD at 10 kHz in the stereo
mode. Any test setup with sufficient bandwidth to measure
20 kHz, the second harmonic of 10 kHz, would also measure the 19 -kHz subcarrier components. The result would
be inordinately high "distortion" readings that are not really

NONO MOM
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Fig. 1-Mono and stereo
quieting characteristics,
FM section. Note
excellent limiting
characteristics; see text.

harmonic distortion at all. This problem does not occur when
measuring distortion at lower frequencies, because the IHF/
EIA/IEEE Tuner Measurement Standard, which requires distortion measurements only at modulating frequencies up to
6 kHz, prescribes the use of a band-pass filter whose cutoff
points are at 200 Hz and 15 kHz. (To obtain 10 -kHz read-

take this band-pass filter out of the signal path.) In
any case, in the normal mode, mono THD remained well
under 0.1% at all frequencies, and stereo THD rose to no
ings,
1

z

I

more than 0.11% at 100 Hz and to 0.12% at 6 kHz. In the Hi
Q mode, mono THD remained under 0.1% at low frequen-

+

cies, increasing to 0.48% at 6 kHz; in stereo, THD was

20
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40
30
50
S'GNAL STRENGTH - dBf

60

70

80

Fig. 2-THD f- N vs.

Figure 5 shows separation at 5 kHz, the difference in

signal strength for
normal (wide i.f.) and
Hi Q (narrow i.f.) modes,

height between the tall spike at the left and the smaller spike
contained within it. It also shows the crosstalk components
produced at the output of the unmodulated stereo channel
in the presence of a 100% -modulated, 5 -kHz signal on the
opposite channel. The two fairly large components near the

FM section.
00

-1-

0.52% at 100 Hz and 0.38% at 6 kHz.
With the tuner set to the normal mode, stereo separation
(Fig. 4) measured in excess of 55 dB at mid -frequencies,
dropping to 51 dB at 100 Hz and to 40 dB at 10 kHz. When
the Hi Q circuit was activated, separation decreased (middle trace of Fig. 4), but it was still a very adequate 39 dB at 1
kHz, 41 dB at 100 Hz, and 29 dB at 10 kHz.

ti

STEREO, NARROW

right of the photo are sidebands surrounding the smaller

TIONO, MARROW

residual 38 -kHz subcarrier component. It was these unusually large out -of -band components that prevented me from

s

getting a meaningful stereo THD reading at 10 kHz. Al-

STEREO, WIDE

though these components will certainly not be audible, they
shouldn't be this large, since they could affect Dolby recordings made off the air. discussed this situation with engineers at H/K; they informed me that my sample was from a
small, first -production pilot run and that the problem-which
they too had discovered-has since been corrected.
Perhaps the most significant measurement which can
report is the Twenty -Three's adjacent -channel selectivity in
the Hi Q mode. The 32 -dB value I obtained really made me
sit up and take notice; have never measured a tuner that
did as well. Most tuners, even when measured in the narrow
i.f. mode, rarely achieve values of even 20 dB; those tuners
that don't have a narrow mode generally do not exceed 5 to
10 dB. This unit's excellent 32 -dB reading accounts for its
I

yONCt

I

0.01

20

Ik

100

FREQUENCY-Hz

Fig. 3-THD + N vs.

modulating frequency
for normal (wide) and
Hi Q (narrow) modes,
FM section.

10k

20k

I
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THE FULL -RANGE
CALIPER
DUETTA
SCINTILLA

RIBBON EXPERIENCE

A

DIVA

A

A

Normal impedance 4 ohms

LNG
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The Twenty -Three clearly

merits the Citation label,
something that's never been
awarded lightly by the
Harman /Kardon management.
ability to single out an incoming signal even when a stronger
signal is only 200 kHz away.
Alternate -channel selectivity turned out to be 63 dB in the

normal mode and 78 dB in Hi Q, almost exactly as specified. Other measurements, such as image, i.f., and AM
rejection, also came to
or 2 dB above or below the
1

manufacturer's specified value. Because of the limitations of
my test equipment, can't confirm the claimed spurious response rejection of 115 dB, but I can attest to a figure of at
least 100 dB. Equipment limitations also prevented my meaI

Fig. 4-FM frequency
response (top trace) and
separation vs. frequency
for Hi Q mode (middle
trace) and normal mode
(bottom trace).

suring capture ratio down as low as the Twenty -Three's
rating of 0.75 dB in normal mode. The best I've ever been
able to measure (again, probably owing to the test gear) is
1.0 dB, and that's what I obtained in this case. Capture ratio

in the Hi Q mode was a bit poorer, closer to 2.0 dB, but
that's still a very acceptable value.
Harman/Kardon obviously paid some attention to the AM
circuitry in this tuner too. The AM frequency response, seen
in Fig. 6, shows that the 6 -dB roll -off point occurred a bit
above 5 kHz. That's almost an octave higher than I usually
measure on AM/FM tuners and receivers, even if it's not
quite "high fidelity." Having been favorably impressed by
this measurement (it's always a surprise to find a tuner with
AM response above 3 kHz), I decided to devote a bit more
time to the AM section. I measured AM sensitivity (via the
external antenna terminals) of 15µV, S/N ratio of exactly the
55 dB claimed, i.f. rejection of 67 dB, and distortion of under
0.5% for mid -frequency modulating signals.

Use and Listening Tests
There is a station near the bottom of the FM band in my
area (near New York City) that I had always suspected was
either overmodulating or simply putting out a distorted signal. With the aid of the Citation Twenty -Three, I was able to

Fig. 5-Separation and
crosstalk components
for a 5 -kHz modulating

signal, plus subcarrier and
sideband components.
See text. (Vertical scale:
10 dB/div.)

prove that the problem was overmodulation. In the Hi Q
mode (which permits no more than 80 kHz deviation even if
a station modulates beyond its allotted 75 kHz), could
clearly detect the kind of distortion that arises from severe
I

overmodulation. There's also a fairly strong station in my
area that has prevented me from receiving a weaker station

coming from mid -Connecticut whenever I've used a frequency -synthesized tuner. With the aid of the Twenty Three's fine-tune and Hi Q features, I was able to off -tune
ever so slightly, just enough to maintain distortion -free reception of the weaker station while eliminating just about all
traces of the previous interference.
Even in the absence of reception problems to address,
the Citation Twenty -Three is without a doubt a very good -

sounding tuner. The range of muting adjustment is very
broad, from about 30 dBf to 65 dBf. don't think anyone
I

would ever set it at its maximum point, though, unless one
wanted only the very strongest stations to come through.
I guess the highest compliment I can pay to this component is to say that it definitely deserves the Citation label, a
designation that has never been awarded lightly by Har-

Fig. 6-AM frequency
response.

man/Kardon's management. The Twenty -Three is both great
to look at and great to listen to. With tuners like this around,
perhaps a few more stations in each listening area will clean
up their act in an effort to match its fine performance.
Leonard Feldman
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SONOGRAPHE SYSTEMS
For Those Whose Discriminating Taste Exceeds Their Means
Whether your preference is for the warm glow of a string quartet, or the driving rhythm
of hard rock, SONOGRAPHE will recreate the mood of live performance. Conceived and
engineered by conrad-johnson design to achieve sonic excellence far exceeding their
moderate prices, each SONOGRAPHE. component offers commendable performance
in systems of the highest quality lbgether they constitute a complete system of near
reference quality at an affordable price-less than $3000 for cd player preamplifier,
amplifier and monitor speakers.
the conrad-johnson group
2800R DorrAve Fairfax, VA 22031 703-698-8581
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Frequency Response: 4 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.3 dB.
THD: Less than 0.0025% at 1 kHz.
SIN: 108 dB.

Dynamic Range: 96 dB.

Output Levels and Impedances:
Unbalanced outputs, 2 V/5 kilohms;

balanced outputs, 2 V/600 ohms;
digital output, 0.5 V peak to peak/75

ohms; headphones, 45 mW maximum with 32 -ohm load.

Number of Programmable Se-

SANSUI

lections: 20.
Power Requirements: 120 V, 50/

CD -X901

Dimensions: 1711/16 in. W x 37/e in.

COMPACT
DISC

PLAYER

60 Hz, 35 watts.

H x 16 in. D (44.9 cm x 9.8 cm x
40.6 cm).

Weight: 23.1 lbs. (10.5 kg).
Price: $1,400.

Company Address: 1250 Valley
Brook Ave., Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071.
For literature, circle No. 93
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After several years of concentrating on "rack systems,"
Sansui has finally come home. By this I mean that they have
designed a group of components reminiscent of the Sansui

of old, a company dedicated to state-of-the-art technology
and superb -sounding audio equipment. To differentiate the
new high -end products from the components found in their
rack systems, Sansui has dubbed this new line the "Vintage" series. The CD -X901 CD player, without a doubt one

of the finest looking and best sounding players

I

have

tested, definitely belongs in Sansui's Vintage category. It is
the equal of some of the most highly regarded CD machines
available.
Like other top players, the CD -X901 features randomaccess programming of up to 20 selections, access to any

track or any index number within a track, audible music
search, music scanning (automatic play of of the first few
seconds of each track), various repeat -play modes, and a
wireless remote control that duplicates just about all of the
functions found on the front panel. Beyond all of that, Sansui

has added a digital output terminal for those who prefer

Fig. 1-Frequency
response. left (top) and
right channels.

using a separate D/A signal processor. There is also a pair
of XLR balanced -output connectors (in addition to the usual
unbalanced phono jack outputs) for those who have amplifiers or preamplifiers with balanced inputs. I should mention
that one integrated amp in Sansui's Vintage series, the AU X901, does, in fact, have balanced inputs. It would therefore
be an ideal choice to use with this player, in terms of both
functional compatibility and styling.

Control Layout
The all -black front panel of the CD -X901 is similar in
layout to that of several other full -featured CD players. At left

is the "Power" switch, a "Timer" switch (used if the player's
power cord is connected to an external timer), a smooth -

gliding disc drawer, and an "Open/Close" pushbutton. A
large display area near the center of the panel includes both
a numerical readout for the track being played and a "music
calendar." The calendar is a grid of numbers from 1 to 20

that shows all the tracks on a disc or the tracks that have
been programmed; as each track is played, the indicator
light for that track is extinguished. Many other indications of
player status are also provided, including a display of the
repeat -play mode in use, if any, and displays of elapsed or

Fig. 2-THD + N vs.
frequency at maximum
recorded level.

remaining time for the current track or for the entire disc.
The time -display modes are called up by a "Time" button
below the display.
To the right of the display area are the numeric keys, plus
"Set" and "Cl" (clear), used for programming and for direct
access of a desired track or index point. Farther to the right
are the "Play," "Pause," "Music Scan," and "Stop" keys, as
well as two search keys marked with left- and right -pointing
arrows. Along the lower edge of the panel are the buttons

for repeat play, the "Time" button, a "Check" button for
verifying programs, a "Spacing" button (which inserts a 4-S

space after every selection, for taping), a pair of "Index"
buttons, and a pair of buttons labelled "AMPS" (Automatic
Music Program Search) which move the laser pickup forward or back to the start of the next or the previous tracks.
At the lower right corner of the panel is a stereo phone jack
and its level control.

Fig. 3-Spectrum analysis
of 20 -kHz test tone;
sweep is linear from 0 Hz
to 50 kHz. Vertical scale:
10 dB/div.
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THD + N at 1 kHz was an
excellent 0.0035%, and at
higher frequencies I found
the figures to be even more
impressive.
The rear panel is equipped both with unbalanced, phono-

tip output jacks and with the balanced XLR-type output
connectors mentioned earlier. Also on the rear is the single
digital output jack and an associated on/off swtich that must
be placed in the "On" position if you intend to use that jack.
Sansui even thought of including a chassis ground terminal
on the rear panel. I wish other makers of CD players would
include one, as several times I've found that grounding the

chassis of a CD player to the chassis of a preamp or
amplifier can actually reduce background noise and hum.

Measurements
Figure 1 is a plot of frequency response using the EIAapproved CD -1 test disc. At 20 kHz, response was down
only 0.6 dB for the left channel and only 0.5 dB for the right
A

channel.
Figure 2 is a plot of THD + N versus frequency, At 1 kHz,

B

iº

iill L-y

THD + N measured 0.0035%, an excellent figure. Even
more impressive, however, were the THD + N readings at

hdF

higher frequencies. No band-pass filters were used to make
these measurements, so a reading taken at 20 kHz includes

0
20
80

-100

Ic;0 200
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FREQUENCY -

Fig. 4-S ,N analysis,
unweighted (A) and
A -weighted (B).

r;

20k

any and all out -of -band products, regardless of whether
they constitute harmonic components, "beats" between the
sampling frequency and the reproduced frequencies, or
anything else. Largely due to beats, many CD players I've
tested have exhibited THD + N levels of well over 1% when
subjected to this type of "open-ended" bandwidth measurement. The Sansui unit yielded a reading of only 0.030% for
this test, indicating that it has superbly linear D/A converters, optimally designed digital filters, and well -designed
post-D/A analog filtering.
This excellence is further confirmed in Fig. 3, which shows

a spectrum analyzer's linear sweep from 0 Hz to 50 kHz.
The tall spike represents a 20 -kHz output signal as reproduced from the test disc. The dynamic range in this display
is greater than 70 dB, so the fact that there is only the very
beginning of an additional spike (just barely visible behind
the "n" in "Frequency") above the 20 -kHz test tone, and the
fact that there is no spike in the in -band region to the test
tone's left, confirm my THD + N reading of roughly 0.03% at
20 kHz.
Figures 4A and 4B show the distribution of noise appear-

ing at the output of the player when the "minus infinity" or
"no signal" track of my test disc was played. Overall un weighted signal-to-noise ratio was 93.2 dB, and A -weighted
signal-to-noise ratio was 98.6 dB. I am somewhat at a loss to
understand how Sansui arrived at a 108 -dB specification
for S/N.
On the other hand, I measured a much higher dynamic

range capability for the CD -X901 than the manufacturer
specified -104 dB as against 96 dB claimed. Here, the
disparity may well be due to a difference in the way the
SEPARATION, R to L
SEPARATION, L to R

measurements were made. I recently switched to the method suggested in the proposed EIA Standards for CD player
measurement. It stipulates using a special dithered track on

the CD -1 test disc and comparing the output of a -60 dB

Fig. 5-Separation vs.
frequency.

recorded signal with the output of dithered noise only,
expressed in dB. To this difference is added the initial
-60 dB.
Linearity was measured two ways: With and without dither
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Finally you can believe
everything you heat
ultra -high gauss rare earth neodymium
magnets, computer -tuned crossover networks and acoustically inert mounting
materials to bring you musical detail
that in every way recreates the original
performance. With just about any
power level you care to feed them.
The end result? A rare, spine tingling musical experience you
wouldn't have thought possible in
your car.
But don't take our word for it.
Not when you have a chance to audition
the Infinity Kappas at your Infinity
autosound specialist.
They'll make a believer out of you.

For some time your ears have been telling
you that something about car audio isn't
ringing true.
The speakers.
Conventional car speaker technology
just hasn't been up to the task of
reproducing the full emotional depth
and scale of music you can experience
with great home speakers.
But then the Infinity Kappa Automotive Series is far from conventional.
These remarkable new speakers,
inspired by our revolutionary Kappa
home loudspeakers, utilize patented
Infinity innovations like injection molded polypropylene/graphite cones,

Infinity
We get you back to what it's all about. Music.
A Harman International company ©1987 Infinity Systems, Inc. 9409 Owensmouth Ave., Chatswor h. CA USA. 91311 818)709-9400 is Careda: H. Roy Gray Ltd 14 Laidlaw BM., Markham, Ontario Canada L3PIW7 (416) 294-4833
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You'll have to go some
distance to come up with
a CD player that matches
the sonic standards of this
"vintage" component.
added. Without dither, linearity was accurate all the way

from 0 to -80 dB, with an error of 2 dB at -90 dB (the
output read -88 instead of -90 dB). Using the dithered
A^-^^r

45.N.r.~rv

Fig. 6-Reproduction of
a 1 -kHz square wave.

ti

vw..,.,...," A I

test signals, accuracy down to -80 dB was still maintained
within 0.1 dB, but at -90 dB the error was 3 dB. The result
of the undithered linearity test is considerably better than
what I have measured from most CD players in the past; as
to the dithered test, I have no basis for comparison, having
begun to use it only recently. (See "Dithered Linearity CD
Test Signals," which accompanied my review of the Technics SL -P1200 player in the December 1987 issue.)
Stereo separation (Fig. 5) was the best I have ever obtained for any Compact Disc player. While most units have
exhibited a decreasing separation at higher frequencies,
the CD -X901 achieved separation of approximately 95 dB
even at 16 kHz, which is the highest test frequency used in
this measurement.
The 1 -kHz square wave shown in Fig. 6 and the unit pulse
shown in Fig. 7 are typical of what I have observed from CD

players that use digital filtering and four -times oversampling. The symmetrical -looking horizontal ripples in Fig. 6
should not be interpreted as "ringing." Rather, they are
simply the result of "missing" higher -order harmonic components above 20 kHz that would be required to faithfully
depict a square wave at this frequency. The square wave
shown in Fig. 6 is as good as any I have seen reproduced
by a CD player.
Figure 8 is the Lissajous pattern obtained when 20 -kHz
signals were fed to the vertical and horizontal inputs of my
test oscilloscope. A straight line would indicate absolutely
no difference in phase between the two signals. The very
slightly elliptical shape of this display shows that there may
be a phase error of a few degrees, probably caused by
some minor and audibly insignificant difference in the phase

Fig. 7-Unit-pulse test.

characteristics of the player's left and right analog output
stages.

Use and Listening Tests
At the time I tested the CD -X901 in my lab, I had two other

high -end machines on hand, and used them to make
listening comparisons. The other units were my own Sony
I

CDP-650ESD reference player and the "professional" Technics SL -P1200.
regard these two players as especially
good -sounding units. The Sansui CD -X901 equalled both of
them, reproducing highs with exceptional clarity and delivering awesome bass energy.
I

recenty obtained the two -disc Telarc release of Liza
Minnelli at Carnegie Hall (CD -85502). If you want to hear
what live sound can be like, as reproduced on well -engineered CDs, I urge you to play these discs on a unit such as
the CD -X901. Close your eyes and it won't be too hard to
imagine that you are in the audience. There's not the slightest hint of "canned" sound from this CD player when reproI

ducing well -made CDs.

Fig. 8-Interchannel
phase comparison at
20 kHz. Slightly elliptical
shape indicates small
phase error (see text).

These days, properly produced discs aren't all that hard
to find, but you'll have to go some distance to find a player
that comes up to the sonic standards of the CD -X901. It's

nice to have Sansui's engineering efforts directed once
again to such "vintage" products. Welcome home, Sansui,
we've missed you!
Leonard Feldman
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BEYOND CONVENTIONAL AUDIO

THE ONKYO INTEGRA TX -108
THE FIRST RECEIVER WITH SEPARATES PERFORMANCE
In the past, buying a rece ver over ccstly separate components meant sacrificing sound qua ity for the
sake of convenience one eccnomy. The ONKYO Integra TX -108 sets a new standard or receiver
performance by providing sound quality normally associated with separates with maximum audio and
video system control Flexibility, all operated by 25 key wireless remote control.
The heart of the T)) -10E is ONKYO's patented Real Phase power supply system. Real Phase insures phase
accuracy in tie audio signal by placing a second power transformer between the ma n power transformer
and the filter/storage capacitors, durlicating the theoretical perfect charging current, pure DC. The TX -108
provides an RMS powe- of 100 watts per channel into 8 ohms and an IHF dynamic pcwer of 295 watts
into 2 ohms, along w th p-ecisely =ocused imaging and deep, tight bass.
Full audio/video flexibility is provided by 5 audio and 2 video inputs facilitating easy dubbing between
video and audio sources. A unique Sound Control system incorporates a dual band Dynamic Bass
Expander for superior deep bass impact and definition, a Dynamic
Transient Expander le restore impact and dynamics to compressed music
sources, and a Simulated Stereo function for monophonic video soundtracks.
Artistry In Sound

TX-108.Yn

Now, there's c new standard for receiver convenience :and separates
performance. The OVKYO Integra

Ente No 57 on Reader Serv,ce Card
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200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Transducer Type: Condenser.
Frequency Response: 40 Hz to 20
F{

Sensitivity (Open -Circuit Voltage): 25 m`. Pa (8 mV/Pa with 10 dB attenuator), ± 1 dB.

Nominal Output Impedance: 150
kil-

ohm. 600 ohms minimum to 130 dB
SPL (140 dB SPL with attenuator).

Equivalent SPL: 12 dBA rms (16
dBA with attenuator) per DIN 45-

SENNHEISER
MKH 40
MICROPHONE
Manufacturer's Specifications

500: 21 dBA peak (26 dBA with at-

and 140 -Hz filters.

Supplied Accessories: MZQ stand
screen: foam -lined carrying case.
Dimensions: 1 in. diameter x 5'/8 in.

L (2.5 cm x 15 cm).
Weight: Approximately 31/, oz. (100
grams).

tenuator) per CCIR 468.

Prices: Microphone, $839: MZN 16P48U a.c. supply, $345: MZA 16-

0.5% THD at 1 kHz: 134 dB (142

Company Address: P.O. Box 987,

dB with attenuator).

Old Lyme, Conn. 06371.
For literature, circle No. 94

Maximum SPL for Less than
-3 dB Roll off: 40 Hz, 12 dB/octave

P48U battery supply, $339.

with low-cut filter off: 120 Hz, 6 dB/
octave with low-cut filter on.

Directional Pattern: Cardioid.

Power Requirements: 48 V, ± 4 V,

Symmetrical pressure -gradient.

2 mA: phantom powering as per DIN
45-596.

Acoustic Operating Principle:

phones: MZA 16-P48U battery supply for one microphone, with switch able 20 -dB pads and 20- (flat). 80-,

holder: MZW 41 wind and pop

ohms, balanced.

Minimum Load Impedance: 1

Power -Supply Options: MZN 16P48U a.c. supply for two micro-
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Sennheiser, a German firm, manufactures a wide variety

070 OHMS

of dynamic and condenser microphones, headphones,
wireless microphone and headphone systems, and related
electronics. The designation "MKH" refers to their line of

140-H2 FILTER
172 OHMS
125 OHMS

studio condenser microphones, each of which employs

WITHOUT FILTER

what the company calls the "RF Principle." Instead of applying a high d.c. voltage to the capsule, about 10 V of 8 -MHz
r.f. bias is applied from a low -noise oscillator. The capacitance variations of the capsule modulate the oscillator, and
this modulation is translated into an audio signal. Since the
capsule is a capacitor, the impedance of its 8 -MHz output is
low compared to the audio -frequency output of an equivalent d.c.-biased microphone. Sennheiser says that this renders the MKH microphones less susceptible to popping and

WITHOUT FILTER

Fig. 1-Impedance vs.
frequency. Top three
curves show effects of
power -supply filter switches;
actual impedances are
sputtering noises caused by high humidity, thus making approximately 100 ohms
them suitable for outdoor use. The MKH line includes an less than shown due to
omnidirectional, a figure -eight, and a cardioid mike, short use of isolation transformer
and long shotgun models, and a special-purpose omni unit in this test. Bottom curve,
which features flat response down to 0.1 Hz. All of these made direct into test gear
microphones, except for the last, feature very low noise with power -supply filters
levels.
off, is same for all mike
I've had some previous experience with the MKH mikes; it filter and attenuator switch
came in 1980, when I was refurbishing the 1970 -vintage positions.
RCA console in the Grand Tier broadcast booth at New
York's Metropolitan Opera House. The console inputs came Measurements
Readers of my previous reviews will recall that my tests
from a number of short MKH-416 shotgun mikes hung 40
feet above the orchestra and stage. (This was low, com- include measurements of impedance, frequency response
pared to the reported 100 -foot proscenium height!) The (both axial and at various angles off -axis), and (for condensMKH shotgun mikes yielded excellent audio in spite of their
long distance from the performers, and the very long cables
between the mikes and the power supplies in the booth did
not impair that quality.
'

The appearance of the MKH 40 is best described as
"understated." The satin -black cylindrical housing is quite
plain, save for the flat surfaces along two-thirds of its length.
These surfaces serve the practical functions of providing
secure mating to the swivel mount and acting as a "panel"
for the 120 -Hz filter and output attenuator switches. The
microphone is very lightweight compared to many other
professional condenser microphones.
The specifications for the MKH 40 indicate that it has a
very wide dynamic range, uniform frequency response at all
useful pickup angles (e.g., a polar pattern independent of
frequency), and low distortion. According to the published
frequency response curves, it also is flatter than the MKH
cardioid that came before it (MKH-406) and has lower noise.
It is recommended by the manufacturer for digital recording
and, like the MKH-406, is said to be appropriate for outdoor
as well as indoor use.
The MKH 40 requires external phantom powering; not
wanting to gamble on introducing noise from a lab power
supply, opted for the battery supply, MZA 16-P48U. This
was a good choice because it includes a 20 -dB attenuator
and response -shaping filters-flat (20 Hz) plus 80 and 140
I

ers) noise level. With all of the switch selections available on

this microphone and power supply, it was not practical to
conduct all of these tests for every switch setting. Therefore,
I planned the tests so as to sample all settings but minimize
the total number of tests.
The curves of impedance versus frequency, in Fig. 1, give
some idea of the maze that would result from trying every
switch setting for every measurement. The bottom curve is
the impedance of the direct output from the battery power
supply into an unbalanced test circuit, with the supply's filter
switched out (that is, with the switch at its "20 Hz" setting).
All possible settings of the microphone's filter and attenua-

tor switches were checked, with no effect on the result.
Impedance at 1 kHz remained near the rated value of 50
ohms, and the low -frequency peak remained at 125 Hz. This

peak will not cause appreciable loading with most low impedance inputs rated at 150 to 250 ohms.
For the upper three curves, which show the effects on
impedance of changing the power -supply filter settings, a
transformer was used for isolation from the test jig. (This was
done because the instructions for the power supply warn
against unbalancing the output, as was done for the bottom
curve, even though no error was apparent.) The transformer
added about 100 ohms to the impedance values, and this
should be mentally subtracted from the values shown.

Unlike the filter and attenuator in the microphone, the

Hz positions-which supplement those on the mike. The

filters in the battery supply did cause a considerable

power -supply switches offer flexibility in recording and are
an advantage in any live concert setting where you can't
access the mike to make changes. At $678 for a pair, these
battery supplies are a bargain, at least compared to one
that I've tested which cost in excess of $1,000.

maximum value probably remains below about 400 ohms,
which most microphone inputs can easily tolerate.
measured on -axis frequency response, with all
Next,
filters and attenuators switched off, at three distances from

change in impedance at low frequencies. However, the

I
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This mike's noise is so
remarkably low that it can
pick up sounds that are
too quiet to be heard
by an unaided ear!
upon axial frequency response at infinite source distance
(Fig. 3). This data will assist in selecting the desired filter
when the microphone is used close to the source or when
noise attenuation is desired. Unfortunately, the filters are not
ideal for proximity -effect reduction since the curves in Fig. 2
are not precisely the inverse of the curves in Fig. 1. My
recommendation is to use the mike's roll -off filter and switch
the power supply (if used) to 20 Hz for distances of 1 or 2
feet, and to use external equalization for closer distances.
The 80- and 140 -Hz settings will be more useful for noise
reduction when recording sound sources that have no low

frequencies. Note the significant attenuation at the highfrequency end of Fig. 3 when the foam windscreen is in
place. This windscreen should not be used without some

QUE. NCY

Fig. 2-On-axis frequency
response at three
distances with
microphone roll -off

thought as to its sonic effect.
The axial frequency response curves show a rise above 1
kHz; this rise reaches 3.5 dB in the region from 4 to 6 kHz.
The curve given on the microphone's catalog sheet indi-

and power -supply

filters switched out.

cates a flat trend with a ±2 dB tolerance envelope. In

(0 dB = -36 dB

contrast, the instruction booklet accompanying the microphone shows a curve which rises about 2 dB and a tolerance envelope that extends to +4 dB. I assume that the
information in the instruction booklet is more accurate.

re: 1 V Pa)

The sensitivity, with the attenuators in the microphone and

power supply switched out, is -36 dBV/Pa. My rule of
thumb is that an unamplified microphone should have a
sensitivity of at least -60 dBV/Pa so that contemporary
WITHOUT FILTER

mixing boards will not add noise to its signal. Thus, the MKH

40 has more than 20 dB of additional output available,
which may be used to advantage in picking up low-level

ROLL -OFF
SWITCHED IN

WITH

140 -Hz FILTER

.OEN`,Y--Hz

roll -off as noted.

sounds. With loud sounds, however, such as full orchestra
at loudest level or closely miked instruments, it will probably

be necessary to switch in the attenuators on the microphone, power supply, or mixing board. According to my test
results, these attenuators do not introduce any frequency
discrimination.

BO -Hz FILTER

Fig. 3-On-axis frequency
response at infinite
distance for different filter
settings. Microphone

FOAM
SCREEN

The polar pattern was assumed to be the same in all
planes of rotation, and one set of curves was drawn to
represent the entire family of polar responses. The pattern
was also assumed to be symmetrical in the half -plane not
tested. Figure 4 shows the results: The polar pattern is quite
uniform from 0° to 90° at 10 kHz. It is probably uniform out to
15 kHz at 60°, so an X -Y stereo pair angled at the recommended 120° will have uniform frequency response for all

sources within its included angle. The rejection at 135°,
about 14 dB at kHz, is good. The rejection at 180° is
acceptable, averaging about 15 dB. The manufacturer's
data in the form of a polar pattern indicates about 14 dB
1

my sound source (Fig. 2). Readers of past reviews will recall rejection at 135° and more than 25 dB rejection at 180° up to
that this unique source, whose driver has a 2 -inch -diameter 1 kHz. do not count this as an important difference bepiston, can be used for accurate measurements from 30 Hz cause the measurement is difficult, and significant differto 20 kHz at distances as close as 6 inches. These response ences between laboratories are possible.
curves reveal proximity effects which closely match those of
The noise test revealed a remarkable feature of this microan ideal cardioid microphone. The low -frequency response phone: It can pick up sounds that cannot be heard by the
is probably flat above 30 Hz at some distance between 1 unaided ear! Figure 5 shows the equivalent sound pressure
foot and infinity (1 meter would be a good estimate). Thus, level of the microphone's own noise, measured via 1/3 when the MKH 40 is used at any distance closer than 3 or 4 octave band filters, with the microphone in a sound -retarfeet, the bass boost should be equalized out, unless you dant box. The measurement was troubled by a strange lump
desire it as a special effect.
at 75 Hz, yet could hear no sound outside of the box at
The next test measured the effects of the various filters such a low frequency and level. By listening to the input and
I

I
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r LED control pawl adjusts the lerels oT 5 swiarate cmrpliTiers in each speaker cabinet.

Audiophiles have long been purring over
the benefits cf bi-amplified speakers. They
pcint to the incredibly lifelike dynamic range.
The reduced tnter modulation distortion.
At Altec Lansing however, we've been
pLrsuing nuch trigger cats.
Introducing tie Altec Lansing BIASTM*

550. The first loudspeakers in :he world with
Pentamplifiec Sound.
The 550 is a system unlike any other. With
discreet ampl_fiersfor each of 5 bandwidths.
A .otal of tm driver -dedicated amplifiers delivering 1400 watts of power. (.05 % THD/1 Watt
to rated power.;
And because you can adjust the volume of
each amplifier by remote contr:l, you can tailor
the sound perfectly for the nuances of your room.

without any noticeable coloration.
But of course, sophisticated technology
demands equally sophisticated materials.
To complement our woven carbon fiber
pones, we developed mid and high frequency
drivers coated with diamond particles.
Producing an astonishingly accurate high
frequency response.
To eliminate resonance, we designed a
unique double enclosure cabinet. Literally
a cabinet within a cabinet separated by a layer
pf acoustical foam rubber.
We believe the 550 to be the finest loudspeaker system in the world. For more detailed
nformation and complete specifications call
1-800-ALTEC 88** and

From the eery first moment, you'll hear
su)tleties vol'w never heard before. Startling

ask about our special
demonstrations.
They'll be easy to

dynamics. Ai --y sound staging. Reproduced

find. Just follow your ears.

*Bud. Ln AnYj

n' on System **In PA o- Canada call 717-296-H/F1.

AZTEC
LANSING
Loudspeakers for the
well trained ear.

Cop right 1988 Altec Lansing Consumer Products. Milford. PA 183.3'
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Listening confirmed that
the small bass roll -off
is insignificant, but it
also revealed a bit
of extra brightness.
consumer -type electret mike with integral battery. To be
safe, a fresh battery should be installed prior to any critical
recording session.

Use and Listening Tests
90°

-f

\

135°

180°

Using my low -noise microphone amplifier, I compared the
Sennheiser MKH 40 to another condenser microphone with
a wide frequency range, a Nakamichi CM -700 electret. The
CM -700, a premium consumer -grade microphone, sounded
very hissy in a quiet room, whereas the MKH 40 reproduced
the room noise with no audible hiss. Very impressive!

Clipping level with close, loud speech was seen on a
'scope to be approximately 134 dB, as rated. Vibration

Fig. 4-Frequency
response vs. angle for
plane wave, with
microphone roll -off and
power -supply filters
switched out.

noise pickup was less than with the CM -700, and magnetic
hum pickup was lower too. On the other hand, the MKH 40

had somewhat more "pop" sensitivity with its windscreen
mounted than the Nakamichi did. With voice as a source,
the Sennheiser sounded identical to the Nakamichi at angles from 0° to 135°. This was quite remarkable, as the
Nakamichi has exceptionally uniform polar response because of its small diameter (16 mm, compared to 25 mm for
the Sennheiser).
loaned the Sennheiser mike and battery supply to my
I

associate Jack Shaw, who used them in recording piano
and voice on videotape for a cable TV show. He reported
that the resulting tape sounded "clearer, cleaner, and had
less room noise than a tape made with the Nakamichi."
However, after a few selections were recorded, the battery
supply became noisy, and he had to switch to the Nakamichi. Later, I sprayed the battery contacts with contact clean-

er, and the noise ceased
I had the good luck to be able to record a concert which
featured 18 brass and percussion players from the Philadelphia Orchestra, plus pipe organ and large choir. The concert took place in the United Methodist Church in Haddonfield, N.J. An AKG C-422 polydirectional stereo condenser
microphone is permanently flown about 16 feet above the
place where musicians perform in this church. In order to
make a good comparison between the Sennheiser and AKG
mikes, I mounted an X -Y pair of MKH 40s on a tall Shure S-

Fig. 5-Noise spectrum
(third -octave bands) with
microphone attenuator,
roll -off, and power -supply
filter switched out.

15 stand, which raised them to a level only about 2 feet
below the C-422.
I had to position the Sennheisers for an included angle of
90° to match that of the C-422. The AKG, which is normally

set for figure -eight (Blumlein) stereo, had to be set for
cardioid patterns to match the Sennheisers. There was thus

a potential sacrifice in stereo perspective, because the
output of the filter in this band, I deduced that the lump was
the sound of distant traffic, "tuned" by the natural resonance
of my frame building. The SPL of this sound was 5 dB, which

is 25 dB below the normal threshold of hearing at this
frequency! The overall noise level was in agreement with the
rated 12 dBA. The MKH 40 is therefore well suited to pickup

of musical sources at low sound levels, but a very quiet
location is needed. In many locations, even seemingly quiet
studios, I expect this mike will reveal noise.
I found that the 9-V alkaline battery in the power supply
measured 7.69 V after 12 hours of continuous operation.

Rated battery life is 20 hours, and the battery test light is

included angles were less than the usual 120° recommended for crossed cardioids.
Not having a 4 -track recorder on which could tape the
outputs of these mikes simultaneously, I used two cassette
machines from Aiwa, the AD -F990 and the AD -3700, with
metal -particle tape and Dolby C noise reduction. Because
the 990 has the HX-Pro headroom -extension system but the
3700 does not, I switched the units at intermission, to record
with each mike on each machine.
The tapes were auditioned on two systems. One, in my
home listening room, includes modified and equalized Altec
604C duplex studio monitors housed in large sealed boxes.
I

calibrated at 6.5 V. This compares to 200 hours for a In audio quality and stereo perspective, the tapes made
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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e Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
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Recordings made with the
Sennheiser will require no
additional EQ to match the
response balance of
commercial recordings.
levels (100+ dB). At first, the stereo perspectives seemed
astoundingly wide, because the speakers, as recommendsounded exactly the same on each tape, proving to me that ed by Klipsch, were set along the long wall of the room. The
the slight measured roll -off the Sennheiser is insignificant. speakers subtended a 90° angle at the listening position,
The C -422's response is very uniform from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. compared to 60° in my own listening room. However, a very
The sound of trumpets and cymbals was slightly brighter even spread of sound was maintained.
In the bass, both microphones sounded identical. In the
with the Sennheiser, indicating that the measured brightness was not an artifact. should note that some commer- treble, the MKH 40 sounded neutral, whereas the C-422
cial recordings do sound a little bright on my system, where- sounded a little dull; trumpets and cymbals sounded
as the many recordings I've made using the AKG sound brighter with the Sennheiser. Referring to Fig. 4 in Heyser's
Klipschorn review, see a gentle downward trend in the
neutral.
The second listening test was conducted in the living speaker's response from 1 to 15 kHz, as compared to my
room of my friend Walter Harris, using three Klipsch horns. Altecs, which are equalized to measure flat to 10 kHz and to
did say three.) Mr. Harris is an engineer who has be 5 dB down at 15 kHz. Obviously, Klipsch has adjusted
(Yes,
known Paul Klipsch since PWK made his first horns 43 years the response to sound well balanced with commercial rewas treated to a videotape of a visit to the newly corded material. I confirmed this by playing a few CDs. This
ago.
assembled Klipsch Museum, conducted by the master him- leads to the conclusion that recordings made with the Sennself, but that is another story. The Klipschorn was reviewed heiser will have response balance comparable to that of
by Richard Heyser in the November 1986 issue, and a visit commercial material, without additional EQ.
At the risk of repeating a statement from a previous
with Klipsch was described in the August 1980 issue. The
center horn of Mr. Harris' system is a model which does not review, find that an X -Y pair of MKH 40 microphones is an
require placement in a corner, whereas the left and right excellent portable substitute for the reference AKG, which is
horns are the corner types described by Heyser. In keeping more often permanently flown than used on stands, and
with Heyser's results, I found that the sound of tympani was which costs more. The Sennheiser's 122 -dB dynamic range
better on the horns than on my direct -radiating 15 -inch makes it suitable for use with digital or dbx-encoded analog
Jon R. Sank
speakers and that it held up very well at higher playback recording systems.
with the MKH 40 mikes sounded almost identical to those

recorded with the C-422. The bass notes of the organ

I

I

I

I

I

Are you killing your records
with a blunt instrument?
Protect your valuable record collection. Replace your phono
cartridge or stylus today. Send for our free brochure.
Shure Brothers. Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202-3696.
(312) 866-2553.
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Proton's AV27 audio -video system.

Your audio -video system should be
a reflection of your lifestyle. That's
why you'll want the ultimate in picture,
sound and design.
Introducing Proton's new AV27
audio -video system.
At the heart of the system is our
superb, remote -controlled 300 Series
audio components with exclusive

300 Series Remote -Controlled Components with

Dynamic Power on Demand' (top to bottom)
AM -300 Stereo Amplifier. AT -300 Stereo Tuner.
AD -300 Cassette Deck, 830R CD Player.

Dynamic Power on Demand`' (DPD`').
Since its introduction, DPD has
received the highest acclaim. It does
what no other technological innovation
has for CD, other digital recordings,
or hi-fi video listening pleasure. DPD
boosts the amp's output up to four
times its rated power, to let you hear
even the highest musical peaks
clearly, without distortion.
When you put the 300 Series
together with our new matching
speakers, you'll have a combination
that sounds as extraordinary as it
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looks. And, it's the perfect complement to Proton's stunning new 27"
flat screen stereo monitor/receiver.
The Proton AV27 audio -video

system. Once you own it, you'll know
you've arrived.

The ultimate audio/video guide is
yours free for the asking.
Proton's Ultimate System Guide for
AudioNideophiles tells you everything
about the innovative technology and
design that go into creating the renowned Proton line.
For your copy, which includes a list
of the Proton retailers near you,
call (800) 772-0172.
In California, (800) 428-1006.

PROTON
CLEARLY THE BEST
737 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Dimensions: 16' in. W x 21/2 in. H

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
14.7 dBf; stereo, 36.1 dBf.

x 61/2 in. D(42cm x 6.4 cm x 16.5
cm).

Ultimate S/N at 1 kHz (CCIR/

Weight: 71/4 lbs. (3.3 kg).

ARM): Mono, 74 dB; stereo, 65 dB.
THD: 0.25% at 100% modulation,

Price: $375.
Company Address: c/o Music Hall,
108 Station Rd., Great Neck, N.Y.

1

kHz.

Muting Threshold: 17.2 dBf.

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:

11023.

For literature, circle No. 95

100 dB.

AM Rejection: 66.5 dB.
Pilot -Tone Rejection: 66 dB at 19
kHz, 100 dB at 38 kHz.

CREEK 3140
FM TUNER

Capture Ratio: 1.3 dB.
Stereo Separation: 24 dB at 1 kHz,
26 dB at 5 kHz. 27 dB at 10 kHz.

Output Level: 2.33 mV for 100%
modulation (RCA outputs).

don't know who wrote the owner's manual for this FM only British tuner, but whoever did must have been conforming to an unusual set of specification standards. I couldn't
make head or tail of the specs found in the booklet supplied
with the 3140; fortunately, the U.S. distributors of this fine sounding unit from Creek Audio Systems were able to supply the specs listed above.

transition from stereo to mono rather than switching noisily
between them.

must admit that a great deal of

synthesized tuning. Thus, if a signal is not precisely on a
standard station frequency (a problem with many cable FM

I

Having said all that,

I

thought went into the design of the Creek 3140. As is true of
many car stereo tuner circuits, this home component employs a form of automatic stereo "blend" so that, as signals
become progressively weaker, the tuner makes a gradual

The tuning indicator, mono/stereo switching, and the
blend and muting functions are controlled by signals derived
from three reception parameters: S/N, detuning, and overall
signal strength. The frequency display is digital, calibrated in
100 -kHz increments, but the 3140 does not have frequency signals), the unit can still be tuned accurately.
Muting is gradual, but still fast enough to make the tuning
knob appear to operate like a clickless rotary switch, as the
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Introducing the Bose 401" Direct/Reflecting speaker system:
Our most affordable floorstanding speaker.
What separates the 4C1 system f-om
other speakers? Direct/Deflecting'
speaker technology. Taking their cue
from al ve performance, Direct/
Reflecting speakers deliver a precise
ccmbi-iation of direct and reflected
sound. The result is a sense of musical
realisn and impact usually experierced only during a live performance.

Qnlw Bose makes Direct/Reflecting
speakers. To the listener, the benef is
are immediately obvious:

Full stereo-so you enjoy

Litellka spaciousness-y Jr
Tre 1Oí1 system draws or the
desi heritage of the worldaccla ned Bose 901 Direct/
Reflee ing speaker system. F result
of yecr cf ongci ng research, he 401
systerr Is built around the S:ereo

Space "array, an inncvat ve w' to
achiaen a sense of mus cal rea sm
usual y heard o-ly during a live
perfo-irlance.

natural, balanced stereo
th-ouchoutthe listening area,
nc ma_ter where you stand
or sit.

Even sound distributionsc you hear the correct blend
of instruments and vocals
everywhere in the room, not
just between the speakers.

s._
Since conventbnal speaker
radiate pimari ydirctsourtd,
stereo is heardie pry part of
the room.

What separates the 401 system

rom all other Direct/Reflecting sysems is that it's Bose's most affordable
loorstanding loudspeaker. It gives you
rue musical realism at less than half

mus c S3 _Inds lire -sized, Histeal of
being confined:o the speakers

.

he price of a 901 system.

The 401 system's spaciousness,
ifelike performance and high power
nandling capability combine to bring
Dut the best in today's source materialespecially digital compact discs
and hifi video. And like all Bose
products, it's subjected to the
Syncom computer comprehensive quality assurance
program.

The 401 sys-e m projects 3oth

direct an!rdected sound,

Audition the new Bose 401
system soon at your nearest
Bose dealer. For more information, write Bose Corporation,
Department AM, The Mountain,
Framingham, MA 01701.

prov d ng fu I stereo everywhere.

Each speaker has two longexcus on Eyz" woofers that operate
in a c)mpu-er-designed posted
ercics.jre, for deep, powerful bass
with fnv distortion. The 2" tweeter
delivers crisp, c.'ean highs.

The 401 system consists of two
slim, mirror -image speakers
that require less than one
square foot of floorspace each.

_1717.4741E
Better sound through research.

:opyrgnr937 Bose jorporeteo. All rghts-esevei Gowned by
pzl.ntri¢rts lied arden pendi.g Product speccihatuns and features
s,iiecC Ic ctange wilhocl notice;
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My measurements for this

tuner aren't the best, but
that's not the full story.
The sound was excellent,
and imaging was realistic.
combine this uniformity with a higher separation figure
would really have something to patent!
Capture ratio measured 1.2 dB for the wide i.f, mode artd
3.0 dB for the narrow mode. Selectivity was 32 dB for the
wide setting and 85 dB for the narrow. AM suppression was
exactly 50 dB.

Use and Listening Tests
The understated appearance of the Creek 3140 is in
sharp contrast to the emphasis its designers have placed
on accurate tuning, accurate frequency response, and
adaptability to all sorts of reception environments. Though
the lab results fall short of the best I have ever encountered,

Fig. 5-Frequency

have noted more than once, measurements don't always tell the full story. Separation of 30 dB is enough to
as

response (top trace) and
separation vs. frequency.
Note how separation is
maintained across band;
see text.

I

provide realistic stereo imaging, and 0.27% distortion in the
FM stereo mode is low enough so as not to detract from the

otherwise excellent sound of a properly transmitted FM

broadcast. What's more, unlike many other imports from the
"mother country," this one carries a quite reasonable price
was similarly constant, but about 5 to 6 dB lower, in narrow tag. I do take exception to one statement made by Creek in
mode). Such uniformity of stereo separation is something I the owner's manual: "Our philosophy is to design products
have never seen in any tuner before. Most tuners give up a with facilities which benefit the user rather than the reviewgood deal of their separation at the low and high frequency er...." I say, old chaps! What makes you think we reviewextremes;
suspect that some competitors would like to ers aren't users-and listeners too? Pip, pip, and cheerio!
know how Creek managed to avoid this. Anyone who could
Leonard Feldman
I
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NY 10036, Attn: Bound Volume Dept. Allow 4
weeks for delivery.

BINDERSISLIPCASES
Single -copy back
issues of AUDIO from
1983 through current
issue are available.
(Note: April, August,
and October 1983 are
unavailable.) $5.00 per
issue postpaid.

BINDERSISLIPCASES
Maintain your AUDIO collection in these top-quality
binders or slipcases. Binders,
$9.00 each; 3/$26.00;
6/$50.00. Slipcases, $7.65
each; 3/$22.00; 6/$40.00.
Include $2.50 per order for
postage and handling.
TO ORDER:
Indicate issue/binder/slipcase. Include proper amount for postage and handling.
Please add your applicable sales tax. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Make check/
money orders payable to: Audio Magazine, P.O. Box 765, Holmes, PA 19043.
DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER NUMBER: 1-800-345-8112. Use your Visa,
Mastercard or American Express card. $10.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD
ORDER.

The McIntosh XRT 22
Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
sciertist's endeavors.. It is the one
right combination .3f component
parts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker
bitidCe to the dominion of
reproduced musical reali=y. The
high frequency raciator column is

an illustration of tie right

field The low distorion,

combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reprocuce 300 watts
sire wave input power at 20 kliz,
with the lowest measured
intermodulation d slorticn.
Because each tweeter mechanism
hancles a small quantity of the
total power, extremely law
gaartities or' distort on are
developed. The total column
radiates the energy in a ialf
cylindrical time cc.-crdinated sound
transparency of sound, coherence
o= sound images, definition of
mas.cal instruments, and musical
balaice is simply a revelation that
y3u must experience.
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AURICLE

INFINITY
9 KAPPA

LOUDSPEAKER

Company Address: 9409 Owens mouth Ave., Chatsworth, Cal. 91311.
For literature, circle No. 96

Far too often, advances in high -end
audio simply bring greater sophistication and greater expense. Indeed, as
top audio designers focus on equipment whose price is no object, the end
result is often a product that most audiophiles can only dream about. The
Infinity 9 Kappa speaker system is a
major exception.
The 9 Kappa can hardly be called
cheap; after all, a pair of these speakers does cost $2,698. Nonetheless, in

designing the 9 Kappa, Infinity took
advantage of the lessons learned in
building the $45,000 IRS Series V and

the new Beta, Gamma, and Delta
group; as a result, the 9 Kappa introduces new driver and crossover tech-

nology at a much more affordable
price. It also offers overall performance
superior to that of the older Infinity RS 1 B-a loudspeaker system liked
enough to use as a reference for several years.
I

The Technology
The Infinity 9 Kappa is a floor -stand-

ing speaker system measuring 591/2
inches high, 211/2 inches wide, and 8
inches deep. Its frequency response is
uses six drivers aligned vertically on its
front panel; the bandwidth of each has
been carefully limited to optimize per-

There simply isn't space to go into all
of the technical details regarding these
drivers, but it is worth noting that the
new SEMIT and EMIT have much lower
mass than the EMITs Infinity has used

formance in a given area of the fre-

in the past and seem to produce a

quency spectrum. These front -panel
drivers include a SEMIT supertweeter,
an EMIT tweeter, a 3 -inch polypropylene dome upper midrange, a 5 -inch

"faster" and more detailed sound. The

midrange, and two biampable 12 -inch
polypropylene/graphite woofers which

range-an area where I heard difficulty

rated at 29 Hz to 44 kHz, ±3 dB.

It

new 5 -inch polypropylene/graphite
speaker operates from 90 to 700 Hz
and ensures an exceptionally smooth

polypropylene/graphite dome lower transition from the bass to the midin the RS -1 B. Further, the woofers have
stiff, lightweight cones
and heavy, rigid cast frames.
The crossover is an advanced, passive five -way design, with crossover
frequencies at 90 Hz, 700 Hz, 5 kHz,
and 10 kHz. Taking note of the f'atest
high -end wisdom about passive com-

are adapted from those used in the exceptionally
Infinity IRS. In addition, to provide add-

ed ambience in the overall radiation
pattern, the 9 Kappa has a rear -firing

EMIT tweeter, and there is back (or
bipolar) radiation from the 3 -inch upper midrange driver.

ponents, it uses polypropylene capacitors, hard -soldered connections, high purity wire, and low -noise potentiome-

ters. On the rear of the speaker are
level controls for each driver except
the woofers, allowing exceptionally
flexible tuning of the system to match a
given room and amplifier.
The cabinet does more than give this
very large speaker system the appear-

ance of being relatively small and attractive; it also shows exceptional attention to edge diffraction and boundary reflections. The speaker grille is
mounted on short rods that allow it to
stand off the surface of the speaker
cabinet, and it does not spoil the dispersion of sound with internal ridges
that can limit the sense of air and the
quality of imaging.
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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BEYOND CONVENT ONAL AUDIO

THE ONKYO INTEGRA TA -20E8
REAL TIME COUNTER, HX PRO, 3 HEADS, ACCUBIAS
PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY RECORDINGS
The ONKYO Integra TA -2058 combines tie recording quality of a professional deck with an array of
sophisticated control features. Our 3 heac record & playback system includes a wide gap recording head
for superior frequency response and increasec headroom. The playback head features a narrower gap,
resulting in extended high frequency respcnse. and improved S/N ratio. The third head enables tape
monitoring, permitting nstant comparison o= the source material and your recording.
A computer -controlled Real Time tape cown-er provides a digital read-out that indicates in
minutes and seconds the amount of tape car sLmed or remaining, eliminating the possibility of
running out of tape in the middle of a selection.
Freedom from tape saturation, ever at he Fighest recording levels, is assured by Dolby
HX Pro. ONKYO's exclusive Accubias circt-itfire tunes recording bias for the flattest and
widest response, and an adjustable preset fLnctio -1 lets yo customize your recordings
for playback in other tape machines, like cal stereo or portables.
Artistry In Sound
Professional recording and playback qua
t
ities ore finally available in an

affordable deck-the ONKYO Integra TA-205E.

'

Tina

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446
Dolby B, C. and He Pro are registered tracemarks o- Dolby Laborator es, In:

Enter No. 78 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

The 9 Kappa's speed and
detail are very apparent in
the upper midrange/treble,
affecting every aspect
of musical performance.
sound quality. This becomes clear
Sound Quality
Admittedly, whenever an expensive when the speaker's performance is exnew speaker system comes onto the amined in detail.
The top octaves combine exceptionmarket, it's likely to have new drivers
and to be accompanied by impressive al detail with an excellent feeling of
claims about its technology. Few new openness and air. Infinity's previous
speakers, however, pay off as well as EMIT designs have performed well in
the 9 Kappa in terms of improved this area, but they have not ap-

proached the speed and openness of
ribbon designs. The 9 Kappa outperforms even the older Infinity IRS in this
area. It rivals the most expensive ribbon speakers and outperforms every
electrostatic I know of.
The strengths of the changes in In-

finity's EMIT design become even
clearer in the upper midrange/treble,
the area between about 5 and 12 kHz.
The 9 Kappa's strength of speed and

detail is much more apparent in this
region and affects virtually every aspect of voice and instrumental performance. The overall transparency is
surpassed only by the most expensive
ribbon speakers and by Infinity's latest
IRS speaker, which uses a larger array
of EMIT drivers. This transparency and

superior resolution does come at a
cost: It exposes any weaknesses in the

electronics and source material used
with the 9 Kappa. It also, however, sets
the music free when you do have topquality components and material.

The Infinity 9 Kappa does reveal
some integration problems in the midrange, relative to a few top competitors. The best electrostatics and ribbon

speakers seem slightly flatter and
more natural in terms of overall cohesiveness and integration of the midrange, and several top-ranking cone
systems are equally good. Nevertheless, there are no apparent discontinuities, and the midrange is still smooth
and natural.

In the lower midrange and upper
bass, the 9 Kappa errs on the side of

life and excitement and avoids the

Copyright 1987 Esoteric Audio USA

ST

\C DLV C

Before you listen to the speakers
in your system, your speakers must
listen to your system.
And then deliver.
So why deprive your speakers
and, ultimately, yourself of all your

And they will reward you.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio speaker cable
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

system is capable of?
Treat your speakers to Esoteric

Audio speaker cables and enjoy
listening to the difference.
Your speakers will thank you.

AUDIOUSk
RR 3 Box 262

Enter No. 65 on Reader Service Card

Winder, Georgia 30680
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slight "suck out" that exists in this region in many speakers-including the
RS -1B. Further, careful adjustment of
the mid -bass control allows you to get
the natural warmth of instruments like
the cello without overpowering the lower midrange. Few speakers can really
reproduce the lower strings and woodwinds in a musically convincing form,
and the 9 Kappa is one of them.

The upper and middle bass is very
good. There is just a slight touch of
overemphasis with proper adjustment
of the mid -bass control, and this is not
unpleasant with most music. Although
the 9 Kappa has a relatively moderate
capability to reproduce true deep bass
and seems to begin losing some of its
definition and detail around 60 Hz, its
deep bass has surprising power and
134
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....remarkable!

par.a.digm [par'adim] noun: serving as an example or model of how something should be done.

Every once in a great while a product comes
along that offers performance which rises above

the current variety of clever designs and marketing hype. When ti -is occurs the new level of
performance achieved can be readily heard by
both the ardent audiophile and the novice listener.

provides a level of musical truth that simply must
be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such glorious performance? Well ... that's even more remarkable.

WEIL

_~MM. ~II 1.11

411~0

C1I CrU191 1 1

Paradigm is a breakthrougi loudspeaker that

music . e . above all.

In the U.S.: AudioStream Corporation, Bcx 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210
In Cenada: Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4141 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2SB
No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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Most speakers will favor
a particular type of music
and listening level, but
the 9 Kappa is credible
with virtually anything.
speed, considering the size of the 9 treme over the other. The 9 Kappa is a
Kappa's enclosure. Most important, true full -range speaker.
the power and frequency range of the

With a good high -current amplifier,

bass are good enough to match the the 9 Kappa is capable of sufficient
detail and extension of the 9 Kappa's dynamic range to suit any lover of full treble without masking the midrange's range orchestral music, grand opera,
detail. Most speakers, regardless of and heavy metal. Unlike many speakprice, tend to favor one frequency ex- ers, it also offers consistent perfor-

The new SP11 Mark II
from Audio Research:
setting the standard, again.

mance from soft passages up to very
loud ones. There is no sense of strain
at high level, no loss of low level, and
no shift in timbre.
Imaging is excellent-stable and
naturally detailed from left to right without any loss of center fill. The image

appears to extend beyond each
speaker, to the left and right. The
sound stage does not seem to "cluster" around each speaker, and depth
is good to very good. The adjustments
on the rear of the 9 Kappa allow you to

vary the overall timbre and dynamics
from "front row" to "mid -hall," although

the apparent imaging will be determined largely by the miking of the original recording.
In terms of overall integration, the 9
Kappa meets a test most speakers fail:
It sounds equally natural at moderate

and high listening levels, and does
equally well with solo vocals, chamber
music, small jazz groups, choral mu-

sic, and full orchestral music.

If this
test sounds easy, try it. The vast major-

ity of speakers perform better at one
listening level than another and make
performance compromises that favor
one type of music over another. The 9
Kappa is one of the few systems that
offer musically credible reproduction
with virtually any good source material.

A classic reborn.
Traditional wisdom holds that you
don't tamper with success. But at
Audio Research, the working
philosophy has always been to make
important progress in music
reproduction available to those music
lovers who care to hear the difference.
So, two years after the introduction of
the original SP11 preamplifier, Audio
Research announces the heir to its
acclaimed reference standard: the
new SP11 Mark II.

New clarity, dynamics, realism.
The new Mark II offers startling
improvements in musical realism
compared to the standard -setting
original. First, there is a soundstage
that extends even further beyond the
speakers, laterally and front -to -back.
Within this stage, instruments and
voices are focused more precisely
HIGH DEFINITION' MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

than ever before, with an uncanny
rendition of proper size and location.
Bass response is both deeper and
more detailed, for a more dynamic
foundation beneath the musical
program. And, overall, you'll hear a
breathtaking new clarity that simply
lets a recorded musical performance
through as never before-while telling
you more about the quality of the
transcription medium as well. The
new SP11 Mark II is truly the most
revealing, yet "invisible" preamplifier
ever from Audio Research. And, we
think you'll agree, one of the best
values in high -end audio. Again.
Audition it soon at your authorized
Audio Research dealer.

Human Engineering and
System Considerations
The Infinity 9 Kappa is relatively easy
to place. Although it is definitely a "big
speaker," it still is small enough to fit
into most real -world listening rooms. It
does benefit from every inch of space
you can give it, relative to rear and side
walls, but it performs well at distances
as short as 3 feet from a room boundary. While bass performance is sensi-

tive to placement relative to corners
and the rear wall, the 9 Kappa was
much easier to place than any true
dipole speaker I've encountered, and
relatively small adjustments in position
were usually adequate to smooth the
sound of the bass.
The imaging is broad and smooth in
a wide range of listening areas, particularly

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex: 290-583

Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card
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if

the speaker is parallel to a

smooth rear wall surface or just slightly
angled so that each speaker is aimed

at a point about 2 feet behind the listening position. You can easily use a

wide couch or several chairs at the
136
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These remarkable 4 -way systems are the product of Fostex RP Technology,

a transducer design which has been awarded more than 20 international
patents. Only a few of these magnificent 2001 systems will be available
at very seiect audio salons. For more information write.

FOSt2X
FOSTEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650, U.S.A., (213) 921-1112 FAX (213) 802-1964
Enter No. 80 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

I am more than a bit
impressed by the Infinity
9 Kappa. Audiophiles are
likely to agree that it offers
exceptional value.
listening position and still get an excellent sound stage, and the sound stage

without the need for major floor -surface
treatment.

will remain acceptable over an even

The speaker's rear adjustments are

wider area. The driver configuration is
also well chosen; the drivers are high
enough to overcome the effects from
most furniture and floor surfaces, and

flexible enough to be useful without
disturbing system cohesion or the bal-

ance between the drivers.

In

fact,

I

somewhere between 11:00 and 12:00.

The flat settings (around 2:00) sound
too bright and hard in all but very absorbent rooms. As for the mid -bass
control, advise careful reading of the
owner's manual and careful and proI

would strongly recommend setting ev-

longed experimentation. The mid -bass

they provide a good vertical image ery control except the mid -bass control

is an area where room problems are
very apparent to the ear in terms of

giving music too much or too little
warmth. The 9 Kappa gives you the
flexibility to get exceptional realism if

CARNEGIE
ONE

you simply take the time to do it right.
The only practical problem you are
likely to encounter is that you really will
need a high -current amplifier if this

speaker's bass performance is

to

equal its performance in the upper octaves. There is a switch that allows you
to safely use lower current amplifiersor those that can't survive low impedances-but the use of this switch has a
cost: A loss of bass performance and
overall system balance. Consult your

dealer, or Infinity, to make sure that
your power amplifier is fully compatible
with the 9 Kappa.

Summing Up
I'm more than a little impressed with

the 9 Kappa. It truly is much better
than the Infinity RS-1B-although the
RS -1B has been highly competitive
with most other speakers and cost
more than twice the price of the 9 Kappa. It is an extraordinarily open, natural,

and dynamic full -range speaker

system which offers the life and power
that rock and jazz lovers like while preserving the realism and natural musical

tone necessary to please voice and
chamber music lovers. Its excellent,
open dispersion ensures that it delivers this performance over a wide listening area, and it is stylish, to boot.
A few other speakers may offer more

in terms of deep bass power and extension, overall smoothness and inte-

gration of the musical spectrum, or

..

.
Clearly
The best seat in the house!

One 1, de,u.lned hy.. rid manufactured exclusively for

Madrigal Audic Laboratories, PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 494215

sound -stage size and impact. Even the

most demanding audiophiles, however, are likely to agree that the Infinity
9 Kappa offers exceptional value as a
high -end product. It is also an impressive demonstration that years of work
in developing demanding and expensive high -end products can pay off in

providing superior benefits to the audiophile at a substantially lower cost.
Anthony H. Cordesman
138
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THERE ARE OVER 600 CD PLAYERS
ON THE MARKET TODAY

HERE'S THE

ONE WAY TO TELL
THEM APART
Today's compact disc players produce a sound so precise, that differences between models are very
subtle. Hearing those differences

a

requires audio equipment that's
every bit as sophisticated as the
CD players themselves. Like the
new Koss SST -10 professional
stereophone. Its advanced ele-

ment design provides a full

frequency response, outstanding
dynamic range, ultra -low distortion,

and optimal sensitivity. In short,

this flagship of Super Sonic

Technology" has all the characteristics necessary to fully appre-

ciate every nuance of today's

digital recordings. And that can

make a big difference in your
listening enjoyment. No matter
which CD player you own.

1:17KO

stereop

Included with the SST: T-ie Koss Hold-A-Fone II Storage Hook that attaches to a shelf or a rack system to store your phones when they're not in use.
Koss Stereophones, 4129 North Port Washington Road, Milwaukee, WI 53212. Koss Limited, 4112 South Service Road. Burlington,
Ontario L7L 4X5. Koss -Europe: CH -6855, Stabio-Switzerland. For more information call 1-800-USA-KOSS.
Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

PUBLISHER'S PRESENTATION

NEW

RECORDING ARTISTS

Audio Talks With
David Bradshaw and Cosmo Buono
A Message From
Audio's Publisher

difficult to have a cohesive perfor- On this recording, you perform
mance. I think musical temperaments

pieces written for both configu-

have to be rather similar. That's not rations, yet you chose to play
This is the first in a series of pub- to say you don't get different ideas. them all on two pianos.
Buono: We felt these particular
lisher's presentations that will spotlight We do, and that's one of the joys of
noteworthy artists new to the recording chamber music, that you get more works would be more effective on
two pianos because Liszt requires a
medium. At the same time, they'll help than one opinion on something.
repay a debt we on the business side of Can you describe the differences color, almost an orchestral texture in
Audio feel we owe musical perform- between four hand playing done a lot of his piano writing, and the
ers. After all, without such dedicated on a single piano and two piano brilliance you can get with two pianos
you can't always get with four hands.
men and women, neither hi-fi equip- playing?
Bradshaw: Liszt was very practiment nor our magazine would exist.
cal. If Liszt only had one piano to
Our premier presentation is an inwrite for and two pianists, that's
terview with duo pianists David Bradwhat he would do. We felt in this
shaw and Cosmo Buono, whose recase he'd like the larger sound of the
cording of Liszt's Operatic Transcriptwo instruments. The major work on
tions and Fantasies was recently
the recording, the 'Ad Nos' Fantasy,
released on cassette by In Sync Labwas written simultaneously for two
oratories. The producer is E. Alan
pianos, piano four hands, organ and
Silver, the man responsible for the
pedal piano. Liszt wanted this work
many award -winning Connoisseur
performed, and he was going to make
it available to every combination he
could think of.

Society records of the 1960s and '70s.
Included is a schedule of upcoming

recitals by Bradshaw & Buono. And
to commemorate the debut of "New
Recording Artists" in Audio's pages,

Where was your new recording
made?

In Sync is offering the duo's Liszt cassette, digitally mastered and duplicated
in real time on TDK high bias tape, to

Buono: In a delightful hall in Tarrytown [ N Y ]. It's a hundred years

readers at half price. Details appear

Sophie Tucker to Rachmaninoff have

below.

been there. The acoustics are very
good, and it's a very comfortable

old, and people from Mae West to

-Stephen Goldberg

place to play.

Bradshaw: The only problem we
ran into was that, it being largely a

What special requirements must
duo pianists meet?
Bradshaw: They should be compatible. There was an American duo
piano team that used to take separate

trains to concerts; I don't think this
makes for good relationships. Also,
their method of playing the piano
should be the same. If one person

Bradshaw (rear) and Buono

wood hall, you could hear things from
outside. Traffic and airplanes weren't

so much of a problem, but the birds
Buono: With two pianos, you're a were. We had to wait until they went
good distance apart so the ensemble to sleep.
becomes more difficult. With four You've been categorized as Rohands, usually we have to get out of mantic pianists. Why do you
each other's way because composers think, after being eclipsed for

has a high finger method and the oth- don't take into account that you're
er has a pressure touch where the playing right next to each other.

some time, Romanticism is

again becoming popular?
Bradshaw: I think it's because an
Bradshaw: Well, sometimes they
fingers are on the surface of the
keys, they're never together. The do, but they do it for personal rea- audience wants to feel something
person striking the key from above
gets there a little bit later.
Buono: If one person is basically
intellectual and the other person is a
very emotional player, it would be

when they come to a recital. I think
pretty ladies, so if he could cross a there have been a number of artists
hand over theirs or they could cross a over a long period of time who've
hand over his, it gave him a little been more technicians and less emomore contact.
tional in their playing. While there's
sons. Schubert liked to play with the

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

PUBLISHER'S PRESENTATION

NEW

RECORD I

Upcoming Bradshaw
& Buono Recitals
January, 1988

NG

ARTISTS

This is a first recording for the own, otherwise it might stop you
two of you. Is it a first as well from thinking. I remember one very
for these Liszt compositions?

difficult musical problem in a lesson
Buono: Of the Operatic Transcrip- with Alton Jones at Juilliard. I really
tions, yes. The Fantasy has been re- thought I'd done everything I could,

***

Adelphi University,
City, NY

Garden

corded on the organ, but the two but he thought I hadn't, so he said,
piano version is something new.
"I'll give you suggestions for this
You've both performed separate- problem. I'll give you 12 of them." Of
ly, have you not?
course, that left me in the same posi-

***

Delaware Music School, Wilmington, DE

Is it easier, harder or just differ- and make up my own mind. I thought
ent playing as a team?
he was a little cruel at the time, but

1-24

Alice Tully Hall, New York,
NY

March, 1988 Japan Tour
3-12

Kanagawa State Concert Hall,
Yokohama

3-20

Teatro del Sol, Yokohama

***

Other appearances in Tokyo,
Kobe and Kyoto

***Exact dates unavailable at press time

nothing wrong with that, when the
majority of people are playing like
that I think the audience feels a little
starved.

I gather the current trend toward Romanticism pleases you.

Bradshaw: Yes, but no longer.

Bradshaw: It's harder to perform now I'm very grateful. I can think for
together because the music is just as myself. I can figure out my musical
difficult as the solo music so you have problems, and things do change in my
to work just as hard to learn it, and attitudes toward certain pieces from
then you have to rehearse together year to year.
all the time. We find if we don't re-

hearse three times a week we lose
some of our rapport. The best inspiration you get is what we call inspiration of the moment, which usually
happens in a concert hall. You want
to be able to give in to that, but that
means-I hate to use this word, but I
can't think of anything better-something mystical happens. If I decide to
make a crescendo someplace or an
accelerando, he's got to feel it at that

Buono: I think it suits our temperaments very well. We love the classi- moment or we won't be together.

cal composers as well, but there's In terms of your training, who or
something about the highly emotional
music of Romanticism that does click

what do you feel was most important in influencing your de-

easily for our particular tempera- velopment?
Buono: I think one of the most
Bradshaw: The piano was ideal- important things is that both of us

ments.

ized-and idolized-in the late Ro- were brought up by teachers, specifimantic period. Pianists were stars cally Alton Jones, who emphasized
then. Composers were really writing
for miniature orchestras when they
were writing for two pianos around
that time. The color aspect is very
interesting to us.

tion I'd been in; I still had to go home

individuality, who really demanded

that we find our own way. If we were

having a musical problem, they
wouldn't say, "This is the one way
you have to do it." They encouraged

Buono: Another aspect of our creative thought, and I think that's
work as a team is that, while we play very important in any kind of artistic
standard repertoire, we also look into endeavor.
Bradshaw: Many teachers believe
masterpieces that have been neglect-

ed-such as this Liszt recording. It's you've come to them to learn how
fun for us, because how often do you they play everything. That can be
get to premiere a piece, either in very valid, and it can be very helpful.
recital or on recording, by such a But I think you need to be pretty far
along and have some ideas of your
major composer?

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Special Half Price Offer
Courtesy of In Sync Laboratories,
Audio readers are eligible to receive
Bradshaw and Buono's cassette recording of Liszt's Operatic Transcriptions and Fantasies For Two Pianos,
regularly $10.98, for only $5.49, a

50% saving. There's no charge for
shipping or handling.

Selections are the Festmarsch from

Wagner's Tannhauser, the Benediction and Sermon from Benvenuto Cellíni by Berlioz, the March and Cavatina

from Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor and the Liszt 'Ad Nos' Fantasy
from Meyerbeer's Le Prophéte. Each
cassette is digitally mastered and duplicated in real time on TDK high bias
tape for maximum fidelity.

When ordering, request Catalog
No. 4165 and specify whether you'd
like Dolby B or Dolby C noise reduction. Give your shipping address and
be sure to include a check or money
order (in U.S. funds only)-or charge
your purchase by including your Visa
or MasterCard number along with expiration date. New York State residents must add applicable sales tax.
Send your order to In Sync Labora-

tories, 2211 Broadway, New York,
NY 10024. Or write for a free catalog
with more than 100 cassette titles.

ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
STING RAYS
("The Secret Marriage"), ragged and
rocking the next ("We'll Be Together").
As an instrumentalist, Sting works wonders with the bass, giving it a big, thick
texture like prehistoric tar bubbling up

from the LaBrea pits ("Straight to My
Heart") or laying down a clean, solid
line which anchors a cut with weight
and authority ("The Lazarus Heart").
He also whips out a spiffy guitar for
"Fragile" and "History Will Teach Us
Nothing."

Gathered around Sting for this superb album are some shining stars of
the pop and jazz worlds-Eric Clapton,
Mark Knopfler, ex -partner Andy Summers, Gil Evans, Branford Marsalis,
Mark Egan, and Rubén Blades. They
all help make ... Nothing Like the Sun
something you'll be wanting to hear for
a long, long time to come.
Paulette Weiss

... Nothing Like the Sun: Sting
A&M SP 6402, two LPs.
Like a Japanese paper flower slowly
unfolding underwater, Sting's musical
development spreads delicately and

deliberately as we watch and listen.
Nothing Like the Sun, a two -disc
collection of 12 new songs from this
.

against a distant, swirling, synthesized
mist ("Fragile").
As a composer, Sting has an inclina
tion toward melodies that are captivatingly lovely and toward sophisticated

rhythms colored by a wide range of
influences; on this album, one can hear
light hints of Latin phrasing and instru-

mentation and the faint afterimage of

ex -Policeman, displays his extraordi- the reggae sound that brought The Ponary intelligence and sensitivity and his lice to prominence in the late '70s.
ability to make arrangements do dou- Sting has also included a couple of
ble -duty by both carrying his melodies rockers here, and he handles them
and underscoring his lyrics. Besides with authority.
As a lyricist, Sting is master of the
all that, it sounds great.
Sting often reaches back to his jazz striking image, employing a wide
training, coloring a lush and moving range of literary references, both familmelody with a splash of Branford Mar- iar and arcane, and an impressive vosalis' rich, golden saxophone ("The cabulary. His songs are often deeply,
Lazarus Heart") or deftly sound -paint- provocatively political ("They Dance
ing a cut with the smoky hues of a '50s Alone"), but he can also blithely leap

In Concert: Billy Joel
Columbia CK 40996, CD.
Performance: B
Sound: B
Scooting under the raised skirts of
the Iron Curtain in the summer of '87, a
caravan of semis emptied their contents into huge Soviet state theaters,
transforming them into Western -style

concert halls for a series of perforEditor's Note:

With this

issue,

we

have made a change in our "Rock/
Pop Recordings," "Jazz & Blues,"
and "Classical Recordings" departments. Heretofore, each of those departments contained LP reviews only,
and CD reviews-for all types of music-were presented in one additional section. However, since increasing
numbers of new releases are coming
out in both formats, we no longer be-

lieve the separation is warranted.
Therefore, in this and all future is-

with aural textures, using synthesizers

cheek to come up with a treasure-trove
of pop clichés ("We'll Be Together").
Sting, the performing artist, is a force

sues, each of our music -review departments will expand to cover both
CDs and LPs; the separate "Compact Discs" department will no longer
run. In the heading of each review,
we will indicate the format that has
been auditioned for that review, and
the catalog number given will be for
that format. We hope these changes

which dance up like a cold wind to be reckoned with. His distinctive

will make our review departments

against a bank of darkly militaristic

voice is a perfect instrument for the

more useful than ever. Let us know

range of emotions he puts it through,

what you think)-E.M.

detective movie ("Sister Moon"). As
coproducer (with Neil Dorfsman) and
arranger, Sting has a masterful way

drums ("They Dance Alone") or plac-

ing a beautiful solo acoustic guitar

into a love song, tucking tongue in

tender and vulnerable one minute
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mances by Billy Joel. This digitally re-

corded CD (also available as a specially -priced double LP) documents
that tour.

The transitions between the 16
songs on In Concert are seamless, as
if all were recorded at one show. The
production quality is lush and full, with
special attention given to capturing the
vocals of Joel and the backup singers.
The digital process crisply asserts the

high end of the sound spectrum; at
times the snare drum is actually painfully present.
After the a cappella "Odoya," an un translated folk song briskly performed

by a Soviet men's chorus, Joel and
band slam into "Angry Young Man"
and "Honesty." The introduction of
each song is translated for the audience by a Russian interpreter; Joel
makes the best of this disjointed form
of communication, eliciting assenting
cheers and delighted laughter with almost every remark. But when he gets
to "Allentown" and tells the crowd that

the song is about young Americans
whose misery has caused them to
doubt that living conditions will improve if they keep hanging on to the
Party line ("Maybe that sounds familiar," he suggests), he is answered by
dead silence. On the other hand. when

he asks the crowd if they like The Bea- But there's really no difference, at least
tles, the thunderous reaction opens the from Chilton's point of view. He's al-

gates for a version of "Back in the ways done just what pleased him,
USSR" that is faithful, nearly lick for making no concessions to trendiness
lick, to the original. Joel takes off on or commercialism.
piano to finish the last third of the
High Priest (no doubt a satiric refershow, which has built up in tempo ence to Chilton's influence on a generthrough "A Matter of Trust," "Only the ation of side -stream bands) is like a
Good Die Young," and "Big Shot." The jukebox whose discs were assembled
disc ends with "The Times They Are A- by chance rather than by design; it's a
Changin'," which Joel says had been weird collection of tunes that hang torunning through his head throughout gether just because they're found in
his visit.
one place. The cuts are mostly covers
It's frustrating to find that the pack- of obscure yet remarkable songs that
age doesn't include any printed partic- seem to have been dug out of record
ulars about the tour. With so much care store bargain bins. Chilton revamps
given to the production of this disc, it Carole King's "Let Me Get Close to
seems odd that details about when, You" as if he's not sure he means it,
how, and why this historic event came but is very convincing on two straight
blues songs, Guitar Slim's "Trouble
to pass have been entirely left out.
Susan Borey

Don't Last" and his own "Don't Be a

Drag," appropriated from a Jimmy
High Priest: Alex Chilton
Big Time 6047-1-B, LP.

Reed tune.
All the cuts have been recorded live

in the studio, with minimal overdubs.
Produced by Chilton, the mix cleanly
It's easy to think of Alex Chilton's captures a live feel while skirting the
time with The Box Tops, the Memphis - pitfalls of live recording; there's no
based quintet that scored seven Top boominess or ragged integration of in40 hits between 1967 and 1969, as struments with Chilton's voice, whose
something like a past life. The smooth, tone alternates between sarcastic and
honey -coated sound of "The Letter," sweet. Chilton plays most of the guitar
Sound: B

Performance: B

and piano parts, with a competent,
affectations of the late '60s, seems groove -nailing collection of sidemen
pretty far removed from the eccentric featuring what he calls a jazz -oriented
so perfectly in step with the white -soul

Alex Chilton

music with which Chilton currently
keeps a small cadre of fans enthralled.

AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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Icehouse's Man of Colours
has some pretty moments,
but mid -tempo sludginess
afflicts almost every one
of its mushy little songs.

Man of Colours: Icehouse
Chrysalis OV 41592, LP.
Performance: CSound: B+
If

you like Simple Minds but find

them too rhythmically complex, then
you'll love Icehouse, a sound -alike
whose name could just as well have
been Simpler Minds.

Man of Colours, the fifth album by
the Australian soft -rockers, is almost
uniformly gray. Mid -tempo sludginess
afflicts virtually every one of its mushy
little songs, although "Crazy," the lead

single, does make an effort to fight a
bit before it, too, ultimately succumbs.
Neither do the lyrics offer much interest, though they are, for the most part,
innocuous, working on a slow death.

High Priest is roots rock at its quirki- the crude side, though it will have its
est, but Chilton comes off like a credi- appeal to those who favor music that
ble connoisseur rather than a flaky doesn't intrude.
gagster. In his musical kaleidoscope, if
Discreet Music, on the other hand, is
nowhere else, it seems perfectly ap- more of an intellectual exercise using
propriate to have a song about the (again) delay lines to juxtapose musipersonal habits of the Dalai Lama pre- cal phrases within a given composiceded by a Carole King tune and fol- tion, one upon the other, transforming
lowed by a standard version, in Italian, the original material into something
of "Volare."
Susan Borey completely different. Perhaps it would
be more interesting if we were more

Discreet Music: Brian Eno
Editions EG EEGCD 23, CD.
Day of Radiance Laraaji: Brian Eno
Editions EG EEGCD 16, CD.
Sound: B

Performance: B

Brian Eno has managed to make a
career out of being elusive, mysterious, and moderately musical without
having to bow to the normal conventions of the music industry. Eno doesn't
make conventional records, yet many

of the records he's produced (most
notably for U2 and Talking Heads)
have reached the masses. His own

familiar with the original works. And
maybe in 1975 this was highly engaging. But in the light of digital technology, Discreet Music seems more like a
footnote to Brian Eno's career than a
major step forward.
What we need, more than these rere-

leases, is a new Eno album with vocals, if he has anything to say to the
pop marketplace in 1987. One has to
be a major-league Eno fan to be waiting for these particular CDs.
Jon & Sally Tiven

The album has some pretty moments, as on the title cut, which features some tinkly chimes and a haunt-

ing, somber melody. Another song,
"The Kingdom," proffers lovely images
of loneliness without despair. Yet for an
album supposedly inspired by Andrew
Wyeth, Man of Colours is strictly paint Frank Lovece
by -numbers.
La Bamba: Various Artists
Slash 25605 2, CD.

La Bamba-the movie-brings the
candle -brief life of rocker Ritchie Valens to the silver screen. La Bambathe recording-brings a nostalgic evocation of his musical milieu to the silver
disc (and to the black vinyl LP as well).
Valens died in 1959 at the age of 22
in the plane crash that also killed Bud-

dy Holly and The Big Bopper. At the
time, with two certified hits under his
belt ("La Bamba" and "Donna"), he
was well on the road to becoming the
first Hispanic -American rock star.

On this recording, Los Lobos attempts to capture the joyous spirit and

records are another story: He is a con-

innocence of the young rocker at a

ceptual visionary of sorts, alternating

time when rock itself was young. Other
modern artists fill in for Valens' contemporaries, among them Marshall Crenshaw, who revs up his horn -rims for a
credible stint as Holly; Howard Hunts berry, who does a fair Jackie Wilson,

between vocal long -players and ambient -type instrumentals. These two CD
issues are examples of the latter, and

are not exactly what one would term
his most dynamic works.

and-bless his ever -rocking heart-Bo
Diddley, who steps back 30 years to

Day of Radiance/Laraaji, by far the
more enjoyable of these two works, is a
musical statement based on synthesiz-

ers, delay lines, and Eno's trademark
production "treatments." The recording dates from 1980 and is a little on

portray himself.
Even if you are totally unfamiliar with

the original versions of these 12 cuts,
you will certainly recognize that the ar-

Brian Eno
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You know she's

This man might not

the tops. Now

look so tough but
nothing can stop

you're about to

him from taking
"...The Hardline

discover new
sides of DOLLY
PARTON on her

multi -faceted

According To Terence Trent
D'Arby" straight to the top.

Columbia debut

Manhattan -bred, London -fed

recording,

TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY
debuted this album at No. 1 on

"Rainbow" From the passionate duet with Smokey Robinson,* "I Know You By Heart,"
to "Red Hot Screaming Love"

the British charts and went
platinum in less than three
weeks. Look for the CD this

(composed by Mike

month.

musical

"Music is a wonderful way
to bridge whatever cultural

spectrum.

HEADS FOR A
POT OF GOLD

GEORGE MICHAEL

PUTS FAITH OVER SEX

TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY

HARDENS HIS LINE

Chapman), Dolly dazzles in every color of the

DOLLY PARTON

"Rainbow" appears on CD

and language gaps exist.

this January.

Music just is, and through it

I

hope to make a connection
The man who wanted your with the people

u

BILLY JOEL SIMPLY
KONNEKTS.

in the Soviet

sex is now finding release

Union," said
BILLY JOEL
MICHAEL solo album on the eve of

in "Faith." The longawaited GEORGE

includes the contro-

his Russian tour

versial hit single this fall. The
(one of three that concerts were so
went gold in successful it took

1987), plus

Kremlin connections to
get tickets. "KOH LEPT," the

"Hard Day"

and of course, the title song.

Michael has promised a

recording that puts glasnost
back into the concept of live

debut solo U.S. tour, but not

debuts on CD this month.

until July.

CDs get the

"Faith" this
month.

LQL
OTHER JANUARY CD RELEASES!
CHICAGO "At Carnegie Hall" (3 -CD Set)
JAMES TAYLOR "Never Die Young"
"LESS THAN ZERO" Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
EARTH, WIND & FIRE "Touch The World"
Plus new recordings from BOB DYLAN,
JOHN CAFFERTY, TEENA MARIE and JULIO IGLESIAS.

BILLYJOEL
KOHU,EPT

For an IBM computer diskette containing the complete catalog of CBS Compact Discs,
send $2 for postage and handling to: CBSCD, Box 257, Garwood, NJ 07027.

DG

T4l1UDID

'Appears courtesy of Motown Record Corporation.

"Columbia," "CBS" are trademarks of CBS Inc. © 1988 CBS Inc.
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Dave Mason's 1970 release,
remains a
sensational album on CD.
In fact, far more nuance
now shines through.

Alone Together,

rangements and the overall feel emanate from somewhere in the past. If
you do remember the originals, direct
comparisons are inevitable. Affection-

ate homage is paid here, as the distinctive sounds of the original artists
are re-created down to Buddy Holly's
characteristic vocal hiccup.
The sound of the Compact Disc is
quite good, but this must be qualified:
The producers' goal, ironically, was to
accurately reproduce the artfully mud-

died arrangements of the 1950s, so
many of the instrumentals are purpose-

ly lacking in clarity. Reverb is a constant presence, used to fatten up elec-

tric guitar runs, to smooth out sassy Diddley's "Who Do You Love" (which
saxes, and to soften and spread vo- here is produced by its author, the
cals. Listen to "Come On, Let's Go," great bluesman Willie Dixon).
It's great to hear the old, honey -rich
"Crying, Waiting, Hoping," and the
rave-up "Ooh! My Head" for prime examples of that smeary, blended quality

electric guitar riffs, the steady, predict-

that characterized much material of
this era. On the other hand, the ex-

able percussion, and those terrific
shoo-be-doo-bop's and ooh-000h's
from the backup vocalists. Still, the

shows up in such selections as "We

nals, scratchy and worn as they are by

traordinary clarity of digital audio heart within me cries out for the origiBelong Together" and "Donna," where
vocals are crisp and intimate and deli-

cate background instrumentation

is

faithfully reproduced. Silences between (and within) cuts are as clean as
they get. Especially impressive is the

abrupt, knife -edged ending of Bo

now. Yet this particular collection of
songs is not to be found in one convenient package elsewhere, and the individual original recordings will be diffi-

cult to gather up. This oddball Compact Disc is therefore recommended

disco sort of way. D'Arby's vocal tone

is a bit skinny, and his pitch isn't always right on-in fact, some of his improvs on the otherwise stirring version
of Smokey Robinson's "Who's Lovin'

You" could have been a little more
exact. But D'Arby delivers some earnest vocal performances even on the
marginal material. Admittedly, D'Arby
could use a little help in the songwriting department (he wrote everything
here, except for the Robinson tune),
but he still shows a great deal of promise. With keen direction, he could be-

come a major force in contemporary
music.

Jon & Sally Tiven

for neatly bringing together and repro-

ducing some excellent music of the
past, and for reminding us of the briefly
blazing talent that was Ritchie Valens.
Paulette Weiss

Introducing the Hardline According
to Terence Trent D'Arby
Columbia BFC 40964, LP.
Performance: B+
Sound: B+
Terence Trent D'Arby is an American

Alone Together: Dave Mason
MCA MCAD-31170, CD.
Dave Mason's Alone Together, now
on CD, remains a sensational album.
At the time of its release, in 1970, Mason had a lot to prove. It was his first
solo work since leaving Traffic to es-

cape the imposing shadow cast by
Steve Winwood. Alone Together was
designed to put the spotlight squarely

became a platinum -seller on the basis

on Mason.
The eight songs on the album are all

of a fantastic single, his good looks,
and an extensive media campaign.

quality items; not one is a weak link.
Songs like "World in Changes," "Only

Soul music isn't quite as fashionable in
the United States as it is in the U.K., so

You Know and I Know," and "Shouldn't

whether D'Arby will be able to dupli-

quickly became staples of the early FM

soul singer who went to England and

Have Took More than You Gave"

cate his success here is an open ques-

rock scene, and they sound just as

tion, but one thing is for certain: Al-

classy today.

though not consistent, Terence Trent
D'Arby's debut album contains two of
the finest tracks to be released in any
year.

Those tracks are "If You Let Me
Stay" (his first single) and "Wishing
Well," both quite danceable in a post -

In

its CD release (and at a budget

price too), Alone Together survives
beautifully. From the first strains of
"Only You Know and I Know," the bril-

liance of the acoustic guitar and the
spectacular separation are obvious.
The separation, much improved over
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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OR/GINIgL MRSTER RE ORJIN
Our Second

Decade Of
Leadership
& Innovation
In The Pursuit

Of Audio
Excellence

ORIG LNRL MR S TE R RE i URL'INGS

THE MELODIYA CATALOG

CI-1wML ITNls/.
ly Wusstan Composers

Timeless classics performed by the
greatest artists of the Soviet Union.
Mastered directly from the original
master tapes at Melodiya recording
studios throughout the USSR, Mobile
Fidelity has the exclusive privilege of
bringing these rare treasures to the
American Public. Performances
include: Popular Symphonic Pieces by
Soviet Composers - Ermler/ Bolshoi
Theatre Orchestra, Gilels: Schubert &
Schumann, Arensky: Symphonies

Nos. 1 & 2 -Svetlanov/USSR
Symphony Orchestra.

Begins With
These

DRIGINRL MASTER RECORDING

24k GOLD ULTRADISC

Benchmark
Performance.
Delivered With
Tomorrow's
Technology

Years of research and development
have resulted in the most advanced
compact disc in the music industry
today! Capable of generating music
far above current audio standards,
ULTRADISC is setting new highs in
listening pleasure. Increased
lifespan, no sonic gaps to fill
artificially, higher engraving and
reading capabilities produce better
overall quality for your software
investment. Performances by Joe
Jackson, Supertramp, Huey Lewis,
Jethro Tull & more.

FREE CATALOG

Share in the celebration of the,
Benchmark Performances and
our Second Decade of Audio

Excellence with a free &
complete Original Master
Recording Catalog of UltradiscCompact Discs, Audiophile LP
and Audiophile Cassettes.
Choose from a broad selection
of historic and history making
performances by: The Beatles,
Sinatra, The Rollinn Stones, The
Grateful Dead,

7, The

Beach Boys, Pr" -iaxis, Arthur
Fiedler & The Ulm Pops, and
more! Write or call Toll Free
800-423.5759

JAll CLASSICS
This series ushers in a new era in
the appreciation of jazz. New digital
transfer technology techniques
were used to revitalize the sound
from the direct -cut 78 RPM discs
covering the vintage jazz years
from 1917 to 1947. Never before
have these classic "Live in the
Studio" performances been
reproduced with such spectacular
clarity and accuracy. Performances
by Louis Armstrong, Bessie Smith,
Bix Beiderbecke, Jelly Roll Morton,
Johnny Dodds and more.

fidelity
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. nd lab

o..o ar Mi54 INC.

THE STATE OF THE ART IN THE ART OF SOUND

1260 Holm Road, Petaluma, CA 94952

707-778-0134
1-800-423-5759 Except in CA, AK, Hl
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If you want to revel in
Aretha Franklin's wondrous
voice, these CDs are worth
having-though the sound
won't knock your socks off.
the LP, allows far more nuance to shine

to give with the packaging, but surely it

through, particularly the contributions
of the tambourine and overtones of the

the tapes and a Studer 820 for the

is not too much to ask that the list of

digital transfer, engineer Stephen Innocenzi has matched the various record-

acoustic guitar. Those first few seconds set the tone for the entire listening experience. It is lovely.
One complaint:
realize that with
budget pricing something's very likely
I

players from the original album sleeve
be included. And one more thing: No,
the Compact Disc does not have the
look of the original release's marbled
vinyl. Really now, what do you expect?
Michael Tearson

Thirty Greatest Hits: Aretha Franklin
Atlantic 81668-2, two CDs.
Sound: B
Performance: B+
Amazing Grace: Aretha Franklin
Atlantic 906-2, two CDs.
Sound: B+
Performance: A

ings, some of which were indicating
oxide wear. Thus, this package of hits

does have an overall cohesiveness
that other such compilations occasionally lack.
Be that as it may, Thirty Greatest Hits
is not without problems still. On some

of the original recordings the vocals
were cut "live," while others involved
ping-ponging, drop -ins, and overdubs.

The digital technology lays bare the
original process and, consequently,

some of Aretha's 30 hits sound better
than others. Overall, the CDs seem to
Aretha Franklin is, in my view, the have less impact on my sensibilities
greatest female singer to emerge from than recall the original records havthe 1960s soul scene. Her voice galva- ing, and there are several instances
nized and synthesized a music that when vocal distortion becomes a dishad become jaded by imitators: The traction, most noticeably on "The
Beatles at worst were nasal copycats, Weight." Fortunately, the perforand The Rolling Stones' Mick Jag- mances themselves remain unsullied.
I

ger ... well, more than a few people
think he could hardly sing at all.

Atlantic Records, for which Miss
Franklin cut the definitive body of her
work from 1967 until 1975, has released the first CDs of that epoch: Thir-

ty Greatest Hits and Amazing Grace.
Both are double -CD sets, with a sticker

Amazing Grace is an apogee in
Aretha Franklin's career. Recorded live
in

1972 with the Reverend James

Cleveland and The Southern California
Community Choir on two consecutive
nights at the Missionary Baptist Church

in Los Angeles, it is simply thrilling.
Unfettered by commercial consider-

price of around $25 each. Are they ations, the setting affords Miss Franklin
worth it? Well, yes, if you want to revel the opportunity to achieve a sort of
in the wonder of Aretha's voice (partic-

ularly on Amazing Grace) or allow
yourself to be seduced by the groove
of some of the hits. But no, if you were

expecting that the CD sound would
blow your socks off.
Throughout both sets, one marvels
at

the vibrant eloquence of Aretha

Franklin's vocal style. The intrinsic sim-

plicity of the instrumental accompani-

ment, so ably directed by producer
Jerry Wexler, belies the complex emo-

tions that the singer brought to her
material. A writer herself, Miss Franklin

not so much sings a song as trans.a

forms it into a personal experience. In
doing so, she lifts it up-and the listener right along with it.
On the Thirty Greatest Hits package,
the sonic quality is occasionally disappointing. Many of Atlantic's original
masters were destroyed in a fire several years ago; consequently, some of
the tapes used for Thirty Greatest Hits
are second -generation copies. By using a Cello Audio Palette to re -equalize

148

blazing vocal ecstasy as she gives full
throat to the kind of material which was

her prime influence when she was
growing up. Amazing Grace remains
an undimmed effort, the testament of
an extraordinary artist to a power

which blessed her with greatness.

Rarely had her voice been recorded so
truly as on this occasion, and certainly
never since.
If there is a choice to be made between the two sets-and both are to be
recommended, for different reasonsthen perhaps Thirty Greatest Hits is the
one to go for. It is a substantial repre-

sentation of the Aretha Franklin hit making aggregate at its most potent.
Fifteen of the 30 titles were number one R&B hits, and all were major pop crossover successes. If you are more

interested in the artist at the peak of
her vocal and professional power, then
Amazing Grace should enthrall you. In

the long run you may find it the more
satisfying of the two sets.
Michael Aldred
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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WHEN YOU
SEE THIS...
You are visiting a store that
cares about your music.
All 12 LIVE.WIRE cables follow a consistent
design philosophy, they are designed to be
neutral and musically honest. One design
goal is never pursued at the expense of other
priorities. For example, we respect the
advantages that can be gained from "solid
core" cable. We experimented with many
such designs in 1980 and have learned
from them, but we have not allowed that
design approach to blind us to other
equally important aspects of cable
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We have very carefully considered
metal purity, dielectric (insulation)
material, mechanical stability, strand size,
insulated strands, number of strands,
variable size stranding, electrical and
magnetic interaction between strands,
skin effect, conductor size, conductor
geometry, the relationship between the
conductors and price. The results of
this research are audible.
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We are often asked "what cable is
best for my equipment?" It really
doesn't matter what equipment you
own. The objective for any cable is to let the signal
through without changing it! And remember, the difference in sound
between various cables stays the same regardless of length. Better is always better, shorter
length only makes the best more affordable.

All the LiVEWiRE, cables are high value products that have been carefully engineered to
let your music through as cleanly as possible.

a

audioquest

"Products that bring your system to life!"

P. O. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92672

USA

Tel: 714-498-2770
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Fax: 714-498-5112

Tlx: 2058364

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

MEMORATORIO
these two joined occasions, the deaths
of FDR and Lincoln. As you may sup-

pose, this is an earnest, thoughtful,
beautifully built piece but not deeply
passionate. Listening casually, ignoring the words, your mind may stray.
Too much alikeness, not enough stark

drama. But

if

you follow Whitman

closely (a booklet of the text is includ-

ed), you will feel differently.

In

this

case, the text dominates the music.
The DDD recording is very good for
the somewhat thick texture of much of

the music, and the CD format really
shows its value-all 12 sections of the
piece are neatly indexed, on one unbroken CD side.

Edward Tatnall Canby

Mozart: Sonatas for Fortepiano and
Violin, Vol. 2. Malcolm Bilson, fortepiano: Sergiu Luca, violin.
Nonesuch 79155-1, two LPs.
Malcolm Bilson's numerous past re-

cordings on the so-called fortepiano
True, the work is big, but it is not really

Hindemith: When Lilacs Last in the difficult for the performers. Neither is it
Dooryard Bloom'd-A Requiem for unduly complicated for the listener. As
Those We Love. Atlanta Symphony oratorios go, in fact, the piece is relaOrchestra and Chorus, Robert Shaw;
William Stone, baritone; Jan DeGaetani, mezzo-soprano.
Telarc CD 80132, CD.

This big 1946 semi -oratorio by the
German composer, recently arrived in
America, sets to music a Walt Whitman
text in memory of the assassination of
Abraham Lincoln. The work, a memorial to Franklin Roosevelt, was commis-

tively economical to produce and, for
that matter, to record.
perhaps understand why the work isn't
more popular. Somehow, the well -writ-

ten music does not live up to the
extraordinary emotional impact of

The death of FDR caused an incredible shock throughout the world,

out immensely skilled and polished

ing the Collegiate Chorale in New York.

even surpassing the trauma of the music, on order, to fit every need. He
Kennedy assassination that more of us
now remember. The death of Lincoln,

a very rough allegro when the going
gets fast. But the man is a good musician and knows what he is doing with

Mozart. On this recording, Bilson
seems to have conquered a lot of the

As you listen to this CD, you will

Whitman's words, nor to the two tragedies that are its highly emotional subject matter. The lack would seem to be
basically in the composer's personality
and his professional viewpoint toward
composition. He liked to think of himself as a musical engineer/designer, so
to speak, a craftsman who could turn

sioned only weeks after FDR's death
by Robert Shaw, then at the beginning
of his career. At the time he was lead-

have indicated a somewhat tempestuous personality which at times can play

distrusted (as did many) the 19th -cen-

tury idea of the artist as cosmically
also at a vulnerable moment after a inspired and full of temperament. In his
long and gruelling war, produced a days of peak popularity after World
trauma that was remarkably similar- War II, Hindemith did, in fact, turn out
immense amounts of practical music,
covering just about every topic and for
every going instrument, and most was
done on order for a specific group.
Unfortunately, more than craftsmanstanding poetic text. But there is, by
my count, only one other current re- ship is needed in order to live up to the
cording of it-and that from Germany. text and to the powerful emotions of
hence the choice of the Whitman text.
The Hindemith work, then, should be
well known, coming from a major composer on a timeless theme with an out-

Editor's Note: With this issue, we
have made a change in our "Rock/
Pop Recordings," "Jazz & Blues,"
and "Classical Recordings" departments. Heretofore, each of those departments contained LP reviews only,
and CD reviews-for all types of mu-

sic-were presented in one additional section. However, since increasing
numbers of new releases are coming
out in both formats, we no longer be-

lieve the separation is warranted.
Therefore, in this and all future issues, each of our music -review departments will expand to cover both
CDs and LPs; the separate "Compact Discs" department will no longer

run. In the heading of each review,
we will indicate the format that has
been auditioned for that review, and
the catalog number given will be for
that format. We hope these changes

will make our review departments
more useful than ever. Let us know
what you think!-E.M.
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Digital
Discrimination.
BECAUSE ALL CD'S ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL,

THE NEW CARVER DTL-200 COMPACT DISC
PLAYER IS INTRIGUINGLY DIFFERENT.
The Carver DTL-200 answers the audiophile's
demand for a CD Player which provides not only the
greater dynamic range and richer bass expected
from compact disc technology, but also the musicality, spectral balance and spatial qualities of well
executed analog high fidelity recordings.
The new remote control Carver DTL-200 represents the next logical evolutionary step towards marrying the awesome technology of digital playback
with Bob Carver's commitment to the re-creation of
the live performance. It embodies the latest digital/
analog conversion circuitry with oversampling,
sophisticated laser system and a wealth of operating
features. And it possesses unique Carver circuitry
that solves real -world sonic problems associated
with commercial CDs.

TIME DOMAIN CORRECTION. The Carver
DTL-200 incorporates an important new computer
logic innovation that monitors the incoming digital
signal for imperfections and "glitches" caused in
recording and production. Such errors are immune
to conventional error -correction processes because
they are actually data anomalies. Yet they can add
overall harmonic distortion and cause audible
changes in sound quality.
The DTL-200's Time Domain Correction circuit
constantly performs a complex, 25 -bit digital calculation on passing data. This high-speed error correction algorithm, in conjunction with a 121 -pole digital
filter, terminates distortion -causing high harmonics
as they occur in the bit stream. The result is frequency response within 1/1000 of a dB of the original, with significant reduction of distortion to less
than 0.007%.

sive testing, Bob uncovered two fundamental flaws
in almost all compact discs: 1) An unpleasant, harsh
spectral energy balance. The overall octave -to octave energy balance was shifted on the CD
towards more midrange above 400 Hz; 2) The
amount of L -R signal (which carries the spacial
detail of the music) on the CD was inexplicably, but
substantially, reduced when compared with the
amount of L -R signal found on the corresponding
analog disc. The difference is obvious in these two
oscilloscope photos.

fewer and fewer CDs would require the Digital Time
Lens. But both laboratory and listening tests reveal
that the majority of even the most recently released
CDs benefit significantly from the Digital Time Lens.

PACKED WITH USEFUL FEATURES. The
Carver DTL-200 makes enjoying Compact Discs a
simple exercise in button pushing from your favorite listening chair. You can program any combination of up to twelve tracks from a single CD, repeat a
specific track or a whole Compact Disc for uninterrupted enjoyment.
Along with the ability to skip forward or backwards song -by -song, a touch of a key allows you to

audibly review a disc backwards or forwards at
many times normal speed. An A -B Specific Phrase
Repeat lets you carefully analyze one section of a
performance or simply provide a point of reference
in a long, un -indexed symphonic movement
All functions are displayed on an easy -to -read

A. Lissajous pattern showing spatial detail (L -R)
(L+R) ratio from an LP record.
B. The same instant of music but taken from the CD
version. Note the decreased (L -R) content, as
shown by the narrowed trace.

Carver's circuitry corrects the ratio of L -R to L+R
by performing one extra, but important mathematical operation on the signal stream that all other CD
players fail to perform. This final operation makes
all the difference.
The result is a natural sound with more of the
three-dimensional information that places us in the
same space with performers. You won't need the
Digital Time Lens on all CDs. But it is there when
you need it
In the beginning, Carver hoped, indeed he
expected, that once recording artists and engineers
became more experienced with CD technology

but subtle LCD display including programming
sequence, current selection number, individual and
total playing times plus indexing cues.
HEAR THE CARVER DIGITAL DIFFERENCE.
Just as all CD's are not created equal, neither are
Compact Disc Players. Of all the models currently
available, only the new DTL-200 (and DTL-50) have
the innovative and exacting Bob Carver touches that
can substantially enhance your enjoyment of the
digital medium.
Audition the new DTL-200 today at your Carver
dealer, using a variety of discs. You will be surprised
at how audibly it can improve on what is already the
best playback medium ever offered.
SPECIFICATIONS. Frequency Response, 5Hz-20kHz OdB,
±0.2dB. Total Harmonic Distortion, 0.007%. S/N. 100db. Channel
Separation, 90dB 1 kHz. Dynamic Range, 96dB. Wow& Flutter
unmeasurable. Programming 12 -track remote and manual.

PLUS THE DIGITAL TIME LENS. On top of this
unerring ability to produce natural, real -sounding
music from the CDs' digital bits, the Carver DTL-200
has the remarkable Digital Time Lens circuit to
insure your listening enjoyment
When Bob Carver obtained his first compact disc
player, he was surprised at the sound derived from
most of the compact discs he purchased. The threedimensional musical perspective which his analog
system provided in lush abundance on phono discs
evaporated into a flat, brittle wasteland. After exten-
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André Previn conducts the
two Prokofiev works with
smooth fluency, and the
Los Angeles Symphony is

at its best.
high-speed roughness in favor of better, more relaxed phrasing and shaping. As for Sergiu Luca, the violinist, he
is a perfect accompanist, subordinating his music where the piano leads,
blossoming out with the occasional full
violin melody. Good Mozart.
Also, good annotations. If you still
don't realize what genius means, consider what Stanley Sadie's notes tell us
about Mozart's K.379 in G. Some 20
minutes long, this piece was composed between the hours of 11 and 12

p.m. for a special performance the
next day. Because the time was short,

Mozart wrote out only the violin part.
The piano part, complete but never
played before, was simply retained in

different in sound from our big ones.

There's more to this recording, but

They very clearly are preferable for the

this part must be brief. It is the first CD
to be recorded via Colossus, the new
all -digital surround -sound system de-

music written for them, or on them.
Bilson uses a modern copy the old
ones are mostly beyond repair.
Edward Tatnall Canby

Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky Cantata; Lieutenant Kijé Suite. Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra, Los Angeles
Master Chorale, André Previn; Christine Cairns, mezzo-soprano.
Telarc CD 80143, CD.
Here are two historic film scores by
the man who showed us that film music, like the celebrated scores composed for living ballet, need never

veloped by Lou Dorren and Brad
Miller. Unfortunately, the multi -channel
results are not yet measurable for this

critic's ear-the consumer equipment
is still to come. But, as noted in my

August 1987 "Audio ETC," the
thoughtful development of a compre-

hensive approach to multi -channel
digital sound demands that the profes-

sional side of such a system, plus a
backlog of musical repertory, be developed before there is any move to-

so soon after film music first was possi-

ward wholesale industry conversion
whether on audio discs, video, or film.
All in good time.
These performances of the two Pro-

out of his head before a fancy audi-

ble! "Nevsky" came not long after-

kofiev scores are well worth having,

ence the next day. Sadie has collected

a lot of good info such as this in his

wards, just before World War II broke
forth. That film, directed by the famous

notes, including a splendid discussion

Sergei Eisenstein, is one of the all-time

quite aside from the potential resurrection of four -channel. André Previn conducts with smooth fluency, a bit slowly
(compared to the memorable originals)
and with plenty of expression, and the
Los Angeles Symphony is at its usual
and ever -surprising best. It is a fine,
youthful -sounding group of skilled musicians, never jaded or overworked in
the playing. As for the chorus, it is very
dare say so, full of
"California," if
unblended professional -type vibrato,

Talk

compromise. "Kijé" dates from 1933-

about computer memory! He played it

his head as he composed

it.

film masterpieces, and its use of mutechnique on music in different keys, sic-chorus and solo voice as well as
and the matter of tuning, not then uni- orchestra-for dramatic impact is performly in modern tempered pitch so haps the most effective ever. Both of
these scores were converted by Prothat each key had its special sound.
Fortepiano? This is the name for the kofiev into works of pure music, with
pianos used from the beginning "Nevsky" retaining the ever-present
through the early 19th century, quite chorus of the original.

of the effect of the two instruments'

I

the men's segments not well in tune,
the women letting go full blast on every

high note. These singers seem more
interested in the sound they make than
in the meaning of the music. Still, most
listeners will enjoy. It's only we purists

who must complain. (But go see the
original film of "Nevsky" and listen to
that chorus. Then you will see what
I

mean.)

Edward Tatnall Canby

Guitar Concertos: Kazuhito Yamashita, guitar, with the Chamber Orchestra
of Leos Janácek.
RCA Red Seal CD 5914 -2 -RC, CD.
Performance: A+
Sound: A+

The flash of young Japanese guitar
phenomenon Kazuhito Yamashita may

be anachronistically modern, but

it

sure spices up the prospect of yet another program of Giuliani, Vivaldi, and
Carulli concertos. With grace and skill,

Yamashita (23 at the time of this recording) races through these chestnuts at breakneck speed, and they're
better for it.
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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"How Come So Much? "
KLIPSCH. Now
It's easy to spend a lot of the throat of a horn and into the eye
money on speakers. So make sure of a compression driver, you may be that's performance.
you get a lot of value and perfor- on to a speaker worth your money.
For your
mance in return.
Oh, and the listening test. nearest KLIPSCH
Start with the cabinet. Don't That's the most important. Compare dealer, look in the

settle for wood grained plastic. Look
for real wood in a time- honored
design.

cloth.

several models with the hottest licks

on your favorite CD. You'll know
when you've turned on the speakers

Yellow Pages. Or
call toll free,
1-800-223-3527.

Then peel back the grille that deliver real dynamic range.
Check that brand again. We
If you find some ho- hum

KLIPSCH HERESY 11 PICTURED ABOVE

handful of cheap cones and domes, bet it reads KLIPSCH
keep shopping. If you're staring down

KLIPSCH. Now that's value.
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Kazuhito Yamashita brings
a brilliant and flawless
technique to these guitar
chestnuts, and the result
is stunningly vital.
Yamashita's technique

is

brilliant

and flawless-warm, round, and

crisp-with a dynamic sense perfectly
adapted to the special demands of the
guitar concerto. The music is sumptuously recorded, with excellent balance
between the soloist and the fine Janácek Chamber Orchestra, and the fidelity is superb (as it is on the LP too, by
the way).

Yamashita's Guitar Concertos reinterprets the past with a more contemporary image and pace, and the result
is stunningly vital. I'd put this disc in
the running for classical guitar recordMichael Wright
ing of the year.

The Piano Music of Arnold Bax, Volume 1: Eric Parkin, piano.
Chandos CHAN 8496, CD.
In a quick moment or two, a couple

of things about this CD, the first in a
series, are clear. First,

it

is a very fine

and expansive digital recording of a
German Bdsendorfer piano. Second,
the music is played by a pianist who is
utterly fluent in the musical language of
Bax. From a British point of view, the
combination is indeed just about ideal like so many who are endless writers of
for this composer.
music, he lacked restraint and self-

pies!), and this man inevitably wanted
to write "Armenian" music out of that

But who is Bax? That would be a judgment-he goes on and on. One

background. What seems to have

typical American question. He is one of
the numerous English composers, ma-

aches for conciseness, but on this disc
it is present only in three little songs for

been a very academic and conservative training, on the other hand, was

jor and minor, who worked from the piano. The two big sonatas included
end of the Victorian era on through the here range ever so expertly over the

not exactly useful for such an un -Bostonian idea. So Hovhaness, tossing out
a lot of his earlier "Western" music, in

Edwardian and then onwards, modestly modifying their early late -Romantic
styles through the 1940s and beyond.
There is much fluency in all this music,

Romantic keyboard, from sweet mysteries to joyful, all-out blasts of soundterrific piano technique, and gorgeously played!
had to stop from sheer
I

and we know the biggest names-El- boredom and indigestion before the
gar, Vaughan Williams, Hoist, Waltonall of them remaining steadfastly out-

side the jazzy, snazzy modernism of
the rest of the Western world (except
for Walton's early and nose -thumbing

second was finished. Curious phenomenon.
Edward Tatnall Canby

Alan Hovhaness: Saint Vartan Sym-

"Facade"). Many another, even unto phony, "Artik" Concerto for Horn
Delius, flourished in England but re- and Strings. National Philharmonic
mained either unknown or unpopular Orchestra of London, Alan Hovhaness.
over here. Bax is one of them. He is an Members of the Israel Philharmonic,
out-and-out turn -of -the -century Romantic, in spite of considerable dissonance and some mild mysticism. In his
music are constant reminders of that
thick, fruity English harmony that hits
the American palate as just too much,

David Amos; Meir Rimon, horn.
Crystal CD802, CD.
Alan Hovhaness is a unique figure in
music. A craggy -faced and imposing
individual, like some Armenian saint
out of history, he is actually American

too lush, like an overlarge serving of

born and trained,

whipped cream. Not a lot of this in Bax,
but it is there.

Bax was enormously prolific. And,

all in the Boston
area. Armenians in this country have a
strong connection to their Middle East
traditions (like plenty of other peo -

effect invented his own Armenia-that
is the way see it. Armenian scales,
I

tunes, atmosphere, and lots and lots of

historic stuff-just like Sibelius and his
Finnish legends. But the musical language is basically academic Boston in
its details-old-fashioned conservatory
Boston, at that, circa 1915. This means

classroom -type fugues and solemn
hymns in a chord language on a par
with Grieg, Sibelius, and the American
M ac Dowel l

.

By some miracle, out of this stodgy

background and a natural feel for
much more contemporary instrumentation, Hovhaness has invented a unique
and oddly contemporary kind of music,
if one puts aside the elaborate Armenian story lines, though they are interesting and might heighten your mood
as you listen. In effect, this is Armenian
"minimalist" music, alloyed with the
same kind of Indian music that later
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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()COUNTERPOINT

WINNER, AGAIN?
COUNTERPOINT builds the best
amplifiers and pre -amplifiers you

can find at any price, anywhere.
Our products deliver superb sound with unsurpassed stereo imaging. Each of our amplifiersfrom the inexpensive ($595) SA -7 on up-is the

best in the world in its price range.
Says who?
In the audio world, it seems most everyone
claims ultimate quality. Luckily, there are three
proven ways to sort the wheat from the chaff:

1. Ask the experts
For the past 3 years, each new Counterpoint
product has won a prestigious award-both at
home and abroad. For instance, our SA -20
Power Amplifier just won Japan's Component
of the Year Award (not too bad these days, for
a designed -and -made in the USA product!)
S.1-20 Power ..I mplific^r... hybrid A'chnoload at its hest

Recent Counterpoint Awards - (clockwise from bottom)
Golden Sound Award, SA -4. Class lA Rating. 1.AR, SA -2. Class IA Rating. L4R, SA -12.
Component of the Year, SA -5. Component of the Year, S.4-3. Component of the Year,
SA -20. Design & Engineering, SA -1. Design & Engineering, SA -4.

Innovations '86, SA 9/11.

2, Ask any audiophile
Ask your friends who treasure the magnificence of high -end sound.

Ask them what makes Counterpoint products better, and why.
.5.1-4 !beer Amplifier. .. Golden Sound Award; Stereophile.

1986 (lass A Rating

3, Ask yourself
Learning about high -end audio electronics starts with hearing
Counterpoint products. Our dealers are intelligent, friendly, and eager

to demonstrate Counterpoint amplifiers at any time.

Call to find your nearest dealer, and to get more
FREE INFORMATION about high -end audio.

800-247-6468

IN CALIF:

(619) 453-9090

COUNTERPOINT
Dept. C.. P.O. Box 12294. La Jolla. CA 9203;

C \NADA: Pro Acoustics. Inc., 227G Brunswick Blvd., Point Claire, Que. H9R 4X5 (514) 694-4790
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Alan Hovhaness has come
up with a unique and oddly
contemporary music in
spite of a rather stodgy
academic background.
appeared here with such artists as The
Beatles. The outward material is conventional Western, but the way the music goes is strictly Eastern. Actually, it

lot more seriously than the Boston -type

sound you will initially hear in his mu-

sic. He is no copycat, in spite of the
conventional chords. What he does
doesn't go anywhere, not even the with such almost banal material is
fugues and the hymns, but it is won- unique, if in the long run (as on this
CD) rather confined and unvaried.
derfully colorful.
One must take Hovhaness, then, a Very decidedly worth hearing.

Technology
You Can Hear.
Introducing the Monster Cable MSeries-.
A New Generation of Audio Cable Performance.
Nothing we encounter in everyday life, including radio frequencies, TV frequencies, X-rays,
or light frequencies, spans such a broad range as the audio spectrum. The complexity of 10 octave, 20-20,000 Hz music signals traveling through a wire, each creating their own varying
electromagnetic fields superimposed on each other, causes audible "time phase" and amplitude errors. And makes life difficult for an audio signal.
We'd like to introduce you to the MSeries
M1000 INTERCONNECT rew c
solution, the ultimate expression of Monster
.n
:É,:waf.,mCable®'s "Bandwidth Balanced®" technology.
C0.1.-&-.04&&

Combined with our latest "MicroFiberT""
dielectric, the MSeries controls these distortion -producing electromagnetic fields with
exacting precision. And provides you with two
cables of unprecedented sonic performance:
The M1000T" Audio Interconnect Cable and

Ml" Speaker Cable.
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MSeries Technology: Engineered to
Accurately Transfer Complex Music Signals.
First, Monster MSeries incorporates "Bandwidth Balanced" multiple -gauge "wire networks"
and innovative cable winding techniques to selectively control electromagnetic fields and
reduce "phase distortions" and "time smear' Accuracy, depth, and power are restored to the
original signal. There's greater clarity and realism. And a balanced, coherent sound throughout
the entire audio spectrum that is unlike any you've ever experienced from an audio cable.
Add to that Monster's latest innovation, "MicroFiber" dielectric, the insulating material
that immediately surrounds the conductor.
Precision -wrapped around selected conductors,
Mi. 3E g. c'.cowF
"MicroFiber" lessens the dielectric distortions
a.ts co-.wc,on
nionws
Pw.ou.,Cy
v+RPaKo vnY"
that produce audible "harshness" and signal loss.
%E.
On.4«.,omS
"Intertransient noise" is now virtually eliminated.
Highs become open and extended, with clearer
midrange and deeper, tighter bass. Transient
response and dynamic range are improved.
Your recordings are reproduced with a musicality and transparency only the MSeries
y,r-D
ww"q
can provide.

Quite Simply, the Finest Cable Available.
The advanced technologies of Monster MSeries, as heard in M1000 and Ml Cable, represent state -of -the -cable art. No other single technology, no matter how expensive or sophisticated-including linear crystal, long -crystal silver, or solid -core wire-accomplishes this task
like the Monster MSeries.
We invite you to audition the MSeries in your system. It's a technology you'll not only
hear, but love to listen to.
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MONSTER CFIBLEa
Advancing the Art of Listening.

©Monster Cable Products Inc. 1987, 101 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
Telephone: 415-777-1355, TELEX: 470584 MCSYUI, FAX: 415-896-1745
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Equally good playing is provided by
the London orchestra and the Israeli

group; the two are well balanced,
showing no untoward differences
the hall sound and microphoning.

in
It

could be the same recording sesit was. Musicians
everywhere, to paraphrase Emily Dickinson.
Edward Tatnall Canby

Liszt: Piano Concerto No. 2; Prokofiev: Piano Concerto No. 3. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Witold Rowicki;
Janis Vakarelis, piano.
MCA Classics 6204, LP.
Here's a typical contemporary mélange: The pianist is Greek, the orches-

tra solid English, and the conductorwell, who can be sure? He's given a
mere listing of his name in the liner
notes. But the disc itself has two more -

than -adequate performances, each
very much in the "right" style for the
music, and the digital sound on LP is
the best from Britain. This MCA release
is part of a Royal Philharmonic series
inspired by the orchestra itself and run
entirely by the orchestra players.
In his training, this young (under 40)
pianist, Janis Vakarelis, quickly be-

came internationalized and is Greek,
perhaps, only in basic temperament.

He is good. The Liszt concerto

is

somewhat of a problem piece in that its
cyclical format pounds into us a series
of chords that becomes a bit too much.
This is the most persuasive version of

the music I've heard. Vakarelis is a
natural-born Romantic with a precise
sense for the Liszt idiom, which too
156
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ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF A KEF

Anyone can build a good proto- right pairs that match to better than
±0.5dB. This accounts for KEF's spottype. The real challenge is assuring
on stereo imaging. Then we test the
the quality of everyday production.
completed pairs for frequency and
That's why KEF have the most
stringent production test programme phase response against the original
in the industry.
prototype.
'We keep all this data by
'We test each individual Referserial number on permanent file.
ence Series driver for amplitude
response with respect to frequency. If a driver should ever need replacement, we can supply an exact
The computer collates the tested
drivers and crossovers into left and
duplicate.

The Speaker
Engineers

'Our testing may seem fanatical, but it's
the only way to guarantee performance:
-Frank Merricks, KEE PRODUCTION ENGINEER

REFREt CE MODEL "07

a nME IF 60E England
KEF Electroares Ltd. To
lyieklGtGle. Chanoily LA 2202'' 03/631-88'0
KEF Efectrontcs ofAmence Inc., 14' 2C -K
Smyth Sound Equipment Ltd., 5959úa Pare 1rdusinei. Lot gueud Quebec, Canada 514 579-5490
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Ruth Laredo shuns flashy
showmanship and instead
stresses the splendid
melancholy of this Chopin.

easily can become bombastic, hiding
the solid worth. He has it exactly right
here, neither too little nor too much.
felt that maybe I'd have to revise my
thoughts on this piece, if it can come
forth as persuasively as this.
I

LINN
HIGH FIDELITY
Authorized Dealers
ALABAMA
Audition. Homewood Campbell Audio. Huntsville
CALIFORNIA

Audio Basics. Claremont Musical Images. Fresno Havens 8
Hardesty, Hgtn. Beach Christopher Hansen. Los Angeles Gene
Rubin Audio. Monterey Park Audible Difference, Palo Alto Keith
Yates Audio, Sacramento Stereo Design. San Diego Access to
Music, San Francisco The Audio Shoppe. Santa Monica Systems
Design. Sherman Oaks
COLORADO

Hi Fi Shop. Colorado Springs Audio Alternative, Denver Audio
Alternative, Ft. Collins
CONN.

Carston Stereo, Danbury
FLORIDA
Sound Components. Coral Gables Audio Visions, Tampa
GEORGIA
Music Audio. Atlanta Sounds of Distinction. Atlanta
HAWAII

Audio Shoppe. Honolulu
ILLINOIS

Audio Musicale. Belleville Glenn Poor's Audio. Champaign Media
Room. Chicago Pro Musica, Chicago Victor's Stereo,
Chicago Glen Poor's, Normal Sundown Audio, Normal Sound
Choice, Lisle Absolute Audio Sys.. Rockford Sundown One.
Springfield
INDIANA

Audiotrend, Evansville Higher Fidelity. Ft. Wayne Audio Workshop,
Indianapolis Ovation Audio, Indianapolis
KANSAS
Golden Stereo, Overland Park
KENTUCKY

Ovation Audio, Lexington Audio Video by Design. Louisville
LOUISIANA
Wilson Audio, New
MASS.

what you really need, especially on repeat playings.
In this leisurely (somehow) all -Cho-

pin disc, the truer Chopin is every-

dard contemporary virtuoso piece, often murdered by pianists who practice
exhibitionistic speeding. If badly handled, it easily shatters into billions of

where evident-not so much a flaming
concert showman as a person for the
intellectual music salon. These pieces
are predominantly ruminative and introspective, with flashes of brilliance
that are always contained and never
loud merely for loudness' sake. In a

glassy fragments-not good for the

way,

ear. Again, Vakarelis shows a mature
and lively musical sense, never at all
giving way to the usual show-off temp-

ground music, for ears that can under-

The very different Prokofiev is a stan-

tations but, even so, demonstrating
how easy it all is for him.

it

is an exalted kind of back-

stand the music's profundity even
through quiet conversation.

There is only one of the standard

Edward Tatnall Canby

contest showpieces here, and Laredo
puts this one at the beginning of side
two, not as a flashy starter. The rest of
the menu is mainly the waltzes, mazurkas, one nocturne, and one étude-the
genuine mainstream of Chopin's work.
Listening here,
find
might prefer
Artur Rubinstein's seasoned and marvelously intense versions, which carry
over the authentic, late 19th -century
tradition into our day; Laredo is of the

Chopin: Ruth Laredo, piano.
Nonesuch 71450-1, LP.
Ruth Laredo isn't that old, but she is

present generation, a bit on the neo Romantic side, with lots of pedal and a
more relaxed and noticeable rubato,
as the fashion now goes. She never

a wholly mature, thinking pianist as
well as a brilliant enough technician

overdoes, she subordinates the ac-

when the occasion calls for brilliance.
Listening to music in your living room,

audibility and stresses the splendid

As for the Royal Philharmonic, it is
typically current -British, which means
that it responds with care and enthusiasm to a host of different conductors
and soloists without a trace of commercial -style boredom. The fact that this
recording is the group's own homegrown project probably makes things

that much better-it sounds that way.
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Greensboro Stereo Sound. Raleigh Stereo Sound. Winston-Salem
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Audible Elegance, Cincinnati Custom Stereo. Columbus Stereo
Showcase, Dayton Audio Encounters. Dublin Oxford Audio.
Oxford Hoffman's Stereo. Warrensville Hts.
OKLAHOMA
Audio Dimensions. Oklahoma City
OREGON

Hawthorne Stereo, Portland Northwest Audio Labx, Corvallis
PENN.

Audio Gallery Pittsburgh Community Audio, Philadelphia
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Precision Audio, Rio Piedras
RHODE ISLAND
Soundings, Middletown
S. CAROLINA
Bntish American Sound. Charleston
S. DAKOTA
Western Stereo. Sioux Falls
TENNESSEE

Opus 2, Memphis Audio Systems, Nashville
TEXAS

High Bias. Austin Audio Concepts. Dallas Audio Concepts,
Houston Concert Sound. San Antonio
VIRGINIA

High -C Stereo, Leesburg Digital Sound, Virginia Beach
WASHINGTON

Definitive Audio. Seattle Advanced Audio Systems, Tacoma
WISCONSIN

Specialized Sound, Madison Audio Emporium,
Milwaukee Audiophile's, Verona
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City Harmony Audio. Regina Better Music, Saint Katherine Total
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companiments sometimes almost to in-

melancholy of the Chopin songs. It's

this-and not flashy showpieces-is good listening. Edward Tatnall Canby
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Obvious but very deceptive...
You'll probably notice our 50 -watt RX-533
offers obvious features such as Dicital AM/FM
cassette/radio with Dolby° B & C noise reduction, 24 -preset stations, preset scan, tape pro g -am search, separate bass & treble tone
controls, etc., and of course, it's removable!
But you'll probably overlook the not -so -visible
but specially enginee-ed features such as FM
optimizer II circuitry designed for superior FM
reception and built-in Automatic Radio Monitor
for filling the void with music while you are fidceting with your tape. Special cassette features
such as "Auto Azimuth Correction System"
rotates the tape heac 180 degrees whenever
tape direction changes to keep perfect azimuth
alignment, Keyoff Finch Roller Re ease minimizes wear and tear of tape pinch roller and DC
servo motor accurately controls tape movement
thus minimizing wcw
and flutter.

Plus pre -amp outputs and CD/AUX input
capability designed for flexible system expansion, two-tone illuminated control panel guarantees easy viewing and identification and
replaceable Lithium back-up battery helps protect and store information in the
microprocessor.
Though not in plain view, these state-of-theart engineering innovations are obviously what
you have come to expect from a company with
over 11 years of manufacturing experience.
Coustic... a sound investment.

~It)
4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2596
(213) 582-2832

EJECT

c Coustic 1987
A; Dolby is a registered t-ademark of Dolby Laboratories.
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
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JAZZ & BLUES

SARAHNADES
track, "Make This City Ours Tonight,"
as well as on "Love and Passion" and
"Obsession."
If you like jazz/pop with a strong Brazilian feel, you will fall right into Brazilian Romance. Yes, Sarah Vaughan is a

bit overshadowed by the lush string
arrangements and deep vocal placement, but one of the greatest voices in
music could never be completely undone by such circumstances.
Hector G. La Torre

Live from Chicago-An Audience
with the Queen: Koko Taylor and Her
Blues Machine
Alligator 4754, LP.
Performance: B
Sound: B
Koko Taylor, the most famous living

blueswoman in the world, has always
occupied a unique niche among her
contemporaries. Try to name another
major blues star who doesn't play an
instrument. Fortunately, Taylor has always toured with groups that could be
counted on for straightforward, no -frills

Chicago bluesmanship. The sidemen
on this set are no exception.
An Audience with the Queen, Tay-

lor's fifth album for Alligator, was reBrazilian Romance: Sarah Vaughan
CBS MK 42519, CD.
On her most recent release, Brazilian Romance, a collection of 10 romantic songs produced by Sergio Mendes
and arranged by Dori Caymmi, vocalist
Sarah Vaughan comes to us in a Brazilian setting. Interestingly, despite the
samba-esque feel, many of the accompanying musicians are top-flight Amer-

ican players. Included are George
Duke, keyboards; Aiphonso Johnson,

bass; Tom Scott, Lyricon and tenor
sax; Hubert Laws, flute, and Ernie
Watts, alto sax.

The musical parts of

Brazilian

Ro-

mance are beautifully arranged. However, with a full string section used on
nearly all of the songs, the overall feel

is one of constant :ushness, and in
time this becomes tiresome. It might
have been wiser to include three or

four songs in which the singer was
backed by only the small rhythm section-especially in light of the fact that
this section (Carlos Vega on drums
and Paulinho Da Costa on percussion,
in addition to Johnson and Duke) is so

very good. These guys must breathe in
unison.
Sarah Vaughan is a musical vocalist,
that is, in an ensemble setting, among
four or five instrumentalists, her voice

seems to blend in as another instrument. Understand, she enunciates meticulously and delivers her lyrics cleanly, but her voice remains musical. Lyrics seem secondary when you listen to

Sarah Vaughan play with a melody,
reaching down into her rich lower register and then climbing easily back up
to dance with the strings and flutes. On

this recording, the vocal should be
more up -front. Only on "Love and Passion," the vocal duet with Milton Nascimento, does it receive the prominence
that it should.
The Compact Disc version of Brazilian Romance is excellent. The music
was recorded on the Mitsubishi X-850

32 -channel digital system and mixed
down to Sony's PCM 1630. The resultant sonic clarity supports the use of
the digital domain. Listen to how hon-

estly the instruments-especially the
guitars, flutes, and strings-are re-

corded, specifically on the opening

corded live at a club date, but

it is

essentially a greatest -hits package.
Editor's Note: With this issue, we
have made a change in our "Rock/
Pop Recordings," "Jazz & Blues,"
and "Classical Recordings" depart-

ments. Heretofore, each of those departments contained LP reviews only,
and CD reviews-for all types of music-were presented in one additional section. However, since increasing
numbers of new releases are coming
out in both formats, we no longer be-

lieve the separation is warranted.
Therefore, in this and all future issues, each of our music -review departments will expand to cover both
CDs and LPs; the separate "Compact Discs" department will no longer
run. In the heading of each review,
we will indicate the format that has
been auditioned for that review, and
the catalog number given will be for
that format. We hope these changes

will make our review departments
more useful than ever. Let us know
what you

think!-E.M.
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NEWS

FLIM LRe THE WHO?
1987 #1 Jazz CD, Flim & the BB's, "Big Notes"
1986 #1 Jazz CD, Flim & the BB's, "Tunnel"
1985 #1 Jazz CD, Flim & the BB's, '"Tricycle"

0

nce again the readers of Digital Audio magazine have named Flim & the BB's the year's

best jazz Compact Disc recording group.
And once again jazz legends and Grammy
winners alike were over -passed by this band of digital
diehards.
Who are Flim & the BB's anyway? They're a band of
leading session musicians who gather once a year in
dmp's studios to push the digital domain to its limits

1987 Reader's Choice:
"Big Notes" [CD -454]

Hear the difference.
Find out what the readers of

Digital Audio magazine already

with their unique jazz/pop/classical compositons.

know: why Flim & the BB's on Compact Disc
is number one year -after -year.

They've been recording digitally longer than any other

And while you're at it, check out their new CD "Neon"

band [over ten years]. Amd they compose with the extra -

from dmp. It's their first disc using our new rack of

wide dynamics of the Compact Disc and dmp's ad-

Class -A, discrete electronics. And it's characterized by
the same sonic wave fronts and delicate silences that
have endeared the BB's music to their following.

vanced recording technology in mind.

"Neon" is what the great names in jazz will be up against
next year.

MANFREDO'S FESTS
THE DMP COLLECTION

'A breakthrough

... both fresh and
enthusiastic ... it's

You've read the reviews, heard about the awards and the technical
acclaim. Now it's time to experience dmp's digital dynamics for

good to see that
Manfredo is back."
George Shearing led
the way in his
praise of Manfredo
Fest's Brazilian jazz
recording "Braziliana" on dmp. Now
here's what the reviewers are saying:

"The veteran pianist revels in his bossa nova
roots, captured here in ultra digital detail ... an
hour -plus Latin treat."
Billboard

"This spectacular recording is an overdue
blend of technology and
Brazilian music ... It's
wonderful to see
Manfredo hit paydirt."
Focus

yourself.

Our new catalog assembles all twenty dmp CD's for your evaluation, complete with disc information, player notes and reviews.

"Fest treats his estimable pallet of colors tastefully on piano and is
captured brilliantly by
dmp's technical mastery."
BuZZ

If there was ever a
Goose Bump CD, this one
is it. Forget theatrics, this
is good, solid, close your
eyes and float down the
Amazon, music."
A.J. Aguilera
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Cutting through the dervish
percussion ofExploded View
is Steve Tibbetts' guitar,

a cathartic wail of siren
choirs and scorching melody.
There are a few new songs, yet they
don't stray far from familiar source materials. Taylor's growling, declamatory

singing owes little to the so-called
"classic" female blues singers. Even
compared to such major influences as
Bobby Bland and Muddy Waters, she's
not a singer of great subtlety. Yet few
singers have the primal force to deliver

such rockers as Louis Jordan's "Let
the Good Times Roll" with similar ferocity. As for the sidemen, they may be

little-known figures, but guitarists Michael "Mr. Dynamite" Robinson and
Eddie King trade some good mainstream licks.

This record doesn't measure up to
Taylor's last effort, Queen of the Blues,
which featured such hotshot guest artists as Albert Collins and Son Seals. I'd
get that album first, before scheduling
An Audience with the Queen.
Roy Greenberg

Tirami Su: Al DiMeola Project
Manhattan MLT-46995, LP.
Sound: B+
Performance: B+
Guitarist Al DiMeola is off in a new
direction once again, exploring the

There is flamenco -like acoustic guitar
on "Rhapsody of Fire," New Age atmo-

spherics on "Arabella," and speedo

Tibbetts' guitar, a cathartic wail of siren
choirs and scorching melodies.
Tibbetts belongs to a lost generation

fusion on "Song with a View" and of musicians, the ones who grew up
"Song to the Pharoah Kings" (written

listening to the progressive and under-

by Chick Corea).
Several cuts feature José Renato's
vocals (he sings some Brazilian lyrics,

ground sounds of the '60s and early

some nonsense syllables); these are
mixed in the background rather than
the foreground and sound a bit odd.
Other than that, sound and production
nooks and crannies of Latin rhythms on are excellent. Listen especially closely
Tirami Su. Actually, this is more a com- to the panned parts in the exciting
pendium of DiMeola's recent styles: "Beijing Demons" and to the instrumental overlays of "Maraba."
In many ways, Tirami Su is DiMeola's
most sophisticated and balanced work

to date, with the old criticism about
nonstop blazing scales finally put to
bed. On the other hand, it is also more
contemplative than his previous albums, which means that it lacks a bit of

the excess and excitement which
made DiMeola's early works so ap-

'70s and were left in the cold when the

music went corporate. On Exploded
View, Tibbetts' first album in three
years, the guitarist continues to com-

pose a personalized music filtered
through his emotions, his guitar pyrotechnics, and his studio experimentation. Playing with the same musicians
he's worked with since 'his first self produced recording in 1977, he leaves
nothing out, and yet it all works.
Unlike the more contemplative meditations of his first two ECM recordings
(Northern Songs and Safe Journey),
Exploded View most recalls YR, Tibbetts' ground -breaking 1979 recording. Like YR, Exploded View journeys
through carefully wrought landscapes,
with urgent acoustic guitars giving way

Michael Wright

to screaming feedback, the steady
gurgle and throb of percussion, and

Exploded View: Steve Tibbetts
ECM 1335, CD.
Sound: B+
Performance: A+
Exploded View-a perfect name for
a recording that detonates like a fission
bomb and rebuilds the world in a new
form. On this roaring maelstrom of an
album, Tibetan monks moan through

the plaintive cry of Claudia Schmidt.
Recording in his home studio, Tib-

subharmonic feedback drones. The
dervish percussion is like a global
drum choir, as Marc Anderson and

tape hiss is revealed when you crank it

pealing.

Marcus Wise play the rhythms of India,

Africa, and Morocco with one mind.
And through it all is the sound of Steve
162

betts gets an astounding clarity of
sound that is well served by this CD,
Tablas and congas have never had a
more visceral punch, their sharpness

defining and punctuating Tibbetts'
sustained electric lines and the reso-

nance of his acoustic guitar. Some

up loud-and that's the only way to
listen to this record-but the quality of
Tibbetts' acid -jazz quickly displaces
any technical shortcomings.
John Diliberto
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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Magnificent
Reception.
THE TX -II a COMBINES CARVER'S
REVOLUTIONARY ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE
COUPLED FM DETECTION CIRCUITS WITH AN
AM STEREO SECTION CAPABLE OF
FM -QUALITY RECEPTION.

needed by our ears and brain to construct stereo
imaging. Reintroduced into the mono (L+R) signal
matrix, a net reduction of 93% or better than 20dB
of noise reduction - is achieved. All ambient and
localizing information is recovered. Only hiss and

The Carver TX -11a Stereo AM -FM Tuner is the

most complete high fidelity broadcast reception

products from traditional electronic components.
First by eliminating forms of FM distortion and inter-

THE SILENT TREATMENT. While AM stereo
may not yet be available in your area, you can
receive FM stereo. Including stations so fraught with
interference and distortion that you may be tempted
to return to mono AM. That's why the TX -Ha
includes the first circuitry to remove hiss, "picket
fencing" and the myriad other unpredictable noises
which often disturb FM listening. Without reducing
stereo imaging, frequency response or dynamic
range.

Part of the FM signal, the left minus right portion, is extremely prone to "ghosting" or multipath
interference caused by hills, buildings and other
obstructions. Bob Carver's Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled circuitry cancels distortion -causing "dirty
mirror" images before they can reach your ears. It
filters out noise and restores the part of the signal

C-QUAM format AM stereo broadcast transmitter
with a Carver Compact Disc Player as a source. The
CD source and the TX-lla were also routed directly
to a preamplifier and speakers for comparison.
When Bob switched back and forth, most listeners had difficulty distinguishing between the
straightwire CD player and the TX-lla's over -the -air
AM stereo reception! Many could tel no difference
at all!

component ever offered. It is a technical tour -de force which further distances Bob Carver's unique

ference that even the most expensive tuners available can't correct. And second, with a unique
additional tuning section capable of making
AM stereo sound as good as FM!

At a press conference in front of America's top
stereo writers, Bob Carver unveiled a low powered

distortion are left behind. Or, as High Fidelity magazine put it ".. clean, noise -free sound out of weak
or multipath-ridden signals that would have you
lunging for the mono switch on any other tuner"

Ovation magazine observed that the circuit,
".. may well mean the difference between marginal
reception of the station signals you've been yearning to hear and truly noise -free reception of those
same signals."
Audio magazine called it, An FM tuner
breakthrough."
THE FIRST AUDIOPHILE AM STEREO
CIRCUITRY. Contrary to popular belief, most AM
stereo stations have frequency response (20-15kHz),
separation (35dB) and signal-to-noise ratios (70dB)
audibly indistinguishable from FM stations of equal
strength. But only Carver offers the technology to
appreciate this hidden performance.

FM 9J f

U

HUMAN ENGINEERED FEATURES AND CONVENIENCE. The TX -Ha is designed to make enjoying FM and AM easy, not dazzle you with flashing
light and complex programming. Thirteen presets,
wide/narrow band selection, automatic/manual
scanning as well as Multipath and Noise Reduction
buttons are inset into the burnished anthracite metal
face. Full instrumentation including digital display,
6 -step signal strength LED's and other monitor functions are tastefully recessed, visible but not garish.
The result is performance without theatricality,
access without complication.

CLEAR THE AIR by visiting your nearest Carver
dealer. Ask to hear the most expensive tuner they
sell. (It probably won't be the Carver TX-lla). Tune a
multipath-ravaged, hiss -filled FM station on it then
the same station on the TX -Ha Stereo AM -FM
Tuner. Now press the Carver Multipath and Noise
Reduction buttons. You'll hear why High Fidelity
Magazine called it "By far the best tuner we
have tested..."

NNir
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el TX -11
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C'\RVER
POWERFUL

P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046

MUSICAL
Enter No. 79 on Reader Service Card
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ACCURATE
evolution
Distributed in Canada by technology

We often think of trumpeter
Yank Lawson in terms of his

blasting, powerful style,
but he has a melodic and
reflective side as well.
pioning of Carr's recordings. Guralnick, who also penned the liner notes
for this album, cryptically reports that
the Memphis -born singer is still alive,
although his recording days appear to
be over because of a "crippling paralysis of spirit," whatever that may mean.
No matter. These recordings reveal
everything of real importance about
James Carr.
Carr invests every phrase with a feeling of passion barely kept in check. He
sings intuitively, without calculation;
that his performances are so affecting
is the best measure of his success.

The title track has inspired performances by dozens of singers, ranging
from Aretha Franklin to Linda Ronstadt.
Carr's own covers are especially effec-

tive. After you hear him perform The
Bee Gees' "To Love Somebody," the

original recording will never sound
quite the same again.
At the Dark End of the Street makes
a strong argument that '60s soul isn't
dated; it's classic.
Roy Greenberg

Yank Lawson Plays Mostly Blues

Audiophile AP 221, LP. (Available
from Audiophile Records, 3008 Wadsworth Mills Pl., Atlanta, Ga. 30032.)
Sound: A
Performance: AAll the players on this recording first

nova style by Al Klink's swinging tenor
sax. There's plenty of Johnny Mince's
fine, woody -toned clarinet and some
good Knocky Parker on piano, especially on "Blues My Naughty Sweetie
Gave to Me."
Frank Driggs

got together while appearing in two At the Dark End of the Street: James

We Begin: Mark Isham and Art Lande
ECM 1338/831 621-2, CD.
Sound: A
Performance: C+
This is a case of the master following
the footsteps of his student. Art Lande
is a gifted pianist and composer who,
in the mid -'70s, led a distinctive jazz

different jazz festivals in Georgia last Carr
year. With very little rehearsal or ad- Blueside FL 6008-1, LP. (Available
vance notice, these seasoned veter- from Upside Records, 225 Lafayette
ans, most of whom have had extensive

band experience and years of studio
recording activity, turned out an album
of excellent classical jazz.
Headed by powerful trumpeter Yank

Lawson (reunited with his old Bob
Crosby teammate, bassist Bob Haggart), the musicians do their stuff on

mostly blues or blue -ballad tunes,
some old numbers and one or two relatively new ones.

We often think of Yank Lawson in
terms of the powerful, blasting trumpet

style he's been using since the mid '30s, but he also has a melodic and
reflective side, as his solo on Johnny
Mercer's "Summer Wind" shows. This

St., Suite 1109, New York, N.Y. 10012.)
Performance: A
Sound: C+

Calling a performer "The World's
Greatest Soul Singer," as the jacket of
this album proclaims, is to invite immediate debate, especially when the performer in question is the largely forgotten James Carr. Be that as it may, one
listen to At the Dark End of the Street
will convince soul and blues fans that
Carr must be counted among the best.

When he wails and pleads and cries
his way through a song, its lyrics become universal truths.

Carr's brief career ended when the
Goldwax label folded in 1969, and his
tune also gives a fine demonstration of records have been unavailable in this
trombonist George Masso's worth as a country for years. Carr would have remusician. Bob Haggart's famous bal- mained a footnote in soul music history
not for writer Peter Guralnick's chamlad "What's New" is served up bossa
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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This announcement appears as a matter of record only

Diamandis Communications Inc.
has acquired all of the assets of the

CBS Magazine Division
for

$650,000,000

The undersigned initiated and assisted in negotiating this transaction,
structured the financing, and purchased a combination of all of the senior
and subordinated notes and, together with management, substantially
all of the equity necessary to complete the acquisition.

Prudential Capital Corporation

Prudential-Bache Capital Funding

(Formerly PruCapital, Inc.)

October 1987
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* DOLBY B+C+dbx

* AUTO REVERSE DUBBING
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CAR STEREO SPECIALS

$99

CLARION 700EQA

$149
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7)-71777717
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* QUICK AUTO REVERSE

* DOLBY B+C+HX PRO

* DOLBY B+C, 2 MOTOR

* 3 -HEAD, FINE BIAS CONTROL

CALL

TEAC ADS

CALL!

TEAC V970X

* 7 -BAND AMP/EQUALIZER
* IMAGE RESTORATION
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* DIGITAL, 18 PRESETS

* PRESET SCAN, CLOCK
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* CD/CASSETTE COMBO

* DOLBY B+C+HX PRO

* DIGITAL, DOLBY, 18 PRESETS

* 6x9TRIAX

* AUTO -REVERSE, DOLBY B+C

* 3 -HEAD, 3 -MOTOR

* REMOVABLE CHASSIS

* HIGH POWER HANDLING

SPEAKER SPECIALS
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COST

* PORTABLE DISC PLAYER

* DUAL DISC PLAYER
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* 16 -TRACK PROGRAMMING

* BEST BUY-WAS $499
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$269

$295

TEAC PDM600

SPECIAL
PURCHASE
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CALL!

EPI 10" 3 -WAY

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

$89 EA.

* SMALLEST PORTABLE DISCMAN

* 6 -DISC STACKER

* DIRECT/REFLECTING

* FLOOR STANDING -220 WTS

* 21 SONG PROGRAMMING

* 32 RANDOM PROGRAMMING

* GREAT PERFORMANCE

* CDH TWEETER

TEAC ZD1000

$329

$479

TEAC ZD5000

WDS

Wisconsin Discount Stereo
2417 W. Badger Rd.
Madison, WI 53713
* ZD (Zero Distortion) CIRCUITRY

* ZD (Zero Distortion) CIRCUITRY

* DUAL D/A CONVERTORS

* DUAL DIA CONVERTORS

* * SOME ITEMS LIMITED * *

ÍE'

OR COD
HOURS:

M-Thur
Fri
Sat

WDS MEANS SERVICE:
11. We have one of the finest service centers In the

country-with its own 800 number.
2. Buyer Protection Plan on every product.
(Ask salesperson for details.)
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3. Buy from the oldest, most trusted
mail order firm in the country.

4. We care before and AFTER the sale.

8-8
9-8
9-5
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HE LOWEST PRICES IN THE COUNTRY!
CAMCORDER SPECIALS

$589

VHS FORMAT

$CALL!

ZENITH VM6300

* 12 -FUNCTION REMOTE

* JITTER -FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS

* HQ, MULTI -EVENT TIMER

* ON -SCREEN PROGRAMMING

$389

ZENITH MTS HIFI

$419

4 -HEAD MTS HIFI

1
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BRAND

DEALER
COST

NEW

* 10 LUX, CCD

* VHS -C FORMAT

* RANDOM ACCESS TUNER

* MTS, 26 FUNCTION REMOTE

* PAN FOCUS SYSTEM

* HIGH-SPEED SHUTTER

* 4/14 DAY TIMER, HQ

* REMOTE PROGRAMMING

$988

SHARP VCC20

$1049

GE 99806

MARANTZ VR560 HQ

$529

STEREO

INCLUDES
CASE &
TRIPOD

* HIGH SPEED SHUTTER

* HIGH SPEED SHUTTER

* 4 -HEAD MTS HIFI

* 6:1 ZOOM, CCD

* REMOTE PROGRAMMING

* 6:1 ZOOM, CCD

$119

ii

* 5 -BAND EQ, 16 PRESETS
TECHNICS SAR410

SHERWOOD 52750CP

$179

$69

RECOTON FRED

$359

* 55 WTS/CH, 5 -BAND EQ
* SURROUND SOUND

Eillillq1
..

.

.

_

..

.

* UNIVERSAL MTS DECODER

* WORKS WITH ANY TV

$399

JVC RX9VBK

_

* REMOTE CONTROLLED
* 100 WTS/CH, 7 -BAND EQ

WIRELESS 100

$199PR.

AC POWERED
12 WATT/CH

_

* DIGITAL, 25 WATTS/CH

* TOP OF THE LINE DIGITAL
* 4 -HEAD MTS HIFI

MISC. SPECIALS

RECEIVER SPECIALS
MARANTZ SR360

GE 97885

._-....-..

H,-

F'MI
MH,

ATUS AM300E

$209

* EXTEND YOUR STEREO TO

ANY ROOM IN THE HOUSE

.

WITH
ECHO

$129

CINEMA SURROUND

: ti

++L--Fr-r-r-rI

* 120 WATTS/CH, WIRELESS

* HIGH PERFORMANCE MIXER

* BUILT-IN AMP, 5 -BAND EQ

* 32 PRESETS, 10 -MEMORY EQ

* 2 PHON0+6 INS, 5 -BAND EQ

* 3 VCR HOOK-UPS

DISCOUNT HOTLIIE

TECHNICS SLQD33
AND SHURE V15

$189

$128

SHURE VI5 V MR

1.800.356.9514
OR CALL 1-608-271-6889

* INCLUDES SHURE V15
* QUARTZ D.D. TURNTABLE

* STANTON 500AL
* STANTON 681 EEE

.

.

.

$17
$48

YOUR SATISFACTION M EANS EVERYTHING TO US:

1. We choose only quality products
2. AN products brand new factory sealed
with full manufacturer's warranty.

3. SPEEDY SERVICE-Most orders ship-

ped within 4$ hours.
4. A fair approach to solving whatever
problems arise.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

A

Mark Isham's New Age music
Statement of Ownership,
Management and Circulation
(Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685)

1A. Title of Publication: Audio.
1B. Publication No.: 513-610.
2. Date of Filing: Oct. 22, 1987.
3. Frequency of Issue: Monthly.
3A. No. of Issues Published Annually: 12.
3B. Annual Subscription Price: $19.94.
.4. Mailing Address of Known Office of Publication: 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036.

dominates We Begin; what
little piano one can hear
is buried underneath
a wash of synthesizers.
Drawings. it breaks little new ground
for (sham. We Begin is a slow start.
John Diliberto

5. Mailing Address of the Headquarters of
General Business Offices of the Publisher: 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036.

In the Tradition: Wendell Brunious
GHB 194, LP. (Available from GHB

6. Names and Mailing Address of Publisher,
Editor and Managing Editor: Publisher, Stephen

Goldberg, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY

Records, 3008 Wadsworth Mills PI., Atlanta, Ga. 30032.)
Sound: B+
Performance: B+ to C

10036; Editor, Eugene Pitts III, 1515 Broadway,

New York, NY 10036; Managing Editor, Kay
Blumenthal, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY
10036.

This recording

7. Owner: Diamandis Communications Inc.,
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036.
Names and Addresses of Shareholders Holding
1% or More of DCI Voting Stock:

DJS Group, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY
10151; Peter G. Diamandis, 1515 Broadway,

I

New York. NY 10036; David Pecker, 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036; Robert F. Spil-

lane. 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036;
Arthur Sukel, 1515 Broadway. New York, NY
10036.

8. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees and Other Security Holders Owning or Holding 1% or
More of Total Amount of Bonds, Mortgages or
Other Securities:

Prudential Insurance Company of America,
Gateway 3, 100 Mulberry Street, Newark. NJ
07102; Prudential Interfunding Corp., c/o Prudential Capital Corporation,
Seaport Plaza,
1

199 Water Street, New York, NY 10292; Prudential-Bache Interfunding Inc., 1 Seaport Plaza,

199 Water Street, New York, NY 10292; PruLease Inc., c/o Prudential Capital Corporation, 1
Seaport Plaza, 199 Water Street, New York, NY
10292.

9. For Completion by Nonprofit Organizations
Authorized to Mail at Special Rates: Does Not
Apply.
10. Extent and Nature of Circulation
Average No. Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months:

A. Total No Copies, 215,509; B. Paid and/or
Requested Circulation, 1. Sales Through Dealers and Carriers, Street Vendors and Counter
Sales, 43,044; 2. Mail Subscription, 107,572; C.

Total Paid and/or Requested Circulation,
150,616; D. Free Distribution by Mail, Carrier or

Other Means, Samples, Complimentary and
Other Free Copies. 6,635; E. Total Distribution,
157.251; F. Copies Not Distributed, 1. Office

Left Over, Unaccounted, Spoiled After
Printing, 2,850; 2. Return from News Agents,
Use,

55,408; G. Total, 215,509.

Actual No. Copies of Single Issue Published
Nearest to Filing Date:

too much of a

is

mixed bag of younger players coupled
with older ones pretty much past their
prime.
doubt that would have reviewed it except for two very important
ensemble ailed Rubisa Patrol. That
group featured a journeyman trumpeter named Mark 'sham. After a few criti-

cally acclaimed albums for ECM,
Lande dropped out of recording while
'sham made his name as an expressive synthesist on Windham Hill with
albums like Vapor Drawings and Film
Music.

We Begin is a reunion of sorts, only

now Lande is playing 'sham's New
Age synthesizer music instead of his
own knotty jazz explorations. Unfortu-

nately, the album is weaker for it.
There's nothing here to indicate
Lande's musical personality. What little
piano one can hear is buried in a wash
of synthesizers.

Although both artists are credited
with synthesizers, it's 'sham's personality that emerges. Epic ballads like the

title track pulse with his synthesizer
swells. "Ceremony in Starlight" is a
mysterious soundscape of electronic
temple bells, muted trumpet in deep
reverb, and plucked strings with the
sparest of piano parts. "The Melancholy of Departure" pulls itself apart
with an insistent machine -shop rhythm

that crushes (sham's somber, sus-

I

facts: Its leader comes from a major

family of latter-day New Orleans musi-

cians (his father was the late John
Pickett Brunious), and the younger
Brunious plays trumpet in the classic,
traditional jazz style of his forebears.
In

jazz, it is

highly unusual for a

young performer to resist his own gen-

eration's peer pressure to either become a modern -jazz stylist or a
rhythm-and-blues or soul musician.
Perhaps Wendell Brunious could not
have resisted anywhere else but in
New Orleans, where the older style of
jazz (still called New Orleans or Dixie-

land) is practiced by young and old
alike and is still somewhat in demand. I
like the way this trumpeter plays, with a
strong, sure lead. In time, think, he
will become an outstanding soloist.
I

As it stands, this recording represents a pleasant example of a group of
diverse players ranging from trombon-

ist Louis Nelson (over 80 years old)
and pianist Jeanette Kimball (in her
70s), down through British clarinetist/
saxist Sammy Rimington, bassist Frank
Fields, and drummer Barry Martyn (all
in their 40s), to young Brunious (in his
early 30s).
I

have no idea what kind of "draft"

A. Total No. Copies, 208.899; B. Paid and/or

tained trumpet lines like a metal press.

Wendell Brunious might feel from other

Requested Circulation, 1. Sales Through Dealers and Carriers, Street Vendors and Counter
Sales, 36,370; 2. Mail Subscription, 105,508; C.

"Surface and Symbol," on the other
hand, is an airy space walk. A slowly

players of his generation-including
the far more famous Marsalis brothers

141,878; D. Free Distribution by Mail, Carrier or

spinning rhythmic orbit provides a vessel for Doppler trumpet effects, spare

Other Means, Samples, Complimentary and

and resonant piano, and an insistent

and the Dirty Dozen Brass Band, for
example-but I for one am glad to see
a talented young player narrow the

Total Paid and/or Requested Circulation,
Other Free Copies, 7.701; E. Total Distribution,
149,579; F. Copies Not Distributed, 1. Office

Left Over, Unaccounted, Spoiled After
Printing, 1,990; 2. Return from News Agents,
Use,

57,330; G. Total, 208,899.
11.
certify that the statements made by me
above are correct and complete.
Bernard B. Lacy
I

VP/Circulation

stereo -delayed cymbal.

Despite some engaging compositions and the spacey improvisations of
"Surface and Symbol," We Begin is a
lost opportunity. It wastes the reunion

of two distinctive artists by playing
away from the strengths of Lande. And

despite the four years since Vapor
168

ever -lengthening gap that has existed
in music since the end of World War II,
when modern jazz or R&B seemed to
be the only way to go. Traditional jazz

has so much to offer musically.

It

needs the youth and vitality of a dozen
players like Wendell Brunious to bring
it back to life.
Frank Driggs
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS --$t .85 per word, MINIMUM charge

PER AD, PER INSERTION $45. All centered or
spaced lines $16.

NON BUSINESS ADS-$1.30 per word, MINIMUM
charge PER AD, PER INSERTION $30. All centered

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FORSALE

AATTENTION AAUDIOPHILES, Record Collector's. Record Dealer's NITTY GRITTY Record Cleaning machines
remove dust, grease, static charge from your record. For
the cleanest sound Possible! For information, Chad Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402. 913-825-8609.

AAA*ATTENTION!

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold face type at no

ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K AMPS
AND PREAMPS: Most sonic improvement for $$ invested!! Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, in-

extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $2.00
extra per word. One point ruled box is $15.

creased transparency, deeper & tighter bass! State-ofthe-art Technology!!! We pay shipping. SOUND UN-

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.

LIMITED, 169 Church St., Bristol, CT 06010. Est.

or spaced lines at $13.

(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford, CT 06925

1959. (203) 584-0131.

MCNISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

FOR SALE

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER

ACOUSTAT TNT120 $499, COUNTERPOINT SA7 $299,
CELESTIAN SL6 $499, CONRAD JOHNSON PV2 $299,
SPECTRAL MI500 2M $129, Adcom, PS, SUPERPHON,
B&K, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, PALANTIR, FOSGATE.
(714) 861-4830 Evenings.

HI-FI HOTLINE!
OUTSTANDING PRICES * VISA -MC * CALL US
LARGE SELECTION * US WARRANTY TRADES
MID -FI TO HIGH-END * SERVICE * ADVICE. Many
products to choose from (414) 658-3111.
GREAT PRICES -QUALITY AUDIO!

AAA -AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
DENON, VANDERSTEEN, HAFLER, PS AUDIO, ACOUS-

TAT, YAMAHA, B&K, JSE, CONRAD-JOHNSON. B&W,
BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PROTON, CARVER, ONKYO,
ADS, VPI, JBL, DCM, MIRAGE, SOTA, SPECTRUM,
SONOGRAPH, AR. CANTON, COUNTERPOINT, GENESIS, FRIED, NITTY GRITTY, SUMIKO, THORENS, KEF,
ADCOM, SUPERPHON, SNELL, KYOCERA, M&K, HARMAN KARDON, INFINITY, DBX, LUXMAN, APOGEE.
BOSE, DAHLQUIST, KLIPSCH, OHM and any others you
desire. (414) 725-4431.
CALL US WE CARE!!!

THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times less 5%, 6 times
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted fora three -time frequency

are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short -rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.
BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at $8
extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowl-

edged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the
event of a rate increase.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES

1 col x 1 inch
1 col x 2 inches
col x 3 inches
2 cols. x 1 inch
2 cols. x 2 inches
1

$316
$498
$713
$567
$958

One column width is 21". Two columns wide is 41/4".
For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.
DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.
ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:

Laura J. Lo Vecchio, AUDIO MAGAZINE,
1515 Broadway. New York, NY 10036

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED

LINE ADS: Mary Jane Adams-(212) 719-6345.

Samarium Cobalt leaf supertweeters
European ferrofluid dome drivers
Cast magnesium frame midranges
Polypropylene woofers in a proprietary
configuration
Phase -correct crossover design
24K Gold binding posts
Elegantly crafted cabinetry
Solid ten year warranty

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS: Laura J. Lo Vecchio(212) 719-6338
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distributed exclusively by:
REEL TO REAL DESIGNS
2105 CLAREMONT
SPRINGFIELD, IL, 62703
217) 529-87r-

FOR SALE

STEREO VIDEO

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

CROSSOVERS

AAAAAUDIO CLASSICS PRE -OWNED EQUIPMENT. Al!

CAR STEREO

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

Haller equipment carries a 1 year factory guaranty. AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase P266 Amplifier ($2800) $1250; Acoustat TNT120 ($799) $475, TNT200 ($1249) $750: Belles 400

Lowest prices on over 150 brands
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG

800 / 233-8375
9-6 M-Th / 9-3 Friday (Pacific Time)

AUDIO UNLIMITED
1203A Adams Avenue I La Grande. OR 97850
(503) 963-5731

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS
Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

reewoute,

Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397.9668

items in good to excellent condition unless noted as is'.

($1295) $700; Haller DH120 ($375) $225, DH200 ($430)
250, DH200 12V ($430) $250, DC or DH220 ($499) $325,
(1) DH300 ($450) $270, DC500 ($850) $525, XL280 ($600)
$375; Luxman MB3045' ($990) $200; NAD 2200 ($600)
$360; NYAL Moscode Type II ($1600) $1000; Perreaux
PMF1050 ($1050) $625, Soundcraftsman PCR800 ($499)
$275. CARTRIDGES: Accuphase AC2 NEW ($675) $400,
AC3 NEW ($550) $330; Apature Koce ($200) $150; Audio quest MC3 NEW $150. CD PLAYERS: Kyocera DA71OCX
($800) $475; PS Audio CD1 NEW ($799) $600; Tandberg
TCP3015A ($1295) $975. CROSSOVERS: Accuphase
F15 NEW ($2200) $1200; Infinity RS ($480) $275. DIGI-

TAL DELAYS: Audio Pulse Model Two ($680) $200.
EQUALIZERS: Accuphase G18 NEW ($3300) $2800; Audio Control C101 ($429) $285; Haller DC or DI -1160 (white

$375) $225. EXPANDERS: RG Dynamics Pro 20 ($449)
$125. HEAD AMPS: Haller DH102 or DH112 ($75) $45.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO-SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota, Thorens, Talisman,
Audire, Haller, CWD, Proton, Quad, Sony, Spica, Super phone. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase E204 NEW
($1200) $730, E302 NEW ($2300) $1450; Kenwood LO1A

($1500) $665; Tandberg TPA3012A ($1195) $900; Yamaha CA400' ($270) $30, CA800' ($420) $55. PREAMPLIFIERS: Accuphase C200L NEW ($3000) $1450, C222
NEW ($2200) $1250, C270 NEW ($5000) $3400, C280
NEW ($6900) $3500; Audible Illusions Modulus ($450)
$340; conrad-Johnson Premier Three ($2950) $2000;
Haller DC110 ($450) $265; Luxman C1010 NEW ($745)
$560; NYAL Minuet in A ($995) $675; Perreaux SA2 ($900)
$650, SA3 ($1200) $900, PS Audio 4 ($550) $300, Superphon Revelation NEW ($400) $320. SPEAKERS: Acoustat
Model One ($1299) $779, Model One Woofer Cube ($254)

$150, Two + Two ($2399) $1439, Spectra 3 ($2995)

"...the Sonographe is,
to my ears, the best CD
player to hit the market."

AnthonVV H. Corde8nOOul

TSonotnaphe SD -1 is a Connid-

dynamics are excellent. It is tr_1r-

innson product which has been
put on the market with remarkably little hype about its features
or special technology Its analog

giving, not in the sense of maskinc
CD problems, but in that its
overall sound balance is soclearl\
aimed at musical realism rather
than to contblm to some technical
theory or design concept.
All in all, the Sonographe is a
clear "best buy" I am not going to

stages have, however, been very

extensively modified, with the
goal of making the player sound
as musically realistic as possible.
C) exerts very high quality control
over the players it converts, improves their damping, and pertorm

a number of other tweaks, but
the key issue here is the analog
circuitry
In spite of this lack otcorporate
techno-babble, the Sonographe
is, to my ears, the best CD player to

hit the market. There is a slight
loss ot transient detail and resolution compared to the best competition, but the Sonographe is
consistently musical. The depth
and imaging is supellor to that of
any other player to date, and the
timbre is exceptionally convincing. The soundstage is a bit
wide, but just a hair The bass and
deep bass are very convincing and

wax at length over the sound of
this unit; it is simply musically
right. It equals any other CD player

I have heard in overall sound
quality regardless of price, and
outpertorms any analog front end
you can hope to buy for under
$1000. Only the very hest analog
front ends, and semiprofessional
open -reel and digital tape
machines, will be consistently
superior

-Anthony H. Cordesman
the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dorr Ave.
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
703-ñ08-8581
Reprinted by permission Stercuphile Uil. 10, No. I,
January 1987

$1950, Boston Acoustics A100 ($390) $235, B&W DM6
($1390) $600; Infinity RS 4.5 ($4200) $1600; ITT Hyperion
B/O; KEF 105.2 ($2400) $1200; Polk 7C ($450) $270; Snell
Type
($1600) $900. TUNERS: Haller DC330 ($385)
1

$235; Kenwood T1 ($200) $98; Lux T12 ($645) $175:
Marantz 10 $850; Mitsubishi DAF30 ($400) $150; Proton
440' ($249) $69; Yamaha T520 ($249) $150. TURNTABLES: AR ES1 with Premier MMT Arm ($665) $325; Thor ens TD320 ($549) 415, TD321 ($450) $338. AUDIO
CLASSICS Buys -Sells -Trades Precision Audio Components including Audio Research, Conrad -Johnson, Krell,
Marantz (USA), and McINTOSH. FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program. Mastercard & Visa. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. Fri., POB 176AAA, Walton, NY 13856. 607-865-7200.

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979AAA J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product
selection of HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO, esoterics

and the new DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS AT EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE PRICES. We provide ten
years of audio sales experience, candid honest advice
and full warantee on all products we sell. For pricing
and stock information call: 301-890-3232 or write to:
J.S AUDIO, One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD
20866. We honor Visa/MC and COD. Monday thru
Friday 11AM-7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.

AAA-LOWEST PRICES -QUALITY AUDIO
DENON, HAFLER, CARVER, ADCOM, NAD, YAMAHA,
PS AUDIO, VANDERSTEEN, B&K, KEF, POLK, B&W,

BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PROTON, A.R., LUXMAN,
COUNTERPOINT, SONOGRAPH, SPECTRUM, SNELL,
THORENS, SUPERPHONE, CANTON, D.C.M., FRIED,
GENESIS, MIRAGE, NITTY GRITTY, SOTA, SUMIKO,
V.P.I., ONKYO, JBL, HK, ADS, M&K, ACOUSTAT, JSE,
CONRAD-JOHNSON, PROTON, INFINITY, BOSE, HARMAN KARDON, DBX, KLIPSCH, THIEL, B&O, NAKAMICHI PLUS MANY OTHERS, AUDIO ENTERPRISES.
(414) 722-6889.

MAKE US AN OFFER
AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!

DE NON, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PS AUDIO,
HAFLER, YAMAHA, B&K, CARVER, AR, COUNTERPOINT, SUPERPHONE, LUXMAN, THORENS, M&K,
SNELL, SPECTRUM, ACOUSTAT, ADS, VPI, CONRAD JOHNSON, APOGEE, B&W, JSE, SOTA, JBL,

DCM, MIRAGE, ONKYO, PROTON, H.K., KEF, INFINITY, KLIPSCH and any others you desire. AUDIO
ELITE, (414) 725-4431, Menasha, Wisconsin.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!
AFFORDABLE PRICES ON THE BEST IN HIGH -END
AUDIO Acoustat, Apogee, Conrad -Johnson, Counterpoint,
Goldmund, Klyne, Lazarus, Levinson, Rowland 100+
brands. Sound Advice: 702-645-9242 12PM-6PM PST.
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FOR SALE
AAA-NOW IT'S TIME TO

WPOWER BRIDGE H

CALL US!

YAMAHA-DENON-ADCOM-B&K-A. D. S-BOSTON ACOUSTICS-HAFLER-JBL-B&W-PS AUDIO-VAN-DE RSTEEN-PROTON-ACOUSTATand

DRAMATICALLY MORE EFFECTIVE
UNEQUALED QUALITY
THE BEST SOUND PER DOLLAR

many other lines

HI-FI HOTLINE
We have such a large selection we can't print them all.
SO CALL 414-658-3111.
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE!!!

DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.

-AAA -QUALITY AUDIO -LOW PRICES-

ADCOM CARVER DENON NAD YAMAHA PS
AUDIO THIEL AR KEF JSE DCM COUNTERPOINT LUXMAN M&K SOTA SNELL SPEC-

3254 Fifth St., Oceanside, NY 11572 (516) 764-1121

TRUM SUPERPHONE THORENS VANDERSTEEN
VPI HAFLER POLK BOSTON ACOUSTICS B&K

HARMAN KARDON ONKYO B&W PROTON
KLIPSCH INFINITY B&O NAKAMICHI DBX

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ADCOM GFA-555 MODIFICATIONS FROM D.R.H.
We use Fet Technology and proprietary circuit topology to transform your Adcom into a stunning example

ATTENTION!
FREE UPS SHIPPING

BOSE ADS JBL PLUS MANY OTHERS. AUDIO
ENTERPRISES. (414) 722-6889.

-THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS-

AA#1

RATING !!

Our WONDER CAPS A and WONDER SOLDER'- have
been rated BEST in the world by reviewers and professional

experts. What do they say? Write TRT, Box 4271,

Berkeley, CA 94704.

ABSOLUTELY THE BIGGEST SELECTION: Acoustat,
Adcom, AKG, AR, Aragon, B&W, Belles, Beyer, Celestion,
Chicago Speaker Stand, Conrad -Johnson, Cramolin, Dal-

quist, Discwasher, ESB, Esoteric Audio, Grado, Grado
Signature, Haller, JPW, Koss, Magnum Dynalab, May Audio, Michell, Mod Squad, Monster, Niles, Proton Video,
QED, Rata, Rotel, Sennheiser, Shure, Shure Ultra, Sonographe, Souther, Sumiko, Syrinx, Systemdek, Target,
Teac, Terk, Torumat, Tweek, Vampire, Van den Hul, VPI,
Warfdale, WBT, Zeta and much, much more. S.C.M.S. Call
us toll -free! 800-438-6040 (ask for Cal) 704-376-0350 (in

N.C., ask for Jamie).
ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST EQUIPMENT; unbiased, expert advice: extremely competitive pricing, best trades offered. Conrad -Johnson, Goldmund, Mimesis, Meitner, Merrill, N.Y.A.L. Moscode, Kinergetics, Classé, Berning, Jordan, Merlin, Convergent Audio, Dimensional Optics, Kindel
Audible Illusions, Sound Lab, B&K, Lazarus, Magnum Dyn-

slab, Melos, Analogic, Quicksilver, Superphon, SME,
Grado, Premier, Sumiko, Talisman, Jadis, Souther, ClearaudioNeritas, Madrigal, MIT, Polyphasors, Fosgate, Fried,
Mod Squad, FMS, Audioquest, Straightwire, Quad, JSE,
GSI, Focus, McLaren, Sonographe, Nitty Gritty, Stax, MFA,
Pink Triangle, Cardas Music Reference, Elite Rock, Magnavox C.D., Source table, Odyssey, Maplenoll, Synthesis,
Alphason, Teac, Musical Concepts, Vacum Tube Logic,
AGI, Distech, Kimber Kable, ASC tube traps, Respons,
Van Den Hul, Motif. Nestorvk, Plasmatronics, Target, Arcici

of musical transparency and bottom end authority. Ask

about our MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ALSO
AVAILABLE, FULLY MODIFIED GFA-555's $995.
Free 10 -day trial available. Call or write. D.R.H.: 2275
East Bay Drive, #1205C, Clearwater, FL 34624. 813536-2904.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END: Spica, Superphon, B&K, Musi
cal Concepts, Magnum/Dynalab, Kinergetics, Straightwire,
JPW, QED, Chicago, RATA, Echo Muffs, Alphason. MO
BILE RECORDING COMPANY, Carmel, IN 46032. (317

Nakamichi, B&K, Sony. Superphon, Meitner, P.S. Audio,
Hafler, AR ES -1, Ariston, Grado Signature, Ortofon X3MC,
H/K Citation, Onkyo. In-store only: Apogee, Carver & Ad corn. DEMO SPECIALS: Meitner STR-50 amp $999, Nakamichi CA -5A preamp $599. Expert consultation-ask
Cliff or Ward. THRESHOLD AUDIO, 409 South 22nd St.,
Newark -Heath, Ohio 43056, 614-522-3520. MOST ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS.

846-9766 (317) 841-7154 (317) 474-9004. eves. &

ATTENTION GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: From repairs
to complete remanufacturing on all GAS equipment, we are

wkends.

the GAS specialists. Since 1977. Call or write for free
ALABAMA -WEST GEORGIA

Aragon, Audioquest, Beard, Carnegie, Creek, Garrott
Grado, Hafler, KEF, Kindel, Klipsch, Melos, Merlin, MIT,
Music Reference, NAD, Premier, Promethean, Quad,
RAM, Soundstream, Souther, SME, Spectrum, Thorens,
Tube Traps, VPI, Well Tempered, Zapco, and more. ACCURATE AUDIO, 110 E. Samford Ave., Auburn, AL 36830.
(205)-826-1960.

AMPEX RECORDER 4 CHAN. SYNC. re -wired superb
Pultec EQ w/band. Condon: 504-832-1462.

brochure. GASWORKS, 5563 Kendall Street, Boise, Idaho
83706. (208) 323 0861.

ATTENTION MAGNAVOX CD OWNERS: CDB 460, 465,
471, 560, 650. Super upgrade. Improved resolution and
sound stage with our comprehensive analog redesign. Dis-

crete output filter, dual mono power supply design, enhanced current to voltage conversion. Super sound, reasonable price. $250 plus shipping. Call 718-631-4669, or
write: Precision Audio, 223-47 65th Ave., Bayside, NY
11364.

gozv

Improve the sound of any speaker.
Yes, your speakers

can sound as if
they cost tw ce as
much. Chicago
Speaker Stcnds'
are rigid and
spiked to prevent

Chicago stands, and more. Free UPS shipping, Used/
Demo list in October 87 issue. Visa 'MC. Hours: Mon -Sat.
10-6. Call: (405) 842-3033. AUDIO CLASSICS INC., Oklahoma City, Okla.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A-D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

le movement

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

ACOUSTAT POWER AMPS ON SALE! The Acoustat

u

TNT200 with 200 wpc, regularly $1,300, is on sale at Opus

One while supplies last for only $749. The TNT120 with
120 stable wpc, regularly $699, is on sale while supplies
last for only $499. OPUS ONE: 1-800-441-2327. In PA
412-281-3969.

ACOUSTAT SPECTRA SERIES
defines a new state-of-the-art in electrostatic loudspeakers.
Free demonstration in your home! (Some restrictions ap-

`hicagoSpeakerStar
American quality and technology made in the USA
800.882-2256
312745-5500

at causes
smearing and
blurring of the
musical event.
Chicago Speaker
Stands must be
heard. Over 25
Models. Prices
start at under $40
per pair.

ply.) WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Free delivery in USA.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford,
OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.
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FOR SALE

UCING MUSIC RIBBON 32 SPEAKER CABLE (9 Ga. at $5.00/FL)
inductance Design with Polypropylene encapsulated OFC Conductors Produces the most
plitude and phaseresponse resulting in superior dimensionality resolution and Locus Color
an or write to suit any decor AVAILABLE as MUSIC RIBBON 16 112 Ga.' S2 5O:FT.i
(

trill['

AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year old child by shoe salesmen masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions
are based on a solid foundation of experience with the
components we sell as well as those sold by our competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the finest audio
equipment available, we arrange it in complementary systems designed to extract the greatest benefit from your
audio dollars chosen from among the following lines we

1909 HARRISON ST., SUITE 208 HOLLYWOOD. FL 33020 (305) 925-2470

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO RESEARCH D-79 AMP, exc. cond., $1500. Moscode 600 Amp $795. Kindel Phantom Speakers, $595.
Goetz G.M.S.-3 Speakers, $600. Acoustat 4 Speakers w/
Medallion Mod, $1095. Luminescence Preamp, latest,
$1895. Audio by A.J. Conti, Nashua, NH. (603) 888-6017.

SUPER OFFER

represent:

ATTENTION NEW ENGLAND MUSIC -LOVERS: Audio by
A.J. Conti has the new Martin -Logan Sequel Speakers on
display. Experience electrostatic purity from this state-ofthe-art manufacturer at under $2000. Nashua, NH.
(603) 888-6017.

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AIR -TANGENT AKROYD
APOGEE ARAGON AUDIOQUEST AUDIO NOTE
AUDIO RESEARCH BRITISH FIDELITY BULLET
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CARNEGIE ONE CLOSS NOVABEAM CREEK AUDIO

CWD DUAL GRACE GRADO HARMAN-KARDEN VIDEO HEYBROOK HI -PHONIC KISEIKI
KOETSU KRELL (INCLUDING KRS BALANCED)
KYOCERA LINN SONDEK LIVEWIRE MEITNER

AUDIO AMERICA
High -end and hard -to -find audio components. Low,
low prices! AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia).
Call: 1-804-797-5861 today!

MONDIAL MONSTER CABLE NITTY GRITTY NYAL
(MOSCODE) ONIX PIONEER VIDEO PROAC PS

AUDIO QUAD RANDALL RESEARCH REGA
REVOX ROKSAN XERXES SILTECH SME (IV & V)
SNELL ACOUSTICS SSI STAX SYMDEX TALISMAN TARGET VANDERSTEEN

premium blanks as low as

24¢ each!
Here's a first for audiophiles; as of right
now, you can buy branded, high quality,
bulk -packed audio cassettes directly from
the manufacturer at factory -direct prices!
Call Greencorp toll -free today and we'll
ship your tapes U.P.S. tomorrow. (Call for
other sizes and quantity rates.)

Duplicator Quality,
Music -Grade XDS Cassettes
(price each in quantities shown)
C10 -C12
C30 -C32
C45 -C47
C60 -C62
C90 -C92

25
34
.35
.37
.39
45

100
.24
.25
.28
.30
.36

AUDIO CONNECTION IN NJ
ANALOG PLAYBACK: Eminent Tech., Merrill, Hey brook, Garrott, Grado, Kaide MC, Well Tempered

SOUND
BY SINGER
165 E. 33RD STREET
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

Lab

CD PLAYERS: Calif. Audio Labs, Melos Audio, HK
TUNERS: Klimo 'Ertanax', Magnum Dynalab, Brit.
Fid'ty

ELECTRONICS: Belles Research, British Fidelity,
Klimo. Melos Audio, MFA Systems, Quicksilver, VTL
SPEAKERS: Bolero EHS, Fuselier, Heybrook, Kindel,
Princeton Acoustics, Spendor, Vandersteen
ACCESSORIES: AudioQuest. Chicago Sp. Stand,
Kimber Kable, MIT (Shotgun), Peterson, Sonex, The
Mod Squad, ToruFluid, ASC Tube Traps, Tweek

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Re vox, Carver, Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown,
Hafler, B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc.,
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona, NJ 07044
Also for sale: selected used equipment, close-outs. BY

BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy, sell, trade, consign
most high -end products. Audio Doctor, 1518 W. Commercial, Buffalo, MO 65622. 417-345-7245. COD -VISA -MC.
Newsletter.

APPOINTMENT. HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri 12 to 7,
Thurs 12 to 9, Sat 11 to 6. Closed: Sun & Weds.

CD Quality, High Bias, Chromium
Dioxide Cassettes
C60
C90

.60
.82

.48
.69

Norelco-type library boxes:
clear top or all -clear
.15

.13

Self-adhesive, white cassette labels
$3.00 per 100

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE (800) 972-0707

In Florida

(305) 925-0707

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If not satisfied
for any reason, return the cassettes for a full
refund.

Minimum order: $10.00. Shipping extra, U.P.S.
is 8% (min. $3)
We gladly accept company or personal checks,
or charges to Visa, Mastercard or American
Express.

TT1 - Wall mounting unit to isolate your turntable
"We can simply say that the TT1 is the best wall mounted turntable platform we have
ever seen" - HI -Fl Heretic, U.S. Magazine.

GREENCORP
U.S. Sales Office: 3505 S. Ocean Drive,
Hollywood, FL 33019.

For your free copy of our catalogue contact:

MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD.
P.O. Box 1048

Champlain, N.Y. 12919

Tel

(518) 298-5454
AUDIO/JANUARY 1988
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE. SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA. DEMONSTRATES PREAMP BEST BUYS: CONRAD-JOHNSON. AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS. MOTIF PS, ADCOM, SUPERPHON, B&K, MOSCODE, MUSIC REFER-

AUDIO RESEARCH D76A RECENTLY RETUBED to

ENCE, CD BEST BUYS: SONAGRAPH, PS, AUDIO QUEST. ALSO, ACOUSTAT, PALANTIR, VORTEX,
SPICA, SPECTRUM, RAUNA, SOUNDLAB, VELODYNE,
WELL -TEMPERED -LAB, VPI, MAPLENOLL, SYSTEM DECK, MAGNUM, PREMIERE, GRADO, ALPHASON,
GARROTT, VDHUL, FOSGATE, TEAC, MIT, MONSTER,
RANDALL, STRAIGHTWIRE. (714) 861-5413, appointment.

AUDIO COMPONENTS BY; ADCOM - BERNING

-

CLEARAUDIO - DECCA - ENTEC - GRADO - KINDEL MAGNUM DYNALAB - MICROSEIKI - MOORE FRANKLIN
- MONSTER/GENESIS - PREMIER - REGA - SHINON SME - SPICA - STRAIGHTWIRE - STAX - VPI - WELL

trade for McIntosh MR78. Talisman Alchemist Ills used 100
hours $175. (404) 549-0021 after 6PM EST.

BRING THE FEELING OF A live musical performance into
your home by adding a high quality, low priced subwoofer
to your audio system. Free brochure. NOSC, Box 13023.
Akron, OH 44313.

audio-technica

YOUR SEARCH
IS OYER!

7
0

NUM

DBX SERIES 3 1BX $140, 3BX $250, 200 $50, 228 $125,
Akai DT -250 timer $65, Teac X -1000R $400, X -3R $140.
Yamaha M-70 $300, Altec components. 1-502-789-1505.

We specialize in hard to find

B&W 808 ROSEWOOD. $4995 PR. W/NICKED CABINET.
5 YEAR U.S.A. WARRANTY. 916-345-1341.

(800) 221-0906

phono cartridges and original replacement styli,

`

TEMPERED LAB.

NEW & DEMONSTRATORS WITH WARRANTY; AUDIO
INTERFACE CST-80II $190 (N), BENING TF-1OHA $1140
(D) EA -2100 $1680(D(, BEVERIDGE 2SW-2 $4300(D(,
COUNTERPOINT SA-4/PR $3660(D), ENTEC SW-1/PR
$3145(D), KINDEL P-200MKII $410(D), NEC CD -803E
$375)D), ORSONIC AV -101 $23(N), PRECISION FIDELITY M7A $530(N), SIDEREAL ACOUSTIC IV $650(D),
STAX SR-14S/EMM/EMC/ECC-CPY W/LAMBDA PRO
51460(D).

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, RIVER FOREST, IL 60305.
312/771-4660BY APPOINTMENTAMEX/MCVISA

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6B $600. D-120 $1000, mint condition. 1100 Salisbury #2, Lincoln, NE 68505.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold,

Oak, Zenith, Hamlin Many others. "NEW" VIDEO

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Amazing price/performance! Free
shipping. Also Haller, PS, Thorens, Sota, Proton, Audire,
CWD, Monster, Sony, SAE. READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803)
723-7276.

ELECTROSTATICS-$398/PAIR. EPI Stat 450s (see February AUDIO review). $700 retail: 5 -year warranty. UPS
shipping extra. Sound Values, POB 551, Dublin, OH
43017. VISA/MC: 1-800-HIFIKIT.

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREEPRICE QUOTES
ANDDVISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (516) 599.1112

ilk,

t

1

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. A, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS ADCOM, ALPHASON, AR, ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO SOURCE, AUDIRE, BRITISH (MUSICAL) FIDELITY, CHICAGO, CREEK, DUAL, GRACE, GRADO & SIGNATURE,

orroron S1111RE sratir(m

GOLDRING, FRIED, HEYBROOK, KENWOOD BASIC
KYOCERA, LINN. LOGIC, MAS, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
NITTY GRITTY, PREMIER, QED, RATA, REGA, ROTEL,
SHINON, SPECTRUM, SPENDOR, SUPERPHON, SUPEX, TALISMAN, TARGET along with LAST, LIVEWIRE

HOPPER "THE COPY KILLER." Visa, M/C & Amex.
1-800-826-7623. B&B Inc., 10517 Upton Circle, Bloomington, MN 55431.

B&K AMPLIFIERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. High-performance
electronics you can afford. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ
(201) 277-0333.

and others. EARS, P.O.BOX 658-U, W.COVINA, CA
91790. 818/961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS.
MC/VISA. MANY MONTHLY SPECIALS, PREPAID SHIPPING -SEND STAMP!!

LOU Que VAIl) e
TRADE IN L»tVS
Here's your chance to trade in that old equipment and get
DOUBLE THE BLUE BOOK VALUE for it!!! Just bring your
valuable trade in to either one of our locations and trade up
for a new CD player, receiver, speakers or whatever. Offer
ends Jan. 31.
authorized dealer for:
NAD
ADS
CWD
DCM
NEC
M&K

CARVER
DENON
ALPINE
ENERGY
GRADO
ELITE
PULSAR
SIGNET
KLOSS
UNGO BOX
AMBRIA
TALISMAN
BANG & OLUFSEN AUDIO CONTROL
DBX SOUNDFIELD MONSTER CABLE

,H11IIIIIIIIIUIIU1111UIIIpUIIUUWWIU91MNUIIUWUI1UIW19111

7 ,'3kwaromlar~

rega
REGA products reflect a
splendidly simple British
design philosophy: use
only what is necessary &
make it of the highest qual-

ity. The result is a handsome

source of beautiful music,
at a proper price.

REGA dealers will encourage
you to listen to your favorite

recordings and judge for
yourself. For information:

please, no mailorder
open Sundays

import audio

IN MANHATTAN

IN QUEENS

173 BROADWAY
N.Y.C., NY 10007
212-227-6738
(1 block from World Trade CM)

184-10 HORACE HARDING EXPWY.
FRESH MEADOWS, NY 11365
718-961-9888
(Exit 25 LIE, Utopia Pkwy.)

3149 shenandoah, st. louts,

mo. 63104 314-773-1211
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DUET
DEBUTS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR; NAD, PROTON, H.K., HAFLER, B&W, TANDBERG, AUDIOCON-

GOLDMUND BLACK STUDIO Ill TURNTABLE $1650.
Quicksilver MX 190 $1400. Marantz Seven, Sid Smith

TROL, DAHLQUIST, dbx, NITTY-GRITTY, 3D, CWD, REVOLVER, STAX, M&K, BELLES, MOSCODE, FRIED, AUDIOQUEST, THORENS, MONSTER, SNELL, ORACLE
PRO -AC, GRACE, GRADO, DCM, TALISMAN, TIPTOES,

modification, with cabinet $1500. All mint. Original packaging. Call 212-874-4424.

FREE CATALOG. SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN ST.,
MARINETTE, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

CASH for your USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. WE BUY by
PHONE. CALL FOR the HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 8861650. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown. Pa 19046.

Featuring a host of firsts, beginning

CLEARANCE SALE
Melos GK -1 pre -amp $795; VPI HW 19mk11 Turntable

with the rew MD1-33, Morel's

$698; ORACLE Alexandria Turntable $798; MOSCODE

high -efficiency couble-magnet

maxi 600 (modified) $995; Threshold SL -10 pre -amp $450;
QUAD ESL -63 Speakers $1800 pair; ACCURATE AUDIO,
110 E. SAMFORD, AUBURN AL. 36830, 1 (205) 826-1960.

tweeter whose frequency response

falls witlin an incredible + / - 0.6dB.

COLLECTORS ITEM
Infinity Servo-Statik panels with sub -woofer. Bass amp
with x -over (bi-amp/tri-amp). Excellent condition. Paul
Empie: (518) 861-6010. P.O. Box 124, Guilderland Ctr., NY

Paired w th the MW -164, Morel's

12085.

long -threw double -magnet woofer,

COUNTERPOINT ELECTRONICS
Can make a significant improvement in the reproduction of
music in most audio systems. We offer a full line of Counterpoint components starling at only $595. Demonstrations
by appointment. Visa and MasterCard. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Free delivery to ALL zip codes. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 450560145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

making its debut in a cabinet system.

Followec by the 2abinet itself, a
radical rhombic design angled up for
greater depth and imaging.

Duet is pre Morel, and pure

I

DB-1B ALPS VOLUME CONTROL (80 DB) NOW available. Also: DB-1 to DB-1A, DB-1A to DB-1B. Power Amplifier update: DB-6 to DB-6A. Warranty extensions. DB SYSTEMS, Rindge, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

performance, from its Hexatech

voice col to its crivers.
Call or write for more on Duet

and Morel's full line of home and
auto speaker systems.

morel
Morel Acoustics USA
414 Harvard Street Brookline, MA 02146
tel. (617) º77-6663 telex 650-2499475

HAFLER AND ADCOM GXB MODIFICATIONS BY
MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Optimized inductorless design! Works great with electrostats, such as Martin -Logan! Tubelike transparency,
harmonic richness and pristine clarity. Why are many
former tube lovers using Musical Concepts amplifiers?
GXB series modifications for all Hafler, Adcom amps.
Hafler: $149/kit, $224/installed. Adcom GXB modification (GFA-555, 545, 535) $175 installed only.

DYNACO KIT BUILDERS -225,010 -LB BUYOUT! Tubes,
transistors, metalwork, raw drivers, circuit boards, etc.
Complete 200/200w "Black Box 410" transistor power amp
kit, $299. Owner/repair manuals (any), $6 each. Stamp for
list. SCC, Box 551AM, Dublin, OH 43017; (614) 889-2117.
VISA/MC.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18 DB/OCTAVE.
Kits available. Transient -Perfect, $175. Subsonic/Bandpass Filters. Free Flyer w/reviews. ACE AUDIO, 532 -5th
Street, East Northport, NY 11731-2399.
GET LOW PRICES ON ALL TYPES of audio equipmentincluding high -end and even esoteric products not normally
discounted. Now we can SAVE YOU MONEY on the equip-

ment you really want. Extensive selection-no need to
settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers
nationwide. FAST DELIVERY available. All products feature USA manufacturer's warranty. Call us for price quotes

or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. Member BBB and
Chamber of Commerce. Est 1979.
THE AUDIO ADVISOR, INC.,
225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503. (616) 451-3868.
AMEX/DISCO V ER/MC/OPTI MA/V ISA.

POWER PLAY!
Musical Concepts has the power! Toroid transformers,

high performance filter capacitors, complete mono
modifications for Hafler and Adcom amplifiers.
26,000mfd/75V capacitors directly replace DH -200/
220 originals, $80/pr. 38,000mfd/100V capacitors for
DH -500, $149/pr. Toroid transformer for DH -200/220

$125, dual stacked toroids for DH -500 $200. OPS
outboard supplies and LIPS II for Hafler preamps.
NEW STANDARDS
Introducing SuperConnect Ill! New price/performance
standard in interconnects. $55/IM pair. Compare SuperConnect III to any other! Money back guarantee!
INTRODUCING MusiCap! Real music lovers are tired
of bright, gritty, overhyped capacitors. It outrageous

dynamics combined with sweetness and delicacy
please you, send for our listing. TEFLON MC -2 preamplifier retrofits into all Hafler preamps, Dyna PAT -4/5,

others! Our TEFLON circuit boards, the first in audio,
set new performance standards. Why are we displacing $5000 tube preamps? Modifications for Hafler DH 100, DH -101 and DH -110 still represent the highest
price/performance ratio!
MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD-1B/CD-2
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Musical Concepts CD -2, the music lovers CD player!
The reference standard for musical CD reproduction!

Excellent 3D soundstaging. Explosive bass, open
mids! Delicate, effortless highs! CD -1b, introduces truly musical CD performance at the lowest possible cost!
Complete units,
yr. warranty! CD -1b $495, CD -1b/
1

465 $520, CD -1b/473 $579, CD-lb/650 $699 delivered. For CD -2 add $150.
DEALER
MUSICAL CONCEPTS

SEND FOR
INQUIRIES ONE PATTERSON PLAZA
REVIEWS/
INVITED
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
NEWSLETTER
314-831-1822, 1-5PM CENTRAL

MCINTOSH, C34V + MC7270 - $3,550, C33 + MC2255
- $3,150, C32 - $950, C29 - $750, C28 - $350, C22 - B/

O. MC2500 - $2,350, MR78 - $950, MR80 - $1,350,
MA6200 - $850, MPI4 - $950, Conrad Johnson PV5 $850, M75A-1 - $850, Audio Research SP6E + D9OB $1,995, SP11 - $3,450, M100 Mono 100 Watt - $3,290/pr,
Counterpoint SA2 pre -pre amp - $375, SA3 pre amp $425, JBL B380 subwoofer - $360, Kenwood LO7T Tuner
- $270. Technics Car stereo CQR7400 EU ($700) $325
(Factory sealed). 'Trade Welcome. Buy Mcintosh solid &
Tube, please ask about consignment. (303) 344-1583.

Passive Control
Centre

Input Expander
CD Passive Pre -Amp
Both 1x4 and CDP now available in Gold Sockets
For more information contact the Exclusive North American Distributor:

may audio marketing inc.

PO Box 1048. Champlain. N.Y 12919 Tel (518) 298.5454
In Canada: (514) 651-5707
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Audio Gallery has an excellent selection of these hard to find, high -end components, new and used.

MICRO SEIKI TURNTABLES, SAEC TONEARMS, HIGHPHONIC CARTRIDGES

Music, Music

Everywhere.

Turntable Systems from $500 to $15,000. CALL FOR A FREE LIST!

Audio Gallery 2718 Wilshire, Santa Monica, CA 90403 (213) 829-3429

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Haller pre -amps, amplifiers & tuner.
Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Audire, CWD,
Fried, Mirage, Monster Cable, PS, Proton, Quad, Sony -ES,
Sota, Spica, Straightwire, Superphon, Talisman, Thorens.
READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston,
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

JEMSTONE AUDIO serving Lansing and Southern Michigan. PREMIUM EQUIPMENT/NICE PEOPLE. New! Aragon, Meitner. FRIED, Linn, Luxman, Meridian, Sumo, AR,
Pulsar Video, Shure HTS. NEWSLETTER! JEMSTONE
AUDIO, 325 Grove Street. East Lansing, Michigan 48823.
(517) 332-1230 (ELECTRONICALLY 517-332-1322).

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
HAFLER, MCINTOSH, MARANTZ (USA), conrad-johnson, Audio Research, Krell and other Precision Audio
Components Bought -Sold -Traded. FREE Catalogue. See
our list at the beginning of the classifieds. Audio Classics
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri. POB 176HM, Walton, NY 13856.
607-865-7200.

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN,KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

HAFLER PREAMPS, POWER -AMPS, TUNERS & ACCESSORIES. MOST MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE
CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE,
CHICO, CA 95926. (916) 345-1341. VISA 'MC AMEX.

SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

MARK LEVINSON ML -11 POWER AMP plus ML12 pre
amp. Combo $2395. Pioneer CLD 909 Laser Video CD
Player new $498. Polk SDAZa 2 months old in boxes, $675
a pair or BO. 1-813-962-8555.

HAFLER-XL-280 KITS & NEW PRICES!

MCINTOSH

Hafler's bold new amplifier, the XL -280, is so accurate that

it can be directly compared with the ultimate reference-a
straight wire with gain. We are stocking: XL -280K $525,
XL -280 $600, DH -100K $200, DH -100 $250, DH -110K
$375, DH -110 $450, DH -120K $325, DH -120 $375, DH 220K $400, DH -220 $500. DH -330K $325, DH -330 $385,
DH -500K $725, DH -500 $850. Export units and accessories in stock. Three year warranty on assembled units (no
suffix). Visa and MasterCard. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING.
Free delivery to ALL zip codes. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145,
513-523-3333, TLX427791.

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL, ALTEC,
JBL, TANNOY, CJ, SEQUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE & SOLID STATE, BUY -SELL -TRADE,
MAURY CORB, (713) 728-4343, 11122 ATWELL,
HOUSTON, TX 77096.

ment. Visa and MasterCard. Free delivery to ALL zip
codes. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

Hiles

1/,

ill

audio

P.O. Box 160818, Miami, FL 33116
(305) 238-4373
Niles Audio Corporation, Inc.

1987

PAUL HEATH AUDIO
Audible Illusion, B&K, Convergent Technology, Eagle
Grado, Dahlquist DQ-20, Kinergetics, Lazarus, Melos, Mer-

MIT, Magnum Dynalab, Onkyo Integra, PS Audio,
Quicksilver, Rega, Sonographe, Spica. Ram Lab, Music
Reference, Line Drive, Vandersteen, VPI, Well Tempered
table & arm. 217 Alexander Street, Rochester, NY 14607.
lin,

LINN-IMPROVED PRODUCTS & LP12 UPGRADES
We have in stock the IMPROVED AND MORE POWERFUL LK1 and LK2, NEWER Index Speaker, Axis turntable,
and more. LP12 upgrades-new design armboard $30,
power supply modification $8. Demonstrations by appoint-

With our Speaker Switching
Systems, you can connect up to
10 pairs of speakers to your
stereo receiver.
Some units feature remote
switching, while others allow you
to adjust the volume of speakers
in different rooms. And all of our
units maintain a safe load on
your amplifier.
Choose from our quality line
of free-standing or wall -mounted
models. And let the music play.
Everywhere you want it to.
Niles Audio Corporation.
The Control Connection To Your
Sights And Sounds.

716-262-4310.

FOR SALE
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ (USA), conrad-johnson, Audio
Research, Krell and other Precision Audio Components
Bought -Sold -Traded. FREE Catalogue. See our list at the

beginning of the classifieds. Audio Classics 8AM-5PM
MONSTER CABLE PRODUCTS AT LOW PRICES! CALL
TOLL -FREE FOR ORDERING & PRICES 1-800-222-3465.
HCM AUDIO: (916) 345-1341. VISKMCJAMEX.

EST Mon. -Fri. POB 176MM, Walton. NY 13856.
607-865-7200.

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

The Best Deserves the Best

SME Series V
"The Best Tonearm in the World."

Talisman Virtuoso DTi
"The best high output MC on the
,
market and one of the best cartridges
available regardless of type or price."
.

-Stereophile Magazine Vol. 9, #4

P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-4500

It should come as no surprise that these
two thoroughbreds work so well together.
When we saw SME's remarkable
achievement of rigidity, non -resonance
and neutrality, we set about creating a
phono cartridge designed to the same
parameters.
Separately, each is recognized as the
state-of-the-art in its genre. And, of course,
the SME V will bring out the best in
whichever phono cartridge you decide to
use, just as the Virtuoso will perform
superbly in other tonearms.

Together they are the single most
faithful instrument for reproducing
recorded music. Once you've listened to
this combination, we think you'll agree.
Call us at (415) 843-4500 and we'll rush
literature to you and give the name of an
audio specialist who can demonstrate
our best playing your best.
175
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BED

CALL U

LASTS

680 w/ dolby C $650. ADS -10 perfect $570. Phase 400
$350. Sansui demo: AU-G55X $200. Harman-Kardon
demo: HK65C table $325. Lux M120A poweramp $300,

BEAT ANY PRICE

C120A preamp $200. Gold Aero exceptional tubes (numer-

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

AUDIO & CAR STEREO

The SOpUND Approach
Commack,ke., NY

FAST WARRANTY (516)
FULL6067

FOR MIDI OR RACK SYSTEMS
For more information contact
the Exclusive North American
Distributor:

may audio marketing inc.
P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919
Tel.: (518) 298-5454
In Canada: (514) 651-5707

ous types) stocked. Complete retube kits shipped fast!
Mogami Neglex 2534 interconnect cable $.60', 2513
speaker cable $2.50'. R.C.A. ribbon microphones: 77DX
$475, BK-11A $190. Handpicked tubes 1963 vintage many
types. Boothroyd-Stuart Meridian amplifier system $375 w/
moving coil. Onkyo sealed TX -35 $175. Sony LC90-FeCr
$11, LC60-FeCr $6, LC90-SLH $9, LC60-SLH $4.50 elca-

set tape. Teac AL -700 elcaset recorders factory sealed
$1,100 originally, $299, RX-10DBX DBX sealed $225, remotes $50, QUAD: Panasonic SH-3433 $300. EV 7445
encoder $475. Pioneer RTU44 recorder w/remote $1,250,
Sony TC854-4S wiselsync, new capstan motor!, remote
$1,200, TC-765 w/remote $600. Ortofon transformers

FOR SALE

STM-72 $25, T-10 $60. Mitsubishi DA -R8 $150. 900 prerecorded r/t/r $7, 1h track $18. Require collections pre-recorded openreel, McIntosh, Marantz (tube) units, Sony, Teac,

MUSIC BY THE SEA
Southern California's premier audio salon offering music
lovers exceptional products: ROWLAND RESEARCH

Advent Dolby units, oddball pieces, accessories. Desire

o

AN ADD-ON

MCINTOSH MC -250 $299, MX -112 $450, MC -225 $300,
1700 $300, 1900 $400. MX -110's $250-400. RCA shaded
dogs & Mercury Living Presence collection $30,000. Crown
D -150 -IOC $350, SL -C" phono modules $100. Nakamichi

WE WILL

POWER PACK

POWER & SOUND
QUALITY BOOSTER

FOR SALE

preeminent consignment items. Money back guaranty. Mailorder Specialist! Shipping worldwide. Martin Gasman: 779

SOTA MOD SQUAD ET 2 VIRTUOSO SME

Worcester Street, Wellesley, Mass. 02181. Telephone:

VANDERSTEEN MIT COUNTERPOINT VAN DEN
HUL B&K SPICA ORACLE WELL TEMPERED LAB

617-CEL-TICS, 617-235-8427.

STAX RAUNA NITTY GRITTY AUDIOQUEST
GRADO HARMAN/KARDON SUPERPHON MIRAGE

KOETSU STRAIGHTWIRE MAGNUM VACCUM
TUBE LOGIC TUBE TRAPS POLYPHASORS Custom cables, expert turntable set-up, in -home auditions,
system installation and a 2 week satisfaction guarantee.
MUSIC BY THE SEA (619) 436-7692; 542 North Highway

NO DEALER IN YOUR AREA? Call Electronic Creations
for: B&W, Canton, Conrad Johnson, DBX, Dual, Energy,
Grado, Harman Kardon, Kyocera, Magneplanar, MIT Cable, Monster Cable, Nitty Gritty, PS Audio, Sony/ES,
SOTA, Spica, Sumiko, Stax. Competitive Prices. Visa, MC.
305-3$1-5830.

101, Leucadia, California 92024. Open Tuesday -Saturday
11-6 pm. Call for your MUSICAL NOTES newsletter.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA! IN THE BEAUTIFUL NORTH

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES 8 SUPPLIES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE FOR

KARDON KLIPSCH NAD SONY & MORE. APPOINTMENTS WELCOME. GOLDEN EAR HI -Fl. CHICO, CA.

ORDERING & PRICES 1-800-222-3465. HCM AUDIO,
1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.
VISA/MC/AMEX.

OHM F LOUDSPEAKERS, 1PR; ADCOM GFA-1 AMPLI-

FIER; excellent condition/super sound: Best offer over
$500; will sell separately. (215) 752-0825 evengs.

VALLEY YOU CAN FIND ACOUSTAT B&O B&W
BOSE BOSTON ACOUSTICS HAFLER HARMAN
(916) 345-1762.

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1-800-222-3465. ACOUSTAT AL-

CHEMIST AR AUDIOQUEST JBL BOSE BOS-

TON GRACE GRADO HARMAN/KARDON

HAFLER KENWOOD LAST LIVEWIRE MONSTER
CABLE NITTY GRITTY PREMIER SONY SOTA

SPICA STAX STRAIGHTWIRE SUPERPHON
THORENS TALISMAN VAN DEN HUL. CALL FOR

Music Lovers

Only!

LOW PRICES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. HCM AUDIO,
(916) 345-1341. VISA/MC/AMEX.
,,r. rahO(jlu

the absll a sound_

Philadelphia
Audiophiles
We proudly represent:

Audiophiles lave TAS, but
musicians swear by it. That's
because our name, The
Absolute Sound, is the sound of
live music, and our goal is concert -hall realism in your living
room. Award -winning newspaperman Harry Pearson and his
staff are in their 15th year as
overseers of audio's High End,

Acoustic Research
Adcom
Alphason
Arcam
Ariston
Audible Illusions
B&K Components
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Eagle Amps
Electrocompaniet
Goldring

telling the truth -and nothing
but -about the state of the art.
What do you get for signing up?
Equipment reports that tell more about how

Infinite Slope
Kimber Kable
Kindel
Kinergetics
Lazarus
Linn Sondek
Magnavox CD
Maplenoll
Micro Seiki
Mission
NAD
Haim Audio
Parasound

Pioneer Elite
PS Audio

QEDTarget
Rega Planar
Rogers
Rotel

Royd Audio
Snell
Soundcraftsman
Stax
Straightwire
Superphon
Systemdek

Plus 15 brands of cartridges and more!

components really sound than mere specs ever
could. CD and record reviews that define the
beauties and the beasts of audiophile software.
Investigative articles that Pulitzer Himself would
be proud of. All this, from witty writers who say
what they want -because they're protected from
the heavy hand of advertisers by stringent editorial

SOUND SERVICE CO.
8010 Bustleton Ave.
(215) 725-1177-78

policies.

A six -issue subscription costs just 533 in the US or
Canada. Single back issues are 57 50 MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO

the absolute sound
PO Box L, Sea Cliff, New York 11579
Or call and charge It to your MasterCard, Visa,
or Amex at (800) 222-3201 or (516) 671-6342.

Philadelphia, PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

QUAD IS NATURAL DETAIL. Superb, organic, utterly
natural. SME IV & V. Air Tangent tonearm Premier

Koetsu Kiseiki Talisman Virtuoso DTI Nova JFET
Preamp Eagle 2A Mono Blocks (high current) for Apogee
Van Den Hul B&K Rotel Symo High Current Speaker
Wire. Call Joseph at ARIA for private consultation, audition.
Free UPS shipping. 609-397-2416. 6-9PM & Sunday.
RESPONS GRAND SPEAKERS $2,500. Audioplan Musicables 1 Meter Interconnects $195. Perreaux 5150B Ampli-

fier $1,695. Grado Tonearm Cable with WBT Plugs $45.
512-751-2222 Days.
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"Of all the CD mats and damper discs we
have tried, the best by far is the one from
The Mod Squad."
J. Peter Moncreiff

LOWER

LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION

"The Mod Squad 650 CD player is significantly more open
and dynamic than any other CD player I have heard to date.
It delivers the dynamic range that CD has promised since it
first appeared but has never quite made good on."
Anthony H. Cordesman

The Mod Squad offers a unique portfolio of products and services. Call today 1619/436-76661
and ask what we can do for your system, or request a list of full-time dealers.
Canada: May Audio Marketing, Longueuil
In France & The Netherlands: Audio Quartet, Nice
In Hong Kong: Sound Chamber
In

TijnI

In Italy: P.F.A., Pisa

In Singapore & Malaysia:
Advanced Acoustics, Singapore

In South Africa: Phonovox, Johannesburg

V

4LELa

In Switzerland: Ensemble, Basel
In Taiwan: Sound Ray Electronics, Taipei
In Thailand: Audio Corn., Bangkok
In United Kingdom:

Moth Group, Bedford

Department A 542 Coast Highway 101 Leucadla, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666

FOR SALE
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

FOR SALE

WE'RE DEALIN'!

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION. N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN. DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X.. AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

CUSTOM STEREO HOLIDAY SEASON DEMO & TRADEIN SALE! Audio Research MCP -33 headamp $795, D-60
amp $850; Bang &Olufsen CD -50 disc player $649; Nakamichi MR -1 cassette $650, PA -7 amp $1099; Linn Sara

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

speakers 5850/pr., LK-1 preamp $549, LK-2 amp $549;

SALES, INC.. JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
SIDEREALKAP

Acoustat TNT -120 amp $595; Conrad Johnson PV4
preamp $275: Music Reference RM4 headamp $350; Perreaux TS -2 dubbing/phono selector $279; Harman Kardon
Citation 12 amp $125; Yamaha PC2002 amp $799; Stax

AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO TODAY.

UA7 tonearm $85. CPY cartridge & supply $399. Authorized Dealers for NAD, STAX, Klipsch, Velodyne, DBX,
CreekiRevolver. Tascam, Canon Video and many more!
1391 South Hamilton, Columbus, Ohio 43227.

FIND OUT WHAT THE MUSIC LOVER'S CAPACITOR

614/235-3531.

THE SIDEREALKAP WAS DESIGNED FROM ITS INCEP-

TION TO BE THE FINEST SOUNDING CAPACITOR

DOESN'T SOUND LIKE. CALL (619) 722-7707, OR
WRITE TO: SIDEREAL AKUSTIC, 1969 OUTRIGGER
WAY, OCEANSIDE, CA 92054.
FREE LITERATURE AND PRICE INFORMATION UPON
REQUEST.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

STRAIGHTWIRE SPEAKER & INTERCONNECT CABLES IN STOCK. WE SHIP ANYWHERE! CALL TOLL FREE FOR ORDERING AND PRICES 1-800-222-3465.
HCM AUDIO: (916) 345-1341. VISA MC AMEX.

The VMPS Super Tower/R is a six -way, very low
distortion, high efficiency floor standing loudspeaker
system with a linearity and neutrality of response,
first octave bass extension, and enormous dynamic
range to please the most demanding audiophile.
Specifications include sensitivity of 96dB/1 W/1 M,
THD of no more than 0.5°/o/1 W drive from 22Hz to
20kHz, -3dB points of 20Hz and 50kHz, 350W rms
power handling with 20W rms recommended minimum, and maximum undistorted output levels of
128dBSPL/ 1 m. Like its siblings, the VMPS Tower
II ($439ea kit, $599 ea assem), and the 76", 300lb

Super Tower Ile/R SE ($1399-1499ea kit,
$1838-1938ea assem), this system features the
unique GISO Holosonic image enhancement circuitry, an ambience recovery system based on the true
phase information of the signal source for dramatic,
three-dimensional sound stage and imaging. Luxury
options available for the ST/R are the 200W Super -

dome softdome tweeters ($90/set), crossovers of
100°/o IAR Wondercaps ($152), and Powerline II
internal wiring I$50).
Write for reprints of Sttereophile's rave reviews.
(Original Subwoofer, Vol 8/4 Aug 85; STIIa/R, Vol
9/3 Ap 86) plus brochures and test reports on the

MiniTower II ($329ea kit, $439ea assem), our
three highly acclaimed Subwoofers (Original,
$329ea kit, $399ea assem; Smaller, $229ea kit,

$299ea assem; Larger, $439ea kit, $549ea
assem), and the OSO Series of bookshelf loudspeakers.. Kits are supplied with fully assembled
cabinets and all prices include free shipping in 48 US
States.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. (tone Audio

3412 Eric Ct El Sobrante CA 94803 (4151 222-4276
Haar VMPS at The Listening Studio. Boston: Par Troy Sound.
Parsippany NJ: Dynamic Sound, Washington DC: Deltacom Audo,

Clearwater Fi. Audio by Caruso, Miami FI: Arthur Morgan, Altamonte Springs Fi. Mountaneer Telephone. Beckley WV: Shadow
Creek Ltd. Minneapolis Mn:: Encore Audio, Lee's Summit Mo; The
Long Ear, Coeur d'Alene Id: Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca: Reference Sound, Eagle Rock. Ca: Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca: Ultimate

Sound, San Francisco Ca; Custom Audio, Novato Ca: Eclectic
Audio. Livermore Ca; Itone Audio, El Sobrante Ca.
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Threshold

The only place in the world you can hear
all the ultimate sounds.
Cello KrellDuntechAudio ResearchMITSota
Rowland Research Meitner Lurne AudiomecaStaxThiel
SMEVPIWell-TemperedCarnegieVan Den Hul

announces

availability of their

10 YEAR

744-0600

(201)

193 Bellevue Avenue. Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

019

FACTORY SERVICE
AGREEMENT
for owners of
Threshold
S/series and SA/series
STASIS amplifiers
FET preamplifier models
one, two, nine, and ten
PCX and PCX -X10
electronic crossovers

no matter whether the
original warranty is still
in effect or whether the
extended warranty option
was taken.
Since 1974 Threshold has produced
audio components at the cutting edge
of technology and of the highest reliability. To further enhance the investment value of these products Threshold
now offers a factory service agreement
that eliminates service parts and labor
costs for 10 years.

COMPACT DISCS

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

LOW COMPACT DISC PRICES-Schwann CD and COL-

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS FROM SOUND ADVICE! Fourth
Annual Christmas Sale!! Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Chesky, Nautilus, Wilson Audio;

OR Catalogs via UPS $5-LARGE Classical Inventoryover 9000 titles-Mini-Catalogs $1-Follow-up ServiceDUWARS, PO BOX 6662-A, GREENVILLE, SC 29606.

U.H.Q.R.'s out -of -prints, etc. 8215 Grand, Kansas City, MO
64114. (816) 361-2713. VISA; MASTERCARD.

PREVIOUSLY -OWNED COMPACT DISCS! Buy, Sell,
Trade. Free Catalog, Information. The CD LINK, P.O. Draw
5596, Greenville, SC 29606.

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS at WHOLSALE! MOBILE FIDELITY, Nautilus, Sheffield, Reference, Chesky, MBK, Sweet
Thunder, Wilson, American Gramophone, Japanese, Super Disk. NITTY GRITTY, and AUDIOOUEST record care
accessories. Special. MFSL, STONES collection $175.
Chad Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402.
913-825-8609.

.,

T

"%T1(1E,y1['SIC
/ 101:11 FAILS

`.

_

Free Catalog of CD's.

- Same day shipping'if you order

before 12:hoon,EDT..
51D° DISCOUNT per disc on orders
-

of 10 or more.

02" for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call ToII.Free to order:
USA 1-200-232-3687
NYS 1-800-537-7303
P O. Box 616, Clifton Park, NY 12065
518-664-2550
DOOM. PACT

ENTRE

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
"THREE-WAY MIRROR" sees itself in your future! Airto
Moreira, Flora Purim and the late, great Joe Farrell make
jazz of many colors, with Mark Egan on electric bass,
guitarist Jose Neto and others. Hear Airto, THE Brazilian
percussionist, as straight -ahead jazz drummer. Hear Flora
Purim caress four new tunes with her legendary pipes.
Hear echoes of 'Datos" in more of Airto's atmospheric
jungle music. Hear Joe Farrell's flute and saxes embroider
all this in his last recording session, engineered, naturally,
by Prof. Johnson (RR -24). "NOJIMA PLAYS LISZT," and
how! Japan's foremost pianist in his first American recording will lake your breath away. Power, accuracy, poetry; he
has it all, and more. The demonic Liszt Sonata, Mephisto
Waltz and others are brought to life in full-blooded Prof.
Johnson sonics (RR -25). Both new titles available on Digital Master compact disc ($16.98 each) or Pure Analogue
331
rpm LP ($15.98 each) postpaid. Visa:MC OK. Free
catalogue/reviews. Dealer inquires invited. REFERENCE
RECORDINGS, Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107.
(415) 355-1892.

Purchase of the Threshold factory service agreement provides parts, labor
and specification coverage for a period
of 10 years from date of manufacture.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Should a covered Threshold component
fail to operate or to meet applicable specifications simply return it to Threshold
for service. There will be no further
parts or labor charges incurred during
the period of the Service Agreement.

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
ON THE THRESHOLD 10 YEAR
FACTORY SERVICE AGREEMENT
VISIT YOUR AUTHORIZED
THRESHOLD DEALER OR WRITE:

Threshold
Corporation
1945 industrial drive
auburn, california 95603

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.
o
o
O

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

AUDIO/JANUARY 1988

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

WIRE AUDIO INTERCONNECTS TIF FAN Y CONNECTORS TO NE A R M Cq

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS-Tons of Titles at only $12
each. V2 speed master recording and direct to disc. All the
Major labels are offered. MFSL, Nautilus, M & K, Sweet
Thunder. Crystal Clear, Century, Direct Disk Labs, Sheffield. Buy now while the selection is still good. Call or write
for a catalog. BILL, 5 Saratoga Lane, Plymouth, MN 55441
(612) 591-1069.

BLANK TAPE
3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER, UPS
T/120/L750
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components.

OF
14932 n. florida ave tamps, fla. 33613 1-813-961-3319
N HUL MATCHED CRYSTAL CABLE HEADSHELL LEADS BINDING POST

95, SNIPPING ANY SITE ORDER C 0

CHARGE

AIM WO..

AND KONICA. CALL

M -F

412/2/7-8621
600/245-6000

ADD I. 95

f.

8:70-5:00

IOWTRIAD.

o

.uvers .....

seek out excellence

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and

99

WE WILL BEAT ANT PAM Of THE ToTAL ORDER

NO EXTRA

o

with the finest
in connecting

(800) 833-0071.

040

VISA MC

a ...audible results

co

WANTED TO BUY

1-800-245-6000

HG

TOR MAXELL

P

IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME! McIntosh, Marantz Tube
components, Western Electric, Altec, JBL, Jensen, Tannoy
Lan-Gevin Trusonic Raw speaker. Tube etc., top cash.
Henry Chang, 309 E. Garvey Ave., Monterey Park, CA
91754. (818) 571-6274 LAX.

ON LONG ISLAND
featuring the best in audio technology,
combined with old-fashioned hospitality
electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH

CD PLAYERS

MERIDIAN

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc. TOP CASH.

COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
In stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Acoustat, CWD, Fried,
PS, Proton, SAE, Sony, Spica. (See our Haller ad.) READ
BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
J.S. AUDIO OFFERS Compact Disc Players from the
inexpensive to the esoteric, plus a complete selection
of audio components at competitive prices. For more
information Mon. thru Sat. please call 301-890-3232.

J.S. Audio, One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD
20866. We honor Visa & MSC.

Scott Dowling, 9908 Dames Drive. Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.

M&K

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
Mcintosh Solid state, Western Electric, JBL, Altec, Tannoy
Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, SME Arm, Torch Fire &
Co., Temma-(516) 997-7633, (516) 496-2973.

N.A.D.

MARIAH

PARADIGM

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, Tannoy, JBL, Jensen, other collectibles.
John Conrad, 1178 Blackbird Street, El Cajon, CA 92020.
(619) 449-9155.

GRYSTON

MAGNUM
THRESHOLD

loudspeakers
MARTIN LOGAV

THIEL

VANDERSTEEN

analogue and c.d. sources
AOCOM
CARNEGIE DUAL
DYNAVECTOR
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY GRADO MERIDIAN 207
ORACLE

SHINON .

SOTA SUMIKO

SME IV & V
THORENS

SONO3RAPHE

VIRTUOSO

cables
AUDIOQUEST

M.I.T.

MONSTER

STRAIGHT WIRE

WELL-KNOWN TOP PRICES BUYER: Mcintosh, Mar-

RECORDS

antz, ARC, Quad, Western Electric, tube equipments. Early

AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct -to Disc, Halfspeed Masters & Quiex II Recordings. Approximately 2500 available! Great Titles-Great Prices! (Exam-

speaker systems, units, by Tannoy, EV, JBL, Altec, Jensen, W.E. Brand new tubes: ECC82/83, EL -34, KT66/88.
6L6, 6550. David Yo, PO Box 832 Monterey Park, CA
91754. Tel' 818 576-2642.

ples: Fleetwood Mac. Fleetwood Mac, $45; Pink Floyd Dark

Side of the Moon, $45; John Klemmer/Touch, $20). First
Come -First Served! Call for Price List. The Elusive Disc,
(213) 388-7176.

1 -800-257-7880.

CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS-ARC. Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, Conrad Johnson & Counterpoint. Collect
from home or ship UPS -COD. Call CA (213) 257-6726.

WE PROUDLY WELCOME:
AUDIO RESEARCH
premiering the SP -11 MK II

MISCELLANEOUS
NEW IDEA? Innovation Center in Washington, D.C. will
assist you through Research and Development! Free Kit -

WANTED TO BUY

Sennie.

KLYNE

DENON

OLDTIME RADIO BROADCASTS ... Classic programs
on high quality tapes. Mystery and adventure! Comedy!
Drama! Music! Free catalogue. Carl A. Froelich, 2 Heritage
Farm, New Freedom, Pennsylvania 17349.

THRESHOLD

the newest "Optical Bias" amplifiers.
SERVICE THROUGHOUT METRO N.Y.
Since 1981, Audio Visions has been setting
new standards for service. Music lovers have
willingly travelled hundreds of miles to come
to our store. Why? Visit with us, ano find out.
APPOINTMENTS ARE REQUESTED

You don't want to be rushed. You and your
audio consultant should be talking with each
other in detail. When you're ready to audition

equipment, the demonstration si-ould be
really meaningful, with great attention paid to
details. (Even the choice of cables can make a
big difference.) The equipment's performance
should be neither embellished (byginmickry),
nor tarnished (by incompetence). An honest,

thorough demonstration takes time. So, to
reserve time in one of our demo rooms, do
please call us in advance.
FOUR LARGE DEMO ROOMS
Seasoned experts have told us that cur demo
facilities are among the very best in the country. Make an appointment to visit us, and see if

you don't agree.

Convergent ALrdioTechnc
tuo,khágil S,.,,,,, of

gy

24 Falcon Drive West Henrietta. NY 14586
716-359-2700
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SINGERS!

SERVICES

TEST RECORDS

REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
New Digital Time -Delay Systems with power amplifiers
available. White Labs. 10528 Lower Azusa Rd.. Suite

/,.

192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (818) 446-5346.

+r,.

,..-

STEREO SERVICE. FREE ESTIMATES ON ALL UNITS
SENT TO US. MINIMUM REPAIR IS $45. ALL MAKES
AND MODELS. CASSETTES, REEL -TO -REELS, CAR
STEREOS, WALKMANS, RECEIVERS, AMPS, TURNTABLES, PRO -AMPS, GUITAR -AMPS, MIXERS, C.D. PLAYERS. MASTERCARD. VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND
CHECKS ACCEPTED. SEND TO: J.W. GRIFFIN, 728 LINCOLN BLVD., VENICE, CA 90291.
PHONE: 213-399-2203.

GI

t!
.4,

4\

r*, 4
y.

`vs=h

.'Qv

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance

Audiophile
Gift Ideas

yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound,

Dept.AU-3, 7980 LT Parkway
(404) 482-4724
Lithonia, GA 30058

1. Audioquest (AQ) CD Stabilizer Rings
25 Sorbothane Rings w/locator . 29.95
49.95
Set of 50 Rings
2. AQ Automatic Manual Tonearm Lifter . 39.95
39.95
3. AQ Super Reflex Clamp (Delrin)
31.95
4. AQ Sorbothane Record Mat
5. AQ Sotbothrr Foot . 9.00 Set of 4 34.95
6. AQ Sorbothane Tube Damper Rings . 2.50

Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR ~ONE DEMOIANEr 14822485

TEST RECORDS

7. AQ Wonder Solder 15 ft . 12.50 11E3 . 49.95
8. AR ES -1 Turntable W/MMT Tonearm . 544.00**
CALL
9. ASC Tube Traps
10. CD Roll -Top Storage Cases (Solid Teak)

f8136 (Holds 36) 29.95 X8160(60).39.95**
11. Chicago Speaker Stands
8",Budget Metal Stand ..34.95**
BB -02
RJ-10
10",10x10"Topwlspikes 71.95**
Hercules 15",10x9"Top w/spikes . 109.95*
Hercules 25".6x9"or9x10'Topw/spks 119.00*

12. Datagard 6 outlet electrical strip:
39.95
69.95
24.50
15.00
.. 169.00

wlspike/noise protection
Deluxe 7 stage spike/noise filter
13. DB Cartridge Alignment Protractor
14. Grado Phono Cartridges XTE + 1

Sig MCX ... 255.00 Sig 8MX
15. HQ Premium Carbon Fiber Brush

.

14.95

16. Interconnect Cables: Distech, FMS/
Livewire, MIT, Monster, VandenHul .. CALL
14.95
17. LAST Record Preservative (#2)
6 95
LAST Stylus Cleaner (#4)
18. MagnavoxCDB471 *NEW MODEL .189.95

19. CD8472..229.95** CD8473..299.95**

20. Magnavox CDB 650 CD Player ... 399.95**
23.50
21. Mod Squad CD Damper
22. Mod Squad Passive Line Drive

SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING, FROM CBS
TECHNOLOGY CENTER, is a high -precision test record
for the novice. Set up your hi-fi system and tune it to the

CBS TEST RECORDS
The CTC Professional Series Test Records to replace the
world-famous STR Technical Series Test Records. The
records are designed for the audio professional and audiophile who demand the highest level of performance.
CTC-300 PHONOGRAPH TEST RECORD is used for
measuring the frequency response, crosstalk, resonance,
polarity, compliance and tracking ability of a phonograph
cartridge. $30
CTC-310 DISTORTION TEST RECORD has been designed to evaluate any type distortion produced by a phonograph cartridge due to factors such as non-linear relationships between the stylus motion and the cartridge output, vertical tracking angle error. or poor coupling between
the stylus and the record groove. $30
CTC-330 STUDIO TEST RECORD was developed to
assist in evaluating the performance of audio disc playback
equipment. It provides the range of frequencies and levels
necessary to measure sensitivity, frequency response,
separation, phase and turntable speed. $30
CTC-340 ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD is intended to
be used for measuring the performance of an entire stereo
system, including the loudspeakers. $30

CTC-350 TURNTABLE AND TONE ARM TEST RECORD provides the signals necessary to measure key
performance parameters of turntables and tone arms. $30
Payment must accompany order and be either a check
or money order in U.S. funds. Add $3 for handling with
each order. Allow four to six weeks for delivery.
Please write or call:
AUDIO TEST RECORDS
CBS. INC.
Columbia Special Products
8th Floor
51 West 52nd Street
New York, NY 10019
(212) 975-4321

specific acoustics of your listening room. Make certain your
equipment functions properly. Includes 16 -page booklet by

PUBLICATIONS

AUDIO's Edward Tatnall Canby which shows you how to
perform the following "ears only" tests: Proper identification of left and right channels, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control settings, elimination of buzzes and rattles, proper adjustment of vertical and lateral -tracking
money
forces, and much more. Send $8.98
order in U.S. funds only: payment must accompany order.

"THE AUDIO CRITIC IS BACK!
After an absence of more than six and a half years, the
toughest, most original and most serious critical journal in
audio is back in business again. The Fall 1987 issue of
THE AUDIO CRITIC discloses surprising information, unavailable elsewhere, on amplifiers, phono technology,

Add $3 for handling with each order. Allow four to six
weeks for delivery. Please write or call:
AUDIO TEST RECORD
CBS, Inc.
Columbia Special Products
8th Floor
51 West 52nd Street
New York, NY 10019
(212) 975-4321

speakers, etc. The Winter 1987-88 issue, heavy on speakers and CD players, is coming soon. Subscriptions are now
being taken for four issues a year, starting with No. 10 (Fall
1987). Send $22 (no Canadian dollars, $10 extra for over-

seas delivery) to THE AUDIO CRITIC, 800 GARMATAN
AVENUE, MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552.
CD -OR -LP: A REALISTIC ANALYSIS $5 TO: FACTS,
P.O. BOX 56279, RIVERSIDE, CA 92517.

CALL

23. Monster Cable X -terminators (pr) ... 24.95
CALL
Monster M-1, M-1000 Cable
24. RAM/GoldAero Premium Grade Tubes . CALL
25. RCA Connectors: Tiffany 7/9mm (pr) . 13.50
Mogami 7551 6mm . 2.99 WBT 9mm . 36.95
CALL
26. Sonex Acoustic Room Treatment
27. Sound Anchor Stands For Vandersteen IIC
Loudspeakers 219.95 UPS (50 lbs) 19.95
149.95*
28. Quad Stand from ARCICI
14.99
29. SUMIKO TWEEK
30. Sumiko FB-1 Fluxbuster MC Demag .. CALL
31. Sumiko AcrylMat/ReflexClamp combo 149.95
32. Tip Toes/Counterfeet
4 50
1/2" For hard surfaces
6.50
1 1/2" For carpeted surfaces
8 50
1 1/2" w/ screw top
1 1/2" For Vandersteen, Hercules, Quad
8.50
and Sound Anchor Stands
12.95
1 1/2" For Sota or VPI Tables
33. Turntable/CD Wall Shelves:
99.95**
Target TT -1 14"x17"
QED WF-2C Holds VPI & Sota Tables 145.00* *
.

34. VPI HW-5db'Magic Brick"

34.50,

35. VPI Record Cleaning Solution: 1 gal

19.95

SHIPPING CHARGES (48 STATES, UPS, INSURED)
3 95
Accessories One Item

Each Additional Item .. 1.25
12.95
*Stands/ARTable
8 95
* *Electronics

CHARGE ITI (616) 451-3868
AMEX/DISCOVER/MC/OPT IMANISA

prices subject to change without notice

"audio

advisor, Inc

ORTOFON

SHURE

W0 410 i9> sd

ORTOFON

A LARGE SELECTION OF:

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES
TOLL FREE
VISA

(800) 342-9969
01!/yh, 2. T7t

Asst

SIGNET

TALISMAN

...

M&Y CO.
8344 Melrose

SHURE
GRADO
DYNAVECTOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
PICKERING
SIGNET
GRACE
TALISMAN
STANTON
PREMIER
AUDIOOUEST
SME ARMS
CARNEOUE ONE
THORENS

AR
MICRO SEIKI
AND MANY MORE.

Los Angeles

IVIONSTER CABLE

GRACE

225 OAKES SW GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
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PUBLICATIONS
ADVERTISE USED HIGH -END EQUIPMENT for sale or
wanted to over 100,000 audiophiles. Sell, buy fast at best
price. Unbeatable rates and service. Free details. Write,
Audio Advertising Cooperative, 9119 Skinner Road, Fredonia, New York 14063.
12 CLASSIC PURIST MICROPHONE SETUPS clearly ex-

plained,illustrated, plus general tips. It's in "The Microphone Cookbook" by "Billboard" Classics Top 10 engineer
Russ Borud. Send SASE to Box 16521, St. Paul, MN.

FM ACCESSORIES
MAGNUM/DYNALAB FM SIGNAL BOOSTER

ProAc

Signal Sleuth 105 FM 99.00.(orig. 190.00.
Signal Sleuth 2002 (mobile) 99.00-(ong. 190 00,

MAGNUM/DYNALAB FM ANTENNAS
ST -2 Omni -directional - 69.00
SR 100Silver Ribbon tuneable - 17 00

TERK AMPLIFIED ANTENNA 69.00
MAGNAVOX CD PLAYER SALE

55116.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY L.E.D. DISPLAYS- models 510B
& 511 peak metering systems are available for your manufacturer. Offered for sale are a large parts inventory, all
engineering documentation, tooling, vendor sources, customer lists, etc. To be sold as a single lot only. Inquire at 1312-882-6481 or P.O. Box 94487, Schaumburg, IL 60195.

JPW LOUDSPEAKERS LTD., A TOP RATED loudspeaker manufacturer from Great Britain, SEEKS

1

U D I O 19141666 0660

UTLET

PO. Box 673
Bedford Hills, New York 10507-0673

MAIL ORDER

SONICALLY SUPERIOR

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

REPS. Many prime territories available. For an INTER-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EX-

VIEW visit our exhibit AT C,E,S.-Suite 344. Riviera
Hotel or contact: Power Audio Distributors, 4632
Crossroads Park Drive, Liverpool, NY 13088.

CHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

MM

O

AT

I

O

formance from all our models; the SuperTower
(pictured), the Studio One, & the Super Tablette.
Contact us for rave reviews & specs.

MODERN AUDIO CONSULTANTS

(315) 451-5721.

MAIL ORDER

ProAc's superior engineering and precision
construction guarantees monitor quality per-

DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS-Real-Time Duplicated Tapes. Also compact discs (classical/jazz)-excellent
prices: ORFEO, CHANDOS, TELARC, DELOS, CAPRICCIO, DMP, GRP, ACCENT, other labels. Send $1 for
CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape Recording,
14-R Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

WEST: 2888 Blutt St., Boulder, CO 80301

303.449.1440
EAST: 112 Swanhill Ct., Baltimore. MD 21208

301.486.597

Our speaker cables and interconnects bring the music back to you!

Upgrades for Thorens turntables & Grado canndges
Corktone Platter Mat, F-1 Dustcover Weight and more ...

Complete catalog $3.00, refundable with purchase.
1925 Massachusets Avenue, Cambridge, MA (617)354-8933

superlative components
for music lovers
exercising judicious extravagance

ABARGAIN: NAMIKI DIR FNDR $95; TECHNICS STYLUS GUAGE $68, 305MCMK2 $205, 100CMK4 (BEST P
MOUNT AVAIL) $259, EPA500 $295, EPA250 $275, STAX
PRO LAMBDA (#3) $759, PRO/LAMBDA (#1) $450, SIGMA'SRD7 $450, LAMBDA/SRD7 $335; GRACE 747 $199,

The model 1 pure class A power amplifier.
Rated into 8 or 4 Ohms. Effortless sound
from 30 peak amperes per channel

7071IB $179, F9E (Super) $189, F9E(S) RUBY $249,
F9E(S) STYLUS $105, RUBY STYLUS $189; DENON

capability.
The model 2 preamplifier. Vanishingly low
noise. Class A operation throughout.
Accepts MC or MM cartridges with
selectable loading. Five high level inputs
including tape recorder.

103D $189, DL303 $210, DL305 $350, DL304 $245, DYN-

AVECTOR 23RS(MR) $249, 17DS(MR) $450; KOETSU
BLACK $525; F.R.1MK3F $189, FR45 $199; SIGNET
XK50 $199; ORSONIC HEADSHELL $29; WORLD'S
BEST GERMAN ZEISS BINOCULARS AT UNRESISTABLE PRICES; SEND SASE: BOX 3334, RIDGEWOOD, NY
11386; ALL UNUSED.
(212) 619-2888 DAY; (718) 366-0360 EVE.

Designed by Nelson Pass and
manufactured in the U.S.A.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A,D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Re vox, Carver. Bang & Olutsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown,
Hafler, B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc.,
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

BEST PRICES SME V $1399 SMEIV $850 Formula V
$179 Rega RB250 $125 Koetsu Black $465 Mayware MC 7V:3 $165 MC -2V $99 MC -3L/2 $99 Celestion SL600 $975
Wharfedale 708 $399 Rogers LS3i5A $399. Catalogue $1
bill. STEREO: PO. Box 774, London, NW7 3ST, England.
Prices include Airmail delivery.

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA Stackable, portable, oak units hold LPs, CDs and tapes. Free Mailorder
Brochure, (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:

(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA

audition Forté at selected audio specialists.
for a list of these specialists write:
Follett Audio 1945 Industrial Drive, Auburn, California 95603

94133.
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BUY

MAIL ORDER
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AD. INDEX

F

PEI

NAKAMICHI: 8X300 $649, RX202 $559. RX505 $1039,

AR STEREO RADAR
.:4
CL

COMPUTER FURNITURE

o

$329, TD400 $399. TD500 $609, TD120011 $1199, TD700
$769, PA350 $349. PA30011 $309. SP300 $299. SP40 $99,
SP80 $199.

MEW
Noss

JVC

$11888

JCK/200

"Kordless Stereophones"

MuRIDisc CD Changer
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n,e uttrnate n convenreqe and
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Toshiba
DX -900
PCM Digital VHS Hi -Pi Stems

Tea`
V-770

pcture

dynamo exponsm p.m True
lope nomorrq ºiv fire seng.I
mouetat search

CALL

Colby BC mdse reduction 70 Pro

yea neatly MIS stereo

code reaO dy
remote

t 27 lunation
On screen Waby

wireless

$26995

3 -Head HX Pro Cassette Deck

penal spec. effects Rolfe

nee [Wild asdo record, Blxk

fi

CR5A $819, CR7A $1199, DRAGON $1599. OMS2A
$429. OMS3A $689, OMS4A $799, OMS5A $1199,
OMS7A $1499. SR2A $359, SR3A $529, SR4A $719.
CA7A $1949, PA7 $1499. PA5 $899. ST7 $579, TD300

roparnr 5469

YAMAHA: RX1100U $749. RX900 $579. RX700 $449,
RX500 $319. RX300 $219, E011000 $469. E0500 $289,
KX1200U $559. K640 $349. K540 $279. KX500U $319,

CDX11000 $889, CDX900U $559, CDX700U $389.
CDX500U $259, CDX4000 $239, AX900U $549, AX700U
$459, AX500U $309. AX400U $209. T85 $379. TX900U
$299, TX500 $229, TX400 $179, C85 $599, C45 $299.
DSP1 $739, AVC50 $419, TT500U $189, PF800 $469.
DENON: DCD800 $299, DCD900 $389, DCD15001I $539,
DCD 1700 $709, DCD3300 $1399, DRM14HX $319,
DRM3OHX $399, DRM44HX $499. DRA95VR $509,
DRA75VR $389.
KYOCERA: R861 $879, R661 $699, R461 $499,
DA710CX $639. DA610CX $399. DA510CX $499.
DA410CX $379, DA310CX $289, D611 $429. D811 $569.
A910 $1149, T910 $459, DA910 $1249, C910 $899, B910
$1599, PL910 $1599.
CARVER: TX2 $349. C2 $349, DTL $419, M1.5t $719.
M200t $349, M5001 $499, Reciver150 $649, DTL200 $549.
NAD: 6300 $689, 3300 $469, 4300 $429, 7175 $619, 7250
$469.

JVC
RX 950VBK

Shkire V-15

512995
Type V MR
Micro Ridge Phono Cartridge
Peden/
M,cro sepe srytus
rrocxab ity Dynamo sta lest 3rde
guard eels pot
Duo -pool

CALL

Hi -Power Audio/Video Receiver
120
worys pe channel RM5
7depptrer
py]
ells spectrum

01011600 po,pe°eps,n5275

Manufacturers USA warranty. Factory fresh. Most equipment shipped within 24 hours, ORDER 1-800-622-HIFI
VISA, MC, DISCOVER, AMEX, DINERS, COD. More info.
please call: 1(206) 747-9999. TASKAMICHI AUDIO, P.O.
BOX 25583. Seattle. WA. 98125. Prices subject to change.

compei dubovp3.wlOraeu°ern'o'e

i

control Black finan

CALL

Teoc
W-990RX
Double Reverse Cassette Deck

Usl 5749

MAIL ORDER-LINN, NAIM, SPENDOR, CREEK, REGA.
C.J., ROTEL, BRITISH FIDELITY, DNM and many others.
FREE DELIVERY-NO TAX OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA. Call
for brochure and newsletter, (800) 521-1453.

$32995

CDBB65O `

Audiophile CDsound pPlayer
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Firm (Reader Service No.)
Adcom (1)

85

48-50

ADS
AERO (3)
Akai

5

86 & 87

AKG Acoustics
27
Altec Lansing (6)
117-119
American Acoustics (7)
11
105
Apogee (72)
Audio Research (10)
136
41, 158
Audiophile Systems (4)
AudioQuest
149
AudioStream (12)
135
Barcus-Berry (13)
19
125
Bose (16)
Boston Acoustics
93
Brystonvermont (17)
103
B & W (9, 85)
77, 79
Carver (19, 20, 79)
7. 151, 163
CBS Records (21)
145
Cerwin-Vega (22)
33
Cincinnati Microwave (82)
95
Columbia House
8&9
Component Guard (23)
83
conrad-johnson
107
155
Counterpoint (24)
159
Coustic (25)
dbx (45)
23
Denon (28)
71
DMP Records
161
134
Esoteric Audio (65)
Fostex (80)
137
Franklin Mint
53
Infinity Systems (29, 77) ... 42 & 43, 111
KEF (36)

dbx

dbx

517995
1ex-Ds
Dynamic Range Controller

Klipsch (39)
Koss (40)
Kyocera (26)
Levinson
Madrigal
McIntosh (48)
Meridian
Mobile Fidelity (81)
Monster Cable (84)
Museatex Audio (49)
M & K Sound (42)
NAD
Nakamichi

517995
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EC -10

Audio Equalizer//Analyzer
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24995
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Audiophile Stereo Headphones
Open eye headphone etn

$
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"I wonder if the cracks in the rock were there before I turned up the stereo."

That's the way it happens. The clean, clear sound of
Pyle Driver , car stereo speakers transforms an
everyday drive into a lasting impression.
Innovations like the new 200 watt 6x9" car stereo
speaker with a two-inch PolyThermal Kapton mice
coil make Pyle the design and development leader in
sounc reproduction technology. Pyle's
unconpomising commitment to quality means each
and every speaker is individually inspected and
assenb'ed by hand.

e

That same dedication to quality is built into Pyle's new
Digital Demanc amplifiers. Powerful yet distortion
free, Py e Digital Demand amplifiers provide the
purest sound possible.

Make a lasting mpressian with Pyle Driver' gar stereo
speakers and electronic components.

For the name of the Pyle dealer nearest you w+mte:
Py .e Inlustries, Inc. Huntington. IN 46750

LP

A Harman International Company

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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TYPE I (Normal Position)

TYPE II (High Position)

TYPE IV (Metal Position)

AD -X You'll get exceptional sound
throughout the entire frequency range
with the first normalrbias Avilyn formulation designed for wider dynamic range
with superior MOL. Record on home
components.
AD -S For cleaner, sharper sound AD -S
delivers wider dynamic range with lower
tape noise. A special rigid plastic C-Thru'"'
mechansim provides resonance control
for clear undistorted recordings. Record
on home component systems, integrated
systems.
AD Hot high -end performance is the
earmark of AD. Linear ferric oxide particles for smooth, natura reproduction
provide for extreme ser;sitivity and wider

SA-XG This is the ultimate Type II performer that meets or exceeds professional
recording standards. A superior RS -II
three -layer mechanism, plus TDK's exclusive dual coated Super Avilyn formulation
make it the world's quietest tape, in any
class. Perfect for all professional and
high -end home equipment recording.
HX-S When you want extended dynamic
range and digital capability, HX-S is the
premier metal particle tape to use. Record
on home component systems.
SA -X The world's quietest tape formula-

MA-XG Capture the full dynamics of
digitally -sourced material on MA-XG. The
ultimate metal tape features TDK's new

dynamic range. For us with rack systems
and auto decks.
D When you want pre rum performance
at an economical price, TDK D cassettes
deliver. Available in the videst assortment
of lengths. Record on h wme tape deck
systems or battery pow :red portables.

tion-a dual coating of Super Avilyn-plus
a unique DLM (Dual Layer Mechanism)
delivers improved frequency response
with virtually no noise. Record on home
component systems, high -end portables.
SA Greater dynamic range and high
energy sound have made SA the world's
most popular high bias cassette. Record
on home component systems, boom
boxes and other portables.

three -layer RS -II vibration dampening

mechanism, which virtually eliminates
vibration-delivering the purest, clearest
sound. Record on high -end metal compatible decks.
MA -X Our Super Finavinx metal tape
formulation and new DLM (Dual Layer
Mechanism), which virtually eliminates
vibration, allows MA -X to deliver a richer,
wider dynamic range with clearer sound.
Record on all metal compatible decks.
MA Superior sound reproduction with
super -wide dynamic range are the characteristics of MA. It delivers true metal tape
performance at an affordable price. Great
for digitally sourced music, too. Record on

all metal compatible decks.

;:TDK.

THE ART OF PERFORMANCE.

TDK is the world's "reading manufacturer of audio & video cassettes and floppy disk products.
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1987 TDK Electronics Corp.

